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EXECUTIVE SUl\IMARY 

The Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP) is owned by the United States (U.S.) Department of 
Energy (DOE), which has responsibility for Environmental Management programs and leases the uranium 
production facilities to the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC). The plant has produced enriched 
uranium continuously since November 1952. With the facility at 52 years of age, the State Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO) of the Kentucky Heritage Council (KHC) entered into a Programmatic 
Agreement (PA) with DOE and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation in January 2004. This PA 
required that U.S. DOE complete a Cultural Resources Survey and Cultural Resources Management Plan 
(CRMP). 

In 2004, DOE contracted to complete the Cultural Resources Survey of the PGDP. All buildings and 
structures at the facility built into the early 1990s were inventoried in accordance with Kentucky survey 
standards. Following the survey and historical research, the period of significance for the plant was 
recognized as extending from 1952 to 1973. 

This survey identified a National Register-eligible historic district at the PGDP. The potentially 
eligible PGDP Historic District contains 119 buildings and structures of which 101 would be considered 
contributing to the character of the district. These properties are significant under National Register criterion 
A and criteria consideration G for their significance in Cold War history and for their role in the 
development of America's commercial nuclear industry. The proposed PGDP Historic District includes a 
large area that has remlj.ined in continuous industrial production since 1952. 

IX 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP) is ovvned by the United States (U.S.) Department of 
Energy (DOE), which has responsibility for Environmental Management programs and leases the 
uranium production facilities to the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC). The Environmental 
Management mission includes environmental cleanup and waste management, the management of 
depleted uranium hexafluoride (UF 6) generated prior to July 1993, and maintenance of nonleased 
buildings and grounds. 

The PGDP is located in western Kentucky (Figure 1), approximately 3.5 miles south of the Ohio River 
and 12 miles west of the city of Paducah. The current size of the Paducah U.S. DOE reservation is 3556 
acres of which 748 are within the main security fence (Figure 2).1 The PGDP contains 161 primary 
buildings and numerous other ancillary buildings and structures (Figure 3). 

This survey and National Register Assessment were completed at the request of DOE from January 
to September 2004. The project was completed by Thomason and Associates under the direction of 
Project Principal, Philip Thomason. 

The area included within the survey includes the historic and existing boundary ofPGDP. The purpose 
of this study was to accomplish the following: 

• Survey PGDP in accordance with Kentucky survey standards; 

• Evaluate PGDP for eligibility on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP); and 

• Comply with provisions of a Programmatic Agreement (PA) among DOE, the Kentucky State 
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
concerning the management of historical properties at PGDP. This PA was signed in January 
2004 and called for the completion of a Cultural Resources Survey and Cultural Resources 
Management Plan (CRMP) for PGDP. 

This report was prepared by Thomason and Associates, Preservation Planners of Nashville, Tennessee 
(Consultant). Over the past decade, this firm has completed several studies of nuclear production tacilities at 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, for DOE. Based on these studies and other research, it is the conclusion of the 
Consultant that the DOE Paducah Site contains a potentially eligible National Register historic district. 

! USEe Web site. =~~~-,-" "Paducah Plant Facts." 
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Figure 1. PGDP vicinity map. 

Figure 2. United States Geological Survey (USGS) quadrangle map, 
Heath, Kentucky (1978), showing PGDP location. 
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Figure 3. Aerial view of PGDP showing the four large process buildings and support facilities. 
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The PGDP Historic District is significant under National Register criterion A and criteria 
consideration G for its military significance during the Cold War and for its role in America's commercial 
nuclear power development. The PGDP was one of three U.S. facilities in operation during the Cold War 
that enriched uranium for nuclear weapons. The main components of this district are the plant's four main 
production buildings, which contain the cascade system critical to the uranium enrichment process. These 
buildings, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337, continue to be used to enrich uranium and are supported by 
various other processing and operations buildings. The proposed district includes 101 contributing buildings 
and structures associated with the gaseous diffusion process, such as cooling towers, electrical switchyards, 
and switching stations. The proposed district also contains administrative and control buildings which were 
integral to the Contractor-operations of the plant. 
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2. RESEARCH AND SURVEY l\IETHODOLOGY 

This assessment was conducted in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and 
Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic Preservation (National Park Service, 1983). The study was also 
completed following recommendations set forth in the follovving documents: Guidelines for Local Surveys: 
A Basis for Preservation Planning: National Register Bulletin #24 (National Park Service, 1985); and the 
Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual (Kentucky Heritage Council [KHC] 2001). 

A discussion with the KHC in January 2003 revealed that cultural resource studies at PGDP have been 
minimal. Two studies were completed for archaeological resources at the plant in 1993 and 1994 by Martin 
C Evans and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) respectfully. These studies, A Phase 1 
Archaeological Reconnaissance on the Solid Waste Landfill (Eso-18007) at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion 
Plant in McCracken County, KY (Martin C. Evans, 1993) and Environmental Investigations at the Paducah 
Gaseous Diffusion Plant and Surrounding Area, McCracken County, Kentucky, Volume IV, Cultural 
Resources Investigation (COE 1994), resulted in the survey of a number of archaeological sites and 
assessments of National Register eligibility. No buildings or structures associated with PGDP were 
inventoried as part of these studies. No comprehensive architectural survey has taken place in McCracken 
County. 

In recent years, a number of studies have taken place on a nationwide level to detennine the 
significance of nuclear facilities in World War II and the Cold War. The prototype gaseous diffusion plant 
was constructed at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, in 1943. KnovvTI as K-25, this plant is considered one of the 
signature buildings of the Manhattan Project and has been identified for eligibility as a National Historic 
Landmark? During the early 1950s, additional gaseous diffusion plants were constructed at two locations: 
Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth, Ohio. Paducah was operational in 1952 and Portsmouth in 1956. The 
Consultant interviewed F.G. "Skip" Gosling, historic preservation officer for the DOE, regarding the 
National Register eligibility of the Paducah and Portsmouth plants. Mr. Gosling agreed that both plants are 
potentially eligible for their state and local significance, and that the primary process buildings would be the 
key contributing elements to these districts with ancillary support buildings contributing to the districts as 
well.3 In September 2004, the Consultant contacted the Ohio SHPO and spoke with David Snyder of that 
office regarding the National Register eligibility of the Portsmouth plant. No fonnal architectural/historical 
report has been completed on the Portsmouth plant to date, but such a report is currently in progress. 
According to Mr. Snyder, the Ohio SHPO has detennined that the entire plant is eligible for the National 
Register for its Cold War significance.4 

In January 2003, an architectural and historical evaluation was conducted of the C-410 Complex 
vvithin PGDP. Constructed between 1953 and 1957, the C-4l0 Complex served as a feed plant to the 
cascade diffusion system of the main process buildings. It consisted of the main C-410 Building, as well as 
buildings C-420, C-411, and various support facilities, including three storage tanks and a sludge lagoon. 
Due to extensive contamination, DOE proposed to decontaminate and decommission the C-410 Complex. 
The study concluded that the C-410 Complex was eligible for the National Register as a contributing 
property within the potentially eligible PGDP Historic District. This conclusion was contained in the 
Cultural Resources Survey and National Register Assessment, C-410 Complex, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion 
Plant, McCracken County, Kentucky, January 20, 2003. The KHC concurred with the assessment of National 
Register eligibility for this historic district contained in the report. 

The fieldwork for this study was conducted in accordance with KHC standards. The survey was 
directed by Philip Thomason, Principal of Thomason and Associates, with assistance from Peggy Nickell. 

: Joe Garrison, Section 106 Coordinator, Tennessee Historical Commission, SHPO, January 15,2003. 
3 FG. "Skip" Gosling, Historic Preservation Officer, DOE, Washington, DC, telephone interview, January 14,2003. 
4 David Snyder, Section 106 Coordinator, Ohio Historic Preservation Office, telephone interview, September 2,2004. 
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The on-site field survey of the facility took place between March 1, 2004, and September 1, 2004. An 
architectural description was completed for each property along with historical research and discussions 
with plant personnel on the building or structure's historic and present use. The survey examined every 
aboveground building and structure within the footprint of PGDP. Not surveyed were aboveground piping, 
small pump houses associated with the water works, temporary trailers, concrete pads containing cylinder 
storage tanks, and small electrical substations. Because of the large quantities of these structures and their 
secondary nature in the overall character of the plant, it was decided to provide representative photographs 
and generic descriptions of these facilities rather than individual forms. 5 

A total of 161 primary buildings and structures were inventoried within the existing boundary of the 
PGDP. Appendix A provides a listing of these facilities. These properties and associated resources are 
described and evaluated in Appendix B. The Kentucky Historic Resources Individual Survey Forms, MCN-
95 through MCN-138, and MCN-140 through MCN-263 are included in Appendix C. 

Potts, Environmental Review Coordinator, KHC, e-mail letter, February 18,2003. 
6 
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3. HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

3.1 NINETEENTH AND EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY HERITAGE 

Prior to the 1940s, the land now occupied by PGDP was characterized by farmland and woodlands. 
In the eighteenth century, the land between the Tennessee River and the Mississippi River was part of the 
Chickasaw Nation. This Native American tribe claimed much of the land in western Kentucky and 
Tennessee and south to the Choctaw Nation in Mississippi. In 1818, Andrew Jackson and Isaac Shelby 
negotiated a treaty with the Chickasaw to purchase this land. Known as the Jackson Purchase, this 
acquisition allowed for extensive Euro-American settlement into the region. 

The decade of the 1820s witnessed substantial settlement in this section of Kentucky with many 
settlers of Scotch-Irish, English, and German descent. Formed out of Hickman County, McCracken 
County was created in 1824 as the seventy-eighth county in the state. Paducah emerged as the commercial 
and governmental center of the county and was incorporated in 1830 at the confluence of the Ohio and 
Tennessee rivers.6 Most of the land in the county was converted from woodlands and grasslands to 
cultivated fields. Com, wheat, and tobacco were the main crops, and many farms raised livestock such as 
cattle and swine. Hundreds of settlers owned slaves, and by 1840, slaves comprised 16 percent of the 
county's population. In 1860, the population of McCracken County had risen to 10,322, of which 8554 
were white and 1768 were African-American slaves.7 

Despite attempts to remain neutral, Kentucky was occupied by Union and Confederate forces early 
in the Civil War. Paducah became an important military base for the Union army, and by February 1862, 
most Confederate troops had been forced from this section of the state. McCracken County sent soldiers 
into both the Union and Confederate armies, including African-Americans who served in Union infantry 
and artillery regiments. No major conflicts occurred in the county until March 1864 when Confederate 
Major General Nathan Bedford Forrest led a raid on Paducah. After defeating the garrison at Union City, 
Tennessee, Forrest led 2800 men northeast to strike at Paducah. Arriving on March 24, Forrest's 
command quickly seized the town when a smaller Union force fell back into Fort Anderson, a strong 
earthwork on the west side of the community. After a brief skirmish outside the fort, Forrest's men 
gathered a substantial amount of supplies and horses before moving south to Mayfield.s No other major 
actions took place in the county during the remainder of the war. 

Following the Civil War, McCracken County's population increased to almost 14,000 by 1870. 
Tobacco emerged as the primary cash crop during the mid-nineteenth century and 1.25 million pounds 
were produced by county farmers in 1870.9 In addition to tobacco, county farmers also raised substantial 
amounts of com and wheat. The 1870 census also showed swine making up the largest proportion of 
livestock followed by mules, horses, and cattle. With the growing tobacco trade, Paducah shipped 12,000 
hogsheads of tobacco to other markets in 1884. Post war industries that were developed in Paducah, 
included five wagon factories, a woolen mill, three tobacco warehouses, a tobacco stemmery, and three 
large flour mills. The city's rail service, first established in 1853, was enlarged in the 1880s when the 
Paducah-Elizabeth Railroad was consolidated with the New Orleans and Ohio Railroad. 1O This railroad 
line was later merged into the Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railroad system. 

6 Environmental Investigations at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant and Surrounding Area. McCracken County, 
Kentucky. Volume IV, Cultural Resources [nvestigation. Department of the Army, Vicksburg, Mississippi, and Nashville, 
Tennessee, 1994, page 24. 

552. 

7 Ibid, page 25. 
Patricia Faust, ed. Historical Times lllustrated Encyclopedia Civil War. New York: Harper & Row, 1986, page 

Environmental 
Ibid, page 28. 

"w,,,u,,'.). Department of the Army, page 27. 
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The property now encompassed by PGDP was the site of several large farms in the nineteenth 
century. One of the larger lando\\;TIers was the Reverend W. S. Baldry who purchased 1688 acres in this 
vicinity in 1859.!l His daughter, Mary Jane, married W. F. Cunningham, and the couple later inherited 
much of the Baldry estate. The Harmony Baptist Church was founded by the Baldry family and built on 
their land. When the federal government purchased property for the Kentucky Ordinance Works (KOW) 
in 1942, this church was moved to its present site at Grahamville. 

Grahamville, located just to the east of the present PGDP boundary, became the primary crossroads 
community in this vicinity. This community was settled in the 1870s following the establishment of a 
store and tobacco warehouse by Zelotes Graham (Figure 4). A Methodist congregation constructed a 
church at Grahamville, and a grist mill was also established in the community.I2 Another important family 
in the vicinity was that of Reverend Josiah Carneal who purchased extensive acreage in this section ofthe 
county. His son, John D. Carneal, donated land in 1876 for the construction of the African-American 
Carneal Chapel Missionary Baptist Church just north of Grahamville. A school was also built on this 
property in 1900, and this crossroads settlement is still knO\\;TI as Carneal. 

Approximately 1.5 miles south of Grahamville the community of Heath emerged around the tum of 
the twentieth century on the former lands of Lafayette and Harriet Harrison. A large plantation was 
established here in the 1850s by Edward and Harriet Owen. At one time, 21 slave cabins existed on the 
plantation. I3 Following the Civil War, Harriet Owen gave her former slaves one acre of land each on her 
property. At her death, the bulk of her estate went to her last husband, Lafayette Harrison. The property 
was subdivided in the 1890s among the Harrison heirs and in 1897 the small community of Heath grew 
up around a store and post office. The community grew in prominence in 1902 when the Paducah-Cairo 
Railroad was completed through this area and a depot was built at Heath. Part of the former Harrison 
estate included not only Heath but also extended into the property now encompassed by PGDP. 

Figure 4. Circa (ca.) 1900 photograph of the Zelotes Graham store in Grahamville. This building is no longer 
extant (Photo from History and Families of McCracken County, Kentucky: 1824-1989, pA2). 

II McCracken County Deed Book M. page 169. 
Paducah Historical Society, History and Families a/McCracken County. Kentucky' 1824-1989. Paducah, Kentucky: 

Turner Publishing Company, 1989, page 43. 
13 Environmental Department of the Army, page 29. 
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During the early twentieth century, farmers in McCracken County prospered for several decades. 
Corn, wheat, and tobacco continued to be grown in abundance, and livestock sales were also active. At 
Heath, a broom factory was opened in 1922 as the small community grew around the railroad depot. 
However, by the mid-1920s, the over-production of tobacco, nationwide, led to falling prices, and many 
farmers in the county suffered as a result. With the Great Depression, many of the county's farmers 
participated in New Deal programs that sought to control agricultural production. Between 1934 and 
1939, McCracken County decreased production of tobacco by 78 percent as part of efforts to cut 
surpluses and raise prices. 14 These efforts were not successful, and land values dropped by the end of the 
decade. Many farmers continued to struggle until America's entry into World War II in 1941. The 
landscape of this section of McCracken County was transformed when the federal government established 
the KOW west of Paducah. 

3.2 THE KENTUCKY ORDNANCE WORKS 

The land on which the PGDP is located was originally part of the property occupied by the Kentucky 
Ordnance Works (KOW). The KOW was an explosives- manufacturing facility constructed in 1942 with 
the sole purpose of producing trinitrotoluene (TNT) and concentrated sulfuric acid from six production 
lines. The chemical TNT was widely used for a variety of explosives in bombs, mines, torpedoes, and 
other munitions. 

The KOW was one of five large government-owned plants constructed in America under a contract 
with the DuPont de Nemours and Company of Delaware. Because of its demonstrated capacity in the 
production of gunpowder and munitions, DuPont was awarded a TNT Special Contract by the U.S. 
government in 1942.15 This contract called for DuPont to design the plants, procure production 
equipment, and consult in overall plant operations. The designs of these plants were based on DuPont's 
Kankakee Ordnance Works near Joliet, Illinois, a DuPont-designed-and-operated TNT plant, then in its 
initial operating stages. I6 The first three plants to be built under this contract were the West Virginia 
Ordnance Works at Point Pleasant, Ohio; the Longhorn Ordnance Works at Karnack, Texas; and the Lake 
Ontario Ordnance Works at Modeltown, New York. These three plants were commissioned on January 8, 
1942. Two additional plants, the Pennsylvania Ordnance Works near Milton, Pennsylvania; and the KOW 
west of Paducah, were commissioned in February and March 1942. 

The announcement of the KOW was made on February 27, 1942, when the Paducah Sun-Democrat 
headlined "$30,000,000 Arms Plant to be Built in McCracken County."I7 The federal government 
condemned 16,100 acres west of the city and an estimated 250 families were forced to relocate. Most of 
the buildings within the condemned area were razed, although some dwellings were salvaged and moved 
to new locations. The federal government began purchasing property in June and eventually acquired over 
250 separate tracts for the plant. I8 

The site for the KOW was largely composed of farmland and woodlands near the small community 
of Heath. The initial contract for the construction of this plant was for $4,128,490, and on March 10, 
1942, the Rust Engineering Company was awarded the contract to build the facility. The KOW was to 
have six lines producing TNT, as well as, sulfuric acid. The Atlas Powder Company, a subsidiary of 
DuPont, was contracted to operate the plant. Actual construction began April 15, 1942, and over the next 
seven months, some 6000 workers built numerous concrete and frame buildings at the site. A spur line of 
the Illinois Central Railroad was also built to provide rail transportation to the plant. 

14 Ibid. page 30. 
IS "U.S. NT Special Contract." Manuscript on file at the Hewgley Museum, Wilmington, Delaware, page I-I. 

Ibid, page I-2. 
Paducah Historical Society, page 18. 
McCracken County General Index to Deeds, Grantees, N to Z, 1939-1961, McCracken County Courthouse, 

Paducah, Kentucky. 



On December 28, 1942, the KOW went into operation when one of its lines produced its first 
amounts of TNT. During its operations, the plant consisted of a TNT manufacturing area, an acid 
production area, a water-treatment plant, and a coal-fired steam plant Figure 5 shows the KOW electrical 
plant. The KOW had its own cafeteria, which could seat 248 persons at one time, a hospital, laundry, and 
its own box factory for making TNT -packed boxes. 19 The water system was considered one of the most 
modem in the state and two of its water tanks remain in use today. To the west of the production area 
were administrative buildings and residences for plant managers. The last of the buildings at the plant was 
completed in April 1943. 

Figure 5. World War II photograph of the KOW electrical plant. The four coal-storage holding tanks 
associated with this building remain extant (Paducah Sun-Democrat, December 15. 1950). 

The plant made TNT by adding nitric acid to toluene gas in large 2000-gallon vats. The liquid TNT 
was then washed, hardened, and formed into flakes, which were then placed into 50-pound boxes. The 
boxes were transported by rail and truck to the Magazine Area, located to the north of the production area. 
A total of 92 concrete bunkers in the Magazine Area were built to provide temporary storage for the 
boxes of TNT. From the bunkers, the boxes were then transported to munitions plants across the country. 
Hundreds of workers were employed at the plant during the war years. 

The plant remained in operation from December 1942 until it was placed in standby status on August 
15,1945. With the official surrender of Japan and the end of hostilities, the last TNT was manufactured 
and packed on August 24. The KOW was declared surplus to the Surplus Property Board on September 
20, 1945. During its years of production, the KOW manufactured almost 393 million pounds of TNT,z° 
Overall, from 1940 to 1945, DuPont produced more smokeless gunpowder and more TNT than any other 
company previously in history.21 Figures 6 through 10 show the TNT Production Area. 

Ibid. 
Final Phase I Engineering Report, Volume I of IV, Executive Summary, Phase I Remedial Investigation at the 

Former Kentucky Ordnance IYorks, lvfcCracken County, Kentucky, Report Prepared for the COE, Nashville District, TCT-St. 
Louis, 1992, page 1-6, 

21 DuPont, The American Enterprise, New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1952, page 114, 
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Figure 7. Aerial view 1 of the KOW TNT Production Area in May 1950 
(Photograph onfile at the McCracken County Property Valuation Office, Paducah). 
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Figure 8. Aerial view 2 of the KOW TNT Production Area in May 1950. The word "Contaminated" refers to 
chemicals associated with the production of trinitrotoluene and sulfuric acid. The property was contaminated 

prior to the construction of the PGDP and is not DOE's responsibility. The COE is responsible for the 
management of the federally-oiNlled KOW. 

,r"·-
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Figure 9. Aerial view of tbe KOW Magazine Area in May 1950 
(Photograph on file at the licfcCracken County Property Valuation Office, Paducah). 
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Figure 10. The Heath USGS quadrangle map of 1954, continued to show the layout and plan of the KOW 
during its demolition. The residential area of McCracken Village is shown just northwest of the Magruder School. 

For a number of years, most buildings at the site were secured and left standing. During the early 
1950s many of the buildings remained extant as shown on the May 1950 aerial photographs taken by 
Tennessee Valley Authority (TV A). However, once construction of PGDP was initiated, most of the 
KOW buildings were removed. Today, the former KOW site now consists largely of concrete foundations 
identifying the locations of the TNT and acid production area. Two original 250,OOO-gallon concrete 
water tanks, designated C-611-M (MCN-193) and C-611-N (MCN-194), are no longer utilized and are 
considered out of service. At the site of the steam power plant areJour concrete coal-storage tanks and the 
shell of a concrete and brick building, which was part of the East Acid Production Area. 

The most visible remnants of the KOW on the landscape are the remaining concrete storage bunkers 
located north of the main production area. Nine rows of concrete bunkers were built, arranged in a 
north/south axis. The bunkers were evenly spaced apart and were built with sloping reinforced concrete 
walls on three sides and wood roofs. The walls were built four-feet-thick at the base and tapered to 18-
inches-thick near the roof. The roof and the exterior walls of the bunkers were covered with a foot of 
earth to help suppress accidental explosions and provide camouflage in case of an aerial attack. The 

15 



design of the bunkers was intended to direct any accidental explosion into the air out of the roof as 
opposed to exploding laterally, which could affect adjacent bunkers. Most of the bunkers are now part of 
the \VKWMA; however, several are also owned by private individuals or organizations. The KOW site is 
part of the Defense Environmental Restoration Program due to the contaminants of TNT and its by
products. A Phase I Contamination Evaluation was performed by TCT -St. Louis in 1990 that identified 
numerous sources of contaminants in the TNT production-line area. In addition to the properties within 
the project area, the residential development associated with the operations of the KOW remains extant 
just west of Bethel Church Road. Originally known as McCracken Village, this complex of 15 dwellings 
is located around a circular park. The federal government sold this property under the provisions of the 
Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 in March 1950. 22 The property was purchased 
by Phil and Neva Magruder who renamed the complex Magruder Village. The dwellings are now in 
individual private ownership. 

The management of the federally-owned KOW site is managed by the COE. 

3.3 DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR ENERGY AND THE MANHATTAN PROJECT 

The PGDP has its origins in the development of nuclear energy and the Manhattan Project of the 
1940s. The development of nuclear energy emerged from various scientific discoveries of the 1930s. 
During the early years of this decade, scientists discovered that the nucleus of an atom contains neutrons, 
particles with no charge; as well as protons, particles with positive charges, and that the nucleus is 
surrounded by electrons, particles with negative charges. Further research revealed that atoms of the same 
element can have different weights depending on the number of neutrons in a particular atom's nucleus. 
These "different classes of atoms of the same element, but with varying numbers of neutrons, were 
designated isotopes.,,2). 

There are three isotopes of uranium, a naturally occurring element found in the earth. All three of 
these isotopes have 92 protons and 92 electrons, but each has a different number of neutrons and, thus, a 
different atomic weight. Uranium-238 e38U) has 146 neutrons and is the heaviest of the three isotopes. It 
accounts for over 99 percent of natural uranium. Uranium-235 emU) has 143 neutrons in its nucleus and 
makes up only 0.7 percent of natural uranium. The third isotope, uranium-234, has 142 neutrons and is 
found only in traces of the element.14 This slight difference in the atomic weights of uranium isotopes 
played a key role in the ability to separate them and therefore in the ultimate development of nuclear 
energy. 

Additional advancements in the field of physics during the 1930s included the discovery of fission. 
In the early 1930s, it was known that bombarding elements with protons could split atoms. In 1934, an 
Italian scientist bombarded elements with neutrons instead. In 1939, Berlin radiochemists used this 
method with uranium and realized that "while the nuclei of most elements changed somewhat during 
neutron bombardment, uranium nuclei changed greatly and broke into two roughly equal pieces.,,25 The 
end products weighed less than the original uranium; therefore, using Einstein's E=mc2 equation, the loss 
of mass was converted into a form of kinetic energy. This energy, in tum, could be converted into heat. 
This process of splitting atoms and creating energy is called fission. 

During the fission process, neutrons are released. If they collide with other atoms, additional 
neutrons are released and, in tum, smash into more atoms, which release more neutrons to smash into 
more atoms, and so on. This chain reaction produces a continuous release of energy. Once discovered, 
scientists realized that "a controlled self-sustaining reaction could make it possible to generate a large 

22 McCracken County Deed Book 286, page 483, March 15, 1950. 
23 F.G. Gosling. The Manhattan Project: Making the Atomic Bomb. U.S. Department of Energy, September 1994. page 

1. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid, page 2. 
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amount of energy for heat and power, while an unchecked reaction could create an explosion of huge 
force.,,26 The binding energy of the nucleus so released would be tremendous, ten million times larger 
than the energy released by chemical reactions.27 

As these scientific discoveries emerged, war was mounting in Europe. Scientists realized uranium 
fission made possible the creation of a new weapon, one with a potential for mass destruction, and the 
race to build the first atomic bomb began. Government-supported research intensified concentrating on 
isotope separation. After the bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7,1941, brought the U.S. into World 
War II, the urgency to develop atomic power intensified. The initial challenge before scientists was to 
create a practical demonstration of a chain reaction. 

Upon the discovery of fission, early in 1939, Enrico Fermi immediately saw the possibility of 
emission of secondary neutrons and of a chain reaction. In 1938, Fermi was without doubt the greatest 
expert on neutrons, and he continued his work on this topic on his arrival in the U.S. He proceeded to 
work with tremendous enthusiasm, and directed a classical series of experiments which ultimately led to 
the atomic pile and the first controlled nuclear chain reaction. Physicists working at the University of 
Chicago under the direction of Arthur Compton achieved this goal on December 2, 1942. The experiment, 
which was conducted on a squash court located beneath the university's football stadium, successfully 
created a controlled nuclear reaction by specially arranging tons of uranium and graphite.28 

In response to the need for atomic research, the U.S. government initiated the Manhattan Project, a 
top-secret effort to develop nuclear weapons. The COE was responsible for the project and establishing 
sites for uranium separation and the production of plutonium, which also had the ability to create an 
explosion. Sites associated with the Manhattan Project were established in Oak Ridge, Tennessee; Los 
Alamos, New Mexico; and Hanford, Washington. Research to support the project took place at 
universities, laboratories, and plants across the country. Universities as diverse as Columbia, the 
University of California at Berkeley, and the University of Chicago were key players. 

It was discovered early on that the fission in uranium occurred primarily in uranium atoms of the 
lighter and rarer 235U isotope, which accounts for less than one percent of natural uranium. In order to 
create a chain reaction using 235U, scientists had to separate it from the heavier 238U isotope and 
concentrate it into a critical mass. Scientific studies revealed various possible approaches for separating 
the uranium isotopes, and scientists heavily debated which process would be ultimately successful. In late 
1942, the choice was narrowed to two methods, the electromagnetic process and the gaseous diffusion 
process. At this point, no one had ever separated uranium isotopes in any but micro-lab-scale quantities, 
and mass quantities were required for the development of atomic weapons. 

The process of gaseous diffusion is based on the principle that lighter isotopes will pass through a 
porous barrier more readily than the heavier isotopes. The process begins with a form of uranium called 
uranium hexafluoride (UF6). At room temperature, UF6 is a solid, but when heated above 135 degrees 
Fahrenheit, it becomes a gas. The gas is then fed into a cascade system of porous membrane barriers with 
microscopic openings. The lighter 235U isotope passes through the barriers more easily, and as the gas 
moves through multiple levels of the cascade system, the isotopes separate to create a higher 
concentration of 235U in the upper barriers.29 

The Manhattan Project used both gaseous diffusion and electromagnetic diffusion to create enriched 
uranium for atomic weapons. During the early 1940s, two plants were established in Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee, for these purposes: K-25 and Y-LZ.K-25 was the gaseous diffusion plant for the Manhattan 
Project. Built in 1943, K-25's general form assumed a U-shape and was composed of 54 contiguous four-

Ibid. 
27 Jonathan Logan. "The Critical Mass," American Scientist. May-June 1996, page 264. 
28 C. Allardice and E.R. Trapnell. The Atomic Energy Commission. New York: Praeger Publishers, 1974, page 6-7. 
29 USEC Web site: www.usec.com. 
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story buildings. The complex was almost a half-mile in length and averaged 400 feet in width, and stood 
60 feet tall. The total area for the main building alone encompassed 44 acres.30 

First attempts at developing a viable barrier process met with failure, and K-25 was able to only 
partially enrich the uranium. At this point, the gaseous diffusion process was supported by the 
electromagnetic process of uranium enrichment at Y-12. The final and upper stages of the cascade system 
were eliminated as uranium was taken from the middle of the K-25 cascade process and used as feed for 
Y_12.31 Meanwhile, research on the barrier process continued and improvements were made by 1944, and 
K-25 ultimately produced enriched product of suitable 235U assay. Figure 11 shows a schematic of gas 
flow in gaseous diffusion cascade. 

The efforts of the Manhattan Project resulted in the development of an atomic bomb, which the U.S. 
dropped on the city of Hiroshima, Japan, on August 6, 1945. Its power and devastation were unlike any 
seen before. Approximately 100,000 people were killed instantly and an additional 100,000 were fatally 
injured.32 

The second and, so far, the last known nuclear weapon to be used in assault was detonated over 
Nagasaki, Japan by the U.S. on August 9, 1945. This weapon was code named the "Fat Man" due to a 
more generic term to describe the early designs of U.S. weapons. "Fat Man" was an implosion type 
weapon using plutonium. 

t 
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Figure 11. Schematic of gas flow in gaseous diffusion cascade 
(diagram from The Manhattan Project: Making the Atom Bomb). 

R.G. Hewlett and O.E. Anderson. The New World, 193911946. Volume 1, A History of the United States Atomic 
Energy Commission. University Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University, 1962, page 123; G.O. Robinson, The Oak 
Ridge Story. Kingsport, Tennessee: Southern Publishers, 1950, page 81 

3! Hewlett and Anderson, page 129. 
32 F. G. Gosling, page 51. 
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The bomb had a yield of about 20 kilotons, or 8Ax 1013 joule = 84 TJ (terajoule), slightly more than the 
bomb known as "Little Boy" dropped on Hiroshima three days earlier. Due to Nagasaki's hilly terrain, the 
damage was somewhat less extensive than that in relatively flat Hiroshima. An estimated 40,000 people 
were killed outright by the bombing at Nagasaki, and about 25,000 were injured. Many more thousands 
would die later from related injuries, poisoning and nuclear fallout/radiation. The bombing led to the 
surrender of Japan and the eventual end of World War II. 

3.4 AMERICA'S NUCLEAR PROGRAM AND THE COLD WAR 

Following the end of World War II, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) was formed as a civilian 
agency to lead America's nuclear production, research, and management program. Civilian corporations, 
such as Union Carbide, managed atomic research and production facilities under the military. Although 
some plants of the Manhattan Project were shut down, K-25 continued to produce enriched uranium. 

The introduction of the atomic bomb brought a new challenge to international relations. The U.S.' 
monopoly on atomic weapons did not last long. In 1949, Russia revealed that it too had successfully 
tested an atomic weapon. Unable to reach an agreement over arms control, the two superpowers locked 
into a relationship of mutual suspicion as each began to stockpile a nuclear arsenal. The mounting distrust 
between the two countries was fueled by fundamental differences in their political and social ideologies 
of communism and capitalism, and a global struggle emerged between the two philosophies. Known as 
the Cold War, this period of distrust and arms development between the Soviet Union and the U.S. 
continued until 1989. 

A trigger to the ~old War was the "failure of the World War II allies to reach agreements on 
international controls respecting nuclear research and atomic weapons" immediately following the war.33 

Scientists in the U.S. broached the topic of arms control prior to the war's end. Aware that their 
counterparts in the Soviet Union were not far behind them in nuclear research, U.S. scientists advocated 
the formation of an international organization to prevent nuclear conflict as early as 1944. A peacetime 
policy of full publicity and cooperation was encouraged.34 

In June 1946, the U.S. presented a formal proposal for the international control of atomic energy to 
the United Nations. Presented by statesman Bernard Baruch, the proposal was known as the Baruch Plan 
and it recommended that an international atomic development authority be created to control nuclear 
activities and to license and inspect nuclear projects. After the authority was established, all existing 
bombs were to be destroyed and no other bombs would be built. The Soviet Union quickly rejected the 
proposal, stating that all atomic weapons should be destroyed prior to the formation of the international 
authority. It maintained that the U.S. held an unfair advantage because of its existing stockpile of nuclear 
weapons. The U.S., on the other hand, argued that an international agreement must precede a reduction in 
arms. With both sides unwilling to compromise, the debate reached a stalemate. Relations between the 
U.S. and the Soviet Union continued to deteriorate and the U.S. continued to develop its nuclear arsena1.35 

The political situation in Asia added fuel to the fire in the global struggle between communism and 
capitalism. In February 1950, the Soviet Union signed a treaty of alliance and mutual assistance with the 
People's Republic of China. During this period, tensions between communist North Korea and 
independent South Korea were escalating into war. On June 25, 1950, the North Korean army invaded 
South Korea. Five days later, U.S. forces entered the conflict to assist South Korea.36 

437. 

Ibid, page 55. 
Ibid, pages 55-56. 

35 Ibid, pages 56-57. 
Richard Rhodes. Dark Sun, The Hydrogen New York: Simon and Schuster, 1995, pages 434-
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3.5 ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PADUCAH GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANT 

With America's participation in the Korean War and rising tensions with the Soviet Union, President 
Harry Truman decided to increase research and development of nuclear weapons. In the fall of 1950, the 
AEC embarked on a vast expansion program to meet these requirements and began construction of atomic 
energy plants across the country. These new nuclear production facilities included a feed materials center 
at Fernald, Ohio; a plant to produce large quantities of lithium 6 at Oak Ridge, Tennessee; gaseous 
diffusion plants in Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah, Kentucky; two large reactors and a separation plant 
for producing plutonium at Hanford, Washington; and five heavy-water reactors at the Savannah River 
site in South Carolina, for producing tritium from lithium 6, as well as plutonium. This three-year, three 
billion-dollar expansion would represent one of the largest federal construction projects in peacetime 
history.3! 

On October 9, 1950, President Harry Truman approved a recommendation from the National 
Security Council to increase the production capacity of 235U. The design of the new plant was contracted 
to the Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation with assistance 
from the firm of Giffels and Vallet Inc. 38 The council initially identified eight potential sites for the 
establishment of the new uranium enrichment plant. In Arkansas, two sites were identified, one on the 
White River in the north section of the state, and another at Fort Smith on the Arkansas River. Two sites 
were identified in Louisiana: the Ouachita River at Sterlington and the Red River at Shreveport. In 
Kentucky, four sites were examined: the Green River near Bowling Green, Wolf Creek in the eastern 
section of the state, and sites on the Ohio River at Owensboro and Paducah. 

The site selection was first limited to locations already owned by the federal government in order to 
maintain secrecy and ayoid the unnecessary purchase of private property. The survey was also limited to 
areas where large quantities of coal or oil could be obtained at reasonable cost. The site criteria were 
refined to include a reserve power capacity of about 330,000 kilowatts available within a year and about 
half that capacity available for construction; that the site be located within 1000 miles of Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee; that approximately 1000 acres of suitable building land and 4000 acres of perimeter be 
available for security reasons; that it should be near an urban center capable of producing a workforce of 
10,000 men and 1500 operators; and that transportation facilities be available at reasonable COSt.

39 

The application of this site selection criteria resulted in the preference for two sites previously 
studied; the KOW at Paducah and the Louisiana Ordnance Works at Minden, Louisiana. A third site, the 
Longhorn Ordnance Works near Marshall, Texas, was also seriously considered. Of these three sites, the 
KOW at Paducah was preferred because it was more readily available and was the most favorable 
government site located within the strategically preferred area of the country (Figure 12).40 The selection 
committee that visited the site was impressed by the amount of land owned by the federal government, by 
the geographical advantages for water from the Ohio River, and by electricity from the hydropower of the 
nearby Kentucky Dam. Finally, the site was promoted by the Vice President of the U.S., Paducah native, 
Alben Barkley.41 On October 19,1950, Gordon Dean, Chairman of the AEC, wrote Frank Pace Jr., the 
Secretary of the Army, and requested that the "portion of the KOW that is still owned by the Department 
of the Army be transferred to the Atomic Energy Commission.,.42 

Although there was available power from the Kentucky Dam and TVA, the projected 850,000-
kilowatt daily demand of the new plant would require new generating sources. In November, the AEC 
determined that TVA should be responsible for supplying electric power to the new plant and that funds 

37 Historical Records a/the Atomic Energy Commission. DOE, Washington, DC, page L 
38 Ibid, page 5. 
39 Ibid, pages 6-7. 
40 Ibid, page 7. 
41 Kristopher Durfee. Why Paducah?: An analysis a/the Selection Site/or the Gaseous Diffusion Plant in Paducah, 

KY" 2. Manuscript on file at the McCracken County Public Library, Paducah, Kentucky. 
Ibid, page 8. 
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be appropriated to the agency for this purpose. The TV A worked with five energy companies to provide 
interim power requirements while the new plant was under construction. The new plant, a steam-electric 
plant, was planned for a site just north of the proposed gaseous diffusion plant adjacent to the Ohio River. 
Named the Shavvnee Steam Plant, this new plant was estimated to cost $184 million. 

In early December 1950, the selection of the Paducah Site was announced and a contractor to build 
the plant was approved. A telegram from Washington DC, to the Paducah Sun-Democrat made the 
official announcement on December 14, resulting in front-page news (Figure 13). The contractor chosen 
to build the plant was F. H. McGraw and Company of Hartford, Connecticut. The AEC chose the 
company because of their qualified personnel and because of their experience with building large 
projects. Operation of the plant would be the responsibility of the Carbide and Carbon Corporation, which 
also operated the K-25 gaseous diffusion plant at Oak Ridge. Construction costs were estimated at $500 
million. On December 16, TV A officially announced that it would build a four-unit steam plant near the 
Paducah installation to supply electricity. 

Figure 12. May 1950 aerial photograph of the PGDP site is shown as farmland and woodlands. 
The four sewage lagoons of the KOW water treatment plant are shown in the lower left of the 

photograph. This facility was retained for use in the PGDP operations (Photograph on file at the 
A1cCracken County Property Valuation Office, Paducah). 
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Figure 13. Front page of The Paducah Sun-Democrat Newspaper, December 15, 1950. 

Construction at the site began in early January 1951 with the demolition of KOW buildings and the 
repair of the abandoned KOW railroad line. Also in January, TVA started acquiring property just north of 
the plant site for the construction of the Shawnee Steam Plant. Already owning the 4000-acre KOW site, 
the AEC purchased an additional 3335 acres for the construction of the gaseous diffusion plant. The 
majority of the property was purchased by the federal government from February through May 1951. 
Approximately 120 tracts of property were acquired during these months. In September, the federal 
government also purchased over 150 transmission line easements for the construction of the electrical 
towers.43 

Work on PGDP began immediately with groundbreaking activities starting January 2, 1951 (figures 
14 through 20). The plant cost an estimated $800 million and the plant was in operation by September 
1952. Construction continued at the plant until 1954. 

Before PGDP was completed, the U.S. government began construction on a similar plant in 
Portsmouth, Ohio. Land was purchased for the Portsmouth plant in 1952 and initial operations began in 
1954. Peter Kiewett Sons of Nebraska served as construction contractor for the plant, which was 
completed in 1956. Goodyear Tire and Rubber Corporation was selected to operate and manage the 
Portsmouth plant. 

Construction of the gaseous diffusion plant in Paducah had a tremendous impact on local and 
regional economic, commercial, and industrial development. Initial construction required some 20,000 
workers, and the plant created an additional 1600 permanent jobs in the area (Figure 21). The construction 
of two steam power plants in the area to supply the new plant with electricity created even further 
employment opportunities. The gaseous diffusion process consumes an enormous amount of energy, and 
existing power supplies were not sufficient. To meet this demand, TV A constructed the Shawnee Steam 
Plant adjacent to the AEC property for a reported $84,000,000, and Electric Energy, Inc. constructed the 
Joppa Steam Plant along the banks of the Ohio River in Illinois (Figure 22).44 In 1953, PGDP used a 

4} McCracken County General Index to Deeds, Grantees. 10 Z, 1939-1961. McCracken County Courthouse, 
Paducah, Kentucky. 

44 Ibid; John EL Robertson. Paducah, 1830-1980, A Sesquicentennial History. Paducah, KY: [mage Graphics, 1980, 
page 103. 
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reported 9,772,912 megawatt hours of electricity and spent over $49.5 million for its power supply.45 In 
1958, the Honeywell Corporation constructed a large chemical plant in nearby Metropolis, Illinois, which 
supplied the Paducah plant with forms of uranium. 

The construction of the ditIusion plant and the two related electrical plants were the subject of 
numerous strikes that made national headlines. A total of 175 strikes were recorded at the three facilities 
between January 1951 and October 1953. Numerous investigations sought to identify the underlying 
causes of these strikes, with theories pointing toward Communist infiltration, organized crime, and 
disputes within the labor organizations themselves. Sixty of these strikes occurred at the construction of 
the Joppa steam plant, resulting in the loss of nearly two million man-hours.46 The original contractor for 
this plant was fired in July 1953 and all workers were dismissed. Electric Energy Inc., the operators of the 
plant then hired the Bechtel Corporation, which began work in August. Strikes continued to plague the 
plant and a union official's home in Paducah was bombed as part of the dispute. Collier's Magazine noted 
"The sparks that set off the strikes were many, most of them so trivial that Paducah has the sorry 
distinction of having had some of the most pointless strikes in all U.S. labor history.,,47 All three of the 
plants were eventually finished, but many months past schedule, and much costlier than originally 
estimated. 

Figure 14. Construction ofPGDP began in 1951. Building C-300 was designed as the 
plant's main control and operation racitity~ 

"A Fantastic Power User." The Paducah Sun-Democrat, April]7, 1953. 
46 "Rule By Strike - A Case History," U.S News and World Report. October 9,1953, page 86. 

Joseph F. Dinneen. "The Scandal of the Paducah Atom Project." Collier Magazine, June 20,1953. n.p. 
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Figure 15. Construction activity at the plant in December 1952. 

Figure 16. Some of the hundreds of miles of steam lines in December 1952. 
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Figure 17. Construction of the fluorine cell room electrical buss work 
in the C-410 Complex in December 1952. 

Figure 18. Construction work on the interior of Building C-335 in April 1952. 
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Figure 19. Construction of process building C-333 in July 1952. 

Figure 20. Paving plant roads with concrete in September 1953. 
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Figure 21. The intensity of the construction site at PGDP is shown 
in this July 1951 photograph. 

Figure 22. TVA's adjacent Shawnee Power Plant was completed in 1953 to 
fulfill half of the Paducah plant's power needs. 
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News of the plant spread quickly and the promise of jobs drew people to Paducah by the thousands. 
With a population of 33,000 in 1950, Paducah, as well as the gaseous diffusion plant itself, nearly 
doubled in size within three years. Housing was a major issue for the burgeoning to'WTI. Surplus housing 
was sold quickly, and locals rented spare rooms, attics, and even outbuildings. Trailer courts sprang up 
around the tovvn's perimeter and some people were forced to live in tents. The AEC built a lOOO-room 
temporary barracks at the plant site in 1951 to accommodate workers, and the government provided 
funding for hundreds of apartment buildings and at least 175 houses. Hundreds of other houses were 
constructed by private companies. Local entrepreneur, Forrest Harman, purchased 250 portable flattop 
houses that had originally been used at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, during the construction of that city during 
World War II (Figure 23). Harman had the buildings shipped to Paducah and situated them on land near 
the plant site.48 The village was first knovvn as Flattop and later Forrestdale. At its peak, Forrestdale had a 
population of 1500 residents. 

Work at the plant drew people from across the country and many drove long distances daily to come 
in for a shift. F. H. McGraw, the contractor for the plant, published a map detailing driving distances. The 
longest of these was a 232-mile round-trip from Illinois, which people traveled in a car pool to work a 
ten-hour shift.49 The influx of people also created an enormous traffic problem. Cars along U.S. Highway 
60, the main road through the area, were bumper-to-bumper most of the time. Traffic in and out of the 
plant, particularly at shift changes, was phenomenal. An estimated 12,000 cars came to and from the plant 
every 24 hours. The busiest time was in the afternoon when around 8000 cars poured out of the plant at 
the end of the day shift. Many secondary roads were still gravel or dirt when construction on the plant 
began, and dust and mud commonly covered cars and houses. Road improvements came by 1952 as the 
main access road to the plant and other nearby roads were paved and new arteries were constructed from 
U.S. Highway 60.50 

Businesses in the Paducah area also boomed to accommodate the growing population. Retail sales 
soared, rising from $44 million in 1950 to $94 million in 1953. Businesses expanded and had to hire extra 
help to meet the growing demand. Banks hired extra clerks in order to process the thousands of payroll 
checks, as workers lined up for blocks. In 1951, Paducah stores and shops elected to stay open until 8:30 
p.m. rather than the normal 5:00 p.m., one-night-a-week. Throngs of people mobbed area stores, and 
customers often had to stand in line an hour to get waited on. Several new businesses opened as well. Five 
new drive-in movie theaters opened in the area, and an eight-store, million-dollar shopping center was 
constructed. Several individuals opened used car lots, many on the front la'WTI of their home.51 

The arrival of the plant was often a burden, as well as a blessing, as almost every aspect of life was 
affected by the massive influx of people. As one local resident stated: "At first, things did not change. But 
as the construction got underway, change came with lightening speed. The communities in West 
McCracken County, and other areas as well, were not equipped to handle all the people, automobiles, 
housing, etc."S2 

Paducah and McCracken County schools, which were already overcrowded, had to accommodate an 
additional 4000 students. Citizens approved a bond issue for school expansion, and a large new high 
school was constructed in 1953. The AEC established two temporary school buildings in the plant area, 
both of which were prefabricated metal structures, but the county paid for staff and supplies. The city 
finally received federal financial aid in 1963, and expansions and improvements were made to several 
area schools. 

48 "The Growing Pains and Successes of a Real Boomtown," The Paducah Sun, October 19,2002, page 6; "Paducah 
Changes its Way of Life," Life, vol. 33, no. 2, July 14,1952, pages 21-24. 

49 Ibid., The Paducah Sun, October 19,2002, page 9. 
Ibid., 9; Life, vol. 33, no. 2, July 14, 1952, page 23. 

5I "The Growing Pains and Successes of a Real Boomtown," The Paducah Sun, October 19,2002, pages 6-9. 
"Welcome to the Atomic City," Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant promotional brochure, 2002. 
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Figure 23. The lack of housing in the Paducah area led to the erection of hundreds of temporary buildings. 
These flattops were transported to the Paducah area from Oak Ridge in 1951. 

Public services, such as, mail delivery, water and sewer systems, and utility systems were strained 
and had to be expanded to accommodate the growing population. Paducah's city government paid for a 
new water treatment plant through a bond issue resulting in a doubling of the city's water system in 
1953.53 Local police and fire departments were also enlarged. Paducah's only public hospital, Riverside, 
also became taxed after a baby boom occurred in 1952. The ll0-bed facility overflowed as its patient
count rose to nearly 175 per day. Patients were sent home as early as possible, and beds and cots were 
arranged in hallways and sun porches. A small expansion in late 1952 provided room for ten additional 
beds, and in 1953, the new Western Baptist Hospital was constructed. 54 

After the plant was opened, newspaper reporters with the Paducah Sun-Democrat were allowed to 
visit and describe the plant and its operations. After becoming operational, the plant had 25 acres of 
switchyards, which was the "largest assemblage of such equipment in the world."ss Power of 161,000 
volts entering the switchyards were reduced to 14,000 volts and this electricity was transferred to the 
plant buildings via 100 miles of underground cables. The electrical system contained 25,000 tons of steel 
and 10,000 tons of copper. The plant was reported to use 4 percent of all of the electrical power produced 
in the U.S. An estimated 10,000 miles of control cables ran through the plant. About 340 million gallons 
of water were circulated through the system every day to remove excess heat generated from the diffusion 
process. 

\-Vhen the plant was fully operational, it was described as operating as its own "city." A 1956 
newspaper article stated that, "The 'mayor' is the plant superintendent. The legislative council includes 
seven department heads. The 1800 employees ... are the municipal workers. The atomic city maintains a 
police force, fire department, hospital, library, laboratory and newspaper.,,56 

Robertson, Paducah, 1830-1980, page 107. 
54 "The Growing Pains and Successes ofa Real Boomtown," The Paducah Sun, October 19,2002, page 9. 
55 "Inside the A-Plant," Paducah Sun-Democrat, April 17,1955. 

"Atomic plant made Paducah double," The Paducah Sun, September 15,2000, page 5. 
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Enriched uranium from both the Portsmouth and Paducah plants was shipped to Oak Ridge for 
production of nuclear weapon components. As the Cold War continued, the arms race also escalated as 
both the u.s. and the Soviet Union worked to develop the hydrogen bomb. Dubbed the "H-bomb" or 
"super" bomb because of its potential power for massive destruction, the hydrogen bomb derives its 
energy from the fusion of hydrogen isotopes. Unlike the fission that uranium isotopes undergo in the 
development of atomic weapons, which involves the separation of lighter from heavier isotopes, fusion 
involves the joining together of lighter elements into heavier elements. 

Throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s, PGDP continued to produce enriched uranium for 
atomic weapons. During these years, the plant employed over 2000 workers annually and it was (and still 
is) the largest employer in the Paducah region. The enriched uranium produced by the plant continued to 
be used primarily for nuclear weapons until 1964 when the Atomic Energy Commission determined that 
sufficient stockpiles had been accumulated for nuclear weapons production. After this date, the enriched 
uranium produced at the plant was shifted to commercial nuclear plants. The two "sister" plants in 
Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah, worked together to provide enriched uranium for use in nuclear power 
plants. 

In 1969, enrichment of uranium was achieved by a centrifugal extraction process and the need for 
enriched uranium via gaseous diffusion lessened. As the centrifugal process and other technologies 
became more widely used, uranium enrichment from gaseous diffusion became less and less economical. 
Also, in these decades, concerns over radioactive contamination as a byproduct of the gaseous diffusion 
process increased. The K-25 plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, stopped uranium enrichment production in 
1985 and was permanently shut down in 1987. 

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 created the Nuclear Regulatory Commission; it began 
operations on January 19, 1975. The NRC was formed to regulate nuclear facilities for public health and 
safety. In 1984, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. (later Lockheed Martin) took over Contractor
operation of the Paducah plant; and in July 1993, USEC, a subsidiary ofUSEC Inc., assumed Contractor
operation of both the Paducah and Portsmouth plants. In 1992, Congress passed the "Energy Policy Act," 
which established the USEC as a government-owned corporation for the purpose of operating the nation's 
uranium enrichment enterprises. In 1996, the President signed into law, "The USEC Privatization Act," 
through which USEC became a private corporation. In May 2001, the USEC ceased enrichment activities 
at the Portsmouth, Ohio, plant and consolidated its Contractor-operations at the Paducah site. 
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4. ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

A Phase I archaeological reconnaissance was conducted in 1993 in McCracken County, Kentucky by 
Archaeology Resources Consultant Services Inc. of Louisville, Kentucky. The reconnaissance was part 
of an Environmental Assessment by Martin Marietta Energy System, Inc. which was proposing to design 
and construct a solid waste landfill at PGDP. The entire project area was approximately 40 acres located 
directly north of the C-746 S & T landfill. The reconnaissance identified two historic sites. 57 

Table 1 contains information on the two recorded sites identified during the Phase I archaeological 
reconnaissance conducted in 1993. The results of the reconnaissance recommended that no further 
archaeological work be performed associated with the design and construction of a solid waste landfill at 
these two historic sites; 15McN92, Deep Well Site and 15McN93, Jet Black Pond Site. Concurrence with 
the findings and recommendations in the report was documented in a letter from David L. Morgan, 
Director; Kentucky Heritage Council and State Historic Preservation Officer to John Young, CDM 
Federal Programs Corporation; dated July 2, 1993.58 

In addition, an extensive area owned by various federal agencies was the subject of an 
archaeological investigation completed in 1993. Conducted by the Cultural Resources Division of Geo
Marine, this study was initiated under a contract with the Nashville District COE. A survey of 1653 acres 
was carried out during 1993 in order to meet the legal requirements of the National Historic Preservation 
Act, as amended; the Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979; and other federal legislation. The 
archaeological investigation was one phase of a larger project designed to identify and document 
environmentally sensitive resources at property owned by the COE, TVA, and the DOE. 

Within the 1653 acres investigated under this effort, 41 sample survey units were investigated 
resulting in the recordation of seven pre-historic and four historic sites (Figures 24 and 25).59 With one 
exception, all sites exhibit some degree of disturbance, ranging from light to heavy. Archival research and 
informant interviews were conducted prior to the initiation of fieldwork The results of these 
investigations were used to predict site locations and to relocate previously recorded sites. Of the two 
previously recorded prehistoric sites, and three unregistered prehistoric sites reported within the 41 
sample units, one of the previously recorded sites and one of the unregistered sites were located. In 
addition to the prehistoric sites, 17 potential historic sites were identified through archival sources. Four 
of these sites were located, recorded, and assigned state site numbers. Four sites were located, but were 
classified as localities due to the limited amount of cultural material remaining at these locations. No 
evidence of the remaining nine potential historic sites was observed. All nine sites were located in areas 
that have been heavily disturbed by the construction of the KOW and PGDP. These nine sites have little 
or no possibility of any remaining contextual integrity. 

Table 1 contains information on the 11 recorded sites within the project area of the 1993 COE study. 
Of these, two prehistoric sites, 15McN37 and 15McN99, are recommended as eligible for listing on the 
NRHP. A third prehistoric site, 15McN98, and one historic farmstead site, 15McN94, are recommended 
for additional testing to determine their National Register eligibility. 

rrl1np~>irlc'lrn Reconnaissance on the Solid Waste Landfill at the Paducah Gaseous 
Report prepared Martin C. Evans; Louisville, KY, April 1993 (revised June 

1993). 
Council and State Historic Preservation Officer to John 

2, 1993; Re: A Phase 
Plant in McCracken 
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In addition to these sites, 12 localities were also recorded during this survey. Localities are limited 
artifact scatters that do not contain enough cultural material or are of insufficient age to be recorded as 
sites. Generally, locations that contain only one or two prehistoric artifacts, limited historic artifact 
scatters that cannot be associated with existing structures or ruins, or structural remnants that are less than 
50 years old, are recorded as localities. Three of the localities recorded during the survey contain isolated 
prehistoric material; one is a debris pile, five are foundation remnants, and three are limited scatters of 
historic artifacts. None of these localities meet National Register criteria. 

15McN92 

15McN93 

15McN94 

15McN95 

15McN96 

15McN97 

15McN98 

15McN99 

15McNI00 

15McNIOI 

15McN102 

15McN103 

Table 1. Tabulated results on the 1993 archaeological surveys. 

No 

UnknO-WTI 

Unknown 

No 

No 

No 

Unknown 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Not on DOE property. This site contains an extensive 
lithic artifact scatter from the Mississippian period. This 
previously recorded site was determined eligible for the 
National' Southern Illinois . . in 1981. 
On DOE property. The site contained a small amount of 
late nineteenth-early twentieth century residential 
artifacts. 
On DOE property that is leased to the WKWMA and is 
the responsibility of the COE. The site contained a small 
amount of late nineteenth-early twentieth century 
residential artifacts. 
Not on DOE property. Site of a nineteenth-century 
farmstead associated with the Samuel Gray family. 
Concrete house foundations remain at this site. The COE 
recommended additional archival research and text 
excavations to determine National 
Not on DOE property. Site of a nineteenth-century 
farmstead with limited potential for intact archaeological 

Not on DOE property. Location of an early twentieth
farmstead with limited cultural remains. 

Not on DOE property. Site of a lithic scatter and 
no subsurface artifacts or bserved. 
Not on DOE property. This Late Archaic site is adjacent 
to Bayou Creek and has a high density of artifacts and 
evidence of potentially intact features. The COE 
recommended further for this site. 
Not on DOE property. Late Archaic site containing a 
large number of artifacts and with possible undisturbed 
and stratified archaeological deposits. This site is 
considered National Register-eligible and the COE 
recommended further 
Not on DOE property. This site has a small lithic scatter 
with no subsurface material observed. 
Not on DOE property. Site of an early twentieth century 
farmstead associated -with the Long family. Site consists 
of concrete foundations and a well. 
Not on DOE property. This site has a small lithic scatter 
with no subsurface material observed. 
Not on DOE property. This site has a small lithic scatter 
with no subsurface material observed. 
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Figure 24. Area covered during the 1993 archaeological survey. 
No testing was completed within the areas of the KOW site or PODP courtes}' oICOE). 
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Figure 25, Site locations from the 1993 archaeological survey. 
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5. NATIONAL REGISTER EVALUATION 

The property now within the Contractor-operations of PGDP contains an area that meets eligibility 
requirements for listing on the NRHP. This historic district is representative of the history of this 
federally owned property in McCracken County, Kentucky. 

The PGDP is significant under National Register criterion A and criteria consideration G for its 
significance within the historic contexts of military and industry. Since placed in operation in 1952, the 
plant has continuously supplied enriched uranium for military and commercial uses for over 50 years. The 
plant was one of three gaseous diffusion plants constructed in the U.S. in the 1940s and 1950s, and these 
plants provided the bulk of the enriched uranium utilized in America's nuclear weapons and commercial 
operations. The PGDP is the only gaseous diffusion plant remaining in operation in America. 

The PGDP was constructed in the early 1950s in response to national security demands brought on 
by the Cold War. The inability to reach an agreement on international nuclear arms control resulted in 
strained relationships between the U.S. and the Soviet Union following World War II. Distrust between 
the two nations mounted and both responded by accelerating the development of nuclear weapons. The 
method of gaseous diffusion had proven to be the most effective method of uranium enrichment, and in an 
effort to build up its nuclear production, the U.S. established the Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth, 
Ohio, gaseous diffusion plants in addition to its existing K-25 plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

The U.S. governrpent established PGDP in the early 1950s to produce enriched uranium for the 
production of nuclear weapons, which were deemed necessary for national defense. During this period, 
the Paducah plant, along with its sister plant in Portsmouth, Ohio, and the original K-25 plant in Oak 
Ridge, were the only sources for uranium enrichment in the U.S. These three plants played a significant 
role in the nation's defense efforts of the Cold War era. The plant continued to supply enriched uranium 
for weapons production until 1964 when the stockpile of nuclear weapons was deemed sufficient for 
deterrence. 

The PGDP is also significant in the area of industry for its role in the growth and development of 
commercial nuclear power. Harnessing atoms for electric power in the U.S. dates to the Atomic Energy 
Act of 1954, which allowed private industry to own and operate reactors.60 The first demonstration project 
for nuclear energy took place in September 1954 when construction began on a 60,000-watt plant in 
Shippingport, Pennsylvania, near Pittsburgh. Nuclear energy was widely touted as a clean and safe form 
of electricity in the 1950s and 1960s. This optimism was reflected by AEC Chairman, Lewis Strauss, who 
predicted that "It is not too much to expect that our children will enjoy in their homes, electrical energy 
too cheap to meter, will know of great periodic regional famines in the world only as matters of history, 
will travel effortlessly over the seas and under them and through the air with a minimum of dangers and at 
great speeds, and will experience a life span longer than ours ... This is the forecast for an age ofpeace.,,61 

Crucial to the commercializing of nuclear power was the Price-Anderson Act passed in 1957, which 
almost completely underwrote liability for nuclear accidents. Even though energy companies were required to 
purchase insurance, they were indemnified up to 560 million dollars. By the early 1960s, both General 
Electric and Westinghouse had invested billions of dollars in reactors which employed both pressurized-water 
and boiling-water technologies. Although these early reactors were not profitable, the potential for future 
economic gain led to utility companies ordering 100 reactors between 1965 and 1970. 

Richard Rhodes. Nuclear Renewal, Common Sense About Energy New York: Penguin Books, 1993, page 35. 
61 Ibid, page 37. 
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The uranium enrichment process was a fundamental step in supplying power for civilian nuclear 
reactors. Once the uranium ore is mined and purified into uranium oxide, it is then converted to UF6. As a 
gas, the UF 6 is then enriched through the gaseous diffusion process and the enriched UF 6 is converted into 
uranium dioxide (U02), a black powder, which is then pressed into ceramic pellets. The pellets are formed 
into thin-walled zirconium alloy tubes, or fuel rods. The fuel rods are then employed into fuel assemblies to 
provide the heat and energy to power the light -water reactors. 62 

The Arab Oil Embargo of 1973 resulted in reduced demand for all forms of energy and the number of 
orders for nuclear power plants plummeted. During the 1970s, concerns over the safety of nuclear plants 
increased and several proposed plants were cancelled due to public opposition. The image of nuclear power 
suffered a serious blow in March 1979, when a series of malfunctions occurred at the Three Mile Island plant 
near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. A "general emergency" was declared when coolant was lost at one of the 
reactors resulting in a partial meltdown. An estimated 140,000 people evacuated the area around the plant; 
however, no substantial radioactivity leaked from the plant area itself. Cleanup at the site cost hundreds of 
millions of dollars and took several years. As a result of Three Mile Island, the NRC mandated modifications 
to nuclear plants, which averaged $20 million per plant.63 

By the early 1980s, the demand for enriched uranium lessened as construction of new nuclear power 
plants came to a halt. In Paducah, the operations of the plant for DOE were conveyed from Union Carbide 
to Martin Marietta and there was an increasing focus on environmental remediation. In 1993, Congress 
transferred production of enriched uranium from DOE to USEC. The DOE then assumed the role of 
landlord with an environmental cleanup mission. In 1993, the U.S. contained 110 nuclear power plants, 
which generated one-fifth of the nation's total electricity.64 Of the reactors capable of commercial 
operation in the U.S., one-third employ boiling-water reactors while two-thirds utilize pressurized-water 
reactors.65 America's nuclear power plants now increasingly utilize enriched uranium from centrifugal 
enrichment rather than gaseous diffusion. 

The PGDP is considered eligible in the areas of military and industry. The engineering and 
technology of gaseous diffusion were first developed at the K-25 plant in Oak Ridge during World War 
II. This process was refined in the years after the war at K-25 and this technology was continued when the 
plants at Paducah and Portsmouth, Ohio, were constructed in the early 1950s. Both of these plants were 
built with machinery and functions similar to that as K-25, and no significant advances in the engineering 
or technology of the gaseous diffusion process are known to have been developed at either Paducah or 
Portsmouth. 

The PGDP is not considered to be of architectural significance for its design or construction 
methodology. The majority of the buildings were constructed in utilitarian industrial forms and lack any 
references to architectural styles of the mid-twentieth century. Most of the original buildings were 
constructed in rectangular plans with flat roofs and exteriors of concrete-and/or asbestos-impregnated 
plastic knOWTI as transite. Fenestration consisted largely of rectangular windows and doors of steel or 
aluminum design. The large process buildings were designed to accommodate the gaseous diffusion 
processes within and the exteriors are characterized by exhaust vents and few windows or doors. 
Buildings constructed after the 1950s continued to be simple utilitarian forms and the use of metal pre
fabricated buildings was widespread to the present. 

The gaseous diffusion plants at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, has been determined eligible for listing on 
the National Register for its role in military and industrial history. The main processing building at the 

62 Richard L. Garwin and Georges Charpak. Megawatts and J .. fegatons. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2001, page 119. 
Rhodes, Nuclear Renewal, page 84. 

64 Ibid, page 1. 
65 Garwin and Charpak, Megawatts and Megatons, page Ill. 
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K-25 plant at Oak Ridge has been identified as eligible for National Historic Landmark status due to its 
role as the prototype plant of its kind. Built in the 1940s as part of the Manhattan Project, K-25 served as 
the developmental site of the gaseous diffusion process in the U.S. In addition to the landmark K-25 
Building, much of the rest of the plant area has been determined to meet National Register criteria as a 
historic district. The PGDP was constructed in the early 1950s and used the same technology developed at 
the K-25 site. Although not significant on a national level as the K-25 plant, the Paducah facility is 
significant at a local and state level for its role in the Cold War and the development of commercial 
nuclear energy. 

The period of significance for the PGDP Historic District extends from 1952 to 1973. The 1952 date 
coincides with the initial construction of the plant and the first buildings placed into service. The end date 
of 1973 is justified within the contexts of the military and industrial history of the plant. Within the 
plant's military context, the Department of Defense determined that America had sufficient numbers of 
nuclear weapons stockpiled by the early 1960s and enriched uranium for weapons production ceased at 
the plant in 1964. Within the facility's industrial context, the 1973 date coincides with the Arab Oil 
Embargo and a drastic decline in orders for nuclear power plants and enriched uranium. The Arab Oil 
Embargo resulted in a recession in the U.S. economy that dampened nuclear prospects for years to come. 
Hyper-inflation and high interest rates brought economic and electricity growth to a halt, rendering many 
newly ordered nuclear power plants superfluous and unable to be financed by utility companies. Nuclear 
plants, more capital-intensive than fossil plants and requiring years of construction, were the first to be 
cancelled. The early 1970s also coincided with concerns over the safety of nuclear power resulting in 
additional cancellations. These years also witnessed changes in nuclear technology and an increase in 
commercial grade enriched uranium from centrifugal extraction rather than gaseous diffusion. 

The recommended historic district boundary is drawn to include all of the uranium enrichment 
processing plants and adjacent support facilities including the electrical switchyards and substations, and 
cooling towers and pump houses. The district boundary also includes the original administrative and 
control buildings located to the southwest of the main processing area. Within this recommended 
boundary are the properties of primary significance to the plant's mission and Contractor-operations. The 
boundary is drawn to omit ancillary buildings and structures such as warehouses, maintenance facilities, 
waterworks, and sewage plants. The majority of these buildings are of prefabricated metal or concrete 
construction and were not directly involved in the plant's uranium enrichment process. Almost half of the 
buildings outside the proposed boundary were constructed after the plant's period of significance. 

The proposed PGDP Historic District contains 119 buildings and structures of which 101 would be 
considered contributing to the character of the district (Figure 26). The non-contributing buildings within the 
district were built after 1973 and most have storage or administrative functions. The district also contains a 
number of temporary trailers, whiGh are scheduled for removal over the next few years. Because of their 
temporary nature these trailers are not included in the overall building count of the district. 
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- - - Proposed Historic District 

Figure 26. Proposed PGDP Historic District National Register boundary. 
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Property Inventory 

Facility Kentucky survey Floor area Construction 
number number (sguare feet) date 

C-300 MCN-106 Central Control Building 16,022 1953 
C-310 MCi\-lll Purge and Product Building 112,240 1952 
C-310-331-A MCN-112 Enclosed Bridge 200 linear feet 1952 
C-310-331-B MCN-II3 Tie Lines 200 linear feet 1952 
C-310-410 MCN-114 Tie Lines 520 linear feet 1952 
C-310-A iv{CN-]15 Product Withdrawal Building 3,276 1952 
C-315 MCN-116 Surge and Tails Building 16,040 1952 
C-315-331 MCN-117 Tie Lines 10,240; 5,800 1952 
C-331 MCN-119 Process Building 1,029,120 1952 
C-33I-333-A MCN-120 Enclosed Bridge 300 linear feet 1952 
C-33I-333-B MCN-121 Tie Line (East) 300 linear feet 1952 
C-331-333-C MCN-122 Tie Line (West) 300 linear feet 1952 
C-331-335 MCN-123 Tie Line 1,350 linear feet 1952 
C-331-410 MCN-124 Tie Line 629 linear feet 1952 
C-333 MCN-125 Process Building 2,130,120 1952 
C-333-A MCN-126 Feed Vaporization Facility 8,305 1952 
C-335 MCN-I27 Process Building 1,029,120 1954 
C-335-337-A MCN-128 Enclosed Bridge 200 linear feet 1954 
C-335-337-B MCN-129 Tie Line (North) 200 linear feet 1954 
C-335-337-C MCN-130 Tie Line (South) 200 linear feet 1954 
C-337 MCN-131 Process Building 2,130,120 1954 
C-337-A MCN-132 Feed Vaporization Facility 8,556 1960 
C-340 MCN-133 Powder Building/Decontamination and 67,428 1955 

Decommissioning 
C-410 MCN-148 Feed Plant Complex 128,869 1953~57 

Room 

Electrical switchyards and switch houses 

C-531-1 MCN-I50 Switch House 31,400 1952 
C-53J-2 MCN-15I Switchyard 135, I 60 1952 
C-531-3A MCN-152 Fire Valve House No, 1 144 1952 
C-531-3B MCN-153 Fire Valve House No, 2 144 1952 
C-532 MCN-154 Relay House 7,784 1952 
C-533-1 MCN-155 Switch House 37,360 1953 
C-533-2 MCN-156 Switchyard 218,860 1953 
C-533-3A MCN-157 Fire Valve House No.1 144 1953 
C-533-3B MCN-I58 Fire Valve House No.2 144 1953 
C-533-3C MCN-159 Fire Valve House No.3 144 1953 
C-533-3D MCN-160 Fire Valve House No.4 144 1953 
C-535-1 MCN-161 Switch House 28,000 1954 
C-535-2 MCN-162 Switch yard 1 1954 
C-535-3A MCN-!63 Fire Valve House No.1 144 1954 
C-535-3B fl,ICN-163 Fire Valve House No.2 144 ]954 

C-535-4 MCN-I64 Test 480 1954 
C-536 MCN-J 1954 
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Property Inventory (continued) 

Facility Kentucky survey Floor area Construction 
number number Function (sguare feet) date 

Electrical switchyards and switch houses {continued) 
C-537-1 MCN-166 Switch House 42.140 1954 
C-537-2 MCN-167 Switch yard 284,200 1954 
C-537-3A MCN-168 Fire Valve House No. ! 144 1954 
C-537-4 MCN-169 Test Shop 480 1954 
C-540-A MCN-l70 Oil Pump House 312 1952 
C-541-A MCN-175 

Cooling towers and l!uml! houses 
C-631-1 MCN-203 Pump House 9,700 1952 
C-631-2 MCN-204 Cooling Tower 15,248 1953 
C-631-3 MCN-205 Pump House (Firewater) 1,196 1959 
C-63 1-4 MCN-206 Blending Pump House 1,540 1982 
C-631-5 MCN-207 Blending Cooling Tower (West) 3,024 1953 
C-631-6 MCN-208 Blending Cooling Tower (East) 3,024 ]953 

C-633-1 MCN-209 Pump House 10,245 1953 
C-633-2A MCN-210 Cooling Tower (South) 16,085 1953 

C-633-2B MCN-21I Cooling Tower (North) 16,085 1953 
C-633-3 MCN-212 Blending Pump House 1,984 1953 
C-633-4 MCN-213 Blending Cooling Tower (North) 4,536 1953 
C-633-5 MCN-214 Blending Cooling Tower (South) 4,536 1953 
C-633-6 MCN-215 Sand Filter Building 260 1983 
C-635-1 MCN-216 Pump House and Piping 8,505 1954 
C-635-2 MCN-217 Cooling Tower 15,428 1954 
C-635-3 MCN-218 Blending Pump House 1,984 1982 
C-635-4 MCN-219 Blending Cooling Tower (North) 2,520 1954 
C-635-5 MCN-220 Blending Cooling Tower (South) 3,024 1954 
C-635-6 MCN-221 Process Waste Heat Utilization Pump House 2,566 1983 
C-637-1 MCN-222 Pump House 10,245 1954 
C-637-2A MCN-223 Cooling Tower (South) 22,100 1954 
C-637-2B MCN-224 Cooling Tower (North) 22,011 1954 
C-637-3 MCN-225 Blending Pump House 2,048 1982 
C-637-4 MCN-226 Blending Cooling Tower (North) 3,528 1954 
C-637-5 MCN-227 Blending Cooling Tower (South) 3,528 1954 
C-637-6 MCN-228 260 1982 

Administrative buildings 
C-IOO MCN-95 Administration Building 67,516 1953 
C-212 MCN-lOJ Office Building 3,471 1952 
C-302 MCN-108 Operations Division Data Center 7,366 1981 
C-303 MCN-I09 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 2,109 1984 

Systems Building 
C-304 MCN-110 Training and Cascade Office Building 1991 
C-320 MCN-118 Communication Building 1.116 1952 
C-709 MCN-229 Plant Laboratory Annex 1998 
C-710 MCN-230 Technical Service Building 84,333 1953 
C- 1971 
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Property Inventory 

Facility Kentucky survey Floor area Construction 
number number Function (sguare feet) date 

Security facilities 

C-200/20l! MCN-98 Guard and Fire Headquarters 19,490 1953-1986 

202 /203/204 

C-205 MCN-99 Respirator Issue Facility 3,600 1998 

C-207 MCN-IOO Fire Training Facility 900 1993 

C-212-C MCN-I02 Utility Operations Office 1,715 1953 

C-215 MCN-103 Portals 18 and 19 1,045 1957 

C-216 MCN-104 Post 37 500 1983 
C-217 MCN-I05 Post 43 108 1985 

Water treatment facilities 

C-611 MCN-193 Water Treatment Plant 15 acres 1942 

C-611-M MCN-194 North Concrete Sanitary Water 250,000 gal 1942 

C-611-N MCN-195 South Concrete Sanitary Water 250,000 gal 1942 

C-61 1-0 MCN-196 Sanitary Water Storage Tank 250,000 gal 1953 

C-611-R MCN-197 Water Tank 300,000 gal 1953 

C-615 MCN-198 Sewage Disposal Plant 806 1952 
C-616-A MCN-199 Chemical Feed Building 2000 1978 

C-616-B MCN-200 Clarifier-East 1,350,000 gal 1977 

Clarifier-West 

C-616-K Service 420 1979 

Storage tanks 

C-406 MCN-144 Trichloroethylene Storage Tank 6,015 gal 1953 
C-407 MCN-145 Nitric Acid Storage Tank 11,000 gal 1953 

C-540-B MCN-171 Oil Storage Tank (Northwest) 15,000 gal 1953 
C-540-C MCN-I72 Oil Storage Tank (Southwest) 15,000 gal 1953 
C-540-D MCN-173 Oil Storage Tank (Northeast) 7,500 gal 1953 

C-540-E MCN-174 Oil Storage Tank (Southeast) 15,000 gal 1953 
C-54I-B MCN-176 Oil Storage Tank (Northwest) 7,SOO gal 1953 
C-S41-C MCN-I77 Oil Storage Tank (Southwest) 15,000 gal 1953 
C-S41-D MCN-178 Oil Storage Tank (Northeast) 7,500 gal 1953 
C-541-E MCN-l79 Oil Storage Tank (Southeast) 15,000 gal 1953 
C-601-A MCN-182 Steam Plant Fuel-Storage Tank (Center) 420,000 gal 1953 

C-601-B MCN-I83 Steam Plant Fuel-Storage Tank (South) 420,000 gal 1953 
C-601-D MCN-185 Fuel Oil Storage Tank (North) 1,000,000 gal 1974 
C-603-E MCN-186 Nitrogen Storage Tank (East) 11,000 gal 1974 

C-603-F MCN-187 j\;itrogen Storage Tank (Center) 11,000 gal 1975 

Warehouses, storage, and su~~ort buildings 
C-IOI MCN-96 Cafeteria 18,326 1953 

C-I02 MCj\;-97 Hospital 11,666 1953 

C-301 MCN-I07 Low-Level Waste Storage 2,802 1959 

C-342 MCN-134 Ammonia Dissociator Building 1.242 1958 

C-342-A MCN-l35 Ammonia Dissociator Addition 1956 

C-342-B MCN-136 Ammonia Dissociator Tank Shelter Tank Area 2304 1978 
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Property Inventory 

Facility Kentucky survey Floor area Construction 
number number Function (sguare feet) date 

Warehouses, storage, and sUEEort buildings (continued) 
C-360 and MCN-138 Tol! Transfer and Sampling Building 1982 
C-360-A 

C-400 MCN-140 Cleaning Building 116,140 1954 

C-402 MCN-141 Lime House 1,742 1950 
C-403 MCN-142 Neutralizing Pit 900 1953 
C-405 MCN-143 Contaminated Items Incinerator 1,010 1952 

C-408 MCN-146 50-Ton Truck Scale 130 1963 
C-409 MCN-147 Stabilization Building 26,797 1976 

CA15 MCN-149 Feed Plant Storage Building 3,666 1960 
C-600 MCN-180 Steam Plant 47,424 1952 

C-601 MCN-181 Nitrogen Generator Building Addition 1,128 1952 

1,122 
C-601-C MCN-184 Steam Plant Fuel Oil Pump House 148 1952 
C-604 MCN-189 Utilities :Vlaintenance Building 2,400 1979 
C-605 MCN-190 Substation Building 1,200 1979 
C-606 MCN-191 Coal Crusher Building 1,470 1980 
C-607 MCN-I92 Emergency Air Compressor Generator Building 2,000 1984 

C-710-A MCN-23I Gas Cylinder Storage Building 400 1953 

C-711 MCN-232 Gas Manifold 962 1953 
C-720 MCN-234 Maintenance and Stores Building 299,944 1952 

C-720-G MCN-235 90-Day Storage Recycling/Stores Storage 10,800 1976 

C-720-H MCN-236 Warehouse 2,400 1978 
C-721 MCN-237 Gas Manifold Storage 962 1952 
C-724-A MCN-238 Carpenter Shop Annex 3,900 1954 

C-724-B MCN-239 Carpenter Shop 10,215 1954 
C-724-C MCN-240 Paint Shop 1,600 1954 

C-724-D MCN-241 Lumber Storage Building 2,880 1954 

C-726 MCN-242 Sandblast Building 2,019 1973 
C-727 MCN-243 90-Day Mixed Waste Accumulation 4,428 1954 
C-728 MCN-244 Motor Cleaning Facility 1,597 1958 
C-729 MCN-245 Acetylene Building 430 1956 
C-730 MCN-246 Maintenance Service 1,057 1955 
C-731 MCN-247 Railroad Repair Equipment Storage Building 1,280 1981 

C-732 MCN-248 Maintenance Materials Storage Building 1,680 1981 
C-733 MCN-249 Waste Oil and Chemical Storage Facility 1,680 1985 
C-740-B MCN-250 Oil Drum Storage Shelter 1975 
C-741 MCN-251 Mobile Equipment Building 5,360 1952 
C-742 MCN-252 Cylinder Storage Building 5,360 1952 

C-744 MCN-254 Material Handling 6,400 1952 
C-746-A MCN-255 North Warehouse 72,000 1954 

C-746-B MCN-256 South Warehouse 1959 

C-746-G MCN-257 Electncal Equipment Storage 2,400 1974 

C-746-L MCN-258 Tractor Storage 364 1985 

432 1976 
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Facility 
number 

C-746-Q 
C-746-Ql 

C-750 

C-751 

Property Inventory (continued) 

Kentucky survey Floor area 
number Function (square feet) 

Warehouses, storage, and support buildings (continued) 
MCN-260 Hazardous and LL W Storage 
MCN-261 

MCN-262 
MCN-263 

High-Assay Waste Storage Facility 

Garage 
Fuel Dispensing Facility 
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Construction 
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ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTIONS 

PADUCAH GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANT 

The majority of the buildings at PGDP were built between 1951 and 1956 when the main 
processing facilities were placed in operation. The plant's process buildings contain 74 acres of floor 
space and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1800 enrichment stages. The plant has a design 
capacity of 11.3 million separative work units (SWUs) per year. A SWlJ is the industry standard for 
measuring uranium enrichment services. Customers pay for the number of SWUs required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

The PGDP construction spanned from 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. 
Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection of the following process and 
production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed 
Plant; C-310, Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, 
Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-315, were completed 
and operational in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to 
proceed with the second phase of plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional 
enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed in 1956. The firm 
responsible for the design of the large process buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit, Michigan. 
This firm was a major subcontractor to the AEC during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large 
specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and engineering services. 
During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings 
and service facilities at the Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels and Vallet 
already had staff with security clearances, they \vere selected to continue their work at various nuclear 
sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of 
Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and was a major design company of the 
t\ventieth century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in 
Detroit as well as, office and residential buildings. In the early 1950s. the company was led by a 
partnership of Morimer Smith, T cd Hinchman, and Max\vell Grylls. The firm remains in business today 
as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "c." Because of the many projects 
undenvay by the AEC during the early 1950s, the Paducah plant was referred to as '"Kentucky Area C" to 
distinguish it from projects else\x,·here. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 
The pictures included in this appendix were taken during July and August 2004 by CDM Federal Services 
and reviewed by Bechtel Jacobs Company LLC Security Office. The "Construction Date" provides the 
initial construction date; these were obtained from engineering drawings, which may have been finalized 
afl:er the building was placed in operation, and in some cases, making the construction date later than the 
operational date. The PGDP contains the following eight primary property types: 

1. Process Buildings 
2. Electrical Switchyards and Switch Houses 
3. Cooling Towers and Pump Houses 
4. Administrative Buildings 
5. Security Facilities 
6. Water Treatment Facilities 
7. Storage Tanks 
8. Support, Maintenance, and Warehouses Buildings 
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Process Buildings 

Process buildings are those that are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process. The feed 
plant, Building C-410, was completed in 1953 and enlarged with the addition of Building CA20 in 1956. 
The initial shipments were in 30- and 55-gallon drums and fed into the C-410 uranium trioxide (U03)-to
uranium tetrafluoride (UF4)-to-UF6 conversion facility. This complex received U03 in five-ton 
containers, which was transferred to the top floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then 
reduced to UOl through a reaction with hydrogen gas and further processed into uranium tetrafluoride 
(UF 4) or green salt. This product was then chemically reacted with fluorine to convert the UF 4 into UF 6 

prior to being placed in cylinders for future feed into the cascade enrichment system. 

The UF 6 was vaporized in a hot water bath in Building CAIO and sent to the process buildings 
via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main process buildings, as well as C-
310. The main process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to 
complete the separation of 235U from 238U through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently 
enriched, the 235U was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-31O, the Purge and Product Building. 
Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium 
was transferred via tie lines to Building C-315, the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel 
cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels located in each of the 
process buildings and monitored in Building C-300, the Central Control Building. 

The majority of the process buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete 
foundations, steel structural and support systems, flat roofs, and exterior wans of transite panels. On the 
first floor levels of C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 are entrances that have surrounds of concrete-block 
and sliding-track steeL doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical-plans and contain 
1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C-333 and C-337 were also built in 
identical-plans and contain 2,130,120 square feet, or approximately 49 acres. Buildings C-41O, C-340, 
C-31O, and C-315 are smaller but were also built with similar construction details. The Central Control 
Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction and circular design. Figures 
B.1 and B.2 show an overview of the facility process buildings. Figures B.3 and B.4 show installation 
activities in C-333. 

Building C-340 is the DOE Metals Plant Complex, which operated from 1955 to 1977, converting 
UF6 to UF4 and uranium metal. Hydrogen fluoride was a produet of this reaction. This building is one of 
two complexes at the site currently under the Decontamination and Decommissioning (D&D) program. 
This complex includes seven facilities with a total of 80,000 square feet. Building CAl 0 is the second of 
the complexes at the site currently under the D&D program. It operated between 1952 and 1977, 
manufacturing UF6 feed and fluorine. It includes nine facilities with a total of 200,000 square feet. Both 
of these complexes are scheduled for demolition. Table B.l lists the process facilities that have been 
surveyed and are described in more detail. 
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Figure B.I. Site plan ofthe main processing area ofPGDP. 
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Figure B.2. View of PGDP main process buildings, ca. 1990 - view is from the northeast. 
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Figure B.3. Steel framework erected in the construction of the C-333 processing plant in September 1952. 

Figure B.4. Installation of a converter into Building C-333 in !.Vlarch 1953. 
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Table B.t. Process buildings 

ProcesS B~dings f>~.~, .·.it 'A;i¥~k~i';';;' .:~, 
t·;:,~·,~~~;:· ; ",:~.; •• • ••••••• 

~~&ea: 
• ·{f<tij~ttlfeet} 

~:;.~a~~natRegiSt~r 
" •. ·i:t~~z;:lfi_o:n~ Distriet 

.C-300 R5-R8 Central Control Building 16022 1953 Yes - Contributing 

C-310 R9 Purge and Product 112240 1952 Yes - Contributing I 

iBuilding I 
C-31O-331-A AppendixD Enclosed Bridge 200 Linear Feet 1952 Yes - Contributing 

MCN-112 
C-310-331-B Appendix D Tie Lines 200 Linear Feet 1952 Yes - Contributing 

I MCN-I13 
C-310-410 AppendixD Tie Lines 520 Linear Feet 1952 Yes - Contributing 

MCN-114 
C-310-A Appendix D Product Withdrawal 3276 1952 Yes - Contributing 

MCN-115 Building 
C-315 RIO Surge and Tails Building 16040 1952 Yes - Contributing 

C-315-331 Appendix D Tie Lines lO240; 5800 1952 Yes Contributing 
MCN-Il7 

C-331 R12 Process Building lO29120 1952 Yes - Contributing 

C-331-333-A Appendix D Enclosed Bridge 300 Linear Feet 1952 Yes Contributing 
MCN-l20 

C-331-333-B R13 Tie Line (East) 300 Linear Feet 1952 Yes Contributing 

C-331-333-C R13 Tie Line (West) 300 Linear Feet 1952 Yes - Contributing 

C-331-335 AppendixD Tie Line 1350 Linear 1952 Yes - Contributing 
MCN-123 Feet 

C-331-4lO Appendix D Tie Line 629 Linear Feet 1952 Yes - Contributing 
MCN-124 

C-333 Rl4 Process Building 2130120 1952 Yes Contributing 

C-333-A Rl5 Feed Vaporization Facility 8305 1952 Yes - Contributing 

C-335 B.16 Process Building lO29120 1954 Yes - Contributing i 

C-335-337-A Appendix D Enclosed Bridge 200 Linear Feet 1954 Yes - Contributing ! 
MCN-128 

C-335-337-B R17 Tie Line (North) 200 Linear Feet 1954 Yes Contributing 

C-335-337-C I R17 Tie Line (South) 200 Linear Feet 1954 Yes - Contributing 

iC-337 B.l8 Process Building 2130120 1954 Yes Contributing 

C-337-A RI9 Feed Vaporization Facility 8556 1960 Yes - Contributing i 

IC-340 includes B.20 Metals Plant Complex 67428 1955 Yes Contributing 
C-340-A,B,CD,E 

IC-410 includes R21 and Feed Plant Complex 128,869 1953-1957 Yes - Contributing 
1:-410-1, C-41 L ! B.22 
C-420 
IC-620 Rll Air Compressor Building lO,OOO 1953 IYes - Contributing 
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Building C-300 - Central Control Building (Snrvey Number MCN-I06) 

The Central Control Building was constructed in 1953 to serve as the main control center for the 
gaseous diffusion operation. The Central Control Building is circular in design of reinforced concrete 
construction. The foundation, walls, and elliptical roof are all of reinforced concrete. On the main (south) 
fayade is a ca. 1980 carport with a metal canopy supported by steel posts. The main entrance is located 
within a vestibule with a concrete wall and roof. This entrance has a ca. 1980 single-light steel and glass 
door. An elliptical, one-story wing is located on the south fayade. A secondary entrance is located at the 
northwest fayade of the building with a ca. 1980 steel and glass door. Adjacent to the building are three 
steel antennas. 

Figure B.S. Building C-300 Central Control Building, south and west fa'fades. 



Figure B.6. Construction of Building C-300 in November 1952. 

Figure B.7. Building C-300 nearing completion in December 1952. 
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Figure B.S. Installation of control panels in Building C-300 in March 1953. 
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Building C-310 - Purge and Product Building (Survey Number MCN-Ill) 

Building C-31 0 is a two-story building that extracts "lite gases" and enriched uranium produced 
by the plant. The building was completed in 1952. The building has a poured-concrete foundation, a built
up flat roof, and an exterior of transite panels. On the north fayade is a garage bay on the first floor with a 
pedestrian door. This fayade has a steel staircase, which connects with a second-story entrance. This 
entrance has a ca. 1980 steel and glass door. There is no other fenestration on this fayade except for 
louvered, rectangular vents. 

On the east fayade is a large, metal canopy that extends across approximately one-third of the 
building. This canopy is supported by steel posts and encloses a 20-ton crane used to transport steel 
cylinders. The first floor of this fayade has a one-story section of poured-concrete. This section of the 
building has a steel and glass pedestrian entrance and two garage bays with 24-light steel and glass 
overhead-track doors. To the south of the first floor of this concrete section is an exterior of transite 
panels. On this section of the fayade is a garage bay with an overhead-track door. Also on this section are 
three original two-light steel and glass pedestrian doors. The upper fayade lacks fenestration except for a 
two-light steel and glass door on the second story, accessed by a steel staircase. Attached to this section of 
the fayade is a second 20-ton crane for cylinder loading. 

The south fayade has a wall of transite panels and the only fenestration is an overhead-track steel 
door in the central bay of the first floor. The west fayade has three pedestrian doors on the first floor, 
which are original, two-light steel and glass design. Also on the first floor are two rectangular louvered 
vents. The upper fayade lacks fenestration except for a pedestrian entrance on the second story that has an 
original two-light steel and glass door. This door is accessed by an exterior-wall staircase. At the 
southwest corner of the building is an attached steel tower that rests on a concrete foundation. This tower 
supports an exhaust pipe that vents "lite gases" from the building. 

Figure B.9. Building C-310, south and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-315--Surge and Tails Building (Survey Number MCN-116) and Building C-620--Air 
Compressor Building (Survey Number MCN-202) 

This is a two-story building that shares a common party wall on the south fayade with building C-
620. The Surge and Tails Building is the site of depleted UF6 extraction from the gaseous diffusion 
process and its placement into steel cylinders. Completed in 1952, this building is of steel and concrete 
construction. On the west fayade of the building is a partial-width wall of poured-concrete on the first 
floor. Building C-315 has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and an exterior of transite 
panels. The upper fayade and rest of the first story has an exterior of transite panels. In the concrete 
section is a pedestrian door with an original two-light steel and glass door. This fayade also has a garage 
bay with an overhead steel track door. On the upper fayade is an entrance with a steel and glass door that 
is reached by a steel staircase. Extending from the upper fayade of this building is an enclosed steel tie 
line that rests on steel piers designated as C-31S-331. The north fayade of the building lacks fenestration 
except for two louvered vents. 

The east fayade of the building also has a partial-width wall of poured-concrete. Within this wall 
is a pedestrian entrance with an original steel and glass door and four garage bays with steel overhead
track doors. Across the width of the building is a large metal canopy. The canopy protects the loading 
dock area and beneath the canopy is a 20-ton crane for handling the uranium cylinders. 

Figure B.lO. Building C-3l5, north and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-620 - Air Compressor Building (Survey Number MCN-202) 

Attached at the south fayade is a one-story, rectangular-plan building built in 1953, which contains air
compressing equipment. Designated Building C-620, it has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat 
roof, and an exterior of transite panels. On the east fayade is a pedestrian entrance with a hvo-light steel 
and glass door. On the south (main) fayade is a similar entrance at the southwest comer of the building. 
This fayade also has a garage bay at the southeast comer with a steel overhead-track door. This fayade 
displays two louvered vents. Attached to the west fayade is a wing that has a garage bay on the south 
fayade with an overhead steel track door. The west fayade has an attached concrete-block wall containing 
electrical transformers. 

Figure B.ll. Building C-620, south and west fac;ades. 
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Building C-331- Process Building (Survey Number MCN-119) 

Building C-331 was completed in 1952 and contains cascade machinery used in the gaseous 
diffusion process. The building has a built-up flat roof, a poured-concrete foUndation, and an exterior of 
transite panels. The north fas;ade is incised with large steel support posts extending the width of the 
building. This recessed section is referred to as a "truck alley" and provides protected access to the 
building for vehicles and railroad cars. Above the truck alley are eight sets of removable 'steel hatches that 
allow process equipment to be moved from or to the truck alley by interior building access. The first floor 
within this recessed fas;ade has four entrances, each with paired sliding-track steel doors. These doors are 
set within concrete surrounds. The upper fayade of the north elevation lacks fenestration except for four 
pairs of exhaust vents. This fayade also features three sets of enclosed rectangular exhaust ducts that are 
grouped in sections of three. On the first floor ~ecessed section are rectangular louvered vents between the 
four entrances. 

On the west elevation, this building has two pedestrian doors of original steel and glass design on 
the first floor. On the second floor in the central bay is a steel and glass door accessed by an exterior-wall 
steel staircase. On the first floor are rectangular louvered vents. The upper fayade lac!<:) fenestration 
except for the pedestrian door. This fayade displays two projecting rectangular exhaust ducts on the upper 
fayade. On this fas;ade is a tie line, designated C-310-331, which connects with Building C-31O. ~ 
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On the south fayade are five garage bays on the first floor with steel overhead-track doors. 
Between the doors are rectangular louvered vents. The upper fayade lacks fenestration except for four 
exhaust vents. Projecting from the main block of the building are three sets of rectangular exhaust ducts 
grouped together in sections of three. From the central bay of the building is a tie line that connects with 
Building C-333 and is designated as C-331-333. This tie line is enclosed with sheet metal undulated 
panels and rests on steel piers. 

The east fayade of the building has a pedestrian entrance on the first floor with a steel and glass 
door. It also has a recess truck loading and unloading ramp at the southeast corner. Projecting from this 
fayade are two bays of exhaust ducts on the upper fayade and metal exhaust vents. On the first floor are 
rectangular louvered vents. 
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Building C-333 - Process Building (Survey Number MCN-12S) 

This building is a large processing facility and contains the cascade machinery used in the 
gaseous diffusion extraction process. The building was completed in 1952. The building has a poured
concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and exterior walls of transite panels. The main (north) fa<;ade has 
a recessed or incised first-floor level. This level has a series of steel posts, which support the upper 
fa<;ade. This first-floor level has five pedestrian entrances. Each entrance is set within a concrete-block 
surround and has original three-panel sliding-track steel doors. With the exception of these doors, the first 
floor level lacks fenestration and the exterior-wall material is of transite panels. The upper fa<;ade of the 
north elevation is also of transite, and in the center of the building is an original, two-light steel and glass 
door that leads to an exterior-wall steel staircase. There are three elevated bridges, or tie lines, that 
connect buildings C-333 and C-331 on the north fa<;ade. Designated C-331-333-A, -B, and -C, these are 
enclosed walkways of structural steel. They have elliptical roofs and walls of steel panels and rest on a 
steel post foundation. With the exception of three exhaust fans and the tie line, the upper fa<;ade lacks 
additional fenestration. 

The east fa9ade of the building has 12 projecting exhaust ducts on the upper level. The first-floor 
level is composed of a continuous band of rectangular louvered windows that have metal grills instead of 
glass. These windows are grouped together in a series of five openings, each divided by steel mullions. 
Below the windows are rectangular steel panels. The windows are continuous except for the garage-bay 
openings. There are five garage bays on this fa<;ade that have original steel overhead-track doors. 
Adjacent to each garage door are pedestrian doors of steel design. These doors have had their glass lights 
covered with steel panels. The upper fa9ade lacks fenestration except for six exhaust vents and two 
pedestrian doors near the northeast and southeast comers. These doors are of two-light steel and glass 
design, and lead to exterior-wall steel staircases. Attached to this fa9ade are two structural support 
systems for the electric cables. These systems are held by steel posts and protect and enclose the electric 
lines coming from the transformers to the building. 

The west fa<;ade of the building has 12 projecting exhaust ducts on the upper fa9ade. This fa<;ade 
also has window and door openings similar to those on the east fa<;ade and features a projecting entrance 
bay at the center of the fa<;ade that contains a garage-entrance bay. This entrance has a two-panel, steel 
overhead-track door. Adjacent to this entrance is a pedestrian door of single-light steel and glass design. 
An elevator is also on the west side. 

The south fa<;ade of the building has a recessed or incised first-floor leveL This recessed area 
contains a railroad spur line, and opening onto this spur line are five entrances. The lower level of this 
fa<;ade has steel posts that support the upper fa<;ade. The upper ta<;ade on this elevation lacks fenestration. 
The entrances on the first floor are set within concrete-block surrounds and are original, three-panel 
sliding-track steel-design doors. This fa<;ade has a one-story loading dock wing. The north and south truck 
alleys have hatch access to the crane on the second floor for equipment movement into and out of the 
building. There is a cylinder storage pad to the east which is equipped with a a 20-ton steel overhead 
crane for moving UF6 cylinders into and out of the facility. The roof of the west and south walls of this 
wing are transite panels. 

Building C-333-A-Feed Vaporization Facility (Survey Number MCN-12S) 

Attached to the south wall of this loading-dock wing is a one-story concrete-block building, 
C-333-A, which is a Feed Vaporization Facility, that was added in 1962. This wing has a concrete 
foundation, a built-up flat roof, and exterior walls of concrete-block. On the east fa<;ade is a fixed, 12-
light steel and glass window. On the south fa<;ade of C-333-A are four entrances with original solid-steel 
single-light and four-light steel and glass doors. Windows on this fa<;ade are original, nine-light and 
glass hinged design. On the west fa<;ade are two entrances with original four-light steel and glass doors. 
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Figure B.14. Building C-333, west fa~ade. 

Figure B.IS. Building C-333-A, south fa~ade. 
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Building C-335 - Process Building (Survey Number MCN-127) 

Building C-335 is a process building and contains cascade machinery used in the gaseous 
diffusion process. The building was constructed and placed in service in 1954. The building has a poured
concrete foundation, built-up flat roof, and an exterior of transite panels. On the west fayade, the first
floor section is incised with the upper story supported by steel posts. This recessed first story has four 
entrance bays set within concrete-block surrounds. This recessed section is referred to as a "truck alley" 
and provides protected access to the building for vehicles and railroad cars. Above the truck alley are 
eight sets of removable steel hatches that allow process equipment to be moved from or to the truck alley 
by interior building access. Each entrance bay has paired sliding-track steel doors. Between the entrance 
bays are rectangular steel-louvered vents. On the upper fayade is a pedestrian entrance, which has an 
original two-light steel and glass door. This door is accessed by an exterior-wall steel staircase. The upper 
fayade on this elevation has three rectangular projecting bays of transite panels, each which enclose three 
exhaust ducts. There is no other fenestration on this fayade except for four pairs of steel exhaust vents. 

The north fa~ade is composed primarily of transite panels with projecting exhaust ducts. The first 
floor of the building has a series of rectangular steel-louvered vents. ill the central bay is a two-light steel 
and glass door on the second story, which is accessed by an exterior-wall staircase. Projecting from the 
upper fayade are two rectangular bays. At the northeast comer of the fayade is a garage-bay entrance with 
an overhead-track steel door. 

The east fayade of the building has five pedestrian entrances on the first floor with original single
light and two-light steel and glass doors. This fayade also has five garage bays with both original sliding
track and overhead-track steel doors. On the first floor of this fayade are a series of rectangular louvered 
vents. On the upper fayade is a two-light steel and glass door accessed by a steel staircase. The upper 
fayade has three, projecting, rectangular bays with transite-sided panels. This upper fayade also has four 
pairs of exhaust vents. 

The south fayade of the building is composed primarily of transite panels with projecting exhaust 
ducts. The first floor of the building has a series of rectangular steel-louvered panels. ill the central bay of 
the upper fayade is an original two-light steel pedestrian door accessed by an exterior-wall staircase. The 
upper fayade of this building has two projecting rectangular bays of transite panels. 

On the east fayade of the building are three enclosed steel tie lines that connect with Building C-
337 and are designated as C-335-337 A, B, and C. On the south fayade is a tie line that connects C-335 
with C-331, and is designated as C-331-335. 
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Figure B.16. Buildiug C-335, west side. 
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Building C-337 - Process Building (Survey Number MCN-131) 

Building C-337 is a large process building that contains cascade machinery used in the gaseous 
diffusion process. Constructed in 1954, Building C-337 is a two-story rectangular-plan building of steel
frame construction. The building has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and exterior walls 
of transite panels. The west favade has an incised first-floor section with the upper favade supported by 
steel posts. The first floor has five entrance bays, which have concrete-block surrounds. Each entrance has 
original steel sliding-track doors. The upper favade lacks fenestration except for three metal exhaust vents 
and six pipes that connect at grade with large pipes extending to Building C-335. The west favade also 
has three tie lines, C-335-337 A, B, and C, which connect with Building C-335. These tie lines are of 
corrugated steel construction and are supported by steel posts. 

The north favade has five garage bays that have original steel overhead-track doors. Adjacent to 
each of the garage bays are pedestrian doors of original two-light steel and glass design. Between these 
entrances are continuous openings of rectangular, steel-louvered vents. On the upper favade of the 
building are 12 projecting exhaust ducts with transite panels. On the upper favade are also three pairs of 
steel exhaust panels. This elevation has two entrances on the upper favade with two-light steel and glass 
doors that are accessed by steel staircases. 

The south favade of the building is identical to the north favade, which has five garage bays with 
original steel overhead-track doors. Adjacent to each of the garage bays are pedestrian doors of original 
two-light steel and glass design. Between these entrances are continuous openings of rectangular, steel
louvered vents. On the upper favade of the building are 12 projecting exhaust ducts with transite panels. 
On the upper favade are also three pairs of steel exhaust panels. This elevation has two entrances on the 
upper fa9ade with two-light steel and glass doors that are accessed by steel staircases. The only variation 
is the central projecting bay on the first floor, which has a garage bay with a two-panel, steel overhead
track door and a two-light steel and glass pedestrian door. The truck alleys have hatch access on the 
second floor for equipment movement into and out of the building. 

The east elevation of the building is also incised and has steel posts supporting the upper favade. 
This favade has five entrances set within concrete-block surrounds and with sliding-track steel doors. The 
upper fa9ade lacks fenestration except for two steel exhaust fans. 

Building C-337-A - Process Building (Survey Number MCN-132) 

Attached to the C-337 east favade is a two-story wing designated at C-337-A, the Feed 
Vaporization Facility, built in 1960. This wing is composed of two sections: a one-story section of 
concrete-block and a large two-story section of steel frame. The two-story section has an exterior of 
transite and fiberglass panels. On the east favade of this section is a garage bay with a steel overhead
track door. The one-story, concrete-block wing has two entrances on the main (east) favade. The south 
bay entrance has an original four-light steel and glass door. The north bay entrance has ca. 1980 double 
doors of single-light steel and glass design. On the north fa9ade of this wing is a ca. 1980 single-light 
steel and glass door. Attached to the south favade of Building C-337-A is a 20-ton crane-and- track 
system for loading and unloading steel cylinders. To the south of this crane, the incised section of the 
main building is enclosed with steel panels. This creates a protected enclosure for the railroad track that 
extends into this area. 
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Figure B.18. Building C-337, south fa~ade. 

Figure B.19. Building C-337 A, north and east fa~ades. 
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Building C-340 - DOE Metals Plant Complex (Survey Number MCN-133) 

The DOE Metals Plant Complex consists of seven interrelated buildings or wings completed in 
1955. The building is presently undergoing decontamination prior to its demolition. The main section is a 
five-story steel and concrete building. The building has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, 
and an exterior of transite panels. On the west fayade on the first floor is an entrance with a sliding-track 
steel door. On the upper fayade are louvered exhaust vents and six-light fixed windows. On the north 
fayade of the building are large louvered vents and fixed two-light steel windows. The north fayade has 
three wings that extend in a stepped progression from the fayade. The four-story wing projects from the 
fayade and has an exterior of transite panels. Above the four-story wing on the main section are two 
pedestrian entrances on the fourth and fifth floors. These entrances have original two-light steel and glass 
doors connected by a steel staircase. 

The three-story wing has a conveyor that connects with Building C-340-D. Extending from the 
roof of the three-story wing is a concrete bay with a gable metal roof and paired, 12-light steel and glass 
windows. In the first floor of this wing on the west fayade is a garage door with an overhead-track steel 
door. On the north fayade of this wing is a pedestrian entrance with a two-light steel and glass door. Also 
on the west fa9ade is an attached circular storage tank of hollow-core tile. This tank rests on a raised 
concrete-pier foundation. Attached on the north fayade is a one-story wing with a built-up flat roof. This 
wing has two garage-bay entrances on the west fayade with steel overhead-track doors. The north fayade 
of this wing lacks fenestration except for rectangular louvered vents. The east fayade of the building has 
three pedestrian entrances located in the one- and two-story wing with original two-light steel and glass 
doors. The remaining fenestration on the one- and two-story wings on this fayade has rectangular 
louvered vents. 

In the upper fayade of the fifth-story section are rectangular louvered vents. Attached to the south 
fayade of the two-story section is a one-story concrete-block wing. This wing has original 12-light steel 
windows. These windows have a central four-light hinged panel, and several windows have added metal 
panels. On the south fayade of this wing are eight window bays and an entrance with an original two-light 
steel and glass door. The south fayade of the five-story section lacks fenestration on the upper fayades. 
The first floor has two garage bays with overhead steel track doors. On the east fayade of the two-story 
wing is a garage bay with an overhead steel track door. 

Building C-340-D is attached to the C-340 complex via a conveyor system. Building C-340-D is a 
one-story, prefabricated metal building. The building has a poured-concrete foundation, a gable roof of 
crimped metal, and an exterior of crimped metal panels. On the east and west fa9ades are fixed, nine-light 
steel and glass windows. The west fayade has a pedestrian entrance that has been enclosed with a solid-steel 
door. The west fayade also displays large louvered exhaust vents. The north fayade has a nine-light steel and 
glass window and a pedestrian entrance with a six-light and single panel steel and glass door. On the east 
fayade is a large enclosed steel conveyor system that is attached to the west fa<;ade of Building C-340. On the 
east fayade is also a garage bay with paired sliding-track steel doors. On the south fayade of the building is a 
garage-bay entrance with sliding-track steel doors. 
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Figure B.20. Building C-340, north and east fac;ades. 
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Building C-410 Complex - Feed Plant (Survey Number MCN-148) 

The CAI0 Feed Plant complex was constructed in a series of phases between 1953 and 1957. The 
main C-410 building and its expansions were designed by Singmaster & Breyer, Engineers of New York. 
The original section of the complex constructed in 1953 consists of the existing central portion of C-4l 0, 
the hydrofluoric acid (HF) neutralization building (Building CA1O-C), the neutralization (sludge) lagoon 
(CA10-B), a hydrogen holding tank, a concrete holding basin (CA1O-E), and four HF storage tanks 
(C-410-F, -G, -H, and -J). After placing the building in operation, it was determined that its original size 
was inadequate and the building was expanded to the east and west in 1954 and 1955. The east expansion 
was built to contain two additional cell rooms and related operations while the west expansion was built 
as a hopper storage area. During these years, a second phase east expansion was also constructed which 
held an additional cell room and transformer room. In 1956, Building CA20 was constructed and 
consisted of a multi-story tower of steel framing and a one-story concrete-block wing. Giffels and Vallet, 
Inc. of Detroit designed Building CA20. Another addition, Building CAll, was added to the east fayade 
of the complex in 1957 to house a cell maintenance area. 

The CA10 Complex is located in a central position among the main process buildings. The complex 
served as a UF6 manufacturing plant for the cascade diffusion system. Within the complex, workers 
converted a powder form of uranium into a gas, which the cascade diffusion process requires. In 2002, an 
environmental study concluded that the C-41O Complex had a high contamination level of radioactive 
material and the facility posed a potential health risk to workers and the general public. Practically all parts of 
the facility were contaminated, and adaptive reuse of the buildings and structures of the C-410 Complex was 
not feasible. In 2003, Thomason and Associates completed documentation for this complex in accordance 
with guidelines set forth by the SHPO of the KHC. This documentation is contained in the report, Cultural 
Resource Survey and National Register Assessment, C-410 Complex, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant, 
McCracken County, Kentucky. The DOE is presently undertaking the D&D of the complex to diminish health 
risks to PGDP workers and the surrounding public. 
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Figure B.21. Building C-410/C-420 Complex, north fa~ade. 

Figure B.22. Construction of Building C-420 in December 1955. 
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Switch yards and Switch Houses 

The switchyards and switch houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four 
process buildings. There are four main switchyard and switch house complexes that provide electrical 
power to the process buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331 and the plant auxiliary buildings such as 
C-I00, C-31O, C-315, C-600, and C-720; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 supports Building C-
335, and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transfonners 
and other equipment. Within the switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to proyide support and 
control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the process buildings 
via overhead metal conduits. Figure B.23 shows construction of the switchyards in 1954. Figure B.24 
shows construction of the C-531 Switch house and Switchyard. Table B.2 lists the switchyard facilities 
that have been surveyed and are described in more detail. 

Figure B.23. Construction of the outside electrical distribution system for Building C-337 in 
February 1954. 
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Figure B.24. Construction of the C-531 switch house and switchyard in February 1952. 

Table B.2. Switchyards and switch house information 
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Table B.2. Switchyards and switch house information (Continued) 

SWitcbyards ". ;C}, 'c'·"::; '.," f' ..' ,:, , . . ; ; ,', '. ;~: ,,<.,"" '.: '. ' 
2j~dSWit~h . ..:':. 

'·1". Fuudien l?loo .. ·At~ " CODstl'1tdioli :NatiOIlaIRegist~ 
Jl"~\U" (~~t~{~~tl J)at~ ,; '.l!i~~~~t¢; J)istriet Ilouscs' " '.,.' ~.ii' . /.., ;. . .... """" "" 

C-537-1 B.35 Switch House 42140 1954 Yes - Contributing 

C-537-2 Appendix D Switchyard 284200 1954 Yes Contributing 
MCN-167 

C-537-3A B.36 Fire Valve House No. 1 144 1954 Yes Contributing 

C-537-3B I B.36 Fire Valve House No.2 144 1954 Yes - Contributing 

C-537-3C B.36 Fire Valve House No.3 144 1954 Yes - Contributing 
IC-537-3D B.36 Fire Valve House No.4 144 1954 Yes Contributing 

C-537-4 PHOTO NOT Test Shop 480 1954 Yes Contributing 
AVAILABLE 

C-540-A B.37 Oil Pump House 312 1952 Yes - Contributing 

C-541-A B.38 Oil Pump House 312 1952 Yes - Contributing 

Building C-S31-1- Switch House (Survey Number MCN-ISO) 

Constructed in 1952, this building was completed to serve as the electrical switch house for the 
C-331 process building. This is a one-story building of poured-concrete construction. It has a poured
concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof and an exterior of poured-concrete. The exterior walls are scored 
in a rectangular-pattern design. The entrance on the main (west) fayade has a ca. 1990 steel and glass 
door. This door has a slightly projecting concrete surround. On the south fayade is a recessed wing, which 
has a ca. 1990 solid-steel door on the west fayade. On the north fayade is a similar wing with a solid-steel 
door. On the main section's north fayade are two rectangular louvered vents. To the north and south of the 
building are two sets of oil tanks that rest within poured-concrete foundations. 

Figure B.25. Building C-531-1, north and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-531-2 - Switchyard (Survey Number MeN-151) 

This switchyard contains electrical equipment and transformers to supply power to the C-331 
process building and the plant auxiliary buildings such as C-lOO, C-310, C-315, C-600, and C-720. 
Completed in 1952, this electrical equipment is sited on a gravel foundation east of Building C-331. 

Figure B.26. Building C-531-2, east fa~ade. 

Building C-531-3A1C-531-B - Fire Valve Houses No.1 and No.2 (Survey Numbers MCN-152 and 
MCN-153) 

Fire Valve House No.1 and No.2 were built in 1952 and provide fire protection service for the 
adjacent switchyard and switch house. These are similar-plan one-story buildings with a poured-concrete 
foundation-a shed roof of transite panels and exteriors of transite panels. The buildings have nine-hght 
and six-light steel and glass awning windows. Entrances have paired three-light steel and glass doors. 

Figure B.27. Building 531-3A, south and east fa~ades. 
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Building C-532 - Relay House (Survey Number MCN-154) 

Building C-532 is an electrical relay house built between the C-531 and C-533 switchyards. The 
building was constructed in 1952 and is a one-story, reinforced concrete building. The building has a 
poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat root~ and an exterior of smooth concrete. On the main (west) 
fayade is a projecting entry bay with ca. 1990 three-light steel and glass doors. Above the doors is a steel 
panel which encloses the transom area. Above the entrance is a steel canopy. The walls of the building are 
scored to resemble belt courses and shallower scoring creates a design of rectangular panels. On the south 
fayade is an entrance with a ca. 1990 solid-steel door. This fa<;ade also has two steel-louvered vents. On 
the north fa<;ade is an entrance with a ca. 1990 solid-steel door. There is no fenestration on the east 
fa<;ade. 

Figure B.28. Building C-532, north and west fa~ades. 

Building C-533-1- Switch House (Survey Number MCN-155) 

Built in 1953, this switch house was built to relay and regulate electrical power to the C-333 
process building. This is a one-story, reinforced concrete building with a concrete foundation, a flat roof 
of concrete, and exterior walls of smooth concrete. The main (west) fa<;ade has two entrances set within 
projecting concrete bays. Each entrance has a ca. 1990 single-light steel and glass door. Above each door 
is a steel awning. The exterior walls of the building are scored into rectangular panels. The building has a 
louvered vent on the south fayade. The north fa<;ade lacks fenestration and the east fa<;ade is not 
accessible. 

Figure B.29. Building C-533-1, north and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-533-2 - Switchyard (Survey Number MCN-156) 

Building C-533-2 is a switchyard erected in 1953 that supplies electrical power to the C-333 
process building. The switchyard is composed of a rectangular concrete and gravel pad containing 
electrical transformers. These transformers are of steel and supply power via the elevated platforms to 
Building C-333. 

Figure B.30. Building C-533-2, east fa~ade. 

Building C-533-3A-D - Fire Valve Houses No. I-No.4 (Survey Numbers MCN-157, MCN-IS8, 
MCN-159, and MCN-160) 

Switchyard C-533-2 contains four identical-plan Fire Valve Houses, C-533-3A, B, C, and D, to 
provide fire protection for the switchyard's electrical equipment. Built in 1953, these buildings have a 
poured-concrete foundation, a shed roof of transite, and exterior walls of transite. The building's 
entrances have original double doors of three-light steel and glass design. Windows are original, four
light and nine-light steel and glass fixed design. 

Figure B.31. Building C-533-3A, north and east fa~ades. 
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Building C-535-1- Switch House (Survey Number MCN-161) 

Constructed in 1954, Building C-535-1 is a one-story, reinforced concrete electrical switch house 
that regulates power for Building C-335. It has a concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof and an exterior 
of smooth concrete. On the main (west) fayade is an entrance with a ca. 1990 single-light steel and glass 
door. Over the entrance is a wood and metal canopy. There is no fenestration on the south fayade. On the 
north fayade are two steel-louvered vents. The east fayade is not accessible. 

Figure B.32. Building C-535-1, south and east fa~ades. 

Building C-535-3A/C-535-3B - Fire Valve Houses No.1 and No.2 (Survey Number MCN-163) 

Fire Valve House No.1 and No.2 were built in 1954 and provide fire protection service for the 
adjacent switchyard and switch house. These are similar-plan one-story buildings of concrete construction 
with a poured-concrete foundation, a flat roof, and exterior walls of concrete. The buildings have ca. 1990 
two-light steel and glass doors. 

Figure B.33. Building C-535-3A, north and east fa~ades. 
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Building C-536 - Relay House (Survey Number MCN-165) 

Built in 1954, this is a one-story, reinforced concrete, electrical relay house. The building has a 
poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and exterior walls of smooth concrete. On the main 
(south) fayade is an entrance with ca. 1990 three-light steel and glass double doors. Over the entrance is a 
wood and metal canopy. On the west fayade is an entrance with a ca. 1980 solid-steel door. On the east 
fayade is a similar door. The only other fenestration on the west, east, and north fa<;ades are rectangular, 
steel-louvered vents. 

Figure B.34. Building, C-S36, south and east fa~ades. 

Building C-537-1- Switch House (Survey Number MCN-166) 

Building C-537-1 is a one-story, reinforced concrete electrical switch house built in 1954 that 
regulates power for C-337 process building. It has a concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and an 
exterior of smooth concrete. On the main (west) fa<;ade is an entrance with a ca. 1990 single-light steel 
and glass door. Over the entrance is a wood and metal canopy. There is no fenestration on the south 
fayade. On the north fayade are two steel-louvered vents. The east fayade is not accessible. 

Figure B.3S. Building C-S37-1, south and east fa~ades. 
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Buildiug C-537-3A-D - Fire Valve Houses No. I-No.4 (Survey Number MCN-168) 

Switchyard C-537-2 contains four identical-plan Fire Valve Houses to provide fire protection for 
the switchyard's electrical equipment. Built in 1954, these buildings are similar-plan one-story buildings 
of concrete construction with a poured-concrete foundation, a flat roof, and exterior walls of concrete. 
The buildings have ca. 1990 steel and glass doors. 

Figure 836. Building C-537-3A, north and west fa~ades. 

Building C-537-4 and Building C-535-4 - Test Shops (Survey Number MCN-169) 

Buildings C-537-4 and C-535-4 are both one-story steel buildings used as test shops in the 
switchyard areas. Built in 1954, these buildings have poured-concrete foundations, built-up flat roofs, and 
exteriors of transite siding. The buildings have original steel and glass doors and six- and nine-light steel 
and glass windows. Both buildings are located in restricted areas, and a more detailed description is not 
possible. Photographs of these properties were restricted. 

Building C-540-A - Oil Pump House (Survey Number MCN-170) 

Built in 1952, this is a support facility for the adjacent electrical equipment. The building is one
story of steel construction and has a poured-concrete foundation, a shed roof of transite panels, and 
exterior walls of transite. On the main (east) fayade is an entrance with original paired, single-light glass 
and steel doors. The window on this fayade is nine-light steel-and-glass a~'11ing design. A similar window 
is located on the south fayade. On the west fayade is a nine-light a\vning window and an entrance with a 
single-light steel and glass door. On the north fayade are two windows. The west bay window is an 
original six-light steel and glass a~ing design, while the east bay window has been removed and a 
window air-conditioning unit has been added. 
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Figure B.37. Building C-540-A, north and west fa<;ades. 

Building C-541-A - Oil Pump House (Survey Number MCN-175) 

This is a one-story oil pump house constructed in 1954. It has a poured-concrete foundation, a 
shed roof, and exterior walls of transite panels. On the main (north) fayade is an entrance with original 
double doors of three-light steel and glass design. The window on this fayade is an original nine-light 
steel and glass awning design. On the west fa<;ade are two six-light steel and glass awning windows. On 
the south fayade is an entrance with an original three-light steel and glass door. This fayade also has a 
nine-light steel and glass awning window. The east fayade has a nine-light steel and glass awning 
window. To the south of the building is a two-tank farm with steel tanks (C-541-E & C) resting on 
concrete platforms. To the north of the building are two tanks (C-541-B & D), which also rest on concrete 
platforms. Both tank farms are surrounded by shallow, concrete holding basins. 

Figure B.38. Building C-541-A, north and west fa<;ades. 
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Cooling Towers and Pump Houses 

The cooling towers and pump houses serve to remove the heat produced in the gaseous diffusion 
process and to pump cooled water back into the process buildings to cool the diffusion machinery. The 
gaseous diffusion process results in enonnous amounts of excess heat when the gas is compressed. This 
heat is then transferred through underground pipes to the cooling towers. Here the heated water is cooled 
by airflow, releasing the heat as steam. Water is then recirculated by pumping back into the process 
buildings where the process heat is removed by an intennediate freon system which then transfers the heat 
to the water. There are four cooling tower and pump house complexes which support the four main 
process buildings. These towers include C-631-1-6, which supports Building C-331; C-633-1-6, which 
supports Building C-333; C-635-1-6, which supports Building C-335, and C-637-1-6, which supports 
Building C-337. Each complex contains a pump house, cooling tower, blending cooling towers, and other 
support buildings. Figure B.39 shows the initial construction of cooling tower C-633 in March 1953. 
The cooling towers were rebuilt during the 1980's and also CUP towers were added as part of the 
CIP/CUP program during the 1970s to provide additional cooling capacity for CUP loads. Table B.3 lists 
the cooling towers and pump houses that have been surveyed and are described in more detail. 

Figure B.39. Construction of cooling tower C-633 in March 1953. 
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Table B.3. Cooling towers and pump houses 

.Caolillg '. c .. ;' .,; ·.X ...... ,;:1,' ....... ; ;'. 

. ; I ,,;c;> ·.:rio.}. '< 
~n T.~ers 

I;igir~ "Function' ; FlOor Mea t5~ ':':'~;;~.0;':. 

,andttllDP !; (sqnare feet) t· ,: 

Hon~"·:, '.;' ;:\ ,'; 
, '. ; Ii,; ; :.' [: f>.,'i;·;; .. ~.' 

C-631-1 BAO Pump House 9700 1952 Yes - Contributing 

C-631-2 BAI Cooling Tower 15248 1953 Yes - Contributing 

C-631-3 BA2 Firewater Pump House 1196 1959 Yes Contributing 

IC-631-4 BA3 Blending Pump House 1540 1982 Yes - Non-Contributing 

IC-631-5 BA4 Blending Cooling Tower (West) 3024 1953 Yes Contributing 

C-631-6 BA5 Blending Cooling Tower (East) 3024 1953 Yes - Contributing 

C-633-l B.46 Pump House 10245 1953 Yes Contributing 

C-633-2A BA7 Cooling Tower (South) 16085 1953 Yes Contributing 

C-633-2B BA8 Cooling Tower (North) 16085 1953 Yes - Contributing 

C-633-3 BA9 Blending Pump House 1984 1982 Yes - Non-Contributing 

C-633-4 B.50 Blending Cooling Tower (North) 4536 1953 Yes - Contributing 

C-633-5 B.51 Blending Cooling Tower (South) 4536 1953 Yes - Contributing 

C-633-6 B.52 Sand Filter Building 260 1983 Yes Non-Contributing 

C-635-1 B.53 Pump House and Piping 8505 1954 Yes Contributing 

C-635-2 B.54 Cooling Tower 15248 1954 Yes Contributing 

C-635-3 B.55 Blending Pump House 1984 1982 Yes - Non-Contributing 

C-635-4 B.56 Blending Cooling Tower (North) 2520 1954 Yes Contributing 

C-635-5 B.57 Blending Cooling Tower (South) 3024 1954 Yes - Contributing 

C-635-6 B.58 Process Waste Heat Pump 2556 1983 Yes - Non-Contributing 

,C-637-1 B.59 ~House 10245 1954 Yes - Contributing 

C-637-2A B.60 ling Tower (South) 22100 1954 Yes - Contributing 

C-637-2B B.61 ICooling Tower (North) 22011 1954 Yes - Contributing 

C-637-3 B.62 Blending Pump House 2048 1982 Yes - Non-Contributing 

C-637-4 B.63 Blending Cooling Tower (North) 3528 1954 Yes - Contributing 

C-637-5 B.64 Blending Cooling Tower (South) 3528 1954 Yes Contributing 

C-637-6 B.65 Sand Filter Building 260 1982 Yes Non-Contributing 

Building C-631-1 - Pump House (Survey Number MCN.,.203) 

This building is a two-story steel and concrete pump house built in 1952. This facility is the main 
water-pumping station for process building C-331. It has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat 
roof, and an exterior of transite panels. On the main (east) fayade is a garage bay with an original steel 
overhead-track door. This fayade also has a pedestrian entrance with an original two-light steel and glass 
door. On the first floor of this fayade are paired, three-light windows. The lower window panels are fixed, 
while the upper two panels are of awning design. On the second story of the east fayade is a row of seven 
three-light steel awning windows. On the south fayade of this building is an original one-story concrete 
wing. This wing has a garage bay with an overhead-track door. On the south fayade of this wing is 
attached electrical equipment. The west fayade lacks fenestration. 

The south and north fayades of the main section have rows of three-light steel awning windows 
on both floors. The west fayade of the main section has an entrance with an original two-light steel and 

door. On the second floor is a row of seven three-light steel a\\TIing windows. Attached to the north 
favade is an original one-story concrete wing. This wing has original double steel doors on the east 
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fa<;:ade. The north fa<;:ade of this wing has two pedestrian doors of glass and steel design. This fa<;:ade 
also has two loading-dock bays: one \vith an origmal two-light steel and glass door, and the other with an 
overhead steel track door. On the west fa<;:ade of the wing are ca. 1990 double steel and glass doors. This 
wing supplies water treatment chemicals to the recirculating water. 

Figure B.40. Building C-631-1, north and east fa<;ades. 

Building C-631-2 - Cooling Tower (Survey Number MCN-204) 

This is a cooling tower of steel and wood construction built in 1953. It has a poured-concrete 
foundation, a built-up flat roof, and an exterior of fiberglass panels. On the south fa<;:ade is an open wall of 
rectangular wood panels. The structure contains 12 cooling towers at the roof and six steel water pipes that 
extend from the south fa<;:ade into the water system below grade. Extending the circumference of the structure 
at the roofline is a wood railing. Adjacent to the south fa<;:ade is a poured-concrete pump house with a metal 
railing at the roofline. The north wall of the building is open and has rectangular wood panels. Attached to 
this fa<;:ade is an exterior-wall wood staircase. To the north of the building is a rectangular plan concrete
block mechanical building with a built-up flat roof, and a ca. 1980 vertical-board door. The cooling tower 
contains a concrete-lined basin for water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 

Figure B.41. Building C-631-2, north and east fa<;ades. 
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Building C-631-3 - Fire Water Pump House (Survey Number MCN-20S) 

Building C-631-3 is an associated pump house. This pump house was built in 1959, is of 
concrete-block construction, and is approximately three feet above grade. This structure has a flat roof 
and houses mechanical equipment for the adjacent tower. The purpose is to provide additional fire water 
to an above ground fire water supply tank in case of an emergency requiring additional fire water. 

Figure B.42. Building C-631-3, south fa~ade. 

Building C-631-4 - Blending Pump House (Survey Number MCN-206) 

This is a one-story steel building built in 1982. It has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up 
shed roof, and an exterior of fiberglass panels. On the main (south) fayade is an entrance with a ca. 1980 
vertical-board wood door. On the west fayade are two steel-louvered vent panels. On the north fayade is 
an entrance with a ca. 1980 vertical-board wood door. There is no fenestration on the east fayade. This 
fayade has two large water pipes that connect with Building C-631-5. 

Figure BA3, Building C-631-4, north and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-631-5 - Blending Cooling Tower - West (Survey Number MCN-207) 

This is a two-story steel and wood cooling tower. The structure has a poured-concrete foundation, 
a built-up flat roof, and exterior walls of transite panels. On the south fa9ade is an open wall of 
rectangular panels. The structure supports two steel towers that are round and have recessed rectangular 
panels. On the south fa9ade is an exterior-wall wood staircase, and at the circumference of the roof is a 
wood railing. On the south fa9ade are two large water pipes that connect below grade to the water system. 
On the north fa9ade is an exterior-wall wood stair. To the north of the building is a small, rectangular
plan, mechanical building of concrete-block construction. This building has a flat roof and an entrance 
with a ca. 1980 vertical-board wood door. The cooling tower contains a concrete-lined basin for water 
collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 

Figure B.44. Building C-631-5, north and west fa~ades. 

Building C-631-6 - Blending Cooling Tower - East (Survey Number MCN-20S) 

This is a one-story structure built in 1953 with a poured-concrete foundation and exterior walls of 
transite panels. The building is of steel construction with an exterior wall on the south fa9ade of open
paneled wood construction. On the south fa9ade is an exterior-wall wood staircase that connects with the 
roof the building. At the roofline is a wood railing. At the top the building is a round cooling tower 
steel that has a surface of rectangular recessed panels. The cooling tower contains a concrete-lined basin 
for water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 

Figure B.45. Building C-631-6, south and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-633-1 - Pump House (Survey Number MCN-209) 

This is a two-story pump house of reinforced concrete and steel built in 1953. The building has a 
poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and exterior walls of smooth concrete and transite panels. 
On the main (west) fayade is a one-story concrete wing that contains a garage-bay entrance with an 
overhead steel track door. This fayade also contains two entrances with solid-steel double doors and a 
central loading-dock door of two-panel steel design. On the north fayade of this wing is a solid-steel door. 
On the south fayade of this wing is a three-light steel window. The two-story section has a wall of 
concrete approximately six to seven feet in height, with transite panels above. On the west fayade in the 
second story is a row of 11 three-light steel windows. The lower window panels are fixed, while the upper 
two panels are of a\vning design. On the north fayade, the building has a row of 14 windows on the first 
floor and 16 windows on the second floor. At the northeast comer of the building on the first floor is a 
garage bay with an overhead steel door. On the east fayade is a one-story concrete wing. This wing has 
two single-light steel and glass doors on its west fayade. The south fayade of the building has 16 windows 
on both floors. This wing contains the equipment for and supplies the continuous chemical treatment of 
the recirculating water. 

Figure B.46. Building C-633-1, south and west fa~ades. 

C-633-2A - Cooling Tower (South) (Survey Number MCN-21O) 

This structure is the Cooling Tower South built in 1953. The structure has a rectangular concrete 
foundation and basin, and exterior walls of fiberglass and open-wood panels. The steel structural system 
supports 16 cooling towers that are round and of steel construction. Around the perimeter of the roofline 
is a wood railing. Attached on the west fayade are eight large water pipes. On the west fayade are two 
concrete-block pump houses with vertical-board wood doors. The cooling tower contains a concrete-lined 
basin for water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 
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Figure B.47. Building C-633-2A, north and west fa~ades. 

C-633-2B Cooling Tower (North) (Survey Number MCN-211) 

This structure is the Cooling Tower North built in 1953. The structure has a rectangular concrete 
foundation and basin and exterior walls of fiberglass and open-wood panels. The steel structural system 
supports 16 cooling towers that are round and of plastic and steel construction. Around the perimeter of 
the roofline is a wood railing. Attached on the west fa<;ade are eight large water pipes. On the west fa<;ade 
are two concrete-block fire sprinker system valve houses. The cooling tower contains a concrete-lined 
basin for water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 

Figure B.48. Building C-633-2B, south and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-633-3 - Blending Pump House (Survey Number MCN-212) 

This one-story building was built in 1982 and has a concrete foundation, a built-up shed roof, and 
an exterior of fiberglass panels. On the main (west) fayade is an entrance with a vertical-board door. 
There is no fenestration on the north fayade. On this fayade are three large water pipes that connect the 
building with the adjacent blending tower. On the south fayade are three rectangular openings with steel
louvered vents. On the east fayade is a vertical-board door. 

Figure B.49. Building C-633-3, south and east fa~ades. 

Building C-633-4 - Blending Cooling Tower (North) (Survey Number MCN-213) 

This structure is the Blending Cooling Tower (North) built in 1953. This cooling tower is 
composed of a support system of wood frame and steel. The steel support system is beneath the three 
cooling towers, and the exterior walls are of open-wood panels and transite panels. The cooling towers are 
circular in design and of steel construction. On the west fayade is a small concrete-block fire water valve 
house. This tower rests with a rectangular poured-concrete basin to contain water run-off. The cooling 
tower contains a. concrete-lined basin for water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for 
cooling. 

Figure B.SO. Building C-633-4, south and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-633-5 - Blending Cooling Tower (South) (Survey Number MCN-2I4) 

This structure is the Blending Cooling Tower (South), which was built in 1953. This cooling 
tower is composed of a support system of wood frame and steel. The steel support system is beneath the 
three cooling towers and the exterior walls are of open-wood panels, transite panels, and fiberglass. The 
cooling towers are circular in design and of steel construction. On the west fayade is a small concrete-fire 
water sprinkler system house with a wood and steel door. This tower rests with a rectangular poured
concrete basin to contain water run-off. The cooling tower contains a concrete-lined basin for water 
collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 

Figure B.S1. Building C-633-S, south and west fa'tades. 

Building C-633-6 - Sand Filter Building (Survey Number MeN-2IS) 

This is a one-story, prefabricated metal building built in 1983 and used as a sand filter building. It 
has a poured-concrete foundation and roof and wans of steel panels. On the main (north) fayade is a 
garage bay with an overhead-track door. On the east fayade is a pedestrian door of single-light steel and 
glass design. The building has no other fenestration. 

Figure B.S2. Building C-633-6, north and east fa'tades. 
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Building C-635-1- Pump House and Piping (Survey Number MCN-216) 

This is a two-story steel-frame building constructed in 1954 with a poured-concrete foundation, a 
built-up tlat roof, and exterior walls of transite. On the main north fayade is a garage bay with a steel 
overhead-track door. This fayade also has a ca. 1990 single-light steel and glass pedestrian door. On the 
first floor of this fayade are paired three-light steel-awning windows. On the second floor is a row of 
seven three-light steel a\Vuing windows. Attached to the east fayade is a one-story concrete wing that has 
a garage-bay entrance on the north fayade. This entrance has an overhead-track steel door. Attached to the 
east fayade of this wing is a concrete-block wall containing attached electrical transformers. On the east 
and west fayades of the main section of the building are original nine-light steel windows with two-light 
hinged panels. On the west fayade of the building is a one-story concrete-block wing that has paired, 
solid-steel doors on the north fayade. On the west fayade of this wing are two pedestrian entrances with 
single-light glass and steel doors. Another entrance on this fayade has a solid-steel door. On the south 
fayade is an entrance with an original two-light steel and glass door. The second story has a row of seven 
three-light steel windows. 

Figure B.53. Building C-635-1, north and east fa~ades. 

Building C-635-2 - Cooling Tower (Survey Number MCN-217) 

This is a two-story structure of steel construction that supports 16 steel cooling towers. Built in 
1954, the building has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and exterior walls of fiberglass 
panels. On the lower sections of the east and west fayades are open rectangular wood panels. On the east 
fayade are eight large water pipes which connect into the below grade pumping systems. To the east of 
the structure are two concrete-block buildings with built-up flat roofs and solid-steel doors. Attached to 
the west fayade are two exterior wood staircases. The cooling tower contains a concrete-lined basin for 
water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 

Figure B.54. Building C-635-2, south and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-635-3 - Blending Pump House (Survey Number MCN-218) 

Building C-635-3 is a one-story steel-trame pump house built in 1982. The building has a built-up 
shed roof, an exterior of fiberglass panels, and a poured-concrete foundation. On the main (east) fayade is 
a ca. 1980 vertical-board door. There is no fenestration on the south fayade except for two large water 
pipes that connect with the adjacent cooling tower. On the north fayade are three louvered vents. On the 
west fac;ade is an entrance with a ca. 1980 vertical-board door. 

Figure B.55. Building C-635-3, north and west fac;ades. 

Building C-635-4 - Blending Cooling Tower-North (Survey Number MCN-219) 

This is a two-story structure of steel construction that supports two steel cooling towers. Built in 
1954, the structure has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and exterior walls of fiberglass 
and transite panels. Both the east and west fayades have open walls below the transite panels of 
rectangular wood panels. On both the east and west fayades are exterior-wall, wood staircases. On the east 
fayade are two large pipes which connect the towers with the pumping station. The towers are steel and 
have recessed rectangular panels. At the roofline is a wood railing that extends the circumference of the 
building. To the east of the building is a one-story concrete-block mechanical building with a built-up flat 
roof and an entrance with a ca. 1980 vertical-board door. The cooling tower contains a concrete-hned 
basin for water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 

Figure B.56. Building C-635-4, south and west fac;ades. 
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Building C-635-5 Blending Cooling Tower-South (Survey Number MCN-220) 

This is a two-story structure of steel construction that supports two steel cooling towers. Built in 
1954. the structure has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and exterior walls of fiberglass 
and transite panels. Both the east and west fayades have open walls below the transite panels of 
rectangular wood panels. On both the east and west fayades are exterior-wall wood staircases. On the east 
fayade are two large pipes that connect the towers with the pumping station. At the roofline is a wood 
railing that extends the circumference of the building. To the east of the building is a one-story concrete
block mechanical building with a built-up flat roof and an entrance with a ca. 1980 vertical-board door. 
The cooling tower contains a concrete-lined basin for water collection of the water that has flowed over 
the tower for cooling. 

Figure B.S7. Building C-63S-5, south and west fal;ades. 

Building C-635-6 - Process Waste Heat Utilization Pump House (Survey Number MCN-221) 

This is a one-story, prefabricated steel building built in 1983 used as a heat utilization pump 
house. It has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and an exterior of fiberglass panels. On 
the north and south fayades are ca. 1990 steel double doors. The building lacks any additional 
fenestration. At the roofline are two circular metal vents. 

Figure B.5S. Building C-635-6, south and west fal;ades. 
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Buildiug C-637-1- Pump House (Survey Number MCN-222) 

This is a two-story steel and concrete pump house built in 1954. The building has a poured
concrete foundation, a built-up Hat roof, and exterior walls of both concrete and transite panels. On the 
main (west) fayade is a one-story concrete-block wing. This wing has a garage bay with paired solid-steel 
doors. A raised loading dock has original, paired two-light steel and glass doors. The pedestrian entrance 
on this fayade has a ca. 1990 solid-steel door. This fayade also has a recessed loading-dock bay with a 
single-light steel and glass door. The main fayade of the two-story section has a continuous row of 11 
three-light steel and glass awning windows. On the south fayade of the two-story section are rows of 17 
three-light steel and glass windows on both Hoors. Attached at the rear is a one-story concrete wing with 
two steel and glass doors on the west fayade. On the north fayade of the two-story section is a garage-bay 
entrance with an overhead steel track door. This fayade has 15 three-light windows on the first Hoor and 
17 on the second Hoor. The east fayade has a concrete wall containing electrical transformers. 

Figure B.S9. Building C-637-1, south and east fa~ades. 

Buildiug C-637-2A Cooling Tower-South (Survey Number MCN-223) 

This structure was built in 1954 and is of steel-frame construction and supports 12 steel cooling 
towers. It has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up Hat roof and exterior siding of fiberglass panels. 
The east and \vest fayades have lower sections of rectangular open-wood panels. On the east fayade are 
two attached exterior-wall wood staircases. On the west fayade are six, large pipes which connect the 
towers with the pumping system. To the west of the structure are two concrete-block mechanical 
buildings with built-up Hat roofs and ca. 1980 vertical-board wood doors. The cooling tower contains a 
concrete-lined basin for water collection of the water that has Howed over the tower for cooling. 

Figure B.60. Building C-637-2A, north and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-637-2B Cooling Tower - North (Survey Number MCN-224) 

This structure was built in 1954 and is of steel-frame construction. It supports 12 steel cooling 
towers. It has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and exterior siding of fiberglass panels. 
The east and west fayades have lower sections of rectangular open-wood panels. On the east fayade are 
two attached exterior-wall wood staircases. On the west fayade are six large pipes that connect the towers 
with the pumping system. To the west of the structure are two concrete-block mechanical buildings with 
built-up flat roofs and ca. 1980 vertical-board wood doors. The cooling tower contains a concrete-lined 
basin for water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 

Figure B.61. Building C-637-2B, north and east fa~ades. 

Building C-637-3 - Blending Pump House (Survey Number MCN-22S) 

Building C-637-3 is a one-story steel pump house built in 1982 with a built-up shed roof, exterior 
walls of transite panels, and a poured-concrete foundation. On the main (west) fayade is a vertical-board 
wood door. On the north fayade are three, steel-louvered vents. On the east fayade is a vertical-board 
wood door. There is no fenestration on the south fayade except for hvo large pipes. 

Figure B.62. Building C-637-3, south and west fa~ades. 



Building C-637-4 - Blending Cooling Tower-North (Survey Number MCN-226) 

Built in 1954, this is a two-story structure of steel frame that supports two steel cooling towers. It 
has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof and exterior panels of transite and fiberglass. On the 
east and west fayades are lower sections of open rectangular panels. Attached to both the east and west 
fayades are exterior-wall wood staircases. On the west fayade are two large pipes that connect the towers 
with the pumping system. The towers are of steel construction and have recessed rectangular panels. To 
the west of the structure is a rectangular-plan concrete-block mechanical building with a built-up flat roof 
and an entrance with a ca. 1980 vertical-board wood door. The cooling tower contains a concrete-lined 
basin for water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 

Figure B.63. Building C-637-4, south and east fa~ades. 

Building C-637-5 - Blending Cooling Tower South (Survey Number MCN-227) 

This is a two-story structure built in 1954 of steel frame that supports two steel cooling towers. It 
has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and exterior panels of transite and fiberglass. On 
the east and west fayades are lower sections of open rectangular panels. Attached to both the east and 
west fayades are exterior-wall wood staircases. On the west fayade are two large pipes that connect the 
towers with the pumping system. The towers are of steel construction and have recessed rectangular 
panels. To the west of the structure is a rectangular-plan concrete-block mechanical building with a built
up flat roof and an entrance with a ca. 1980 vertical-board wood door. The cooling tower contains a 
concrete-lined basin for water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 

Figure B.64. Building C-637-5, south and east fa~ades. 
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Building C-637-6 - Sand Filter Building (Survey Number MCN-228) 

This is a one-story, prefabricated steel building built in 1982. It has a gable roof of crimped steel 
panels, exterior walls of steel panels, and a poured-concrete foundation. On the south fayade is a garage
bay entrance with an overhead steel track door. On the west fayade is a pedestrian entrance with a solid 
steel door. There is no other fenestration. 

Figure B.65. Building C-637-6, north and west fac;ades. 

Administrative Buildings 

Administrative buildings are those that contain offices and the administrative functions of the 
facility. \\tben PGDP was built in the 1950s, the main administrative building was Building C-lOO, which 
still houses many of the significant offices of the plant. Other administrative buildings include the 
Training and Cascade Office (Building C-304) and Building C-212. Table B.4 lists the administrative 
buildings that have been surveyed and are described in more detail. 

Table B.4. Administrative buildings 

~~rU:~S:~!!\T 
C-IOO B.66 Administration Building 67516 1953 Yes - Contributing 

,C-212 B.67 Office Building 3471 1952 Yes Contributing 
C-302 B.68 Operations Division Data Center 7366 1981 Yes - Non-Contributing 

C-303 B.69 Supervisory Control and Data 2109 1984 IYes - Non-Contributing 
Acquisition Systems Building I 

C-304 B.70 Training and Cascade Office Bldg. 8000 1991 No 

jC-320 B.71 Communication Building 1116 1952 Yes Contributing 
iC-709 B.73 Plant Laboratory Annex 13500 Yes - Non-Contributing 

C-710 B.72 Technical Service Building 84333 Contributing 

C-743 B.74 Office Building 9973 
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Building C-IOO - Office Building (Survey Number MCN-95) 

C-lOO is a W-shaped office building built in 1953. The main section is two stories and has two 
one-story wings that form a U shape. A two-story wing also projects at the rear of the building between 
these two wings to form a W shape. This wing contains a reinforced concrete vault. The building has a 
flat roof of gravel and tar, a poured-concrete foundation, and an exterior of smooth concrete. The concrete 
walls are scored in rectangular patterns. Windows throughout the building are fixed, single-light steel and 
glass design. Some windows are grouped in sections of four each. Entrances have single-light glass and 
steel doors and solid-steel doors. The main (south) fayade has an entrance with a single-light glass and 
wood door. Turnstiles have been added at this entrance. Windows on this fayade are of fixed, single-light 
design grouped in sections of three or four on both fayades. 

Figure B.66. Building C-lOO, north and west fac;ades. 

Building C-212 - Office (Survey Number MCN-IOI) 

This is a one-story concrete-block building constructed in 1953, with a flat roof of gravel and tar, 
a poured-concrete foundation, and a concrete-block exterior of. The east fayade has an entrance with a 
steel and glass, single-light door. Windows are fixed, and of a single-light steel design. On the main 
(north) fayade is an entrance with a single-light steel and glass door and fixed, single-light windows. On 
the east fayade is an entrance with a steel and glass door. The east wing ofC-212 has concrete walls and a 
bank of single-light fixed windows below the roofline. The south fayade lacks fenestration except for the 
east wing, which has an entrance with a steel and glass door. 
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Figure B.67. Building C-212, north and east fac;ades. 

Building C-302 - Operations Division Data Center (Survey Number MCN-IOS) 

This is a one-story building that was built in 1981 as a data center. The building has a concrete 
foundation, a built-up flat roof, and an exterior of synthetic stucco. On the main (south) fayade is an 
entrance with a steel and glass door. Windows are single-light and double-light of fixed anodized 
aluminum. On the east fayade are two entrances with single-light steel and glass doors. At the rear fayade 
is a single-light steel and glass door. There is no fenestration on the west fayade. 

Figure B.68. Building 302, north and west fac;ades. 

Building C-303 - Supenisory Control and Data Building (Survey Number MCN-I09) 

C-303 is a one-story, rectangular-plan building of concrete construction built in 1984. The 
building has a concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof and an exterior of textured concrete. On the main 
(south) fayade is an entrance with a solid-steel door. There is no other fenestration on this fayade except 
for louvered vents. The east fayade has an entrance with a solid-steel door and no other fenestration. The 
north fayade has an entrance with double doors of solid-steel design. On the west fayade is an entrance 
with a steel door with a louvered vent. 
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Figure B.69. Building 303, north and east fa~ades. 

Building C-304 - Training and Cascade Office Building (Survey Number MCN-II0) 

Building C-304 is a one-story, brick veneer building built in 1991. The building has a poured
concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and an exterior of stretcher-bond brick. On the main (north) 
fayade is an entrance with double doors of glass and aluminum. Windows are fixed, single-light anodized 
aluminum with brick sills. At the roofline is a flat parapet wall with metal coping. On the west fayade is 
an entrance with a single-light aluminum and glass door. The exterior walls also display metal 
downspouts. 

Figure B.70. Building C-304, south and east fa~ades and north and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-320 - Communication Building (Survey Number MCN-118) 

Building C-320 is a one-story concrete building constructed in 1952 in a rectangular plan. The 
building has a built-up roof, exterior walls of smooth concrete, and a concrete foundation. On the main 
(south) fa<;:ade is a vestibule with a concrete wall and roof. The main entrance has a solid-steel door. 
There is no fenestration on the other three fa<;:ades. The main entrance also has a steel security door. 

Figure B.71. Building C-320, south and west fa~ades. 

Building C-710 - Technical Service Building (Survey Number MCN-230) 

The Technical Service Building is a one-story, reinforced concrete building built in 1953 and 
constructed in an "L" plan. The building's main fa<;:ade faces Ohio Avenue and the rear ell wing faces 
Tenth Street. The building has a full basement, a concrete foundation, a built-up roof and an exterior of 
smooth concrete. The main (south) fa<;:ade has an entrance bay with a single-light steel and glass door. 
Flanking the door is a single-light steel sidelight. There are 16 window bays on the main fa<;:ade. Each bay 
contains a single-light fixed-steel and glass window on both the basement and first-floor levels. The 
exterior walls are undecorated except for rectangular scoring of the concrete above, below, and between 
the windows. At the roofline is a flat parapet wall with metal coping. 

Above the main entrance is a large, fixed, six-light steel and glass window panel. Adjacent to the 
main entrance is a projecting wing. On the east fa<;:ade of this wing is a single-light steel and glass door. 
On the west fayade of this bay is an entrance with original double doors of single-light steel and glass 
design. Above these doors is a four-light steel and glass, fixed window. On the west fa<;:ade are 20 
window bays on the first story and 16 window bays in the basement level. Each window is of single-light 
fixed, steel and glass design. At the northwest comer of the building on the west fa<;:ade is an entrance 
with a ca. 1990 single-light steel and glass door. Adjacent to the door is a single-light sidelight. Above the 
entrance is a steel awning and a six-light fixed-steel and glass window. On the north fayade of the rear 
wall is a ca. 1996 one-story wing with five windows of fixed, single-light aluminum design. This wing 
connects with an enclosed hall that, in tum, connects with Building C-709, the Plant Laboratory Annex. 
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Figure B.72. Building C-710, south and east fa~ades. 

Building C-709 - Plant Laboratory Annex (Survey Number MCN-229) 

On the north fayade is an entrance at the northeast corner of the building with a ca. 1990 steel and 
glass door. Adjacent to the door is a single-light steel and glass sidelight. Above the door is a four-light 
steel and glass window. There are ten window bays on the first floor of the building, which are the same 
design as the rest of the building. On the east fayade of the rear wing is a recessed, four-bay, loading 
dock. Leading to this loading dock are four entrances with steel and glass and solid-steel doors. 

Figure B.73. Building C-709, north and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-743 - Office Building (Survey Number MCN-2S3) 

Building C-743 is a one-story steel building erected in 1971. The building has a gable roof of 
rolled asphalt roofing material, a concrete foundation, and an exterior of vinyl siding. The main (east) 
fayade has an entrance with ca. 1990 paired-style light glass and steel doors. At the entrance is a metal 
shed-roof canopy supported by steel posts. Windows are ca. 1990 fixed single-light design. On the south 
fayade are nine window bays. On the west fayade is a window bay and entrance in a projecting gabled 
bay. This entrance has a ca. 1990 single-light steel and glass door. On the north fayade are three entrances 
with ca. 1990 single-light glass and steel doors. This fayade has ten window bays. Two of the entrances 
have metal canopies supported by metal posts. Extending the length of this fayade is a concrete loading 
dock with a steel-pipe railing. 

Figure B.74. Building C-743, north and east fa~ades. 

Security Facilities 

Security facilities include the guard posts or portals that provide access into the plant and the 
Guard and Fire Headquarters (Building C-200). Some of the original portal buildings have been replaced 

later structures and new portal buildings have also been erected in recent years due to heightened 
security threats. Table B.5 lists the security facilities that have been surveyed and are described in more 
detail. 

Securiijrj>") 
F~cili1i~~~ 

C-200 
,(Includes C- I 
1201, C-202, C-
[203, C-204 

!C-207 

Table B.S. Security facilities 

B.75 Guard and Fire Headquarters, 
Emergency Equipment Storage 
Building, Guard Training 
Building, Emergency Vehicle 
Shelter, and Disintegrator 
Building 

B.76 Respirator Issue Facility 

15.77 Fire Training Facility 

Photo Not Portals 18 and 19 
Available 
Photo Not Post 47 
Available 

43 

19490 

3600 

900 

1045 

500 
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1953 

1998 

1993 

1957 

1983 
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Yes - Contributing 

Yes Non-Contributing 

No 

Yes - Contributing 

Yes Non-Contributing 



Building C-200 - Guard and Fire Headquarters (Survey Number MCN-98) 

Building C-200 was constructed in 1953 to serve as the plant's police and fire station. This is a 
one-story, U-shaped building that has a flat roof of gravel and tar, a concrete foundation, and an exterior 
of concrete walls scored in rectangular patterns. The main (south) favade has an entrance with a single
light steel and glass door, flanking steel and glass sidelights, and a four-light transom. At this entrance is 
an original flat roof wood and metal canopy supported by concrete columns. There are two secondary 
entrances on this favade that have single-light steel and glass doors and a single-light sidelight. Windows 
on this fayade are three-light steel and glass design and grouped together in sections of four. 

Building C-200 was enlarged several times with added wings from the 1960s to the 1980s. At the 
southwest and west favades of the original building is a one-story wing built in 1986 (Building C-202). 
This building was designed by architects, Lockwood-Greene, to serve as a Guard Training Building. This 
building is of concrete-block construction with solid-steel doors on the east and south fayades. At the 
northwest comer of the building is C-200-A, which was added in 1979 as an Emergency Vehicle Shelter. 

On the east fayade is a wing containing six drive-through bays for fire engines and other vehicles. 
Each bay is divided by a concrete pier and the bays have overhead-track steel doors. The north bay is of 
concrete-block construction. On the north fayade are entrances with single-light steel and glass doors, and 
similar windows. On the east fayade of the west wing is an open-air garage with a flat metal roof 
supported by steel posts. The west fayade of the east wing has a four..:story tower which contains a water 
tank. The west fayade of the west wing lacks fenestration, except for a solid-steel door. 

Figure B.7S. Building C-200, south fa~ade. 

Building C-205 - Respirator Issue Facility (Survey Number MCN-99) 

Building C-205 is a one-story prefabricated metal building constructed in 1998. The building has 
a poured-concrete foundation, gable roof of crimped metal, and an exterior of vertical steel panels. On the 
east fayade is a pedestrian door with paired single-light steel doors and a garage bay with a steel roll-up 
door. There is one window on this fayade that is single-light fixed-metal design. The main (west) fayade 
has two pedestrian entrances with single-light steel and glass doors. The two window bays on this fayade 
have fixed single-light metal and glass windows. The pedestrian entrances are accessed by concrete and 
steel stairs. 
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Figure B.76. Building C-20S, north and east fa~ades. 

Building C-207 - Fire Training Facility (Survey Number MCN-IOO) 

.~ 

The Fire Training Facility is a three-story steel-frame building built in 1993. The building has a 
poured-concrete foundation, a steel flat roof, and an exterior of steel panels. On the south fayade is a two
story steel staircase. On the main (east) fayade is an entrance on the first floor with a solid-steel door. 
Window openings are covered with metal shutters. At the roofline is a steel railing. On the west fayade is 
a one-story wing. On the west fayade of this wing and the SQ\lth fayade of the building are solid-steel 
doors. 

Figure B.77. Building 207, south and east fa~ades. 
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Waterworks and Water Treatment Facilities 

Waterworks and water treatment facilities include the main water treatment plant on Water 
Works Road (Building 611) and the sewage treatment plant (Building C-615). These complexes include 
sewage lagoons, settling tanks, pump houses, and storage and supportbuildings~ The PGDP has its own 
water system including elevated water tanks to supply fresh water to all of the buildings in the plant. The 
water treatment plant and the north and south concrete water tanks are the only facilities that were saved 
from the KOW and refurbished for use by PGDP. Table B.6 lists the waterworks and water treatment 
facili6es that have been surveyed and are described in more detail. 

Table B.6. Waterworks and water treatment facilities 

Water Storage Tank 
ater Tank 

ISp'wl'I(rp Disposal Plant 

ICh.emlcal Feed Building 2000 
1,350,000 

1942 

1942 
1953 
1953 
1952 
1978 

gallons 1977 
420 1979 
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Building C-611- Water Treatment Plant (Survey Number MCN-193) 

Building C-611 refers to the facility's water treatment plant. This plant was originally built in 
1942 to serve as the water treatment facility for the KOW. "Vhen PGDP was constructed in the early 
1950s, the water treatment plant was retained and upgraded. The treatment plant consists of 15 acres and 
the main building (C-611-A), four reinforced concrete settling basins, two steel tanks for water softening, 
various small filter buildings, and pump stations. To the north of the main plant are sludge lagoons. The 
main building is of frame construction with a concrete foundation, gable roof of asphalt shingles, and 
exterior of vinyl siding. The building's original doors and windows were replaced ca. 1990 with fixed 
aluminum windows and metal doors. 

Figure B.78. Building C-61l-A, south and west fa~ades. 

Building C-611-M- North Concrete Sanitary Tank (Survey Number MCN-194) 

Built in 1942, the North Concrete Sanitary Tank was originally built as a water tank for the 
KOW. Following the closing of the plant in 1945, new water lines were built to connect the tank with 
PGDP. Since 1952, the tank has been used to hold and supply water to PGDP. The structure is circular in 
design, constructed of reinforced concrete, and has a capacity of 250,000 gallons. No ancillary buildings 
or structures are associated with this water tank. 

Figure B.79. Building C-61l-M, North Concrete Sanitary Tank. 
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Building C-611-N - South Concrete Sanitary Tank (Survey Number MCN-195) 

Built in 1942, the South Concrete Sanitary Tank was originally built as a water tank for the 
KOW. Following the closing of the plant in 1945, new water lines were built to connect the tank with 
PODP. Since 1952, the tank has been used to hold and supply \vater to PODP. The structure is circular in 
design, constructed of reinforced concrete, and has a capacity of 250,000 gallons. No ancillary buildings 
or structures are associated with this water tank. 

Figure B.80. Building C-611-N, South Concrete Sanitary Tank. 

Building C-611-0 - Water Treatment Storage Tank (Snrvey Number MCN-196) 

This is a 250,OOO-gallon sanitary water storage tank, erected in 1953. It is of steel construction 
and is round with four steel support posts. The steel support posts rest on concrete pads. The water tank 
has a circular metal railing extending its circumference. This has a central water pipe from the tank to 
below grade. 

R81. Building C-611-0 Water Treatment Storage Tank, north and west fa"ades. 
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Building C-611-R - Water Tank (Survey Number ~ICN-197) 

This is a 300,OOO-galion steel water tank, erected in 1953. It has a central water pipe that extends 
from the tank to below grade. The water tank rests on six steel support posts that are anchored into 
concrete pads. The water tank is circular in design and has a metal railing that extends around the tank. 
The function of C-611-R is to supply capacity and head pressure to the plant process building fire 
sprinkler system. 

Figure B.S2. Building C-611-R, north and west fac;ades. 

Building C-615-Sewage Disposal Plant (Survey Number MCN-198) 

This complex was built in 1952 and consists of a two-story reinforced concrete building and 
associated settling tanks and lift stations. Building C-615 has a concrete foundation, a flat roof of gravel 
and tar, an exterior-wall concrete flue, and an exterior of smooth concrete. On the east fa9ade are two 
pedestrian entrances with original two-light steel and glass doors. Windows are original 12-light and six
light steel hopper design. On the south fayade are two windows, one 12-light and the other an eight-light 
steel design. The north fayade has an exterior wall, a concrete flue, and an original 12-light steel window. 
On the west fayade are two pedestrian entrances with original two-light steel and glass doors. This fayade 
also has two original 12-light steel and glass windows. 

To the east of the main building is a settling tank that is a below-grade rectangular concrete tank 
with a pipe railing along its perimeter. Another structure includes a digester that is circular in design. Also 
on the property is Building C-615-H, a Sewage Disposal Plant-Lift Station which is a one-story, concrete
block building which houses mechanical equipment It has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat 
roof, and exterior walls of concrete-block. On the main (west) fayade is a solid-steel door. 
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Figure B.S3. Building C-615, east fa~ade. 

C-616-A - Chemical Feed Building (Survey Number MCN-199) 

Building C-616-A is a one-story, prefabricated metal building built in 1978. This building has a 
poured-concrete foundation, a roof of crimped steel panels, and exterior walls of steel panels. On the main 
(east) fayade is a garage bay with an overhead steel track door. This fayade also has a pedestrian door of 
single-light glass and steel design. On the north fayade is an entrance with a single-light steel and glass 
door. On the west fayade is a single-light steel and glass door, and a solid-steel door. 

Figure B.84. Building C-616-A, south and east fa~ades. 
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Building C-616-K - Service Building (Survey Number MCN-20l) 

C-616-K is a one-story, prefabricated metal building erected in 1979. This building has a concrete 
foundation, a shed roof of steel panels, and exterior walls of steel panels. On the main (south) fayade is a 
garage bay with an overhead-track steel door. On the west fayade is an entrance with a single-light glass 
and steel door. There is no fenestration on the east fayade and a wall air-conditioning unit on the north 
fayade. At the roofline is a circular vent. 

Figure B.S5. Building C-616-K, south and east fa~ades. 

Building C-616-M & B - Clarifier Tanks (Survey Number MCN-200) 

To the west ofC-616-A are two large identical-plan clarifier tanks, C-616M and C-616-B. These 
are round, steel tanks with large water pipes connecting to nearby pumps. These tanks hold 1,350,000 
gallons and were erected in 1978. 

Figure B.86. Building C-616-B, north fa~ade. 
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Storage Tanks 

Storage tanks are scattered throughout PGDP to hold various chemicals, such as nitric acid 
(CA07), trichloroethylene (C-406), and nitrogen (C-603). Two large tanks containing fuel oil are also 
located next to the facility's steam plant (Building 600). Table B.7 lists the storage tanks that have been 
surveyed and are described in more detail. 

Table B.7. Storage tanks 

Figure 

B.87 

B.88 " 'itric Acid Storage Tank 

C-540-B B.89 Oil Storage Tank (Northwest) 

C-540-C B.89 Oil Storage Tank (Southwest) 

C-540-D Appendix D Oil Storage Tank (Northeast) 
MCN-173 

C-540-E Appendix D Oil Storage Tank (Southeast) 
MCN-174 

C-541-B B.90 Oil Storage Tank (Northwest) 

jC-541-C Appendix D Oil Storage Tank (Southwest) 
MCN-I77 

C-541-D 8.90 Oil Storage Tank (Northeast) 

15,000 gallons 

15,000 gallons 

7500 gallons 

15,000 gallons 

7500 gallons 

15,000 gallons 

7500 gallons 
C-541-E Appendix D Oil Storage Tank (Southeast) 15,000 gallons 

MCN-179 
IC-601-A Appendix D Steam Plant Fuel-Storage Tank 420,000 gallons 
I MCN-182 (Center) 
C-601-B 8.91 Steam Plant Fuel-Storage Tank 420,000 gallons 

(South) 
B.91 Fuel Oil Storage Tank (North) 1,000,000 gallons I 

B.92 Nitrogen Storage Tank (East) 11,000 gallons 

8.92 Nitrogen Storage Tank (Center) 11,000 gallons 

8.92 Nitrogen Storage Tank (West) 11,000 gallons 
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1953 

1953 

1953 

1953 

1953 

1953 

1953 

1953 

1953 

1953 

1953 

" ".··l'1a~~alR~stet,< 
~.i'mstt)tie Distriet . 

Yes - Contributing 

Yes - Contributing 

Yes - Contributing 

Yes - Contributing 

Yes - Contributing 

Yes - Contributing 

Yes - Contributing 

Yes - Contributing 

Yes - Contributing 

Yes - Contributing 

No 

No 

1974 No 

1974 Yes -- Non-Contributing 

1975 Yes - Non-Contributing 

1975 Yes - Non-Contributing 
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Building C-406 - Storage Tank (Survey Number l\'ICN-144) 

Building CA06 is a storage tank that was erected to contain trichloroethylene. This 6015-gallon 
tank is located adjacent to Building CAOO and was used to contain chemicals assisting in the cleaning of 
machinery. The steel tank is cylindrical in form and rests on a concrete foundation and piers. 

Figure B.87. Building C-406, north and east fa~ades. 

Building C-407 - Storage Tank (Survey Number MCN-145) 

Building C-407 is a storage tank for nitric acid and is located to the west of Building CAOO. The 
tank was designed to hold 11,000 gallons of nitric acid for use in the cleaning of equipment within 
Building C-400. The steel tank is cylindrical in form and rests on a concrete foundation with concrete 
pIers. 

Figure B.S8. Building C-407, south and west fac;ades. 
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Buildings C-540-B, -C, -D and -E - Oil Storage Tanks (Survey Number MCN-17I, MCN-I72, 
MCN-173, and MCN-174) 

Buildings C-540-B, -c, -D and -E are oil storage tanks and are associated with Oil Pump House 
C-540-A. Buildings C-540-D and -E are east of the pump house while Band C are west. These storage 
tanks are made of steel and rest on concrete foundations. Both tanks are set within below-grade concrete 
basins. Three of the tanks, C-540-B, -C, and -E, were designed to hold 15,000 gallons of oil, while C-
540-D contains 7500 gallons . 

. Figure B.89. Buildings C-540-B & -C, south and east fac;ades. 

Buildings C-541-B, -C, -D and -E - Oil Storage Tanks (Survey Numbers MCN-176, MCN-I77, 
MCN-178, and MCN-179) 

Buildings C-541-B, -C, -D, and -E are oil storage tanks and are associated with Oil Pump House 
C-541-A. These storage tanks are made of steel and rest on concrete foundations. Both tanks are set 
within below-grade concrete basins. Tanks C-541-B and -D were designed to hold 15,000 gallons of oil, 
while tanks C-541-C and -E contain 7500 gallons. 

Figure B.90. Buildings C-541-B and -D, north and east fac;ades. 
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Buildings C-60I-A, -B and -D (Survey Numbers MCN-182, MCN-183, and MCN-18S) 

To the east of Building C-600, the plant's steam plant, are two identical-plan storage tanks 
(C-601-A and -B), which were constructed in 1953. These tanks are circular in design with flat roofs and 
exterior-wall steel stairs. These tanks contain 420,000 gallons of fuel oil. To the northeast of the building 
is C-601-D, a 1,000,000-gallon fuel oil storage tank. The tank, built in 1974, is round with a flat roof and 
exterior-wall steel stairs. 

Figure B.91. Building 601-B, south and east fa~ade and Building C-601-D, south and east fa4;ade. 

Buildings C-603-E, -F,> and -G (Survey Number MCN-186, MCN-187, and MeN-188) 

Located adjacent to Building C-600, the plant's steam plant, these three storage tanks were 
designed to hold 11,000 gallons of nitrogen. All three tanks are of steel construction and are identical in 
plan. 

Figure B.n. Buildings C-603-E, -F, and -G, south and west fa~ades. 
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Support, Mainteuance, and 'Warehouse Buildings 

Support, maintenance, and warehouse buildings are those that support the installation, 
refurbishment cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the process buildings. They also 
provide services to maintain other equipment, to support building maintenance and overall plant 
operations. Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this 
facility include the decontamination of process equipment. Sections of the cascade equipment are often 
replaced and the equipment is cleaned in Building C-400, then it is either reused or placed on standby, 
Building C-409 contains facilities for the pre-conditioning of cascade equipment before it is exposed to 
UF6• Other buildings in this category include the Utilities Maintenance Building (Building C-604) and 
Building C-730. 

Support buildings include the cafeteria and hospital (buildings C-l Oland C-l 02), the steam plant 
(Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number oflarge and small 
warehouse buildings, such as C-746-A and -B, and storage facilities, such as the Maintenance Materials 
Storage Building (C-732). Table B.8 lists the support, maintenance, and warehouse buildings that have 
been surveyed and are described in more detail. 

Table B.8. Support, Maintenance, and Warehouse Buildings 
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C-607 B.Il3 Emergency Air Compressor 2000 1984 No 
Generator Building 

C-710-A B.114 Gas Cylinder Storage Building 400 1953 Yes Contributing 

C-711 B.1l5 Gas Manifold 962 1953 Yes Contributing 

IC-72o B.1l6 Maintenance and Stores Building 299944 1952 No 

C-720-G B.117 90-Day Storage IStores Storage 10800 1976 No 

C-720-H B.118 Warehouse 2400 1978 No 

C-721 B.119 Gas Manifold Storage 962 1952 No 

C-724-A B.120 Carpenter Shop Annex 3900 1954 No 

C-724-B B.12l Carpenter Shop 10215 1954 [No 

C-724-C B.122 Paint Shop 1600 1954 No 

C-724-D B.I23 Lumber Storage Building 2880 1954 [No 

C-726 B.124 Sandblast Building 2019 1973 No 

C-727 B.125 90-Day Mixed Waste 4428 1954 Yes - Contributing 
Accumulation 

C-728 B.126 Motor Cleaning Facility 1597 1958 No 

C-729 B.I27 Acetylene Building 430 1956 lNo 
C-730 B.128 Maintenance Service 1057 1955 No 

C-731 B.129 Railroad Repair Equipment 1280 1981 No 

IC-732 
, Storage Building 

B.l30 Maintenance Materials Storage 1680 1981 No 
Building 

C-733 
t 

B.l31 Waste Oil and Chemical Storage 1680 1985 No 
Facility 

C-740-B I Appendix D jOil Drum Storage Shelter 2800 
, 

1975 No 
i MCN-250 

IC-741 B.U2 Mobile Equipment Building 5360 1952 No 

[C-742 B.U3 Cylinder Storage Building 5360 1952 No 

IC-744 B.U4 Material Handling 6400 I 1952 INo 
C-746-A B.135 INorth Warehouse 72000 1954 lNo 
C-746-B B.136 South Warehouse 72000 1959 No 

iC-746-G , B.U7 Electrical Equipment Storage 2400 1974 Yes Non-Contributing 

1C-746-L Appendix D ITractor Storage I 364 1985 No 
MCN-258 

iC-746-M Appendix D ~~ste Uranium Chip Storage 432 1976 No 
MCN-259 cility 

C-746-Q B.U8 Hazardous and Low-Level W, 33165 1965 No 
!Storage 

C-746-Ql Annpndix D IHigh. A 16335 1965 No 
MrN_?fil [Facility 

C-750 B.139 iGarage 11866 1952 !Yes Contributing 

IC-751 B.140 Fuel Di Facility 50 1991 lNo 
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Building C-I01- Cafeteria (Survey Number MCN-96) 

The cafeteria was built in 1953 to serve as the main dining-hall facility for the plant. The building 
has a poured-concrete foundation, an exterior of smooth concrete walls, and a flat roof of gravel and tar. 
On the main (north) fayade is a recessed entry bay. The entrance has paired, single-light steel and glass 
doors. The bay next to the entrance has large picture windows. The building has windows of three-light 
horizontal design with the top two panels hinging in an a\vning design. The exterior walls of the building 
are scored in rectangular patterns. On the west fayade are five window bays, a garage bay, and a loading 
dock. On the east fayade is a window bank of fixed single-light steel and glass windows. At the rear, a 
one-story wing connects the building with Building C-IOO. 

Figure B.93. Building C-IOl, north and west fac;ades. 

Building C-I02 - Hospital (Survey Number MCN-97) 

The hospital was built in 1953 to provide medical facilities for workers at the plant. The building 
was originally detached, but is now connected via an addition to Building C-l 00 on the south fayade. The 
one-story building has a flat roof of gravel and tar, a poured-concrete foundation, and an exterior of 
concrete scored into rectangular panels. On the main (east) fayade is an entrance with a flat roof metal 
canopy and steel posts. This entrance has original double doors of a two-light steel and glass design. In 
the south bay of this fayade is an entrance with a single-light glass and wood door. \Vindows are of a 
fixed, single-light glass and wood design and are grouped in sections of two, three, and four on the south, 
east, and north fayades. 

Figure B.94. Building C-I02, north and west fac;ades. 
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Building C-301 - Low-Level Waste Storage Building (Survey Number MCN-I07) 

Building C-30 1 is a Low-Level Waste Storage facility constructed in 1959. The rectangular-plan 
building has a poured-concrete foundation, an open roof, and exterior walls of vertical steel panels. On 
the main (west) fa~ade is a garage-bay entrance with an overhead steel track door. There are two similar 
entrances on the north and south fa~ades. On the east fa~ade is a garage-bay entrance with an overhead
track door. There is no other fenestration. This was originally a fire training building but is now used as a 
facility for item size reduction prior to disposal. 

Figure B.95. Building C-301, north and west fa~ades. 

Buildings C-342 and C-342-A - Ammonia Dissociator Building and Addition (Survey Numbers MCN-
134 and MCN-135) 

This is a one-story concrete-block building. It has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat 
roof, and exterior walls of concrete-block. On the main (west) fa~ade is a central bay entrance with 
original three-panel steel double doors. Flanking this entrance are 30-light fixed-steel windows with 
concrete sills. Also at the corners of this building are secondary entrances, each with three-panel original 
steel doors. At the rooHine is a steel railing around the perimeter of the building. On the east fa~ade is an 
entrance with an original two-light steel and glass door. This fa~ade also has steel-louvered vents. At the 
rear is a one-story addition, Building C-342-A, built in 1956. This wing is of concrete-block and it has a 
Hat roof. On the west fa9ade is an entrance with paired, six-light steel and glass doors. This fa9ade also 
has two steel-louvered vents. The south fa~ade lacks fenestration. 

Figure B.96. Building C-342, north and east fal;ades, and Building C-342-A, west and south fa~ades. 
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Building C-342-B - Ammonia Tank Shelter (Survey Number MCN-136) 

This is a one-story steel building constructed to shelter cylindrical ammonia tanks. This building 
is raised above the tanks by steel posts that rest on concrete piers. The tanks are set within a rectangular 
concrete basin. The building has walls and a roof of transite. panels. On the south fayade is a steel 
staircase that leads to an entrance containing a steel door. ·Within this structure are two ammonia tanks. 

Figure B.97. Building C-342-B, north and west fa~ades. 

Building C-350 - Drying Agent Storage Building (Survey Number MCN-137) 

This is a one-story building of concrete-block construction built in 1973. It is composed of two 
separate buildings connected by pipes below the roofline. Both buildings have poured-concrete 
foundations, built-up shed roofs, and exterior walls of concrete-block. The east building has two 
entrances: the east bay has an original single-light glass and wood door and the west bay has an original 
double door of single-light steel and glass design. There are two windows on this fayade: one is a fixed, 
t\vo-light steel design and the other is a fixed, four-light steel design. On the east fayade are two entrances 
with original single-light steel and glass doors. There are three windows on the south fayade of four-light 
fixed-steel design. On the west fa<;ade are two, single-light steel and glass doors. The buildings contain 
large chemical tanks. On the east fayade of the building is a three-light steel and glass door. The south 
fa<;ade of the building has three, four-light fixed-steel vvindo\vs. There is no fenestration on the north 
fayade. On the west fayade is a three-light steel and glass door. 

Figure B.98. Building C-350, north and east fa~ades. 
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Building C-360 - Toll Transfer and Sampling Building (Survey Number MCN-138) 

Building C-360 is a prefabricated steel building erected in 1982 and is composed of two sections: 
a large two-story storage area and a one-story administration wing. The building has a built-up, gable 
roof, exterior walls of steel panels, and a poured-concrete foundation. The administration wing has a main 
entrance on the north fa'Yade. This entrance has a single-light steel and glass door. A secondary entrance 
on this fa'Yade has double doors of single-light steel and glass design. Windows on this fa'Yade are of a 
fixed, single-light design. This wing has two wall air-conditioning units on the west fayade. The two-story 
section has a large garage bay on the west fa'Yade with an overhead-track steel door. Adjacent to this 
entrance is a large, rectangular steel-louvered vent. On the south fayade is a garage bay with an overhead
track door. Also on the east and north fayades are overhead-track garage-bay doors. On the east fayade of 
the administration wing is a garage bay with an overhead-track door and a pedestrian door of single-light 
steel and glass design. This building is equipped for both rail and truck access. 

Figure B.99. Building C-360, north and west fa~ades. 

Building C-400 - Cleaning Bnilding (Survey Number MCN-140) 

Building C-400 is a large, one-story building of steel and concrete construction built in 1952. The 
building has a concrete foundation and a flat roof of built-up roofing material. The exterior walls are 
constructed of concrete to approximately six to seven feet above grade. The remaining portion of the 
upper fa'Yade is of transite panels. On the east fa'Yade of the building is an original one-story concrete wing 
and a ca. 1970 concrete-block wing. The concrete-block wing has flxed, single-light aluminum and glass 
windows and two entrances with single-light steel and glass door. The original concrete wing has an 
original two-light steel and glass door on the south fa'Yade. The concrete wing on this fa'Yade has six large 
steel exhaust stacks. The upper fayade of the east elevation is composed of a large window wall. This 
window wall contains four rows of IS-light and ten-light steel windows. These windows are fixed, except 
for six-light hinged panels that allow for air circulation in the building. At the rooftine is a flat parapet 
wall with metal coping. 

On the east fayade of the one-story wing on the east elevation is an original two-light steel and 
glass door. The east fayade of the main section of the building has a garage bay near the northeast comer 
of the building features a steel, roll-up door. The north fa'Yade of the building has a lower fayade of 
concrete and an upper tayade of transite panels. This fa'Yade has four garage bays with original steel and 

overhead-track doors. fayade also has five pedestrian doors of single-light and two-light steel 
and glass design. On the upper fayade, the east half contains a window wall of two rows of IS-light and 
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ten-light steel and glass design windows. These windows have central hinged four-light and six-light 
panels. The west section of this upper fayade is of transite panels and lacks fenestration. The west fa9ade 
of the building is similar to the east fa9ade except that it lacks any wings. This fa9ade has three entrances 
with original two-light steel and glass doors. The upper fa9ade has a large window wall composed of 
three rows of ten-light and IS-light windows. Above the windows and below the roofline are transite 
panels. Adjacent to this fa9ade is a concrete platform and Building C-407, a Nitric Acid Storage Tank. To 
the north of Building C-402 is Building C-403, a rectangular, at-and-below-grade concrete-hned 
neutralizing pit. 

The south fayade has four garage bays with steel and glass overhead-track doors. This fa9ade has 
three pedestrian doors of original single-light and two-light steel and glass design. The upper fayade of 
this elevation is composed of transite panels and lacks fenestration. 

Figure 100. Construction of BuUding C-400 in October 1951. 
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Figure B.lOl. Building C-400, north and east fa~ades. 

Building C-402 - Lime House (Survey Number MCN-141) 

Building C-402 is a one-story Lime House of reinforced concrete construction built in 1950. The 
building has a concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and exterior walls of smooth concrete. On the 
main (south) fayade is an entrance with original double doors of two-light steel and glass design. Above 
the entrance is a steel-louvered vent. This entrance is accessed by a concrete and steel staircase and 
concrete loading-dock platform. On the east, west, and north fayades are original, nine-light fixed-steel 
windows with concrete sills. 

Figure B.I02. Building C-402, west and north fa~ades. 
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Building C-405 - Contaminated Items Incinerator Building (Survey Number MCN-143) 

Building C-405 is a one-story incinerator building completed in 1952. The building has a poured
concrete foundation, an exterior of transite panels, and a shed-roof transite. On the main (north) favade 
are two garage bays with overhead-track, tour-light steel and glass doors. On the west favade is a 
pedestrian door of single-light transite and steel design. A window on this lavade is of six-light steel and 
glass a'VV'Uing design. The east favade has similar fenestration. On the south favade are two 12-light steel 
and glass windows with inserted four-light a'VV'Uing panels. 

Figure B.I03. Building C-405, north and west fa~ades. 

Building C-408 - 50-Ton Truck Scale Building (Survey Number MCN-146) 

This building was constructed in 1963 and is of concrete-block construction. It houses weighing 
equipment for a 50-ton truck scale. The building has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, 
and exterior walls of concrete-block. On the main north favade is an entrance with an original two-light 
steel and glass door. This favade also has a 12-light fixed-steel window. On the west and east favades are 
12-light steel windows with inset four-light awning panels. The south favade lacks fenestration. Below the 
windows are concrete-block sills. In front of the building is a rectangular concrete pan containing a 
concrete and steel truck scale. 

Jlgure B.t04. Building C-468, rri'JFttf'"~st fa~ades. 
~ 
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Building C-409 - Stabilization Building (Survey Number MCN-147) 

The Stabilization Building was erected in 1976 and is a one-story, rectangular-plan, prefabricated 
building. It has a poured-concrete foundation, a gable roof of crimped metal panels, and an exterior of 
vertical metal panels. The south fa<;ade has two garage bays with overhead-track steel doors. Adjacent to 
the garage doors are pedestrian doors of three-light steel and glass design. On the east fa<;ade of the 
building is a shed-roof wing. On the south fa<;ade of this wing is a two-light steel and glass door. There is 
no fenestration on the east fa9ade except for a single-light steel and glass door. The north fa<;ade has two 
garage bays with large, steel overhead-track doors. Adjacent to these entrances are pedestrian entrances 
with three-light steel and glass doors. On this fa9ade is also a shed-roof wing with three-light steel and 
glass doors on the east and west fa9ades. This wing served as an office and control area. Also, this fa9ade 
is a transfom1er area enclosed by a chain-link fence and concrete-block wall. Windows in the shed-roof 
wing are of a fixed, single-light steel design. Attached on the west fa9ade is a small concrete-block wing. 
This fa9ade lacks fenestration. 

Figure B.lOS. Building C-409, north and east fa~ades. 

Building C-41S - Feed Plant Storage Building (Survey Number M CN-149) 

This is a one-story, prefabricated steel storage building. It has a poured-concrete foundation, a 
gable roof of corrugated metal, and an exterior of vertical steel panels. On the main (south) fayade is a 
garage bay with an original, sliding-track overhead steel door. The pedestrian door on this fayade has an 
original steel and glass door. In the gables, on the east and west fa9ades are steel-louvered vents. The 
north fayade lacks fenestration. At the roofline are two circular exhaust vents. 

Figure B.I06. Building C-4lS, south and east fa~ades. 
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Building C-600 - Steam Plant (Survey Number MCN-180) 

Building C-600 is a two-story steam plant built in 1952. It contains several one-story wings. The 
building has a concrete foundation, a built-up flat root~ and an exterior of concrete and transite panels. On 
the south fa<;:ade is a pedestrian door of original two-light steel and glass design. Attached to the south 
fayade is a one-story wing. This wing has paired, two-light steel and glass doors on the west fa<;:ade. 
Flanking the entrance are original, eight-light steel and glass windows. This wing lacks fenestration on 
the south fayade. The east fa<;:ade of this wing has paired, two-light glass and wood doors flanked by 
eight-light steel and glass windows. The south fayade also has a large garage bay with a steel overhead
track door. The south fa<;:ade has two rows of windows in horizontal bands. The windows on the first 
story are in a continuous row except for the garage bay. These windows are of eight-light steel and glass 
design, with central four-light hinged panels. The second story has a row of similar windows that extend 
across much of the width of the fa<;:ade. 

Figure B.I07. Building C-600, south and west fac;ades. 

Building C-601- Nitrogen Generator Building (Survey Number MCN-181) 

On the west fa<;:ade of C-600 is a one-story wing built in 1952 designated as C-60 1, the Nitrogen 
Generator BUilding. This building lacks fenestration on the south fa<;:ade. On the west fa<;:ade are two 
garage bays with steel overhead-track doors. Windows on this fa9ade are eight-light steel and glass design 
grouped together in three rows with each row containing 12 windows. A small concrete-block wing on 
this fa9ade has a single-light steel and glass door and louvered vent. On the east fa9ade of the building is a 
pedestrian entrance with paired single-light steel and glass doors. In the upper level of this fa9ade is a row 
of four-light steel and glass awning windows. Adjacent to this fa9ade are two large two-story filters or 
bag that are steel construction and rest on concrete pads. 

north of building has a garage with an overhead-track steel door. Windows 
arc eight-light design. On the north fa9ade are two conveyors that supply coal to 
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building. This fa9ade also has a detached hollow core-tile holding tank and chute that is sited over a 
spur of the railroad line. 

Figure B.IOS. Building C-601, south and west fac;ades. 

Building C-601-C - Steam Plant Fuel Oil Pump House (Survey Number MCN-184) 

Building 601-C is a small pump house of steel and transite construction built in 1952. This 
building has a concrete foundation, a shed roof of transite panels, and exterior walls of transite. On the 
east fa9ade is an original four-light door of steel and transite panels. This building has no other 
fenestration. 

Figure B.I09. Building C-601-C, north and east fac;ades. 
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Building C-604 - Utilities Maintenance Building (Survey Number MCN-189) 

Building C-604 is a one-story, prefabricated metal building erected in 1979. The building is 
located to the south of the steam plant and is used as a maintenance building. It has a concrete foundation 
a gable roof, and walls of metal panels. On the north fayade is a large garage bay with an overhead-track 
door. Pedestrian entrances have steel and glass doors. Windows are of fixed aluminum design. 

Figure B.ll0. Building C-604, north and west fa~ades. 

Building C-605 - Substation Building (Survey Number MCN-190) 

Building C-605 is a one-story prefabricated metal building erected in 1979. The building has a 
concrete foundation, a gable roof of crimped metal panels, and an exterior of crimped steel panels. On the 
west fayade is a pedestrian entrance with a single-light steel and glass door. A garage bay on this fayade 
has an overhead-track steel door. On the south fayade is a single-light glass and wood door. 

Figure B.Ill. Building C-605, west fa~ade. 
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Building C-606 - Coal Crusher Building (Survey Number MCN-191) 

C-606 is a two-story metal coal crusher erected in 1980. This building has a poured-concrete 
foundation and paneled-wood walls. On the north fayade on the first floor are paired steel and glass doors 
that lead to a steel platform and conveyor. 

Figure B.112. Building C-606, north and east fa~ades. 

Building C-607 - Emergency Air Compressor Generator (Survey Number MCN-192) 

Building C-607 is a one-story prefabricated metal building. The building has a poured-concrete 
foundation, a gable roof of steel panels, and exterior walls of steel panels. On the main (east) fayade is a 
garage-bay entrance with an overhead steel track door. A pedestrian entrance on this fayade has a single
light steel and glass door. The west fayade of the building has a pedestrian entrance with a steel and glass 
door. 

Figure B.113. Building C-607, south and east fa~ades. 
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Building C-710-A - Gas Cylinder Storage Facility (Survey Number MCN-231) 

Building C-71 O-A is a one-story open-air structure used as a gas cylinder storage facility, 
adj acent to Building C-71 O. Built in 1953, the structure has a poured-concrete raised foundation and a 
gable roof of transite supported by steel posts. The structure has two storage platforms divided by a 
central concrete walL 

Figure B.114. Building C-710-A, south and east fa~ades. 

Building C-711 - Gas Manifold Facility (Survey Number MCN-232) 

Building C-711 is a one-story open-air structure used as a gas manifold facility. Built in 1953, the 
structure has a poured-concrete raised foundation and a gable roof of transite supported by steel posts. 
The structure has two storage platforms divided by a central concrete wall. This area is also used for 
storage. 

Figure B.IIS. Building C-711, south and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-720 - Maintenance and Storage Building (Survey Number MCN-234) 

C-720 is a one-story steel and concrete building constructed in 1952. The building has a flat roof 
of gravel and tar and exterior walls of concrete and steel. The building's south wing is lower than the 
main section of the building, which contains a mezzanine leveL The west fayade of the south wing has an 
exterior of transite panels and multi-light steel and glass windows. Across the width of the fayade is a 
concrete loading dock and a metal flat-roof canopy. The west fayade of the main section has a pedestrian 
entrance and two garage bays. The pedestrian entrance has an original two-light steel and glass door. The 
garage bays are set within concrete surrounds and have steel roll-up doors. This fayade has concrete walls 
extending approximately seven feet in height \'Vith window walls and transite panels above. The windows 
are of ten-light and IS-light steel and glass design. The ten-light window panels are fixed, while the 15-
light windows have hinged six-light panels. Four banks of windows extend across the width of the 
building separated by steel-belt courses. On the west fayade is a one-story concrete-block wing (C-720-E) 
that has a flat roof of gravel and tar and a pedestrian entrance on the north fayade. Just west of the west 
fayade is Building 720-D, a prefabricated metal transfonner building erected ca. 1975. This building has a 
concrete foundation and exterior walls and roof of steel panels. On the south fayade is an entrance with a 
solid-steel door. 

The north fayade of the building has a garage bay with a roll-up steel door at the northwest 
comer. The upper fayade windows are similar to the west fayade. This fayade has a large paint shop wing 
that was added in 1976. This wing has a garage bay on the west fayade with a roll-up steel door. The 
walls of this wing are of corrugated steel panels. The north fayade of Building C-720 consists of three 
overhead roll-up steel doors and four pedestrian doors of steel and glass design. 

The east fayade has an original projecting wing that has an exterior solid wall of transite panels. 
This wing has a garage bay with an overhead steel door and two pedestrian entrances with two-light steel 
and glass doors. Attached to the south fayade is a garage bay with a garage entrance. It has a roll-up door 
and a steel and glass pedestrian entrance. This bay has a flat roof and walls of steel panels. 

The south fayade of the building has a full-width concrete loading dock. Above this loading dock 
is a steel flat-roof canopy. This fayade has a partial-height concrete walL above which is a window wall 
with ten-light and IS-light steel and glass windows. The windows are divided by steel mullions. This 
fayade has five garage bays with overhead steel doors and five pedestrian entrances with steel and glass 
doors. Above the canopy are transite panels. 

Building C-720' s east fayade consists of a concrete first story and window walls above and 
transite panels similar to other fayades. On the east fayade are two garage bays with overhead steel doors. 
Pedestrian entrances on these fayades are single-light steel and glass design. Attached to the east fayade is 
Building C-720-K, an Instrument Shop Addition. This wing is of concrete-block construction and was 
built in 1979. On the north fayade of this wing is an entrance with paired, three-light steel and glass doors. 
There is no fenestration on the east and south fayades of this wing. 
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Figure B.116. Building C-720, east fac;ade. 

Building C-720-G - Warehouse (Survey Number MCN-235) 

C-720-G is a one-story steel, rectangular-plan building erected in 1976. The building has a 
poured-concrete foundation and a gable roof and exterior walls of steel panels. On the north fayade are 
two garage bays with steel roll-up doors and two pedestrian entrances with single-light steel and glass 
doors. On the east fayade is a pedestrian entrance with a solid-steel door. On the south fayade are two 
garage and pedestrian entrances similar to those on the north fayade. On the west fayade is a steel and 
glass, single-light door. 

Fignre B.117. Building C-720-G, south and east fac;ades. 
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Building C-720-H - Warehouse (Snrvey Number MCN-236) 

C-720-H is a one-story prefabricated steel building that was erected in 1978. The building has a 
poured-concrete foundation and roof and exterior walls of steel panels. On the main (north) fayade is a 
garage-bay entrance with an overhead steel door. Flanking this bay is a pedestrian entrance with a single
light steel and glass door. On the east fayade is also a similar garage bay and pedestrian door. There is no 
fenestration on the west and south fayades. 

Figure B.llS. Building C-720-H, south and east fa~ades. 

Building C-721- Gas Manifold Storage (Survey Number MCN-237) 

Building C-721 is a one-story steel building with a concrete foundation and a gable roof of 
transite panels. Built in 1952, the building has exterior walls of transite. On the main (south) fayade is a 
concrete porch with a shed roof. This fayade has two entrances: the west entrance has solid-steel double 
doors and the east entrance has a two-light glass and steel door. This fayade also has eight-light steel and 
glass windows. On the east fayade is a ca. 1980 entrance with double steel doors. 

Figure B.1l9. Building C-721, south and east fa~ades. 
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Building C-724 - A - Carpenter Shop Annex (Survey Number MCN-238) 

This is a one-story concrete-block building built in 1956. The building has a poured-concrete 
foundation, a flat roof of gravel and tar, and an exterior of concrete-block. On the south iayade is a 
pedestrian entrance and garage bay. The pedestrian entrance has a single-light steel and glass door. The 
garage bay has a roll-up steel door and a pedestrian door of single-light steel and glass design and a fixed
single light windo\v. The north fayade has five bays of IS-light steel and glass windows grouped in 
sections of three. 

Figure B.l20. Building C-724-A, west and north fa~ades. 

Building C-724-B - Carpenter Shop (Survey Number MCN-239) 

Attached on the east fayade is Building C-724-B, which is a one-story steel building, built in 
1954. This building has a concrete foundation and gable roof and walls of crimped steel panels. Windows 
are original six-light hinged design. At the northeast corner of the north bay are paired solid-steel doors. 
On the east fayade is a garage-bay entrance with a roll-up steel door. The south fayade of the building also 
has original six-light steel windows. 

Figure B.l21. Building C-724-B, east and north fa~ades. 
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Building C-724-C - Paint Shop (Survey Number MCN-240) 

Building C-725 is a one-story steel building that was constructed in 1954. It has a gable roof of 
steel panels, an exterior of steel panels, and a concrete foundation. The west fayade has a bank of three 
eight-light steel and glass windows. At the roofline is a circular vent. On the main (north) fayade is a 
garage bay with an overhead steel roll-up door. This fayade also has a single-light glass and steel 
pedestrian door. On the east fayade is a bank of three eight-light steel and glass windows. At the rear 
(south) fayade is an open-air steel wing with a metal shed roof. 

Figure B.l22. Building C-724-C, south and east fa~ades. 

Building C-724-D - Lumber Storage Building (Survey Number MCN-241) 

Building C-724-D is a one-story steel building that was constructed in 1956. This building has a 
concrete foundation, shed roof of steel panels, and an exterior of steel panels. On the west fayade is a 
garage bay with a roll-up steel door. Attached on the east fayade is a four-bay open-air shed for lumber 
storage. This wing is supported by steel posts and has a concrete foundation. Some bays are enclosed by 
chain-link fencing. 

Figure B.l23. Building C-724-D, north and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-726 - Sandblast Building (Survey Number MCN-242) 

Building C-726 is a one-story building that was built in 1973 and used to conduct sandblasting 
operations. The building has a poured-concrete foundation, a gable roof of transite panels, and exterior 
walls of transite. On the main (south) fa~ade is a shed-roof drive-through bay supported by steel posts. 
This fa~ade has a large open bay enclosed with hanging felt strips. There is no fenestration on the west 
fa~ade. On the north fa~ade are large exhaust fans and filters. On the north fa~ade is also a partially 
enclosed storage wing with transite panels. On the east fayade is a projecting storage wing with transite 
panels. This building is no longer used. 

Figure B.124. Building C-726, south and east fa~ades. 

Building C-727 - 90-Day Mixed Waste Accumulation (Survey Number MCN-243) 

Building C-727 is a one-story steel, prefabricated building that was erected in 1954. This building 
has a poured-concrete foundation, exterior walls of vertical metal panels, and a gable roof of crimped 
steel panels. The west section of the building has raised a gable roof section that lacks fenestration. On the 
main (east) fayade is an entrance with hinged steel double doors. Windows are original eight-light steel 
and design with hinged four-light panels. On the north fayade are five eight-light windows. On the 
south fayade is a garage bay with paired steel doors. On the west fayade are two eight-light steel windows. 

Figure B.12S. Building C-727, south and east fa~ades. 
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Building C-728 - Motor Cleaning Facility (Survey Number MCN-244) 

Building C-728 is a one-story steel building that was constructed in 1958. It has a concrete 
foundation, gable roof transite panels, and exterior walls of transite. On the main (north) fayade is a 
garage bay with a roll-up steel door. This fayade also has a pedestrian entrance with a solid-steel door. 
There is no fenestration on the west fayade. On the east fayade is a solid-steel door and on the south 
fayade is a two-light steel and glass door. This building is in standby. 

Figure B.126. Building C-728, south and east fa~ades. 

Building C-729 - Acetylene Building (Survey Number MCN-245) 

Building C-729 is a one-story, rectangular-plan building that was erected in 1956. The building 
has a poured-concrete foundation, an exterior of transite panels and a shed roof of transite. On the main 
(west) fayade are original paired six-light steel and glass doors. On the south fayade, below the roofline, 
are two metal-louvered vents. On the east fayade is an original 20-Iight steel and glass window. On the 
north fayade are original double doors of six-light steel and glass design. The window bay on this fayade 
has paired 20-light steel and glass windows with inset four-light hinged panels. 

Figure B.127. Building C-729, north and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-730 - Maintenance Services (Survey Number MCN-246) 

Building C-730 is a one-story, concrete-block building that was constructed in 1955. The building 
has a poured-concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof, and exterior walls of concrete-block. On the main 
(west) fayade is a central bay entrance with ca. 1990 single-light steel and glass doors. Windows on this 
fuyade are of 12-light steel and glass design with hinged six-light central panels. On the north fayade are 
two paired, nine-light steel and glass windows that have been altered for the addition of air-conditioning 
units. On the east fayade are similar windows with added air-conditioning units. The east fayade has an 
original entrance with a four-light steel and glass door and flanking; paired eight-light steel and glass 
windows. All of the windows have concrete sills. Over the entrance on the east fayade is a wood and 
metal canopy. 

Figure B.128. Building C-730, south and west fa~ades. 

Building C-731- Railroad Repair Equipment Storage (Survey Number MCN-247) 

Built in 1981, this is a one-story metal, prefabricated building composed of two-garage bays. The 
building has a concrete foundation and walls and a roof of crimped steeL The garage bays have roll-up 
steel garage doors. On the north fayade is a pedestrian entrance with a single-light steel and glass door. 

Figure B.129. Building C-731, north and west fa~ades. 
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Building C-732 - Maintenance Materials Storage (Survey Number MCN-248) 

Building C-732 is a one-story, open-air storage building built in 1981 with a concrete foundation, 
shed roof of metal, and exterior walls composed of poured-concrete and vertical-board panels. The 
building has an open-bay on the east fa9ade and is presently used to store salt for winter road de-icing. 

Figure B.130. Building C-732, north and east fac;ades. 

Building C-733 - Waste Oil and Chemical Storage Building (Survey Number MCN-249) 

This is a one-story steel and metal storage building built in 1985 with a flat roof of corrugated 
metal, exterior walls of transite, and a concrete foundation. On the rear and west bays are drive-through 
wings, which are open-air and supported by steel posts. These open-air sections are enclosed by chain
link fencing. 

Figure B.l3I. Building C-733, north and east fa(,!ades. 
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Building C-741- Mobile Equipment Building (Survey Number MCN-25I) 

Building C-741 is a one-story steel building constructed in 1952 and composed of six vehicular 
storage bays. The building has a concrete foundation, a shed-metal root~ and exterior walls of steel panels. 
The east tayade of the building is open and has a shed-roof canopy across the width of the fayade. The 
building is supported by steel posts. 

Figure B;132. Building C-741, north and east fa\!ades. 

Building C-742 - Cylinder Storage Building (Survey Number MCN-252) 

Building C-742 is a one-story steel and concrete-block building built in 1952. This building is 
composed of a one-story office and an attached open-air storage wing. The office has walls of concrete
block and a flat metal roof. On the east fayade is an original entrance with a two-light steel and glass door. 
Windows are fixed, and of single-light glass and wood design on the west, north, and east fayades. The 
building rests on a poured-concrete foundation. The west fayade is an attached open-air storage shed with 
a shed roof of transite panels. The shed is supported by steel posts and enclosed with wire mesh fencing. 
On both the east and west fayades are three sets of paired metal-hinged doors that access this storage area. 

Figure B.133. Building C-742, south and west fa\!ades. 
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Buildiug C-744 - Material Handling (Survey Number MCN-254) 

This is a one-story steel and concrete building constructed in 1952. It has a concrete foundation, 
metal roof and an exterior of concrete and steel panels. The west fayade is of poured-concrete and lacks 
fenestration. On the north fayade, the walls are of steel panels and this fayade has a pedestrian entrance 
and two garage bays. The pedestrian entrance has an original two-light steel and glass door. The garage 
bays have overhead, roll-up steel doors. The east fayade is made of concrete with three small windows 
containing air-conditioning units. The south fayade is made of concrete and it has a pedestrian entrance 
and two garage bays similar to the north fayade. This fayade also has a concrete loading dock that is 
accessed by a concrete ramp at the southeast comer of the building. Over the loading dock is a flat-roof 
steel canopy. 

Figure B.134. Building C-744, south and east fa~ades. 

Building C-746-A - North Warehouse (Survey Number MCN-255) 

Building C-746-A is a one-story prefabricated metal building erected in 1954. The building has a 
concrete foundation, a gable roof of steel panels, and exterior walls of steel panels. The building has three 
attached sections with gable roofs. On the east fayade, the central section has an overhead steel-track 
garage-bay door. Adjacent to this entrance is a three-light steel and glass pedestrian door. The flanking 
two sections of this building have three-light steel and glass doors on the east fayade. The south two 
sections also have a roof addition of steel panels and this addition has a gable roof. The south fayade has 
several bays with sliding-track doors. There is no fenestration on the west fayade. The north fayade has 
six garage bays with overhead steel-track doors and six pedestrian doors of solid steel. 

Figure B.13S. Building C-746-A, west fa~ade. 
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Building C-746-B - South Warehouse (Survey Number MCN-256) 

Building C-746-B is a prefabricated metal building erected in 1959 with a concrete foundation, a 
gable roof of crimped steel, and exterior walls of steel panels. Except for louvered vents, there is no 
fenestration on the east favade. On the south favade are six garage bays with overhead-track steel doors. 
Adjacent to these doors are solid-steel pedestrian doors. The west favade lacks fenestration except for 
exhaust fans in the gable fields. There is no fenestration on the north favade. 

Figure B.136. Building C-746-B, south and west fa~ades. 

Building C-746-G (Survey Number MCN-257) 

This is a one-story prefabricated steel building erected in 1974. It has a poured-concrete 
foundation, a gable roof of crimped steel, and exterior walls of steel panels. On the east fayade is a garage 
bay with an overhead-track steel door. On the west favade is a similar garage-bay entrance and a 
pedestrian entrance with a single-light steel and glass door. There is no fenestration on the north and south 
favades. 

Figure B.137. Building C-746-G, south and west falYades. 
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Building C-746-Q and C-746-Ql- Hazardous and Low-Level Waste Storage and High-Assay 
Waste Storage Buildings (Survey Number MCN-260) 

These buildings are similar one-story prefabricated metal buildings erected in 1965. They have 
concrete foundations, gable roofs of steel panels, and exterior walls of vertical steel panels. On the west 
fayade is a garage-bay entrance with an overhead-track steel door. Also on this fayade is a pedestrian 
entrance with a steel and glass door. On the north fayade is a garage bay with an overhead-track door and 
two pedestrian entrances with single-light steel and glass doors. This fayade also has a series of louvered 
vent openings. On the east fayade are two garage bays with overhead-track doors and two single-light 
steel and glass pedestrian doors. On the south fayade is a garage bay with an overhead-track door. This 
fayade also has a series of louvered vents. 

Figure B.13S. Building C-746-Q, north and west fac;ades. 

Building C-7S0 - Garage (Survey Number MCN-262) 

Building C-750 is a one-story garage built in 1952. The building has a poured-concrete 
foundation, exterior walls of concrete and transite panels, and a built-up roof of crimped metal. The 
building is composed of a large garage facility with a three-bay concrete wing on the west fayade. The 
concrete wing has three drive-through bays with each bay having an overhead steel door. This concrete 
wing lacks fenestration on the west fayade and is attached to the main garage on its east fayade. The main 
garage has a large bay on the north fayade. This bay has a sliding-track metal door. Windows are original 
fixed 24-light steel and glass design. 

The upper fayade of this building is composed of transite panels and there is no fenestration on 
the upper area of the north fayade. The west fayade of the building is composed of a large window wall on 
the lower level divided by the concrete wing. This window wall has eight rows of continuous rectangular 
steel and glass windows, some fixed, while others are open in hopper fashion. The upper fayade has a 
continuous window wall of five rows, and these windows are fixed with nine two-light panels that open in 
an awning design. On the east fayade of the building is a continuous window wall with eight rows of 
windows. These windows are fixed with some hopper-design windows on the lower row. On the north 
fayade of this wing is an original two-light steel and pedestrian door. On the east fayade of the building is . 
also a IS-light steel and glass window with a metal awning. A pedestrian entrance on this fayade has a 
two-light steel and glass door flanked by paired, two-light steel and glass windows. 

On the south fayade of the building is a large garage bay in the central section. This entrance has 
sliding-track steel and glass doors. The east concrete wing has a pedestrian door of single-light steel and 

and a steel and glass Flanking the garage bay on this fa<;ade are ... ~ U,,",'" 
steel and glass doors. The west concrete wing has three garage bays with overhead-track steel doors. 
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Figure B.139. Building C-750, north and west fa~ades. 

Building C-751 - Fuel Dispensing Facility (Survey Number MCN-263) 

Building C-751 is a one-story prefabricated steel building erected in 1991. The building has a 
poured-concrete foundation and a flat roof and exterior of steel panels. On the main (south) fa~ade is a 
steel and glass single-light door. On the west fayade is a two-light steel fixed window. 

Figure B.140. Building C-751, south and west fa~ades. 
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K.t.N 1 lJL t'I.. I t11~ 1 \.J(\,J'-' I'-LJoJ'J' 'l,.J n ...... "-#--" 

INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FOAAt 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE#~~~tCN~-~95~ ____ _ 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATiON _____ _ 

SHPOEVALUA 
for instructiOll, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

L NAME OF RLSOL;RCE (nO\\ determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-IOO AJmini.>tfation Building 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Dale: 1978 i Zone: _1_b_1 Accurac): _t_\ __ ! 
Ea!>1ing: _3_l_3_1_8_/_8_f_5 __ f----1.-1 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 14lU 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
S. FIELD RECORDER/AfFiliATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department ufEncrg.y 

8. INITIATION: _~3,-.........:1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER non iMENT;\ T10N/RFCOC,NlTlON' 
Survey HABSiHAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FlTNCTION: _--,-__ i _...ILl _B_1 
indusrrialiEngineering-eXlfactive faciiity or site 
I L CURRENT PRL.\1ARY FUNCnON: _-,--I ___ /_O_/_B_I 

12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: ---'2"--__ --,1'-.-"9"",5.",,3 ___ estimated 
I ! lJ ! 5 I 3 ! 1':153 documented 

13. OATE Or MAJOR MOl)(FICAT10NS: 

--__ 1 ____ -----------------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/l'vtATERIAL: 
_X_I-X.) concrete and steel 

X I X / C,Hlcr.::t.:: and s(cd 

15. DIMENSIONS: 67516 tY 
Height 2 storv Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
suh;"Ctju.::m 

__ 1 ____________________ first 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

second 
third 

__ I ______ ___ I _____________ tirst 
__ I _______ ; ___ I _________ second 

third 

19. FOUNDAilON: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 / continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 : continuous R / poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMI\RY WALL MATERIAL: 
.,LI poured concrete 

S I poured concrete 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA nON/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacen1.~nt 

_6_1 built-up 
_6_1 built-up 

original 
replacement 

22. CONDITION: ----"'G'--~f In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICArION: _--'2"-----'1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FlLE #: ___ . _______ _ 
W ritc resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMA nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTlNUATION PAGEt 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-95 
GROUP# ________ __ 

IDENTIFICATION INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ __ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOlH{Cl!:~ 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities' C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-41 0/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Contro! Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333. C-310. and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added. and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s,-

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ··C.· Because of the many projects under..vay by the AEC during the earl! 1950s the Paducai1 plant wa" 
referred to as "Kentucky Area en to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C prefix continues to be used to identify building locations 

Administrative Buildings are those which contain offices and the administrative functions of the facility. When the PGOP was built in the 1950s the main 
administrative building was Buikiing C-iOO and this stili houses many of the sl9ntficant offices of the plant Other administrative buiidings Include the Training and 
Cascade Office (Building C-304} and Building C-212. 

C-100 is a W-shaped office building built in 1953. The main section is two-stories and has two. one-story wings which forms a "U,. A two-story wing also projects 
at the rear of the building be\'.veen these two wings to form a ''/\1'' shape. This wing contains a reinforced concrete vault The building has a flat roof of gravel and 
tar. a poured concrete foundation and an exterior of smooth concrete. The concrete walls are scored in rectangular pattems. Windows throughout the building 
are fixed, single-light, steel and glass design. Some windows are grouped together in sections of four each. Entrances have single-light glass and steel doors 
and solid steel doors. The main (south) fa~ade has an entrance with a sing!e-light glass and wood door. Turnstiles have been added a! this entrarce INindow5 
on this fa9<lde are fixed, single-light design grouped in sections of three or four on both facades. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC Kl:::">U\IK\..·L,' 

fNDrVIDtrAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE It Ml. N-"\) 

RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 

SIlPO EVALUATION ___ . ___ . 
For instruction, see the Kentuckv Historic Resources Survey ManuaL DESTROYED 

N.\\.1E OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
8uikling No. C-IUI Calderia Huikling 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 otf 
{i.S. Highway 6()W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 

Dale: 
Fasting: 

Northing: __ 4 __ '--'_,-,-_. 

4. o IkN ER/ ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 

P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thoma~()n 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department or En..:r;;\ 

8. INITIATION: _~3,,-_i Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIFR DOCC'MFNT-\T!ONRFCOGNrTH )N' 
Survey fL\BS:H/\FR 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NIIL 

Other: 
Report Re terence 

10. ORIGI"NAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--' __ 
IndustriaI'Engineering-e.xtmctive facility or site 

!_(_) ._B_/ 

II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _1 __ 1 _0_/ _B_/ 
Indu5trialfEnginccring-cxtractive facility or 5ite 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: ---,2=-... __________ estimated 

I ! 9 r 5 ( 3 / 1953 dm:umentctl 

14. CONSTRUCTION MET!IOD/M;\TER1AL: 
_X_I....L/ concrete and steel 

X / X ! concrete and steel 
15. DfMENSrONS: ! 8326 ft2 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__________________ first 

first 

_____ second 

_________ tirst 
_________ seconJ 

___ I second ___ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 i conlinuous R i poured ,,:ollcre(c replacemenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERlAL: 
~! smonth poured concrete 

S ! smooth poured conerete 

21. ROOF CONHGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.Y...J flat ~i built-up original 

original 
replacement 

-.Y...J flat 6 / built-up r~placell1.:nt 

22. CONDITION: ....iL._/ln a statc of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _....:2 __ ,; Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ ----' 
Write resource f!; on back of all prints. 

corV1MENTS,1 !!STORICAL INFORl\IATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 wheR the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

*(SEE CONTINUATiON PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SHE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. \fA.P (S,an or attach copy of map showing exa,t location of resource) 

Grave! 

----
~tJ 

\.~:;-.. ,/Y' 
.,.~ ~,c/ 

. f 
I 

f 

.... ... 
-.t l.. '_ 

f -lJ · 
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! 
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I ... " 
IPfDLCAU Pl.A.''in 
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.. 

CONSTRUCTION Dr\TE ~1ETHODilvlArFRI'\L 

...... 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-96 
GROUP# ________ __ 

IDENTIFICA nON INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951. and induded erection 
of the following process and production facilities C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings: C-4lOJ420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building: and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956, 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc, of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a Wide range of design and 
engineering seNices. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supeNision of numerous buildings and seNice facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc, This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20t

" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industr:l in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings, In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls, The ftrm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The'C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGOP Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-l0l and C-l02), the steam plant (Building C-600) and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B) The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732J. 

The Cafeteria was built in 1953 to serve 3S the main dining hal! facility' for the pl?nt The building has a poured concrete foundation. Em exterior of SMooth 
concrete walls and a flat roof of grave! and tar. On the main (north) fa<;;ade is a recessed entry bay. The entrance has paired, single-light steel and glass doors. 
The bay next to the entrance has large picture windows. The building has windows of three-light horizontal design with the top two panels hinging in an awning 
design. The extenor walls of the building are scored in rectangular patterns, On the west fao;ade are five window bays, a garage bay and a loading dock. On the 
east fac;:ade is a window bank of fixed single-light steel and glass windows, At the rear, a one-story wing connects the building with Building C-100. 
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KENTUCKY HI:"TORIC RESm :KCr":-
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

-
RESOURCE#~N~fC~~N~-~9~7 ____ __ 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVAUIA TION ______ _ 
SIIPO EVALUATION _______ _ 

For instruction, see tn.: K.:ntucky Historic Resources Survey ManuaL DESTROYED 

L NA'vIE OF RESOURCE (how dctcnnincd): _4_ 

PadUl:ah Gas':OllS Diffusion Plant 
Huikling 1'<0. C-l\l2 Hospital 

2_ ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
llS. Highway nOW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 

Dat.:: 
Easting: 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Departm.:nt of En.:rgy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
5. FiELD RECORDER/AFFILlXnON: Phil Thomason 
I"homason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dcpartmcnl or En..:rg\ 

8. INITIATION: _~J,--_i Review and Compli~mcc 

9 un IFR DOCUMENi" I ION, RFCO(fNrTlON: 
Sun..:y HARS,l-LWR 
KY Land 
I'<R 

____ Local Land 
___ NlfL 

Other: 
Report Rdaence 

10. OR!GINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: __ 1 __ , _O_I_B_, 
[ndustrialEngineering-extractive t:'lcility or site 
11. CURRENT PRiMARY FliNCTION: _.:....1 ___ I .JL.J _B_ 
InJustrial.Enginccring-cxtractivc tacility or site 
12. COl'iSTRliCTION DATE: 2 ______ eslimaied 

I / () I 5 " 3 / 1953 
U. DAft Or MAJOR MODlrtC;\T[ON<;; 

14. CONSTRL'CTION METI !OD/~IA ITRIAL: 
-X-I ~ concrete and sted 

X ! X / concrete and steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 11666 ft2 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

dOl:umcnteJ 

original 
subsequent 

--( 
________________________________ fir~ 

I ___________________________________ sccond 

_______________________ tirst 

second 

__ ----'I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 l continuous R I poured cuncretc original 
2 f continuous R f puun.:J concrcte rcplacemcnt 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
LI poured concrete scored with rectangular panels original 
S I poured concrete scored with rectangular panels replacement 

21. ROOF CONFlGURATION/COVERlNG: 
CONFlGUlt.;\TION COVERING 
~i-,f=la=I__ ~f built-up original 
~I flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: ----"G'---_./ In a stale of good repair 

23. MODIFlCA nON: __ .-:=.2 __ --.!! Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: 1 __ 1 _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS!I IISTORICAL INFORM!\ nUN. 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work uM, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUA TlON PAGEl' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FI.INCT!OJ'.[ 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

17. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 

if 

j 
.. j 

~ " __ #;.' . ~N: 

/r . WORKS 1 .' NMER 

• J. 
d 

""'f. 
ENERGY RF..8EARCH ANn! OEVELO 

! 

f 

:f 
I 

/ 

CONSTRI teflON DATE METHODMA{ERIAL 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-97 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICA nON __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ,------
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOlIKt..l'.~ 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the fonowing process and production facilities: C-33i and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings: C-41Of420. UF6 Feed Plant C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C·333, C-310, and C· 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible fOf the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The fiom had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the fiom was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Gittels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylts Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C.' Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The'C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP Support buildings include the cafetena 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102), the steam plant (BuHding C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

The hospital f,C-102) \Af8S buift!r1 1953 to provide medic-3J facilities for worke05 ,Rt the pJ8r1t The bt:i!ding '.;\i'as originally dBt3ched tl!t IS nQW COf!:1ec:tB0 v;8 an 
addition with Building C·100 on the south facade. The one-story building has a flat roof of gravel and tar, a poured concrete foundation and an exterior of 
concrete scored into rectangular panels. On the main (east) favade is an entrance with a flat roof metal canopy and steel posts. This entrance has original 
double doors of two-light, steel and glass design. In the south bay of this fa((ade is an entrance with a single-light, glass and wood door Windows are fixed. 
single-light glass and wood design and are grouped in sections of two, three and four on the south. east and north facades. 
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25. SVPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 
Huilding C-2UO-A 
Building C-201 
Building C-202 
l3uilding C-203 
BuUding C-204 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

t.ff ,. 

cY .. \ 
\~'. 

} 

FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 
t.mergency Vehicle Shelter 
Restricted lnfonnation 
Guard Training Building 
Restricted Intbnnation 
Restricted Infonnation 

l'i7') 
1979 
19&6 
1979 
1965 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location ofresoun:e) 

} 
f 

i' 
I 

/ .. 

.,;.;: /? 

.'- / 
..... ~'-> ~'/ 

1 

! 

I 
j 

.1 

". . .... ... 

(P,~Dt:C.\.H Pf,,\:'-iT) 

METHODMATERIA.L 

concrete; steel; concrete block 
concrete block 
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COUNTY McCracken 
iNDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 
RESOURCE if -=-~,:,-I(=;N,-,i '-'-()"'X'--__ _ 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ----

slIro EVALUATION 
For instruction, sce the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED ----

L NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Ga<;cous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-200 Guard and Fire Headquarter Complex 
(includes C-201, C-202, C-203 and C-2(4) 
2. ADDRESS/LOCA nON: Located north on County Road 1154 otf 
U.S. Highway 6UW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 / Zone: __ 16_1 Accuracy: ---i..!...........-! 

Fasting: _3_1_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_1_5_1 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0_1_8_'_4_1_7_1_5_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department ufEnergy 
Paducah Site OtIice 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERJAFFILfA nON: Philillomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Encrgy 

8. fNTTI/\ nON: _-",3,--_1 Revicw and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATION/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HABS/HAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FlJNCTION: _--'--_-'I _0_/ _8_J 
IndustrialfEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTlON: _~J ___ I _(_) _i _11_! 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DAlE: .. 2 /'1953 

I i _ ~ J. ~/3 / . 1953 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

estimated 
documented 

__ 2 __ /~~~~~ ____________________ _ 

--!--'~~===~~~----------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODltvtA1"ERJAL: 

-.X..J __ ~_./ concrete and steel 
P / I / concrete block 

15. DIMENSIONS: 19490 ft2 
Height I story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

....Qj ---''''--=''''':>L.. _____________ first 
__ I second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

__ I _______ ___ 1 _________ first 
__ I ________ ___ -.-J _________ second 

third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 ! continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R / poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL; 
...1L! poured concrete with rectangular pattern 

S I poured concrete with rectangular pattern 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATlON/COVERlNG: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~ flat _6_1 built-up original 

original 
replacement 

~I flat 6 ! built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I In a state of good rcpair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-,2,,--_1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FlL~ #: __ -,1 __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFOR.\;!ATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

"(SEE CONTiNUATION PAGE)" 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-98 
GROUP# ________ _ 

IDENTIFICA TION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'5 __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection ofthe following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge 
and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building, The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and 
C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952, Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956, 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as weI! as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Security Facilities include the guard posts or portals which provide access into the plant and the Guard and Fire Headquarters (Building C-200), Some of the 
original portal buildings have been replaced by later structures and new portal buildings have also been erected in recent years due to heightened security 
threats, Original portal buildings include Post 37 (Building C-216) and Post 43 (Building C-217). 

Building C-200 was constructed in 1953 to serve as the plant's police and fire station. This is a one-story, U-shaped building which has a flat roof of gravel and 
tar, a concrete foundation and an exterior of concrete wails scored in rectangular patterns. The main (south) fa~de has an entrance With a slOgie-light. steel and 
glass door and flanking steel and glass sidelights and a four-light transom. At this entrance is an original flat roof wood and metal canopy supported by concrete 
columns. There are two secondaf¥ entrances on this farrade which have single-light steel and glass doors and a single-light sidelight Windows on this farrade ' 
are three-ilght steel and glass deSign and grouped together in sections of four. 

Building C-200 was enlarged several times with added wings from the 1960s to the 19805. At the southwest and west facades of the original building is a one
story wing built in 1986 (Building C-202) Thi'5 building was designed by architects Lockwood-Greene to serJe as a Guard Training Building This bUilding is of 
concrete block construction with solid steel doors on the east and south facades. 

At the northwest corner of the building is C-200-A which was added in 1979 as an Emergency Vehicle Shelter. 

On the east fayade is a wing containing six drive-thru bays for fire engines and other vehicles. Each bay is divided by a concrete pier and the bays have 
overhead track steel doors, The north bay is of concrete block construction. On the north fayade are entrances with single-light. steel and glass doors and similar 
windows. On the east fa~de of the west wing is an open-air garage With a flat metal roar supported by steel posts. The west fa~de of the east wing has a four
story tower which contains a Nater tank. The west farrade of the west wing lacks fenestration except for a solid steel door. 
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KE;\TIXKY HhTORlC RESOiiRCl5 
~D!V!DUAL SURVEY FOR\l 

(KI1C 2002-1 ) 

COl ;-';TY ~~='-"-___ _ 
RESOURCE # ;\\CN-9Q 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION _____ _ 

For instruction. sec the Kcntuch Historic Resources SurvC) Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NA1ViE OF RESOURC E (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
lluilJing No. C-205 R.:spiralof b:;uc Fw.:ilit) 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REfERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 ;' Zone: j\L:curacy~ --,~_. 

Easting: ......lJ_3_!_8_1_8_!_5_1 __ 2._j 
Northing: _4_1_1_I_O_'_R_I_4_1_7_1_5_/ 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER'AFFILIATlON: Phi! Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashviiie. Tennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. TN1TlA TlON: _~3,-----,/ Review and Compliance 

WI rFR DOCPMfNTATlON'RFCOG1\ilTlON: 
Survey HARS/HAER 
KY Land 
NR 

___ Local Land 
__ ~NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

JO. ORlGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ ,i _O_I_B_ 
IndustrialiEnginccring-cxtractlve tacil1ty or Silt: 
I \. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _,-I __ I _0_1 _B_1 
Industriaj/Engjn~~ring-extractive lacility or sit~ 

12. CONSi RUCI ION OA 1 1::.: I --,-I';i~lj""l!,--__ cstimalcd 
I ! 9 / 9 ! 8 i 1W documented 

13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

___ 1--------------------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODlMATERIAL: 
~i -.-J:L..! prefabricated metal 

X I X I prefabricated meta! 
15. DIMENSIONS: 3600 It? 

Height I stOry Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

____ ---:: ______________ first 
__________________________________ second 

third 

17. STYLISTIC fNFLUENCE: 
__ I ___________ ' __________________ first 
____________ ' __________ second 

third 
STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

first _____ . second ___ I third 

i9. fOU1\iuATlON: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 i continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 ; continuous R ; puured ~()nGcte r-:p!ai.:cm..:nt 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERJAL: 
.5L..1 steel panels 
..iL..i Sit:ei pandO' 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
rcplaLcmclii. 

-----":L.!' side gable ~ standing metal seam orig,inal 
A I side gable 7 f standing metal scam replacement 

22. CONDITION: ~G,---_,i In a state of good repair 

23. MODrHCATlON: _-,2,,--_,/ Moderate alteration 

24. NE(JA liVE FILE If: 1 ____ ' ______ _ 

Write resource # on back orall prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATlO1\i: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SI'PPORT RFSO[lRCFS: SfTE PLAN KE..Y. 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26, SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

\L\P (Scan 01 atta~h t.:opy of iriap sho\ving ~Xdct locati0t1 of rC$ourc~) 

_..... ,/ 

". ~~ ,,~/ 
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COllNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-99 
GROUP# ________ __ 

IDENTIFICA nON INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC J:U.~Vun'-'t:...u 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S -----
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection oftne following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge 
and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The finst process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and 
C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the fins! product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed With the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy CommiSSion during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at Ihe 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their wor!< at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 1950s. 

Buifdings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and GryUs Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
reSIdential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and MaX'NeU Gryl/s. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere The "C prefix continues to be used to identify building locations 

Security Facilities include the guard posts or portals which provide access into the plant and the Guard and Fire Headquartens (Building C-200). Some of the 
original pOilal buildings have been replaced by iater structures and new portal Dul/dings have also been erected in recent years due to heightened security 
threats. Original portal buildings include Post 37 (Building C-216) and Post 43 (Building C-217). 

Building C-205 is a one-story prefabricated metal building. The building has a poured concrete foundation, gable roof of crimped metal and an exterior of vertical 
steel panels. On the east fa<;ade is a pedestrian door with paired single-tight steel doors and a garage bay ,\lith a steel roll-up door. There is one wir,dow on this 
facade whicn is single-light, fixed metal design. The main 0fV) facade has two pedestrian entrances with single-light steel and glass doors. The two window bays 
on this fat;:ade have fixed single-Jigb! metal and glass windows. The pedestrian entrances are accessed by concrete and steel stairs. 

KENTCCKY HEIUrAGI:-. COUNCIL ~ fl{;'u'\;Kf()RL KY 40601 * (502) 564-7005 
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i\.J:: .... t'i IlJLl\.l 11.l..' 1.,-"",,,....., .. ~ __ 

CND/VIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVALUATION _____ _ 

SHPO EVALUATION __ _ 
For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

t. NAtvfE Of RESOURCE (how determined): 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-2()7 Fire (raining Fadlity 

2. ADDRr:SSfI.OCATlON: Located north on County Road 1154 otT 
U.s. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Dale: ! 978 -.-01",\_-, 
Casting: 

Northing: _4_'_I_I_O_I_8_/_4_! _7_'_5_1 

4. OW!'·fERf ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 14l() 
Paducah, Kentuckv 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERlAFFILIATlON: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashvilie, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _~3,--_/ Review and Complian..:e 

9. OTHER J)OCUMENTA nONIRECOGNlTION: 
Survey HABSfHAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FlFNCTfON: --'-__ -.JLj _8_ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
I L CURRENT PRIMARY fUNCTION: _;...I ___ I_O_I_B_I 
ImluslriafiEngincering-extrat.:livc facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCrrUN DATE: I !--,-,IY,-,Y,-,,3 ___ csttmatcd 

I I 9 I 9 I 3 I 1993 do(,,'U men ted 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOJ)/)\·fATERIAL: 
_X_JJL/_s",t""ee",l--,fr""a~m...,e,,--_________ original 

X f X I steel frame subsequent 
i 5. DIMEt,SIONS: 900 ft" 

Height 3 story Width Depth 
16. PLA~: 

1 __________________ first 
! _____ ~ ____________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

___ L1rsl 
__ 1 _____ ____________ second 

third 
l~. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I lIrst __ ~/second __ ----'I third 

19. fOUN'DATION: 
TYPE MAl'ERIAL 
2 f continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 i continuous R / poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~I steel panels 
..!LJ steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
....Q......, nal _8_1 ~lcd panels uriginal 

original 
replacement 

._fL . ..! flat 8 I steel panels replacement 

22. CONDITION: --"oG,--_lln a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _...,2=----..:1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGA liVE FILE #: _____ I ____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

CO'vfMENTS!HlST()R[CAlINFORMATION. 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducan Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY: 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Cornplt:tt: if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-loo 
GROUP # __ -,--__ 

IDF:NTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S -----
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCI!:S 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusIon process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant: C-310, Purge 
and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and 
C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
111 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large proceSSing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service faCIlities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 19505 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20 'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and MaX'.vell Grytls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C " Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah pi am was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations 

Security Facilities include the guard posts or portals which provide access into the plant and the Guard and Fire Headquarters (Building C-200) Some of the 
anginal portal bUildings have been replaced by later structLlfes and new portal buildings have also been efecled in recent years due to heightened security 
threats. Original portal buildings include Post 37 (Building C·216) and Post 43 (Building C-21 n 

Building C-207 is a three-story, steel frame building built in 1993. Fire Training Facility. The building has a poured concrete foundation, a steel, flat roof and an 
exterior of steel panels. On the south fat;ade is a two-story. steel staircase. On the main least) faQade is an entrance on the fif'3t floor with a solid steel door 
Window openings are covered with metal shutters. Atthe roofline is a steel railing On the west fa«;ade is a one-story wing. On the west fayade of this wing is a 
solid steel door. On the south fa«;ade of the building is also a solid steel door. 
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KENTUCKY HlSTORlC RESOURCES 
lNDlVIDllAL SURVEY FORM 

tKHC 2oo2-!) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-tol 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 
Slli'O EVALUAltON ____ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentud..=y Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

l. NAi\iE OF RESOURCl:, thow derermined): 

Paducah Gaseous Ditfusion Plant 
Building No. C-212 omce Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Dalt.:: 1978 ,. Zont.:: --.l.LI At.:t.:urat.:y: _A __ ! 
Ea."ting: _3_1_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_'_5_1 

Northing: _4_1_1_/_0_1_8_'_4_/_7_1_5_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. fIELD RECORDERlAFFlLIATrON: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

Q fNInA nON: _~3,,--_1 Review and Compliance 

HER DOCUMENT 1\ TIONlRFCOGNTTTON: 
Survey HABS/BARR 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGfNAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _---,-__ I _O_I_B_I 
Indu5triailEngineering-exuacrive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY fUNCTION: 1 /...JLJ_B_I 

12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ~19,-"5,,,-3 ___ cstimatcd 
I / If I 5 f 3 I 1953 documented 

13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 
___ 1 ______ -------------
___ i __________________ _ 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_X_! ~/ concrete and steel 

X i X ! CUllcrete and ~teGl 
15. DHvIENSrONS:347! Ii 

Height I stOry Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
:,ub;"''(jueill 

_________________ first 
_________________ second 

third 
! 7. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

__________________ first 
________ -' _________ second 

third 

iY. FOUNDATiON: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 J continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 I cuntinuous R ! poured concrete replacemenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-.f2J concrete block 

o ! concrete block 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~! l1al .......fL..! buill-up original 

original 
rcpiaC~111cnt 

~I flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: -...eG",--_f in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _...=2,-_1 moderate 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ __ 1 _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HfSTORICAL fNFORMA nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUA nON PAGEr 
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25. SIJPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PUN KEX FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-lOt 
GROUP # ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ----
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KEl'iIUCKY HISTORIC tu;suu K\..-a:,,;:, 

CONTINUATION SHEET 
(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction ofthe first phase began January 2,1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant: C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-31 0, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Administrative Buildings are those which contain offices and the administrative functions of the facility. When the PGDP was built in the 1950s the main 
administrative bUilding was BUilding G-l 00 and this still houses many of the significant offices of the plant. Other administrative buiidtngs include the Training and 
Cascade Office (Building C-304) and Building C-212. 

C-212 is a one-story, concrete block building constructed in 1953 with a flat roof of gravel and tar, a poured concrete foundation and an exterior of concrete 
block. The east fa<;ade has an entrance with a steel and glass, single-light door. Windows are fixed, single-light steel design. On the main (North) fayade is an 
entrance with a single-light steel and glass door and fixed, single-tight windows. On the east fa98de is an entrance with a steel and glass door. The east wing of 
212 has concrete walls and a bank of single-light fixed windows below the roofline. The south facade lacks fenestration except for the east wing which has an 
entrance with a steel and glass door 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL .. FRAl'<'KFORT, KY 40601 .. (S02) 564-7005 
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iNDlVIiJUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # 

EVALUATION ----

SHPO EVALUAU01'. 
For instruction, see the Kentuckv Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED ------

L NAJvIE OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-212-U Utility Operations Ollie\: 

2. ADDRESSfLOCA nON: Located north on County Road 1154 ofr 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Namc: Hcath. KY 
Date: 197\$ I Zone: _1_6 _I Accuracy: _A __ l 
Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_1_8_/~/_5_! 

Northing: _4_1_1_I_O_! -1L-/_4_1_7_1_5_i 

4. OWNERIADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P,O. Box [4tO 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. fiELD RECORDERI AFFILlA TION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associaies-Nashvilk. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. fNITIATION: _"",3 __ ,/ Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTA nON/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HABS/HAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: __ l __ l_O_I_IL_/ 
ImlustriaJ!Enginecring-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FlJNCTrON: __ ~_,I_O_!_B_/ 
IndustrialfF.ngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 i ______ estimated 

I I 9! 5 i 3 I 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----_1----____ -------------------

l·t CONSTRGCTrm-.; \IETHODiMA TERIAL 
__ .' __ , ________________ original 

subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1715 Ie 

Height 1 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

__ I _______________________ first 
__ I second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC fNFLUENCE: 

__ I _______ , ___ I __________ (ir~t 

__ I ______ ; ___ I ___________ second 

___ ,I third 

19. FO{JNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 / continuous R I poured concrete original 

2 I conlinuous R / poureu concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL ~[ATERIAL: 
~ concrete block 

o I con<--rete block 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGlIRA nON COVERING 

original 
replacement 

....s.L-1 .... l1""a ... t __ 

~ ..... t1=a1,,---_ 

_6_1 built-up _6_' built-up 
original 
replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _2=--_-" moderate alteration 

24. N"EGA TIVE FILE # __ --' ___ I _____ _ 

Write resource # on back. of all prints. 

COMME:\TS, HISTORICAL f:'~rOPu\.lA TIO;';: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous DiffuSion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants'have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per yeaL SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
selVices. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their speciiications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEr 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) . -. - .--- .- ...-- .'-7·' i" - ,.-
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-I02 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331, C-333. C-310. and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facllities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War If, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their wor!< at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 201

" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grflls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C" Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C,. to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations 

Administrative Buildings are those which contain offices and the administrative functions of the faCility. When the PGOP was built in the 1950s the main 
administrative building was Building C-100 and this stilf houses many of the significant offices of the plant. Other administrative buildings include the Training and 
Cascade Office (Building C-304l and Building C-212. 

Building C-212-U is a one-story. concrete block building constructed in 1953 with a flat roof of gravel and tar, a poured concrete foundation and an exterior of 
concrete block. The east fa~de has an entrance with a steel and glass, single-light door. Windows are fixed. single-light steel design. On the main (North) 
fa~de is an entrance with a single-light steel and glass door and fixed, single-light windows. On the east fa~de is an entrance with a steel and glass door. The 
east wing of 212 has concrete walls and a bank of single-fight fixed windows below the roofline. The south facade lacks fenestration except for the east wing 
which has an entrance with a steel and glass door. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC Rt;SUUKLU" 

INDlVIDUAL SURVEY FO&vt 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MeN-LV,) 
RELATED GROUP # _~ __ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 

SHPO EVALUATION 
For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED --------

1. NAME Of RESOURCE (how determined): 

Paduc-w Gaseous OiITusion Plant 
Building No. C-215 Portals IS and 19 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Dali.;: 1978 
Easting: 

Northing: _4_/_I_I_O_I----''--! _"--__ . _-'-----' .--",_. 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energ.v 
Paducah Site Otlice 
P.O. Box. 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phi! Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashviile, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: luneand July, 2004 

7. SPO;--.fSOR: Department of Ener!;) 

8. rN[TIATION: _~3_--,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCilltfENTATfON/RECOGNITrON: 
Survey !lAGS!!! A..ER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIl\fARY FUNCTION: _-'-_--'i _0_/ _[_3_/ 

Industria!lEngineering-ex.tractive facility or site. 
II. CURRI:NT PRIMARY FUNe nUN: _;.1 ___ 1 .JL.../_B_.' 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 _____ estimated 

I f 9 f 5 I 7 I 1957 documented 
13. DATE OF NtAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

_2 __ 1 wing addition 
_1_/ \\ing additions 

l·t CONSTRUCTION METHOD/~tATERlAL: 
___ li_LJLJ concrete and steel 

P ;' I / ..:onerete block 
15. DL'v1ENSIONS: lO45 tf 

Height I storv Width 
'" 

Depth 

original 
subse9u~nt 

!6 . ..J2....J' _________________ tirst 
________________ second 

___ I _________________ third 

17. STYLISTIC iNFLUENCE: 
___ I ; ___ 1 _________ first 

_____ : ___ I _________ seeond 

third 
13. STYLe DCVCLOP:-v![NT: 

first I second third 

19. Fo{JNDAnON: 
rYPE MATERIAL 

2 , continuous R ! poured concrete original 
2 ,- continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMM Y WALL MATERIAL: 
.-D......I concrete block 
o ! concrete block 

2 L ROOF CONHGURA nON/COVERING: 
CONFIGURA nON COVERING 
...-JL..i nal _6_/ buill-up original 

original 
replacement 

~ flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: G lIn a state of good repair 

23. MODIFlCATION: _-'2=-----'1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ --' 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

PHOTO RESTRICTEO 

COMMENTSllUSTORICAL rNFORMATlON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work. unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SlJPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 
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(0.. .... "'1 
....-",crti 

·i 
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FUNCTION CONSTRUCTiON DATE 

2-: ~l \P (Scan or attach copy of ~nap shu\ving exact lo~a1ion i)f r "';:-,Gun.:..:) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN·tOJ 
GRO{JP # ____ _ 

fDENTIFfCA TION INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF _3_ PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings: C-410/420, UFo Feed Plant: C-3iO, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, (;,,310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the AtomiC 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Gryfls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20m century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underNay by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C prefix continues to be used to identify bUilding locations. 

Security Facilities include the guard posts or portals which provide access into the plant and the Guard and Fire Headquarters (Building C-200). Some of the 
original porta! buildings have been replaced by later structures and new portal buildings have also been erected in recent years due to heightened security 
threats. Original portal buildings include Post 37 (Building C-216) and Post 43 (BUilding C-217). 

Portals 18 & 19 is a one-story building with a flat roof of gravel and tar, walls of concrete blocks and a poured concrete foundation. This building Consists of two 
offices aod a central opeo-air pedestrian access with metai turnstiles. The offices have steel and glass doors and fixed, sing ie-light steel ;;iilldo .... 's. A flat roof 
metal canopy extends oller the office areas and is supported by steel posts. 

KENTUCKY HERlTAGE COUNCiL ~ f-RAl"tKFORT. KY 40601 • 15(2) 564-7005 
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('\.t....I .... 1. 'LJ.......-.... ,.. ....... __ _ 

fNDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # 

EVALUATION ----
SHPO EVALUATiON 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED -----

L NAME OF RESOURCE (how determin~d): _4_" 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-216Post47 

2. ADDRESSfLOCATION: Located north on Counlv Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. -

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Dali:: 1978 i Zom;: _J~Lj t\l;wracy: ........!..!....-_' 

Easting: _3_'_3_'_8_1_8_1 __ 5_1_5_' 

Northin~: _4_1_1_1_0 _1_8 _1_.:t_f_7_/~1 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. fNITIATION: _.;<3 __ ,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OllIER DOCUMENT A TTON/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HABS/HAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ I ...iLl _B_' 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive faciiity or site 
I t. CURRENT PRlM-\RY FUNCTION: _l,--_~I .JL....! -1L....I 
IndustriaVEngineermg-extractive facility or site 
12: CONSTRUCTION DATE: --',_----' ______ t:slimalcu 

1 I 9 I 8 1 3 I 1983 documented 
13. DATE Of MAJOR MODIFICATTONS: 

! --'------------------------
14. CONSTR(JCTrON METHODIMATERIAL: 

_p_'--1L-I_c""o""n""CT""ef""e:....-________ original 
P I 0 ! concrete subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 500 fi2 
Height ) stOry Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
___ I ____________________________ first 

__ I second 
I third 

17. STYUSTIC INfLUENCE: 
____ ' ___ ' _________ first 
______ -' ___________ 5eCond 

I thi~ 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ , tirst ___ I second ~ ___ ,/ third 

19. FOUNDATiON: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 J continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 J continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~ poured concrete 

S I poured concrete 
21. ROOF CONFIGURA nON/COVERING: 

CONFIGURA nON COVERING 

original 
replacement 

~/-![l~a",l __ 

-.-SLJ flat 
_6_1 buill-up 

6 I built-up 
original 
replacement 

22. CONmTfON: .....;:,0,,-----,1 In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-'2"'----'1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ . __ 1 _____ _ 

Write resource II- on back of all prints. 

PHOTO RESTRICTED 

COMMENTSfHlSTORICAL fNFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1 ,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative worK unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to the!r specifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEt 
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kJ. :)uI'I'UK I KES()URCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAI'; (Complete if#25 wa;; aJlswered) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-I04 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S -----
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge 
and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and 
C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for Ihe design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of Ihe many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations 

Security Facilities include the guard posts or portals which provide access into the plant and the Guard and Fire Headquarters (Building C-200). Some of the 
original portal buildings have been repiaced by iater structures and new portal build lOgS ha'W'e aiso beeil e(6cted in recent years due to heightened Security 
threats. Original portal buildings include Post 37 (Building C-216) and Post 43 (Building C-217) 

Post 37 is a one-story, concrete guard post. The building has a poured concrete foundation, a buitt-up, flat roof and exterior walls of concrete. On the main 
(north) fat;ade is an entrance with an original single-light, steel and glass door. Windows are fixed, single-light design. The building has a projecting wood and 
metal canopy with steel siding. On the south fa~ade is an entrance with an original. single-light steel and glass door. The building was designed with chamfered 
corners at the northwest, southwest and southeast corners. 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COlJNCIL· FRA.l"4KFORT, KY 40601 " (502) 564-7005 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORJ"I 
(KHC 2002-1) 

l'..L.>J'.JVl .................... ,. -:-=:=--:--__ _ 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EVALUA-=T=-=IO:":-N:-"' ---

For in!;truclion, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAlIilE OF RESOURCE (how determined;: _4_i 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
l)uilding No. C-217 Post·U 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 otT 
U.S. Highway60W. 

J. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. K Y 
Date: Zone: _1_6 _f Accuracy: ---'-'----' 
Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_1_8_1 ~/-----LJ 

Northing: _4_I_l_f_O_I_8_1_4_1_7_1_5_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box. 14lU 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERIAFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, iennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dt:partment of Energ), 

8. INITIATION: _.=3_.....:1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATlONlRFCOGNITION: 
Survey 
KY Land 
NR 

___ HARSIHAER 
___ Local Land 
___ NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION:_---'-_--'/ ~I_B_, 
Industrial;Engihcering-ex.tractive factliry or sitt: 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FlJNCTION: _.!...I __ -,1_0_/ _B_-·_'1' 
IndustrialfEngineering-extractive facility or site 
l2. CONSIRUCtiUN DA I 1::.: _l'---________ t:~llmatt:ti 

I I 9 I 8 ! 5 I 1985 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

___ l _________________ _ 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODiMATERlAL: 
~( ..-XJ_~",ste",-,e'-'.i-"tiwn""",,,,e _________ original 

X I X ! steel frame subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 108 fil 

Height I ~tory Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

__ I _________________ first 
__ ' ___________________ second 

third 

17. STYLfSTlC INFLUENCE: 
_____ ___ i __________ first 

__ 1 _____ ; ___ I _________ second 

third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first ___ !second ___ ,f third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERlAL 

2 R I' poured concrete original 
R ; poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL ~1ATERIAL: 
~I steel panels 
.J2...j steel panels 

2[. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~ flat ~! built-up original 

original 
replacem.;m 

--.fL.1 Hat 6 / built-up replacement 

22. CONfHTlON: G I In a state of good repair 

23. MOD/FICA TION: _....:2"-----'J Moderate alteration 

24. NEGAnVE FILE #: ____ , __ I _______ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

PHOTO RESTRICTED 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORl'vL<\TION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work. unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
selVices. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete i[#25 was answered) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-IOS 
GROUP # ____ _ 

IDF:NTIFICA TION __ INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOlJRCES 
CONTTht'UATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases, Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities' C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge 
and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building, The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and 
C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their wor\< at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s, 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural fimn of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls, The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The bUildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elseWhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Security Facilities include the guard posts or portals which provide access into the plant and the Guard and Fire Headquarters (Building C-200), Some of the 
original porta! buildings have been replaced by later structures and new porta! buildings have also been erected in recent years due to heightened security 
threats. Original portal buildings inClude Post 37 (Building C-216) and Post 43 (Building C-217). 

Post 43 is a one-story, steel frame. guard post. The building has a built-up. flat roof, a poured concrete foundation and exterior walls of sleel panels. On the main 
(west) favade IS a single-light, steel and glas;, door. Windows are fixed, single-light, steel and glass design, On the east, north and south facades are fixed, 
single-light windows. 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE CQUl'<CIL ~ fRANKfORL KY 40601'" (502) 564-7{J()5 
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r.-.lDIVIDU,\L SURVEY FOR:YI 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVALUATION 
SHPO EV ALUA-=T=-IO-:-N-' ----

for instruction. see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAMb 0[. Rl:.SOlJKCE (how detwnined): _'"'_I 
Paducah \Jaseous Diffilsion Plant 
Building No. C-300 Central Control Building 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on county Road 1154 otT 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. Kentucky 
Date: J971)! Zone: __ 16_1 Accuracy: ~i 
Easting: _3_1_3_/_8_1_8_1_5_1_3_1 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0_1_8_1_4_1_7_'_4_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 

P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERJA.l'FILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INrTIA nON: _-,3,--_/ Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTA nON/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HABSiHAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reterence 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--'-___ O_i _8_ 
Industria!; Engineering-extractive faciliry or site 
! I. CURRENT PRiMARY FUNCTION: _~l __ ~ __ 0_/ _B_1 
!ndustrial,Engineering-extradive facility or site 
12. CO;-';Sl RUCl!U~ D;\ lE: 2 _____ 0stimatcd 

I I 9 / 5 I 3 I 1953 documented 
13. DA IE OF MAJOR ~IODIFlCAT!ONS: 

l·t CONSTRUCTION MET!fODIMATERIAL: 
-..1i...J....YLJ reinforced concrete 

X I X ! reinforced concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 16022 ft? 

Height I stOry Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

---.SL1-':.2"-"'~~ ______________ first 
__ I second 

! ili~ 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ i _____ ___ I ___ . ____ _ 

--,----- ---- ---------
lit :)TYLE DEVELUPM~.l'n: 
__ I first __ ---"I second third 

first 
second 
third 

19.10UNl)AnON~ 
nlPE MATERIAL 

2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 1 continuous R / poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~ reinforced poured concrete 

S I reinforced poured con,,'fete 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA nON/COVERING: 
CONFIGURA nON COVERING 

original 
replacement 

--..Ji.J elliptical 
S r elliptical 

_lS_1 reinforced concrete original 
8 / reinforced concrete replacement 

22. CONDITION: G in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICA nON: _-'2"-----'1 moderate alteration 

24. NeGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL IN FOR!vL"-HON : 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEr 
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25.- SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SHE PLAN (Complete if#25 wa.~ answered) 

27. tvL'\P (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-I06 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICA nON _L"ITENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O:'-::F::---:-3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included erectior 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge anc 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333. C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secone 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete< 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the AtomiC 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the la:e 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C' Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefIX continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those Which are direct~l involved in the gaseous diffusion process The feed plant. Building C-410, was completed in 1953 ane 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (UO,) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the tOJ: 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF 4 or greer 
salt. This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into Ufo (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichmenl 
system. 

The UFs gas was sent from Building C-4!O to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processin£ 
buildings. The main processing bujldings, C-331, C-333. C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-23i 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched. the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Produc 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-315 
tile Surge and Tails Buildings. and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the 1I1strument control panels in Building C-300. thl' 
Centra! Control Building. 

The majority of the ProceSSing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with cencrete foundations. steel structura! and support systems. flat roo~ 
and extenD! wails of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331 , C-333. C-335, and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrEile block an, 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029.120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C 
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2,130,120 square feet or approximately 49 acres. Buildings C-410. C-340, C-310, and G-315 ar~ 
smaller but also were built with similar construction detMs. The Central Control Bui!ding. C-300. differs from the others through its concrete construction anr 
circular design. '. 

The Central Control Building was constructed in 1953 to serve as the main control center for the gaseous diffusion operation. The Central Control Building i: 
circular in deSign of reHlfo(ced concrete construcbon, The foundation, wails, and eiliptlcal (oaf are all of reinforced concrete. On the main (S) fayade is a ca. 198, 
carport with a metal canopy supported by steel posts The main entrance is located within a vestibule with a concrete wall and roof. This entrance has a CE 

1980. single-light. steel and glass door. An elliptical. one-story wing is located on the south fa<;ade. A secondary entrance is located at the northwest fa<;ade c 
the building with a ca. 1980, steel and glass door Adjacent to the building are three. steel antennas. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORNI 
l KHC 2002-1 ) RELATED GROUP 

EVALUATION _____ _ 
SllPO EV ALVA nON ______ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentuch Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTIWYED 

1_ N/\ME OF RESOURCE (how dctcmlincd): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous DiffiJsion Plant 
Building Nu. C-301 l.ow I.C\<:I \Vaslc S(uragc 

2. ADDRESS/I.OCATlON: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
I '.S_ Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 

Oate: _~"-"''--__ ! Zone: --iLl Accuracy: _A __ I 
Lasting: ~"-! _d...--.' .-'L...........c 

Northing: _4_. _1_1 _!L_I_-,'i_I._::L_.J.J_ 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
S. FIELD RECORDFR/AFFIUATION: Phil Thoma-;on 
Thomason and Associates·Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dcpartmenl ofFncrg\ 

8. INITIATION: _~3 __ 1 Review and Cumpliance 

9. OTlIFR DOCLMFl\.iT-\ n()Nd<PcnGNITION: 

5 J 

Survey !lABS/! L\ER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NIl! 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMA.RY FUNCTlON: _--,-__ I _0_/ _B_ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY Fl'NCTION: _~ __ ! _0_1_1:1_, 
IndustriaL Fnginccring-extractive facility or site 

D. DA TE (lr M/dOR MO[HFICA nONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODiMATERI.\L: 
~/...x.....( concrete and steel 

X I X ! concrete and steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 2802 nZ 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

--.iLl ~~[!gl!.illL.. _____________ tirst 
__ I __________________ second 

third 
! 7. 5TYU<>T!C INFUl[NCE: 

-_/_---- _________ tirst 
__ / ___________________ second 

--' tirst ___ I second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

_-=:--_~ continuOliS R ! poured concrete original 
2 l cOlllinuou:, R I puunxl cum;rcle replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.J2../.yertical steel pands 
..!2..J vertical steel panels 

21. ROOf CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 

___ ._.~. original 
replacement 

CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~I~t~la".l __ 
........ !L_j flat 

_8_!~s",te""e~I __ original 
8 I steel replacement 

22. CONDITION: ......D. __ ! In a slate of good repair 

23. MODifiCATION: _-",2_........c1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE fiLE #: __ _ 
Write resource 1/ on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS!IIlSTORICAL INFORfvtATrON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard (or measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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27 .. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing cxad location of resource) 
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IDENTIFICA nON __ L~TENSIVE 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC ru~SUUl<CI'.~ 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases, Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the fol!owing process and production facilities' C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings: C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building: C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building, The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952, Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956, 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc, of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s, The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services, During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington, Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s 

Buildings with less security conSiderations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc, This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20m century, The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings, In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remainS in 
business today as the Smith Group 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix 'C. " Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere, The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP Support buildings include the cafetena 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-l02), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-Bl, The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

Buitdi::g C-301 IS 3 LO\Aj L8Vei ~'\f::lste Stor.3ge f.?c:il!ty Gonstny:::ted !n 1959 The rectfH1gu1ar p!~H1 tlu!!d!r.g has {3 poured concre~.e fOUf':jBtion, 8 f18t, steel roof ;Inc! 
exterior walls of vertical steel panels On the main (west) fa<;ade is a garage bay entrance with an overhead steel track door. There are two similar entrances on 
the north and south facades, On the east fa<;:ade is a garage bay entrance with an overhead track door. There is no other fenestration, 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KIIC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP I/- ___ _ 

EVALUATION 
snro EVALUA-T-IO-;-';-' ----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Hi"iorie Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. Nt"'\IE OF RESOCRCE (l1mv ,ktcm1incu): _-+_-' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building ;-';0. C-30:! Operations Di\ision Data Center 

2. ADDRESSll"OCATJON: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.s. Highway 60W. 

3. UThl REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Oate: I Y71S I Lone: ~I Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_1_8_!_5_1....-L1 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42()OI 
5. FIELD RECORDERlAFFILlATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _~3,---_1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATION/RECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABS/HAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NH1, 

Olher: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,,-__ ,/ _2..-./_B_1 
industrial/Engineering-extra.:ti,e i'aciiit} or sit.; 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _ ......... 1_---'1 _0_1 _B __ I 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. cm~SIRUC no", DAlE: __________ .::stimated 

1 f 9 I 8 I 1 ; 1981 documented 
D. DATE OF MAJOR ~IODIFICATIONS: 

'-------------------------------_--_1_--_---------------------------
14. CONSTR!JCTION METHOO!1vIATFRI;\I: 

~/.-1LJ steel and concrete 
X / X " steel :md concrete 

15. DIMENSIONS: 7366 fi'! 
Height I storY Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ I first 
__ f ________________________ second 

f ili~ 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
___ I , ___ I first 

_____ , ___ 1 ______________ second 

third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ i first __ ~/second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R : poured concrete replac.:m.::m 

20. PRIMARY WALL ~1ATERIAL: 
KJStucco 
M I Stucco 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONHGURA TlON COVERING 
~I flat _6_/ built-up original 

original 
rcplac.:m.::nt 

..JLJ flat _6_1 built-up replacement 

22. CONDITlON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: __ ....;2=--.........:1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ ' __ I ______ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAl. INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEt 
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D. ::o.UPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. ~LAJ> (Scan or attach <.:opy of map showin!2 exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-I08 
GROUP # ____ _ 

IDEl\<rIFTCA TlON INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S -----
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases, Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and induded erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buifdings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added. and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1~50s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Gry\ls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup, 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C·' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Administrative Buildings are those which contain offices and the administrative functions of the facility. When the PGDP was built in the 1950s the main 
administrative building was Building C-1 DO and this sti!! houses many of the significant offices of the plant. Other administrative buildings include the Training a'1d 
Cascade Office (BUilding C-304) and Building C-212. 

Building C-312 is a one-story building which was built in 1981 as a data center. The bullding has a concrete foundation, a flat built-up roof and an exterior of 
synthetic stucco. On the main (S) fa..,.de is an entrance with a steel and glass door. Windows are single-light and double-light of fixed anooized aluminum. On 
the east factade are two entrances with single-light. steel and glass doors. At the rear fa<;ade is a single-light steel and glass door. There is no fenestration on the 
west fayade. 
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INDIVIDUAL SlJRVEY FORJvl 
(KHC 2002-l) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVALUATION ______ _ 

SHPO EVALUAnOr. 
for instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey ManuaL DESTROYED -------

L NA.t\lE or RlSOLRCE (huw determined): _4_/ 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
lJuHJing No. C-303 Acquisitions Syswms BuilJing 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UThI REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 i Z,)I1c: ~i Accuracy: ---":,,:"'_-, 
Easting: _3 _1_3_1_8_1_8_i~f_5_1 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0_/_8_1_4 __ 1_7_1_5_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
1'.0. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashyille. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department nfEnerg) 

8. INITIATION: _--,30-._1 Review and Compliance 

fJ. OTHER DOCUMENTATION/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HABSlHAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FlINCTlON: __ I ~_/ _JLJ _lJ_ 
[ndu;"rialiEngineering-exrracrive facility or site 

II, CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _----'-1_--' _JLJ _B_,' 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facilitv or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DAJ E: _-'-__ ' ______ c;.limalcu 

I I 9 / 8 I 4 I 1984 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MOD[f[CATlONS: 

---___ I __________________ _ 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATER!AL: 
_P_I_O _I""c"'o""n""cr"'et""e'--__________ origina! 

p I 0 / concrete subsequent 
IS. DIMENSIONS: 2109 ft1 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

....sL1 tirst 
__ I second 

I third 
/1. SrYUSTIC INFLUENCE: 

__ f , 
tirst ___ J 

__ I --- second 
! third 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT 
__ I tirst ! second I third 

19. FOliMJAnON: 
TYPE 
2 ! continuous 
2 ! continuous 

l>.1ATERIAL 
R f poured concrcte original 
R I poured concrett: replacem.:nt 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: _S_' textured poured concrete original 
S ! textured poured concrete replacement 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURA nON COVERING 
.....!L-I nat .... iL .. ../ built-up original 
-.SLJ nat _6_1 built-up replacement 

22. CONDITlON: G / in a state of good rcpair 

23. MODIHCATION: _""2'-.----'1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGAHVE FILE#: __ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/H1STORICAL INFORrvfA TlON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages, The 
plant has a design capacity of 11,3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications, 

"(SEE CONTINUAT!ON PAGE)" 
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D. :SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY ITNCTION CONSTRIJCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SlTE PLAl"J (Complete if#25 was answered) 

2.;. :\IAP (Scatl or attach COP} of Illap S/]O\\- illg exact location or resource) 
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RESOURCE # MCN-I09 
GROUP#_~_~_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ----
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

COf\jiTh"1JATION SID~Kl 
(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included erectior 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410J420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-31 0, Purge ane 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331 , C-333, C-310. and C· 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secane 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added. and construction was complete< 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buiidings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grills Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as 'Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The'C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Administrative Buildings are those which contain offices and the administrative functions of the facility. When the PGDP was built in the 19505 the mair 
administrative building was Building C-100 and this stii! houses many ofthe s!gnlficant offices of the plant Other administrative buildings include the Training anc 
Cascade Office (Building C-304) and Building C-212. 

C-303 is a one-story. rectangular plan building of concrete construction built in 1984. The building has a concrete foundation, a flat. built-up roof and an exteriol 
of textured concrate. On tha main (S) facade is an entrance with a solid steel deer. There is no other fenestration on this fa<;:ade except for louvered vents. ThE 
east fa<;:ade has an entrance with a solid steel door and no other fenestration. The north fayade has an entrance with double doors of solid steel design. On thE 
west fa.;ade is an entrance with a steel door with a louvered vent 
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KEN! LILli.. l tll.::l1 ~'l'-''-' 1~ __ _ 

INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

[\.r::.I...,\,.I\.)I" ................ ""'",.'-'-,~ __ _ 

RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ____ _ 

for instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survev Manual. DESTROYED 

L NA"vlE Of RESOlJRCE (how cktcrrnincd): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Duiluing No. C-304 Training and Cas<;au.;::; Office l3uilding 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road ll54 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 ! Zone: -.lLI Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_'_5_1 

Northing; _4_1_1_/_0_1_8_1_4_1_7_1_5_1 

4. OW"NERlADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERIAFFIUATION: Phil Thomason 
fhomason and Associates-Nashville. fennes8ee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Encrgy 

8. INITIATION: _-,,-3 __ .1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATION/RECOGNITION: 
Survey 
KY Land 
NR 

___ HA13S/HAER 
___ Local Land 
___ NHL 

Oth.:r: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY fUNCTION: _----'--_~I ....JL.J _B_1 
lndu~trialjl:::ngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIM.ARY FUNCTION: ---'I'--_---'I_O_I_B_I 
IndustrialiEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTiON UAtt:: I _____ estimated 

I I 9 / 9! 1 I 1991 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODlFrCA nONS: 

----!----------------------------------____ 1 ______________________________ _ 

14. CUNSTRUCTfON METHOD/MATERIAL: 
~I -1i...J concrete and steel 

X / X I concrete and steel 
15. D[MENSIONS: gOOO ft2 

Height I stOry Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ I _________________________ first 
__ I ________________________ s~ond 

third 
17. STYLISTIC fNfLUENCE: 

__ l _______ ; ___ l _________ first 
__ I __________ ' ____________ s~ond 

I ili~ 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first ___ I second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 ! continuous 
2 I continuous 

R I poured concrete original 
It " poured com;rete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~I brick veneer stretcher bond 

C I brick veneer stretcher bond 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA TION/COVERfNG: 
CONFIGURATION COVERfNG 
~I flat _6_1 built-up original 

original 
replacement 

...JJ...j flat __ 6_1 built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: ........>oG,----------,1 In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-'2"'------" Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FfLE #: __ --' __ I _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFOlttvlAT[ON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTiNUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLA.;"I KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 

----) 
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CONSTRUCTION DATE METIIODMA TERIAL 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-ItO 
GROUP # ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ----
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURC~s 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KIIC-91-4) 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectiOl 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge am 
Product Withdrawal Buikling; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331, C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the fIrSt product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secom 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete, 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buiklings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design anc 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at thl: 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work a; 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 anc 
was a major design company of the 20" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office anc 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains ir 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C.' Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa! 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Administrative Buildings are those which contain offices and the administrative functions of the facility. When the PGOP was built in the 1950s the mail 
aclmimstrative building was Building C-100 and thiS still houses many of the slgmficant offices of the plant. Other administrative bUIldings include the Training an( 
Cascade Office (Building C-304) and Building C-212. 

Building C-304 is a one-story, brick veneer building used as the Training and Cascade Office Building. The building has a poured concrete foundation. a flaf 
built-up roof and an exterior of stretcher bond brick. On the main (N) fac;;ade is an entrance with double doors of glass and aluminum. Windows are fixed, single 
light, anodized aluminum with brick sills. At the roofline is a flat parapet wall with metal coping. On the west fac;;ade is an entrance with a single-light, aluminur 
and glass door. At the rear {S) {ac;;ade is a similar entrance and door which is accessed by a wood handicap ramp. The exterior walls also display met~ 
downspouts. 
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KENnrCK Y til:'> 1 UKI,- "-L.'~'c.'"~_,, 

INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVALUATION _____ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. 
SHPO EVALVA TION _._. __ 
DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-310 - Purgc and Product Buikling 

2. ADDRESSlLOCA nON: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. VTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. Kentucky 
Dab:: 1'.173 I Zone: __ 16_1 Accuracy: __ J},_-' 
Basting: _3_1_3_'_8_/_8_'_5_1_3_/ 

Northing: 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site OtTice 

P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFlUATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: D..:parlmcnl of'Encrgv 

8. INITIATION: _~J,--_/ Review and Compliance 

9. OlllER DUCTJivlTNT A nON!RECOGNITION: 
Survey 
KY Land 
NR 

___ HARS/HAER 
___ Local Land 
___ NHL 

Other: 
Report Refen:nce 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: ._'---_1 _O_I_f_j_/ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
1 J. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-'.1 __ _ _ 01_8_! 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive tacility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION fJA TE: 2 ______ estimated 

1,1 Y f 5 f 2 I 1952 
U. DA IE OF MAJOR MODrflCA nONS: 

14 CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_lL . ..J...JLj reinforced concrete 

X / X (reinforced concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 112240 fe 

Height ~ Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

documcnh:d 

original 
subsequent 

__ I __________________________________ fi5t 

__ I ____________________________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

_________________ first 
______ ; ___ , second 

__ I fi5t ____ I second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuolls R .I poured concrete original 
2 / continullus R / poured Cllllcn.;lc n:placemclll 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~f transite panels 
....fL! transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERlNG 
--.J.L1-=t1=at,--_ 
-..SL...f nat 

~ibuilt-up 

6 ! built-up 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 i moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ _ 
Write resource # on back lIf all prints. 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

COMMENTSiHlSTORlCAL INFORMA nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their speCifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEt, 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-Ill 
GROUP # ------

IDENTIFICA nON __ INTENSlVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O~F~~3- PAGES 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410f420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333. C-310. and C· 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added. and construction was completec 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylis Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Gryl/s. The firm remains In 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process. The feed plant, Building C-410. was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956, This complex received uranium powder (U03) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF 4 or greer 
salt This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF 4 into UF6 (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichmen: 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processin£ 
buildings, The main processing buildings. C-331. C-333. C-335. and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U·235 from U-231' 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310. the Purge and Produc 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Buildirg C-315 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, th, 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems. flat roof. 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor lel/els of C-331. C-333. C-335. and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block ani 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029.120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C 
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plars and cortain 2.130.120 square feet or approximately 49 acres Buildings C-410, C-340, C-31 0, and C-315 an 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building. C-300. differs from the others through its concrete construction an' 
circular design. 

Building C-310 is a two-story building which extracts the depleted and erriched uranium produced by the plant. The building was completed in 1952. Th 
building has a poured concrete foundation. a built-up. flat roof and an exterior of transite panels. On the north fayade is a garage bay on the first floor with a steE 
overhead track door. This fas;ade has a steel staircase which connects with a second story entrance. This entrance has a ca. 1980. steel and glass door. Ther 
is no ether fenestration on this fa<;ade except for louvered, rectangular vents. 

On the east fa"ade is a large. metal canopy which extends across approximately a third of the building. This canopy is supported by steel posts and encloses 
twenty-ton crane used to transport steel cylinders The first floor of this fa<;ade has a one-story section of poured concrete. This section of the building has 
steel and glass pedestrian entrance and two garage bays with twenty-four light. steel and glass overhead track doors. To the south of this concrete section of th 
first floor has an exterior of transite panels. On this section of the fa"ade is a garage bay with an overhead track door. Also on this section of the fa"ade a1 
three. original. two-light. steel and glass pedestrian doors. The upper fayade lacks fenestration except for a two-light. steel and glass door on the second sto 
accessed by a steel staircase. Attached to this section of the fa"ade is a second twenty-ton crane for cylinder loading. 

The south fayade has a wall of transite panels and the only fenestration is an overhead track steel door in the central bay of the first floor. The west fa<;ade h; 
three pedestrian doors on the first floor which are original, two-light. steel and glass design Also on the first floor are two. rectangular louvered vents. The upp 
fa~ade lacks fenestration except for a pedestrian entrance on the second story which has an original, two-light, steel and glass door. This door is accessed by • 
exterior wall staircase At the southwest corner of the building is an attached steel tower which rests on a concrete foundation. This tower supports on exhal 
pipe which vents materials from the building. 
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KEN l. ULl\. 1 nw ".,,'-''-' .~ ___ _ 

INDrvIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

.t<..t:'.~UUt\.\...t:." J.Y.J._~, .. "'_ 

RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _________ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 
DESTROYED For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. 

1 NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Dilfusion Plant 
Building No. C-31O-33\-A Enclosed Bridge 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UfM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, Kentucky 
Date: 1978 I Zone: _1_6 _, ACCuracy: -A..J 
Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_'_8_1_5 _1_3_' 

Northing: _4_'_1_'_0_'_8_1_4_1_7 _1_4_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. IN1TIA TION: _..;.3_~1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER IXXUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABS/HAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: ---:--,-__ ,1_0_1 -ILJ 
.. In,dustriallEngineering-extracti ve facility or site 

11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _.:...1 __ ,I -.Jl..J -1LI 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I ____ estimated 

I I 9 ! 5 f 2' 1952 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODfMATERIAL: 
_X_I-.XJ-"m=etal= ________ original 

X I X I metal subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 200 linear feet 

. Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

__ I _________________________ fi~t 
______________________ second 

I third 
J 7. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

_~ __ , __ ....: _________ fIrst 
____ , __ ....! ________ second 

! ! third 
l8. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

fIrst second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
o , ____ _ ___ ~/ _______ original 
o I I replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.su metal pagels 
.su metal ~ls 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
.sL.J flat _7_1 metal panels 
.sL.J flat 7 I metal panels 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _ ..... 2"-----...:1 moderate alteration 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

PHOTO RESTRICTED 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEl' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION - CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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I 
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I 

{1'f-Duc,\H 

.., 

METHODMA TERI,\L 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-tt2 
GROUP# __ ----

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HlSTUKl'--- J:U'.,oJ'-'~~--
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectlo 
of the following process and production facilities C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge an' 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The firs! process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secon· 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design anc 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work a 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 am 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office am 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains ir 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant wa, 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process The feed plant. Building C-410, was completed in 1953 ant 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (U03) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the tOI 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF 4 or greel 
salt This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UF6 (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichme" 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processin. 
buildings. The main processing buildings, C-331, C-333, C-335. and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-23: 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Produc 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-31 t 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, th 
Centra! Control Building, 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations. steel structural and support systems flat roof 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 are entrances Which have surrounds of concrete block an 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet. or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C 
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2,130,120 square feet or approximately 49 acres Buildings C-4W. C-340, C-310, and C-315 ar 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Ceotral Control Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction an 
circular design, '. 

Building C-340 is the DOE Metals Plant Complex which operated from 1955 to 1977 converting UFs to uranium metal and hydrogen fluoride. This building is on 
of two complexes at the site currently under the Decontamination and Decommissioning (0&0) program, This complex includes 7 facilities with a total of 80.00 
square feet. Building C-4lO is the second of the complexes at the site currently under the D&D program. It operated between 1952 and 1977 manufacturing Uf 
feed and fluorine. It includes nine facilities with a total of 200,000 square feet Both of these complexes are scheduled for demolition. 
Building C-310 is a !'No-story building which extracts the depleted and enriched uranium produced by the plant. The building was completed .n 1952. T~ 
building has a poured concrete foundation, a built-up, flat roof and an exterior of transite panels. On the north fa~ade is a garage bay on the first floor with a ste 
overhead track door. This fac;;ade has a steel staircase which connects with a second story entrance. This entrance has a ca. 1980, steel and glass door. The 
is no other fenestration on this fa<;ade except for louvered, rectangular vents. 

On the east fa93de is a large, metal canopy which extends across approximately a third of the building. This canopy is supported by steel posts and encloses 
twenty-ton crane used to transport steel cylinders. The first floor of this fa<;ade has a one-story section of poured concrete. This section of the building has 
steel and glass pedestrian entrance and two garage bays with twenty-four light steel and glass overhead track doors. To the south of this concrete section of t 
first floor has an exterior of transite panels. On this section of the fac;;ade is a garage bay with an overhead track door. Also on this section of the fa<;:ade ~ 
three, original, two-light. steel and glass pedestrian doors. The upper fa<;:aae lacks fenestration except for a two-light, steel and glass door on the second s1< 
accessed by a steel staircase. Attached to this section of the fa93de is a second twenty-ton crane for cylinder loading. 

The south fat;ade has a waf! of transite panels and the only fenestration is an overhead irack steel door in the centra! bay of the first floor. The west fat;ade ~ 
three pedestrian doors on the first floor which are original, two-light, steel and glass design. Also on the first floor are two, rectangular louvered vents The up 
falYade lacks fenestration except for a pedestrian entrance on the second story which has an original, two-light, steel and glass door. This door is accessed by 
exterior waH staircase. At the southwest corner of the building IS an attached steel tower which rests on a concrete foundation. This tower supports on exha 
pipe which vents materials from the buik:ling. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FUKM 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA-TI-O-N--------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): 

Paducah Gaseous Ditfusion Plant 
Building No. C-310-331-B Tie Lines 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, Kentucky 
Date: 1978 I Zone: _1_6 _I Accuracy: --.1L! 
Easting: _3_'_3_1_8_'_8_1_5 _I-...-.:LJ 
Northing: __ 4_1_1_1_0_'_8_1_4_1_7 _1_4_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phi! Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. IN!11A TION: _-,,-3 __ .1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATION/RECOGNITION: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--",-_-,I ...JLI -.-lLJ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
I l. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-I _....---:1_0 1--..ll..J 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 l ___ ~_estimated 

I I 9 I 5 I 2 f 1952 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

_--1_----_--------------------
--_1----_----_------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
~I ~/-"m""etal"""'-...,pcu,ip"'ing_'=_ ___________ original 

X I X I metal piping subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 200 linear feet 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 
~~~~ _________________________ lnrnt 

__________________________ sccond 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

_______ ' _________ fust 
______ sccond 

! f third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

first ___ ' second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

O! original 
o f 0 j:-------replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
JJj metal pipes 
...J)j metal pipes 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

_0_' __ _ ______ original 

o I I replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-<2,,--_1 moderate alteration 

24, NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ 1 __ ' _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

PHOTO RESTRICTED 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. 'The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEt 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location ofresourcel 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-II3 
GROUP#~ ____ _ 

IDENTlFICA nON __ INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESUlJ KL 1'0>:'1 

CONTINUATION SHEET 
(KHC-91-4) 

CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UFo Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of deSign and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and GryUs Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix contirrues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process The feed piant, Building C-41 0, was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 In 1956. This complex received uranium powder (UO,) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF. or green 
salt ThiS product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UF5 (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFs gas "-Jas sent from Building C-410 to the processing bUIldings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect With all of the main procBssing 
buildings. The main processing buildings, C-331. C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Product 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to c!ients The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to B'.I1lding C-31'5. 
the Surge and Tails BUildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, the 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems flelt roofs 
and exterior walls of transite panels On the first floor levels of C-331, C-333, Cc335, and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block and 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. BUildings C-
333 and C-337 were also bui~ in identical plans and contain 2,130 120 square feet or appro)(imately 49 acres Buildings C-41O C-340,C-310. and C-315 are 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction and 

. circular design. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVALUATION 
SHPO EVALUA-:TI-O-N----,.--

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Ditfusion Plant 
Building No. C-310-41O Tie Lines 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. \TIM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KentuckY' 
Date: 1978 / Zone: __ 16_' Accuracy: -A..J 
Easting: _3 _1-----LJ_8_1_8_'_5 _'_3_1 
Northing: _4_1_1_1_0_'_8_1_4_1_7 _1_4 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: JlUle and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIA TrON: _..=.3_-.:1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTA TIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION --:--,-__ 1 -.SLI_B_I 
IndustrialJEngineering-extractive facility or site 
[ L CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION I 1_0 I_B_/ 
IndustrialJEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I ____ estirnated 

I I 9 I 5 I 2 I 1952 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS 

14. CONSTRUCTION METIIODIMATERIAL: 
--.JL....1-XJ ... m..,etaI="'p ... ip,..,in""g>--. ________ original 

X I X f metal piping subsequent 
IS. DIMENSIONS: 520 linear feet 

Height .. Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

-.-ill -"'-'-'=''--_. ____________ fIrst 
_________________________ ~cond 

I third 
17. STYLISTIC ll-;'FLUENCE 

_______ --" . ___________ frrst 
_________ , _________ second 

I third 
I S. STYLE DEVELOPMENT 

fIrst ~cond third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL o I __________ originru 

o / replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-.SLI metal piping 
.-SV metal piping 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

originru 
replacement 

_0_1 __ , _______ originru 

o I I replacement 

22. CONDITION: G 1 in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _ ..... 2"---_.1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: / __ 1 ______ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

PHOTO RESTRICTED 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMA nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,600 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their speeiflCations. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEt 
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NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resoun:e) 
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COUNTY Mc(;rack.en 
RES01JRCE # MCN-1t'" 
GROUP # ____ _ 

KENTULl\.l' Ul;:'lVn." ..... ....... N~ ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION __ IJ~TENSIVE 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4; 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction ofthe first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings: C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Buikling. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were seiected to continue theif work at 
variOUS nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 19505 

BUildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1353 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "e: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process The feed piant, Building C-410. was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (UO,) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF. or green 
salt. This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UFo (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-41O to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processing 
bUildings. The maIO processing buildings, C-331. C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Product 
Building Here the enri,~hed ur:3nium was pl:3ced into steel cylinders for shIpment to clients The depleted uraniUm was transferred via tie lines to Building C-315. 
the Surge and Tails Buildings. and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, the 
Central Control Building 

The maiority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations. steel structural and support systems, flat roofs 
and exterior walls of transite panels On the first floor levels of C-331, C-333. C-335, and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block and 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C-
333 and C-337 'Nere .:lis:; bUIlt in identic::;! plans and contain 2 130120 square feet or .:lpproximate!y 49 a"res Buildings C-410. C-340. C-310, and C-315 :'Ire 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details The Central Control Bulldmg C-300. differs from the others through its concrete construction and 
circular design. 
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INDIVfDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # 

EVALUATION ----

SHPO EVALUATION 
-~-~~~-

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. N,\ME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building NO. C-31 u-A Pmducl \1, ilhdrav<al Building 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on county Road t 154 off 
[LS Highway (lOW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad, Name: Heath. Kentucky 
Date: 1971S 
Fasting: 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 

P.O. Box. 1410 
Paducah. Kentuckv 42001 . 
5. FIELD RECORDERiAFFII.IATION: Phil Thomason 
!'homason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 

(l, DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dcpartment ()rEn<.:rg:~ 

8. INITIATION: _.oL3 __ 1 Review and Compliance 

9. err tiER 110CUMF"'T:\ T{()N/RFCOGN!TIO'N: 
Survey ___ H,\BSiHAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Rderence 

10. OR!GINAL PRIMARY FLi'leTlOK ___ 1 __ , _0_, _8_ 
lndustrial.'Enginccring-extraetive taeilit;, or sile 
II. CURRENT PRll\MRY FeNCltON: _-,-I __ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 

~/_B_/ 

12. CONSTRUCTION DA rF: 2 
I / 9 / 5 I 2! 1952 

_____ estimated 
doeumcnh:d 

I J. DA. TE or M.\JOR MUD!f[CA nUNS 

14, CONSTRUCTION IvIETHODIMATERfAL: 
~J ~I steel and concrete 

X / X I steel and concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 3276 n2 

Height 2 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

first 
__ I _____ . _____________ second 

_____ : ___ f _________ first 

__ l second 

___ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERfAL 

_=2 __ I continuous _R __ I poured concrete original 
2 i continuous R J puurt:d com.:rclc replacemenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-.S2J trdnsile panels 
-.S2J transite panels 

21. ROOf CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

.-!.L( Hal _6_i-"b""u"'iI.Ll-""up"'-_____ origina! 
~I nat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDfTION: G in a statt: of good n.:pair 

23. MODIFrCA nON: _-'2"---_, moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ ---' __ I ______ _ 

Write resource # on back ofal! prints. 

COMMENTS'HISTORICAL IN FOR~·M TION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEl' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOCRCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. M. \P (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MeN-U5 
GROUP # 

II>Ei'il----T-IF-I-C-A-T-I-O-N __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTUK1\... J:U,"Vun'-.~OJ 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction ofthe first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings: C-41 Of 420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal BuHding; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-31 D. and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completec 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Gfffeis and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various. nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls !nc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 201

" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area e" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "c" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process The feed plant, Building C-410. was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Budding C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranIUm powder (U03) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF 4 or green 
salt. This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. Into UFo (uranium hexaflounde) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system_ 

The UFs g3S was sent from BUilding C-410 to the processing buiictings via overhead piping called tie lines Tie lines connect with all of the main processIng 
buildings The main processing buildings, C-331, C-333, C-335. and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Product 
Building Here the enriched urar.lum was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was tr,msferced via tie !ines to Bui!ding C-315 
the Surge and Tails Buildings. and placed WIthin steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300. thE 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were· constructed in rect;:mgular p!ans ::lnd with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems. fi;:Jt roofs 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331. C-333, C-335. and C-337 ?xe entrances which have surrounds of concrete block an( 
sliding track steel doors. Bui/dings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C· 
333 :3nd C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2 130.120 square feet or approximately 49 acres Buildings C-410, C-340, C-310, and C-315 arE 
smaller but also were bUilt with Similar construction details The Central Control Building, C-300_ differs from the others through its concrete construction anc 
circular design. '. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORI,,1 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVAUTATION _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUA nON ___ _ 

For instruction, see thc Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

NAI\IE OF RESOURCE (how dctcnnincd): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-315 Surg~ and lail~ Building 

2. ADDRESSIHX'A nON: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
Os. Highway flOW. 

]. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, Kentucky 
Datc: ---.-ill~1 Zone: __ 16_1 Accuracy: ~ 
Easting: _]_1 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Dcpartmcnt of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thoma..,on 
l'homason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of En<:rgv 

8. IN\TIATrON: _-,3,,-_/ Review and Complianec 

<.) UTlIER [)o(,[rMFNTAT fONlrnCOGNr 1t<)N 
Surv<:y HARS/ff.,\FR 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NUL 

Oth.:r: 
Report Rctercnce 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FLINCTION: ___ 1 ___ , 0 ~_i 

Industria!fEngineering-extractive facility or site 

I J. CURRENT PRU\IARY Fl·NCTlOW" __ .:-I __ -, -tL _B_1 
IndustriaL Engineering-extractive nlcility or site 

12. CONSTRl:CTION DArE: ") ____ cstimated 
I! <j / 5 2 / 1952 

14. CONSTRUCTION METI10D/MATERIAL: 
_X_/~! steel and concrete 

X ! X i steel and concrete 

15. DIMENSIONS: 16040 ftI 

Height 2 storv Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

documented 

original 
subsequent 

__________________ n~t 
___________ . ___ I second 

, tirst ___ ---'I second ___ I third 

19. FOUND/\TfON: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

_-=2,--_.1 continllolls __ R __ I poured concrete original 
2 , t:ontinul)u~ R ! [Joun:u concrcl.: rcplac<:m<:nl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERlAL: 
...JiJ reinforced poured concn:te 
.-!2J transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA TlON/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~·_I",l",al,----__ 

-.S.L.../ flat 

22. CONDITION: _.il. __ J 

_6_1 built-up 
6 I built-up 

in a stale of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-,2,,--_1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

COMMENTS/[{[STORICAL INFOR!'v1.\TION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's proceSSing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 

~~==~=========== 
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.:). :-:'UPf'ORT RESOURCES: ~lTE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan Of attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-1l6 
GROUP# ________ __ 

IDENTIFICATION INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOlJKLE~ 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S -----
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings: C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant: C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building, The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added. and construction was completed 
in 1956, 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc, of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and sef'Jice facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington, Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century, The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings, In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business tcday as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C," Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations, 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process. The feed plant. Building C-410, was ccmpleted in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956, This complex received uranium powder IU03) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers, It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF. or green 
salt. This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UFe (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFo gas 'Nas sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping C<ll!ed tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main proceSSing 
buildings. The main processing bUildings, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriChed, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310. the Purge and Product 
Building Here the enriched uranl\)m was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-315. 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, the 
Central Control Building, 

The majonty of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems flat roOfs 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331 , C-333. C-335, and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block and 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres, Buildings C-
333 and C-337 were a!so built in identical plans and contain 2130,120 square feet or approximately 49 acres. Buildings C-410, C-340 C-31 0 and C-315 8re 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building. C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction and 
circular design. 

C-315 is a tvlo-stort building which shares a common party wa!1 on the south fac;ade with Building 620. The Surge and Tails Building is the site of the extraction 
of the depleted uranium 238 from the gaseous diffusion process and its placement within steel cylinders. Completed in 1952, this building IS of steel and 
concrete construction on the west fa<;ade of the building is a partial-width wall of poured concrete on the first floor. BUilding C-315 has a poured concrete 
foundation, a flat, built-up roof and an exterior of transite panels The upper fa«ade and rest of the first story has an exterior of transite p3ne!s In the cor:crete 
section is a pedestrian door with an original, two-light steel and glass door, This facade also has a garage bay with an overhead steel track door. On the upper 
fayade is an entrance with a steel and glass door that is reached by a steel staircase, Extending from the upper fac;ade of this building is an enclosed steel tie 
line designated as C-315-331 and rests on steel piers The north fa<;ade of the building lacks fenestration except for tv/o louvered vents 

The east facade of the building also has a partial-width wall of poured concrete, Within this wall is a pedestrian entrance with an original steel and glass door anc 
four garage bays with steel overhead track doors. Across the width of the building is a large metal canopy The canopy protects the loading dock area an( 
beneath the canopy is a twenty-ton crane for loading the uranium cylinders, 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FOR,\.1 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA-T-IO-N--------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how dctcnnincd): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-3IS-331 Tic Lines 

2. ADDRESS/LOCA TION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. Kentucky 
Date: j97!! / Zone: __ 16_1 Accuracy:--.....£U 
Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_1 __ 3_} 

Northing: _4_1 __ 1_'_0_1_8_'_4_1_7 __ 1_4_ 

4. OWNERJADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Sitc Officc 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thoma';on 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _..03,--_,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOClIMFNT ArION/RECOGNITION: 
Survey 
KY Land 
NR 

___ HABS/HAER 
____ Local Land 
___ NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: ___ 1 ___ 0_/--.lL_ 
IndustrialfEngineering-c:<ctractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,1 ___ , __ O_l_B_i 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12, CONSTRlTTION DATE: 2 

I I 9 I 5 I 2 I 1952 
_____ estimated 

documented 
13. DATE or I>1AJOR MODIfiCATIONS: 

___ I __________________ _ 

14. CONSTRUCTION ivtEHiOD/MATERIAL: 
_X_1.-lLI-"m""e""t""al'-'p"-'i"'-p"'in""g _________ original 

X I X I metal piping subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 10240; 5800 linear feet 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

~/-,-,,~,,--_______________ first 
__ l second 

I fui~ 

17. STYUSTIC INFLllENCE: 
__ I __________________ first 
__ I _____ : ___ I _________ second 

__ I first __ ---'I second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

----'O,,---_~, ______ original 
o 0 replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~! metal piping 
~ metal piping 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA TION/COVERING: 
CONFlGURA TION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

_0_1 ___ _ _O_f _________ original 

o I o I replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good rcpair 

23. MODIFICATION: _.-.:.2"--------'1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ ' 1 ______ -

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMI':NTS!!l1STORICAL INf'ORMATlON. 

The majority of the bui!dings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's procesSing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)· 
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25: SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAl"I KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-lt7 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O::-:F::----::-3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESuuKL~~ 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began Janua!)' 2, 1951. and included erectiol 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-41O/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge ant 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333. C-310. and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secont 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete. 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design anc 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at thE 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work a 
various nuclear sites aro~nd the count!)' during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and G!)'lIs Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 am 
was a major design company of the 20'h centu!),. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as weH as office am 
residential buildings. in the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell G!)'lIs. The firm remains ir 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa: 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly ir:volved in the gaseous diffusion process. The feed plant. Building C-410, was completed in 1953 an. 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (UO,) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the tOI 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to UO, through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF 4 or gree. 
salt This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF 4 into UFs (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichmer 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping cal/ed tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processin 
buildings. The main processing buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-23 
through the gaseous diffusion proCess. Once sufficiently enriched. the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Produ( 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was placed into stee! cylinders for snipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-31' 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300. ttl 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems, flat roo' 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor revels of C-331, C-333, C-335. and C-337 are entrances whi91 have surrounds of concrete block ar 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet.or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings ( 
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and centain 2,130,120 square feet or approximately 49 acres Buildings C-410, C-340, C-310. and C-315 8' 

smaller but also were built with .similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction ar 
circular design. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVALUATION _____ _ 
SHPO EV ALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-320 Communication Building 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: _1_6 _i Accuracy: _A __ J 
Easting: _3_f_3_r_8_i_8_/~-L1 

Northing: _4_f_l_l_0_1_8_1_4_'_1_f_5_1 

4. OWNERIADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Officc 
P.O. Box 14lO 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERlAFFlLlATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INlTIAnON: _.;<.3 __ ,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATION/RECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR MIL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ 1_0_1 _B~! 
IndustrialiEnginet-'Ting-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~l __ ~ _B_1 

12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: _~2,--_, _____ estimated 
I ! 9 ! 5 ! 2 r _ 1952 documented 

13. DATE OF MAJOR MOo[FrCATfONS: 
___ 1 ________________________________ _ 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODfMATERIAL: 
_P_/_O_/""c""o"'nc""rxet",e'---_________ original 

P / 0 i concrete subsequent 
15. DL\4ENSIONS: 1116 ttl 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

.....Q.J rectangular first 
___ I _________________________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

__ I ____ ; ___ / __________ first 
_____ ; ___ I _________ sccond 

I ili~ 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ .........! second ___ --'I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERlAL 

2 f continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 ! continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRlMAR Y WALL MATERIAL: 
...'fL.) smooth poured concrete 

S I smooth poured concrete 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~/ tlat _6_) _I built-up original 

original 
replacement 

~ flat _6_' built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: G / in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _~2",----,1 moderate alteration 

24. l'.I'EGA TIVE Fil,E #: i __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COr.A:MENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per yeac SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)· 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SiTE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

t' ~- :~~ 
f ~I rL_ 
--~---.;;iJL{_==. 

! c.~ 

FUNCTION 

27, MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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CONSTRUCTION DATE METHODMATERJAL 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCF~ # MCN-ltS 
GROUP # ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ----
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTlJt;l\.l: lll~ I. Vn.t.'L .......... ~~ __ 

CONTINUATION SHEET 
(KHC-9Joo4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectiol 
of the following process and production facUities: C-331 and C-333 , the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410f420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge an< 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Contra! Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the seCOfl( 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was complet& 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design anc 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giftels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work a' 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 anc 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as offICe anc 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Gryl/s. The firm remains ir 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the earty 1950s the Paducah plant wa~ 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Administrative Buildings are those which contain offices and the administrative functions of the facility. When the PGDP was built in the 1950s the mail 
administrative building was Building C-100 and this still houses many of the Significant offices of the plant. Other administrative buildings include the Training an, 
Cascade Office (Building C-304) and Building C-212. 

Building C-320 is a one-story, concrete building constructed in 1952 in rectangular plan. The building has a built-up roof. exterior walls of smooth concrete and 
concrete foundation. On the main (S) favade is a vestibule with a concrete wall and roof. The main entrance has a solid steel door. There is no fenestration 0 

the other three facades. The main entrance also has a steel security door. 
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KENTUCK. Y til:") I \11\1'- l'-L"'~, ., __ 

fNDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

Kl:':")\}lJl'.'-- '-' IT ..!."':'-'''''~''-' '-:'. . .:o'~' ~ __ _ 

RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUA nON ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-331 Process Building 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. Kentucky 
Date: 197~ I Zone: ~I Acwracv' 
Easting: 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 

P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thoma;;on 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dcpartmcnl of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _~3,--_/ Review and Compliance 

<I. OTIIFR f)()C1I.MENTA nON/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HABS/lli\ER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NIIL 

Other: 
Report Rderence 

10. ORIGfNAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--'--__ i _0_/ ...11_, 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or sit;.; 

I!. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-I __ -.JLI ---L! 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE; 2 

I I 9 ! 5 I 3 I J 953 
_____ estimated 

documenlo:d 
13. DATE OF :rv1..AJOR MODIfiCATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODlMATERIAL: 
~ -1iJ reinforced concrete 

X I X I reinforced concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1029120 nz 

Height 2 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ I __________________ first 
__ I second 

third 
\7. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

_________ tirst 
_______ , ___ ' _________ second 

j first __ ---'J second third 

19. FOUND/,TION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R ! poured concrete original 
2 f conlinu(Jus R I (RlUf;.;d concrete replacl.:mclll 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-'.'..!"-"!~.l.'."'~"-___________ original 

.JLI transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFlGURA TlON/COVERfNG: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

22. CONDITION: G 

_6_1 built-up 
6 I built-up 

I in a slale of guod repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _--=2 __ ,1 moderate alteration 

replacement 

original 
replacement 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ I _____ _ 

Write resource # on back ofal! prints. 

COMMENTS/lllSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work. unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their speCifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEr 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location ufresource) 
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COlJNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-1l9 
GROUP# ________ __ 

IDENTIFICATION __ L'iTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-9t-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction oflhe first phase began January 2.1951. and included erectiol 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge an! 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310. and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the seccn! 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete' 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc, of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design anc 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at thE 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work 3' 

various nuclear sites around the country during tne late 1940s and early 1950s, 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 an( 
was a major design company of the 20th century, The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office an< 
residential buildings, In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell GryUs. The firm remains if 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa! 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process. The feed plant. Building C-410, was completed in 1953 an! 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (UO,) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the tOI 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF, or greel 
salt. This product was then chemically 'cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF 4 into UF6 (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichmer 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines Tie lines connect with all of the main processin 
buildings. The main processing boildings, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-23 
through the gaseous diffusion process, Once suffiCiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Produ( 
Building Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-31' 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300. th 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems, flat rool 
and exterior walls of transite panels On the first floor levels of C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block an 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings ( 
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2,130,120 square feet or approximately 49 acres Buildings C-410, C-34Q. C-310, and C-315 ar 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction af 
circular design. 

Building C-331 was completed in 1952 and contains cascade machinery used in the gaseous diffusion process The building has a flat, built-up roof, a pourE 
concrete foundation and an exterior of transite panels. The north fa<;ade is incised with large steel support posts extending the width of the building. Th 
recessed section is referred to as a "truck aUey" and provides protected access to the building for vehicles and railroad cars. The first floor within this recessE 
fac;ade has four entrances each with paired, sliding track steel doors. These doors are set within concrete surrounds. The upper fa<;ade of the north elevatit 
lacks fenestration except for four pairs of exhaust vents. This fa<;ade also features three sets of enclosed rectangular exhaust ducts that are grouped in sectio 
of three, On the first floor recessed section are rectangular, louvered vents between the four entrances. 

On the west elevation, this building has two pedestrian doors of original steel and glass design on the first floor. On the second floor in the ce~tral bay is a sl! 
and glass door aocessed by an exterior wall steel staircase. On the first floor of this fa<;ade are rectangular louvered vents. The upper fayade lack,s fenestrat; 
except for the pedestrian door. This fa<;ade displays two projecting, rectangular exhaust ducts on the upper fa€(ade. On this fa<;ade is a tie line which conne 
with Building C-310 which is designated C-330-331, 

On the south fa€(ade are five garage bays on the first floor with steel overhead track doors. Between the doors are rectangular louvered vents. The upper fay; 
lacks fenestration except for four exhaust vents. PrOjecting from the main block of the building are three sets of rectangular exhaust ducts grouped togethe 
sectIOns of three. From the central bay of the building is a tie line which connects with Building C-333 and is deSignated as C-331-333 This tie line is enclo 
with sheet metal and rests on steel piers, 

The east fayade of the bui!ding has a pedestrian entrance on the first floor with a steel and glass door. This fayade also has a pedestrian entrance on the sec 
story accessed by a steel staircase. Projecting from this fa<;ade are two bays of exhaust ducts 011 the upper fa<;ade and meta! exhaust vents, On the first floor 
rectangular louvered vents. 
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INDlVlDUAL SURVEY EORM 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP It ___ _ 

EVALUA nON _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUATlON ___ . 

For instruction. see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-331-333-A Endu~d Bridge 

2. ADDRESS/LOCA nON: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. U'lM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. Kentucky 
Dale: 1978 I Zone: __ I~_) _, Accuracy: -..-!'LJ 
'~sting: _3_1_3_1_8_1_8_f_5_1_3_i 

Northing: .......i..--.!_l_' ...J!_/_R_/_4_1_7_i~/ 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERlAFFIUAT10N: Phil Th()mason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RE~ORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: DcpartmentllfEnergy 

8. INITIATION: _..;t.3~. ~! Review and Compliance 

9. OH{ER nOCUMENf.;\T!OWRECOGNIT!0N: 
Survcy flABS/H/\F.R 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NUL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _.....-! __ ! _O_I_I_~ _ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _ ..... 1 ___ -lU_B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or sitc 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 _____ estimated 

I I 9 f 5 / 2 I 1952 documented 
u. DATE or MAJOR MO[)[f[C A nONS: 

___ I ___________________ _ 

-----1_--___ ----------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_X_I-.X......./ . ..!.m"'e~(a"-'I..ip~ip""ic.!.!.nfi,.g _________ original 

X I X f metal piRing subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 300 linear feet 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

-.Sl.J linear first 
__ , ______________ .....:... __ second 

I ~~ 
17. STYU'SnC INFUJENCE: 

__ I __ ~_! _________ first 
__ I ___ I second 

I third 
18. STYI.E DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first ___ ,second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE 

.........lCC----' ______ original 
() 0 replal:eml::nl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.JLf metal piping 
.J1j meta! piping 

21. ROOfCONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFlGURA nON COVERING 

original 
replacement 

_I_}_I ___ _ _U_I ________ original 
o I o f replacement 

22. CONDITION: G J in a slale of good rl.-"Pair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 / moderate alteration 

2..t. NEGA TlVE FILE #: __ _ 1 ______ -

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSillLSTORICAL IN FORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's proceSSing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location ofresourcc) 
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COIJNTY McCracken 
RESOIJRCE # MCN-l20 
GROUP# ________ _ 

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSiVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S ___ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-41 01420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952 Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of deSign and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their wor!< at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company deSigned many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls, The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations, 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process The feed plant, Building C-41 0, was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (U03) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF. or green 
salt This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UF6 (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main proceSSing 
buildings. The main processing bUildings, C-331, C-333. C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-Z35 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once suffiCiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Product 
Building Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to B:Jilding C-315. 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, the 
Central Control Building 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans 8nd with concrete foundations. steel structural and support systems flat roofs 
a.nd exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331, C-333. C-335, and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block and 
'sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C-
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plars ard contain 2,130120 squ8re feet or approximately 49 8cres Buildings C-4iO, C-340. C-310. and C-315 are 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction and 
circular deSign. 
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lNDlVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2oo2-l) RELATED GROUP # 

EVALUATION ----

SHPO EVALUATION 
For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources SurveY Manual. DESTROYED ------

L NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_' 
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-331-333~B Tie Line (East) & 

C-331-333-C Tie Linc (\Vcsl) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATlON: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name; Heath, Kentuckv 
Oat.::: 197~ I Zone; __ 16_1 Accurat;y;-Li 
Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_1_8_'_5_1_3_1 

Northing: _4_1_1_I_O_I_8_'_4_1-..1._!_4_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentut;ky 4200 I 
5. FlEI.D RFCORDER/AFFlLiATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, l"t:nncssee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energv 

8. INfTIA nON: _-",-3_--,1 Review and Compliance 

9. onfER DOCUMENTATlONiRFCOONITfON: 
Survcy I-L\fiS/HAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _---'-_---'i _0_/ _B_! 
lndustrialfEnginecring-extractivc facility Of site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _...0.1 __ -,1 _0_/ _B_1 
Industrial!Engineering-cxtractive facility or ;;ite 
12. CONSTRlICTI.ON DATE: 2 I _____ cstimated 

I I 9 ! 5 I 2 / 1952 docum~nh:d" 

13. DATE Of MAJOR MODIfiCATIONS: 

__ I _________________ _ 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_X_I -.JL..I metal piping 

X f X / metal piping 
15. DIMENSIONS: 300 linear feel 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subSt::qllcnl 

.....QJ ---=="--___________ -,--__ first 
__ I second 

, th~ 

\7. STYLISTIC INfLUENCE: 
__ I ___ 1 _________ tirst 

__ I second 

__ I tirst __ .......:1 second "--__ I third 

19. FOIlNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

o , ______ original 

\) fl,'jJlacemt:nl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-ILl metal piping 
-IlJ metal piping 

21. ROOf CONFIGURA nON/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

_0_1 ___ _ _O_, _______ origina\ 

o I o I replac~mel1t 

22. CONDlTfON: G I in a state of good f,-,-pair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-'2=------''- moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ..... ~_ 
Write resource # on back *,f all prints. 

COMMENTS/IIISTORICAL INt'ORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space' 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative WOfk unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEt 
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L), :SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY- FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete iffl25 was answered) 

27. MAP (S\:an or attach copy of map showing exact location ofresourcei 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-121 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORH.': lU~~UUKL"'~ 
CONTINUA TION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2,1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-31 0, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310. and C· 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completec 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc, of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s, The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services, During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process. The feed plant, Building C-410, was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (UO,) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to UOz through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF. or green 
salt This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UFs (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead metal piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main proc1;ssing 
buildings, The main processing buildings, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Product 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via He lines to Building C-315, 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, the 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems. flat roofs 
and exte~igF walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331 , C-333, C-335, and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block and 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C-
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2.130,120 square feet or approxirr:ately 49 acres. Buildings C-410. C-340, C-310, and C-315 are 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction and 
circular design. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA-TI-O-N-------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-I03 Administration Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W 

3. lJfM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 / Zone: ---1LI Accuracy: A / 
Easting: _3_1_3 _1_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_1 
Northing: _4 _1_1 '_0 _'_8 _1_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERJAFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-,,-3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTIfER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOONITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~_-,/ _0_1 ...JLJ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMAR Y FUNCTION: ~l,---__ .! _0_1 ~, 

19. FOUNDATION:. 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R 1 poured concrete original 
2 / continuous R' I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-.Q.J split face concrete block 
o I split face concrete block 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
--fL1 flat _6_' built-up original 

original 
replacement 

--fLI flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G , In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=2_.....:1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: _-:--....:1 __ 1 ______ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

12. CONSTRUCTION DA IE: ~~-----' _____ estimated --.. Surveyed by mistake-constructed after period of Significance 
/ 1 / I documented 

D. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----1--------------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTIONMElliODIMAIERIAL: 

_P_'_I _I concrete block 
P / I 1 concrete block 

15. DIMENSIONS: 
Height I story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subS<:9.uent 

__________________________ flrst 
________________________ second 

I third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

______ , ___ , ___________ fIrst 
_____ , __ -' ___________ second 

f / third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT; 

first second third 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 mHlicn SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUA!ION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SrTE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRlJCTrON DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

*i 
I 

, , 

>'> > 

'K-::-~"/... __ ?r' 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) - ._-- -, ,- -., Jr - "O' r ' '. - .," . _O' --..-;-·r ..... --G _ 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-1l2 
GROUP # ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction oHhe first phase began January 2,1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-41 0/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late. 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell GryUs. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Administrative Buildings are those which contain offices and the adminIstrative functions of the facility. When the PGDP was built in the 1950s the main 
administrative building was Building C-100 and this still houses many of the significant offices of the piant. Other administrative buildings include the Training and 
Cascade Office (Building C-304) and Building C-212. 

C-103 is the DOE Office Facility. This is a one-story administrative building constructed of concrete block. The building has a concrete foundation, a built-up, flat 
roof and an exterior of split-face concrete block. On the main (south) fa98de is a central, projecting, entry bay with a flat roof and an entrance with an aluminum 
and glass double doors. The main fa~de has eight window bays with paired, fixed, aluminum and glass windows. The west fa98de has five bays of similar 
windows while the east fa~de has four window bays and a central entrance with a solid steel door. The north fa98de has ten window bays and a central 
entrance with solid steel door. At the roofline is metal coping. 
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KENTUCKY ms IUKIl- K~;:"jU"'-'"C~ 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 
RESOURCE 11 MU'<-I"-' 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVAUfATION 
SIIPO EVALUA-=T::-IO-N-:-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

L NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined}: _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Phmt 
Building No. C-33 1-335 Tic Line 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway nOW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. Kentucky 
Date: lY7~ i Zone: __ 16_1 Accuracy:-..-LL..! 
Easting: _3_/--..lL/_8_1_8_1_5_1_3_1 

Northing: _4_!_I_I-.-lL._!_8_1_4_1_7_1_4_! 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 

P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department ofEnerg~ 

8. INlTIA nON: _-,3,,--_1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTlfFR DOCUMENT A TlONfRF('OGNITfON: . 
Survey HARS/HARR 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR ___ MIL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORKilNAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _---'-__ i _0_1 _B_ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-1 ___ , __ O_I_B_/ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12.·(,ONSTRl!CnON DATE: 2 

I I 9 I 5 I 2 / 1952 
________ estimated 

documented 
\3. DArE or MAJOR MODIfICATION'): 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
X I X I metal piping original 

X I X I metal piping subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 300 linear feet 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

...su~=,,--_______________ first 
___________________________ second 

; ~~ 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__________ , ___________ tirst 

__ I ___ I second 

__ I tirst __ ~lsecond ___ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

_0"--_-' ________ original 
o n:placcITIcnl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-.-iLl metal piping 
-.-iLl metal piping 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFfGURA TION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

_0_1 ____ _ _O_I ________ original 

o I () I replacement 

22. CONDITION: G ! in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -" 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL IN FOIUvlA TlON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SllPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNf:TION - CONSTRI !CTlON D1\ TE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26_ SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-123 
GROUP# ________ __ 

lDENTIFICA TlON __ iNTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service faCilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process The feed plant. Building C-410. was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956 This complex received uranium powder (U03) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF 4 or green 
salt This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UF6 (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processing 
buildings. The main proceSSing buildings, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched. the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Product 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was pl;:;ced into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-315, 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, the 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems. flat roofs 
and exterior walls of transite' panels. On the first floor levels of C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block and 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C-
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2,130.120 square feet or approximately 49 acres. Bui!dings C-410, C-340. C-310, and C-315 are 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300. differs from the others through its concrete construction and 
circular design. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVALUATION 
SHPO EV ALUA=TI=--O:::-N:c-----

For instruction. see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-331- 4tO Tie Lines 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, Kentucky 
Date: 1978' Zone: _1_6 _, Accuracy: ---A-I 
Easting: _3_'_3_'_8_'_8_'_5 _'_3_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_'_0_'_8_'_4_'_7 _'_4_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _"",3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOONITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-__ I _0_' JLj 
fndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~I __ I_O I.JLJ 
fndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ' ____ estimated 

I' 9' 5 I 2 I 1952 documented 
l3. DATE OF MAJOR MODfFICATIONS: 

---,---------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 

---X-I J'J...um~etal~Pwin:Win2~ ________ original 
X I X I metal piping subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 629 linear feet 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
.-SLI linear first __ I ____________________________ sccond 

J ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ , ___ ----> __ ....! __________ first 

____ , ___ . ___________ second 
I I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
fust second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL o ,. ____ _ 
o I 

o I~--~----origmru 
o I replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
JL.! metal piping 
-.fJ.J metal piping 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replatement 

_0_1 _O_I _____ ~origmru 
o I 0 I replacement 

22. CONDITION: G J in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-'2"-----'1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource 1# on back of all prints. 

CO.MMENTSIHlSTORlCAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1 ,BOO enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATiON PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTlON CONSTRUCTlON DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

-- - - '<:- --.... -.-~- -

. ! 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location ofn:source) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-124 
GROUP # ____ _ 

IDENTIFICA nON _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE OF=----PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectic 
of the fonowing process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge ar 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and ( 
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secor 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomi 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design an 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at th 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work" 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and e~rly 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 an 
was a major design company of the 20'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as offICe an 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylfs. The firm remains i 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process. The feed plant, Building C-410, was completed in 1953 an 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (U03) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the to 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF. or gree 
salt. This product was then chemically 'cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UFs (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichmel 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processin 
buildings. The main processing buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-23 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and ProdUt 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-31 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, tt 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems, flat roo 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331 , C-333, C-335, and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block ar 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1.029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings ( 
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2,130,120 square feet or approximately 49 acres. Buildings C-410. C-340, C-310, and C-315 a' 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction ar 
circular design. '. 
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KENTUCKY HlSTORtc Kt;:'\Ju,,-~ ~v 
INDIVrDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 
RESOURCe 11 MLN-I";.) 

RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHrO EVALUA-T-IO-N-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. N/\ME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building N\!. C-333 PflK;\"~S Building 

2. ADDRESSlLOCA nON: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. Kentucky 
Date: 1'178 I Zone: __ 16_' Accuracy: ~ 
Easting: 

Northing: _4_'_'_1_0_1_8_1_4_'_7_'_4_1 

4. OWNERl ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. IN!TIA nON: _-,,-3_-,1 Review and Compliance 

Q. OTHFR DOCUMENTA TlON/RfCOGNlTION: 
Survey HAI1S/HAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reterence 

to. ORIGINAL PRtl'l.!ARY FLNCTION: _~ __ / _0_1 _B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-1 __ -, __ O_I_B_' 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 f _____ estimated 

I ! 9 I 5 I 2 i 1952 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METI IODlMATERIAL: 
_X_! ....x.J reinforced concrete and steel 

X I X f reinforced concrete and steel 
15. DlMENSIONS: 2130120 ft2 

Height 2 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ I _________________ first 

__ I second 
I ili~ 

17. STYUSnC rNFLl1ENCE: 
_____ ; ___ I _________ tirst 

_________ second 

third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 ! continuous 
2 ! continuous 

R I poured concrete original 
R I p<Jurcd cum:rctc replact:mcnl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-.SL.I trdnsite panels 
.J)j transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

_31.../ Hat _u_i-"b""u"'ilt'-'-u""p"--___ original 
-.-fLJ tlat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDrnON: G I in a !;tate of gOtld rt:pair 

23. MODlFICA TlON: _ ... 2"----'1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATlVE FILE #: ! __ I _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORIC AL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and ·1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work. unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

·(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27,MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McLraCKen 
RESOURCE # MCN-l2S 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICA TlON __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 4 PAGES 

KENTUCKY Hl~ lUKl\... nx..~ .... ".)n'-'~_ 
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PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectio! 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge ant 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secont 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete, 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work al 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hindhman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 anc 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office anc 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains ir 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wm 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process The feed plant. Building C-410, was completed in 1953 anc 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (U03) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the to, 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF. or greef 
salt This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UFs (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichmen 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processin! 
buildings. The main processing b\lildings, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-23: 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Produc 
Building Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-31 ~ 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, th 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems, flat roof 
and exterior walls of transite panels. Ohthe first floor levels of C-331 , C-333. C-335, and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block an 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C 
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2,130,120 square feet or approximately 49 acres. Buildings C-410, C-340, C-310, and C-315 ar 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300. differs from the others through its concrete construction an 
circular design. 

Building C-333 is a large processing facility and contains the cascade machinery used in the gaseous diffusion extraction process. The building was complete 
in 1952. The building has a poured concrete foundation, a flat, built-up roof and exterior walls of transite panels The main (N) far;ade has a recessed or incise 
first floor level. This level has a series of steel posts which support the upper fayade above. This first floor level has five pedestrian entrances. Each entrance 
set within a concrete block surround and has original, three-panel, sliding track, steel doors. With the exception of these doors, the first floor level lad 
fenestration and the exterior wall material is of tranSite panels. The upper fayade of the north elevation is also of transite an in the center of the building is <1 

original, two-light, steel and glass door which leads to an exterior wall steel staircase. There are three, elevated bridge, or tie lines, which connect buildings ( 
333 and C-331 on the north fayade. Designated C331-333A, Band C, these are enclosed walkways of structural steel They have elliptical roofs and walls 
steel panels and rest on a steel post foundation. With the exception of three exhaust fans and the tie line, the upper fayade lacks additional fenestration. 

The east fat;:ade of the building has twelve projecting exhaust ducts on the upper level. The first floor level is composed of a continuous band of rectangul 
louvered windows which have metal grills instead of glass. These windows are grouped together in a series of five opening each divided by steel mullions. Belc 
the windows are rectangular steel panels. The windows are continuous except for the garage bay openings on this fayade. There are five garage bays on tt 
fayade which have original steel overhead track doors. Adjacent to each garage door are pedestrian doors of steel design. These doors have had their gla 
lights covered with steel panels. The upper fayade lacks fenestration except for six exhaust vents and two pedestrian doors near the northeast and southe, 
corners of .the building. These doors are of two-light, steel and glass design and lead to exterior wall steel staircases. Attached to this fa<;:ade are two structu 
support systems for the electric cables. These support systems are held by steel posts and protect and enclose the electric lines coming from the transformers 
the building. 

The west fat;:ade of the building has twelve projecting exhaust ducts on the upper fayade. This far;:acte also has window and door openings similar to those on ' 
east fayade. This fayade also features a projecting entrance bay at the center of the fayade which contains a garage entrance bay. This entrance has a t; 
panel, steel overhead track door. Adjacent to this entrance is a pedestrian door of single-light, steel and glass design. 
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The south fa~de of the building has a recessed or incised first floor level. This recessed area contains a railroad spur line and opening onto this spur line are 
five entrances. The lower level of this fa~de has steel posts which support the upper fa~de above. The upper facrade on this elevation lacks fenestration. The 
entrances on the first floor are set within concrete block surrounds and are original. three-panel sliding track steel design doors. This facrade has a one-story. 
loading dock wing. This wing is open on the east fac;ade and contains a 20-ton steel crane for loading processing materials. The roof of the west and south walls 
of this wing are of transite panels. 

Attached to the south wall of this loading dock wing is a one-story concrete block building. C-333-A which is a Feed Vaporization Facility added in 1962. This 
wing has a concrete foundation, a flat built-up roof and exterior walls of concrete block. On the east fa~de is a fixed, twelve-light. steel and glass window. On 
the south facrade of C-333-A are four entrances with original, solid steel single-light. and four-light steel and glass doors. Windows on this facrade are original. 
nine-light. steel and glass hinged design. On the west fac;:ade are two entrances with original, four-light. steel and glass doors. 
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fNDlVIDlJAL SURVEY FORM 
lKHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVALUATION ____ _ 
SIIPO [VALVA nON ____ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how dctcnnincd): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffhsion Plant 
Building Nu. C-333-A h;cu Vaporizatiun Fa\;iiily 

2. ADDRESS/LOCA TlON: located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. Kentucky 
Oale: 197~ i Zone: __ [6_1 Accuracy: ~i 
Fasting: 

Northing: _4_/_1_I_O_I_g_I_4_/_7_'_4_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thoma:;on 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dcpartm..:nt of En..:rgv 

8. INITIATION: _~3,--_1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTfIFR DOCUMENTATION!RECOGNITION: 
Surv..:y HABSiHAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Ret~rence 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _----'-__ 1_0 __ 1_'3_ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
I L CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: I· ~/_B_/ 
IndustrialfEngineering-cxtraL1ivc facility or site 

12. CONSTRUCTfON DATE: 2 ! estimated 
I f 9 I 51 2 1952 documented 

u. DATE Of MAJOR MODlFlCATrON5: 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 f I:unlinuous R i pourcd cunLn;lc replacemcnl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
--.!LI concrete hlock 

o I concrete block 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATfON COVERING 

-.SLJ buill-Up 
6 I built-up 

21. CONDITION: G J in a stale of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=2 __ moderate alteration 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

24. NEGA nVE FILE #: __ _ 1 ______ -

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: COMMENTSillISrORICAL INFORMA TlON: 
_X_I ~i reinforced concrete 

X ! X I reinforced concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 8305 fiz 

Height I storv Width 
16. PLAN: 

Depth 

original 
subsequent 

__ I ____________________ first 

__ I second 
I ili~ 

17. STYLISTIC !NfWENCE: 

'-----
____________ tirst 

________ ~ ____________ second 

nrst __ ----'I second ___ I third 

-. 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative worl< unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-41 0/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310. and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identifY building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process The feed plant, Building C-410. was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (U03) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF 4 or green 
salt. This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF 4 into UFs (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main 'processing 
buildings. The main processing buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Product 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Bui!ding C-315. 
the Surge and Tails Buildings. and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300. the 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems, flat roofs 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331 , C-333. C-335. and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block and 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C-
333 and C-33? were also built in identical plans and contain 2130,120 square feet or approximately 49 acres Buildings C-410, C-340, C-310. and C-315 are 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction and 
circular design. 

Attached to the south wall of this loading dock wing of Building C-333 is a one-story concrete block building, C-333-A which is a Feed Vaporization Facility 
added in 1952. This wing has a concrete foundation, a flat built-up roof and exterior walls of concrete block. On the east faC;;ade is a fixed, twelve-light, steel and 
glass window. On the south fa<;:ade of C-333-A are four entrances with original, solid steel single-light, and four-light steel and glass doors. Windows on this 
fa<;ade are original, nine-light, steel and glass hinged design. On the west fac;;ade are two entrances with original, four-light, steel and glass doors. 
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rNDlVlDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCEIt MLN-I':! 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SIIPO EV ALUA-::::T::-IO::-N~l ----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I, NAME OJ:.' RESOURCE (how determincd): 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Builuing Nu, C-335 Process Builuing 

2. ADDRESS/LOCA TION: Located north on county Road 1154 otT 
US Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REfERENCE: 
Quad, Name: lleath. Kentucky 
Date: 1'i7lS! Zone: __ \0_' _I Accuracv: 
Easting: 

Northing: 

4. 0 'NNERI ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Oft'icc 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFIUATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dcpartmcnt (If Encrgy 

8. INlTIATION: _~3"--_,i Review and Compliance 

9. OTI fFR DOCUMr:NT 1\ TION/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HARSillAFR 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Refcrence 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMl\RY FUNCTION: _---'-__ I _O_/~! 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-1 ___ __ 0_1 _B_l 
Industrial/Enginecring-cxtractivc f.1cility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE:.2 I _____ cstimated 

1 I '-) i 5 " 4 I 1954 documented 
1.3. DATE or MAJOR ~IOD[F[CATlON,): 

14. COl'lSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_X_I -XJ reinforced concrete and steel 

X j X I reinforced concrete and steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1029120 ft2 

Height 2 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

___ I ____________________________________ fi5t 
____________________________________ ~cond 

I ili~ 

17. STYU5TIC INflUENCE: 
____________ tirst 

___ 1 _________ I second 

I tl5t ___ I second ___ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 i continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R.I poured concrete feplac..:mcnl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
,SLI transite panels ______ _ 
....ill transite panels 

________ original 

replacement 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFlGUR!\ TlON COVERING 
-.JLj-",ll",at~_ 

-.JLj flat 

22. CONDITION: G 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 

_6_/ buill-Up 
6 J built-up 

in a state of g.ood repair 

I moderate alteration 

original 
replacement 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ ___ 1 ______ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/lIISTORIC\L INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the maiR processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed tSl their speCifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectior 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-41 0/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste BUilding; and C-300, Central Control Building, The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additIonal enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completec 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early t950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process. The feed plant, Building C-410. was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (U03) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to UO, through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF. or green 
salt This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UFo (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processing 
buildings. The main proceSSing buildings, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-31 0, the Purge and Product 
Building. Here the enriched urafllum was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-315, 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, the 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems. flat roofs 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block and 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C-
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2.130,120 square feet or approximately 49 acres. Buildings C-A10, C-340, C-310, and C-315 are 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building. C-300. differs from the others through its concrete construction and 
circular design. 

Building C-335 is a processing building and contains cascade machinery used in the gaseous diffUSion process The building was constructed and placed In 
service in 1954. The building has a poured concrete foundation, flat built-up roof and an exterior of transite panels. On the west fao;;ade, the first floor section is 
incised with the upper story supported by steel posts. This recessed first story has four entrance bays set within concrete block surrounds. Each entrance bay 
has paired, sliding track steel doors. Between the entrance bays are rectangular, louvered steel vents. On the upper fao;;ade is a pedestrian entrance which has 
an original, l:\.'IIo-light, steel and glass door. This door is accessed by an exterior wall steel staircase. The upper fa~ade on this elevation has three rectangular 
projecting bays of transite panels which each enclose three exhaust ducts. There is no other fenestration on this fa<;:ade except for four pairs of steel exhaust 
vents. 

The north fa<;:ade is composed primarily of transite panels with projecting exhaust ducts. The first floor of the building has a series of rectangular, steel louverec 
vents. In the central bay is a two-light, steel and glass door on the second story Which is accessed by an exterior wall staircase Projecting from the upper fa~ad€ 
are two, rectangular bays. At the northeast comer of the fao;;ade is a garage bay entrance with an overhead track steel door. 

The east fao;;ade of the building has five pedestrian entrances on the first floor with original, single-light and two-light, steel and glass doors This fa<;ade also ha! 
five garage bays with both original sliding track and overhead track steel doors. On the first floor of this fat;ade are a series of rectangular louvered vents. On thl 
upper fao;;ade is a two-light, steel and glass door accessed by a steel staircase. The upper fa<;:ade has three, projecting, rectangular bays with transite side! 
panels. This upper fa.;:ade also .bas four pairs of exhaust vents 

The south fat;ade of the building is composed primarily of transite panels with projecting exhaust ducts, The first floor of the building has a series of rectangulal 
louvered steel panels. In the central bay of the upper fao;;ade is an original, two-light, steel pedestrian door accessed by an exterior wall staircase. The uPPE 
fa>;ade of this building has two projecting. rectangular bays of transite panels. On the east fa~ade of the bUilding are three, enclosed steel tie lines which cannel 
with Building C-337 and are designated as C-335-337 A, B & C. On the south fa<;:ade is a tie line which connects C-335 WIth C-331 and is designated as C-33' 
335. 
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\.,...\.J\.Jl"t 1 l IVIC\...ff.tCKen 

INDlVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-128 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EV ALUA-=TI-O~N----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

,. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseolls Ditfusion Plant 
Butlding No. C-J35-337-A. Enclosed Bridge 

2. ADDRESSfLOCA TlON: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
H.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. Kentucky 
Vale: IIJ78 i Zone: __ 16_1 Accur'dC)': ~i 
Easting: -.:L.}_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_1_3_1 

Northing: _4_1_'_'_0_1_8_1_4_1_7_1_4_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Sitc OtTtcc 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIEI.!) RECORDERiAFFIUA TlON: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: Iune and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department or Energy 

8. INITIATION: _--,,-3_~! Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCliMENTATIONiRECOGNlTfON: 
___ Survey HMlS/HAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Ot.her: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _----' __ I _0_1 _1_3_1 
_ .[odustriaIlEngineering-extraetive facility or site 

II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-, __ --.SLI_B_I 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility Of site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 _____ estimat.ed 

1 I 9 / 5 I 4 / 1954 documented 
D. DATE or MAJOR MOD[flCATlONS: 

--_.'_-----------------
___ 1 ______ ------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
~/....K.J-'-m"'e""ta""IJP'-!JiD""i.l!.ng&_. ________ original 

X 'X / metal piping subsequent 
15. DlMENSIONS: 200 linear feel 
.. Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
.....QJ linear first 
___ I ______________________________ sccond 

/ th~ 
17. STYUSnC INFLUENCE: 

__ , __________ I _____________ tirst 

__ I ___ I second 

__ I first ____ I second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE o , ____ _ --''------' _______ original 
o 

20. PRIMARY WALL. MATERIAL: 
....Q..f metal piping 
~I metal piping 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA nON/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

replacement 

original 
(eptacement 

_O_i _______ --'original 

o / o I replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a slate of good repair 

23. MODlFICATION: _-'2=-----'1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGA nVE FILE #: _. __ I , _____ _ 

Write resource # on back Qf all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INJ'-ORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's procesSing buiklings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
seIVices. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

( 

! 0 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-12S 
GROUP# ________ __ 

IDENTIFICA TION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction ofthe first phase began January 2,1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410!420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process The feed plant, Building C-410, was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (U03) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF. or green 
salt. This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UF6 (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines, Tie lines connect with ali of the main processing 
buildings, The main processing buildings, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Product 
BUilding. Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients, The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-315 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, the 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems flat roofs 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block and 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C-
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2.130,120 square feet or approximately 49 acres Buildings C-410, C-340. C-310, and C-315 are 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction and 
circular design. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-129 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ----

SHPO EVALUATION ----
For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (ho\v determined): _4_1 
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No C-335-337-B Tie Line (North) & C-335-337-C Tic Line 
(South) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, Kentucky 
Date: lY7lS I Zone: __ 16_1 Accuracy: _JiJ 
Easting: _3_/~_8_1_8_'_1_5_'_3_i 

Northing: _4_1_1_'_O_I_8_1_4_/_7_1_4_! 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Ofiice 
P.O. Dox 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. HELD RECORDERlAFFll.IATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-,,-3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATION/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HARS/HAER 
KY Land LOC"dl Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reterence 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMAR Y FUNCTION: _--,-__ 1_0_'_"_' 
[ndustriallEngineering-extractivc facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-I __ ....-iLl _B_' 
Industrial/Engincering-extmetivc facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ___ -"--_cstimated 

I! 9 , 5 I 4 ! 1954 documented 
'3. DA IE OF MAJOR MODlFlC A nONS: 

! -----------------
----1--_----_--------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODfMA TER1AL: 
_X_I ~/...!.m""e~ta"'l-lp!.!.ip(,<!iC!!ns..g _________ original 

X I X 'metal piping subsequent 
15. DrMENS[ONS: 200 linear feet 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

-.S2.J linear first 
__________________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

! _______ ___ I _________ first 
___ I ; ___ I second 

third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE 

--" __ -' ______ origioal 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..sL! metal piping 
..sL! metal piping 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

replacemt:nl 

original 
replacement 

_K_I _______ original 

_8_1 replacement 

22. CONDITION: G / in a slate or good rt.llair 

23. MODIFICATION: _..,,2"-----'1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE if: ..,..0---' __ I _____ _ 
Write resource # on bac\.: of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMA nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU slands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

t'I 
,) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exac! location of resource) 

'IT,! 

~ -. .. .. 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-129 
GROUP# ________ __ 

IDENTLFICATlON __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ,..-__ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building, The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310. and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

ProceSSing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process The feed plant. Building C-410, was completed in 19'53 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (U03 ) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF. or green 
salt This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UFo (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFa gas was sent from BUilding C-41 0 to the processing buildings via overhead metal piping caned tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processing 
buildings. The main processing buildings, C-331 , C-333, C·335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-31 0, the Purge and Product 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-315, 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, the 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the ProceSsing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems, flat roofs 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331. C-333, C-:335. and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block and 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1.029,120 square feet. or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C-
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2,130.120 square feet or approximately 49 acres Buildings C-410. C-340, C·310, and C-315 are 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details The Central Control BUilding, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction and 
circular design. 
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KENfUCKY illSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-130 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~T~IO~N~------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-725 Paint Shop 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: _1_6 _, Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3_'_3 __ '_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 

Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 
4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

o INITlA nON: _-=-3_--,1 Review and Compliance 

:1fER IXX:UMENT ATIONIRECOGNITION: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--'-_--"_0_' -.lLJ 
IndustriailEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-1 ___ 0 I ~I 
IndustriailEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 '--'1'-"9"'-61'--__ estimated 

1 , 9 I 6 I l' ] 961 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION ~1ETHODIMATERIAL: 
X __ ./~/_st=ee=l ___________ original 
X I X / steel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 410 ft2 
Height I storv Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
______________________ frrst' 
____________________________ ~nd 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLlJENCE 

________ -! ______________ fIrst 
_________ ' _______________ second 

I third 
STYLE DEVELorrvfENT: 

fust second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C , continuous R {poured concrete original 
C { continuous R /poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...Q.j steel panels 
~I steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-A-I side gable _8_' steel panels original 

original 
replacement 

A / side gable 8 I steel panels replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 , moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ' __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

CO~NTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1 952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of noor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1 ,BOO enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if fl25 was answered). 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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LUlJ N I Y MCLraCken 

RESOURCE # MCN-130 
GROUP#-::::::==--:--_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S -:---__ 
PAGE OF PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2,1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, 
C-310, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment faCilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and GryUs Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2O'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment, to support building maintenance, and overall plant operations. 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment. Sections of 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the equipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

C-725 is a one-story steel building constructed in 1961 which has a gable roof of steel panels, an exterior of steel panels and a concrete foundation. The west 
fa.;:ade has a bank of three, eight-light steel and glass windows. At the roofline is a circular vent. On the main (North) fa.;:ade is a garage bay with an overhead, 
steel, roll-up door. This fayade also has a single-light glass and steel pedestrian door. On the east fa.;:ade is a bank of three, eight-light steel and glass windows. 
At the rear (South) fa.;:ade is an open-air, steel wing with a metal shed roof. 
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fNDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-\) 

RESOURCE # MeN-131 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALllATlON _____ _ 

SHPO EV ALUA nON 
For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survev Manual. DESTROYED ----

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how dctcrmincd):'_4_1 

Paducah Gaseous DitTusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-337 Prou.:ss Building 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
OS. Highway hOW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. Kentucky 
Oat.:: Ins 
Fasting: 

Northing: 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Ollicc 

P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIE!.n RECORDERiAFFIl JATlON: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Em:rg\ 

8. INITIATION: _~3,--_; Review and Compliance 

Q. OTIIFR f)OCUMFNTATlnNi/~FCOGNnION: 
Survey HABS/HAFR 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NUL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY fUNCTION: __ I __ ' _0_1 _[_3_/ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 

I L CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-'1 __ --' __ 0_1 _13_, 
Industrial/Engin.:ering-extractivc facility or sitc 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 _____ cstimated 

I f 9 ! 5 1 4 f 1 954 documented 
1.1. DATE or MAJOR M()f)IFICA nONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METIIOD/MA TERIAL: 
__ ZS_LJL.J""s",tc",e""I "'fr."a!.!.m""e __________ original 

X / X ! steel framc subsequcnt 
15. DIMENSIONS: 2130120 ftz 

Height 2 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 
~~~~~ _____________________ fi~t 

__ I second 

third 
! 7. STYLISTIC INFLl!ENCE: 

__ 1_____ _ __________ tirst 
_________ ' __________ second 

__ I first ___ .f second ___ / third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 f continuous R ! JlQ.Ufcd concrete original 
2 I conlinuou~ R i poured wm;rclc rcplal:cmcnl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
"""''''''''=-~~"--___________ original 

-.S2J transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA TION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
--.i.L1~na",t~_ 

~f flat 

22. CONDITION: G 

_6_1 built-up 
6 ! built-up 

in a statc of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-,2,,--~1 modcrate alteration 

rep lacement 

original 
rcplaccmcnt 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: _____ , _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

CQrvlMENTS!! IlSTORICAL IN FORNLI\ T!ON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed .. 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11,3 million SWU per year, SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEl' 
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GROUP# ________ __ 

lDENTLFICATlON li"iTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S -----
PAGE 3 OF 4 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
vari?us nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell GryUs. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process The feed plant, Building C-410, was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (UO,) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF 4 or green 
salt. This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UFo (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processing 
buildings. The main processing buildings, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Product 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-315. 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, the 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems, flat roofs 
and exterior walls of transite panels On the first floor levels of C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-33:r'are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block and 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C-
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2,130,120 square feet or approximately 49 acres Buildings C-410, C-340, C-310, and C-315 are 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction and 
circular design. 

Building C-337 is a large processing bUilding which contains cascade machinery used in the gaseolls diffusion process. Constructed in 1954. Building C-337 is a 
two-story. rectangular plan building of steel frame construction. The building has a poured concrete foundation, a built-up flat roof and exterior wails of transite 
panels. The west fa~ade has an incised first floor section with the upper fa~ade supported by steel posts. The first floor has five entrance bays which have 
concrete block surrounds. Each entrance has original steel sliding track doors. The upper facade lacks fenestration except for three, metal exhaust vents and six 
pipes which connect at grade with large pipes extending to Building C-335. The west fayade also has three tie lines, C-335-337 A, B & C which connect with 
Building C-335. These tie lines are of corrugated steel construction and are supported by steel posts. 

The north fa<;ade has five garage bays which have original steel overhead track doors. Adjacent to each of the garage bays are pedestrian doors of original. two
light. steel and glass design. Between these entrances are continuous openings of rectangular, louvered steel vents. On the upper fa<;ade of the building are 
twelve projecting exhaust ducts with transite panels. On the upper fayade are also three pairs of steel exhaust panels. This elevation has two entrances on the 
upper fa<;ade with two-light steel and glass doors which are accessed by steel staircases 

The south fayade of the building is identical to the north fa<;ade which has five garage bays with original steel overhead track doors. Adjacent to each of the 
garage bays are pedestrian doors of original, two-light steel and glass design. BeDNeen these entrances are continuous openings of rectangular. louvered steel 
vents. On the upper fa<;ade of the building are twelve projecting exhaust ducts with transite panels. On the upper fa<;ade are also three pairs of steel exhaust 
panels. This elevation has two entrances on the upper fac;ade with two.light steel and glass doors which are accessed by steel staircases. The only variation is 
the central projecting bay on the firs! floor which has a garage bay with a two-panel, steel overhead track door and a PNo-light, steel and glass pedestrian door 

The east elevation of the building is also incised and has sleel posts supporting the upper fa<;ade. This fa~ade has two entrances set within concrete block 
surrounds and with sliding track steel doors. The upper fa.;:.ade lacks fenestration except for PNO steel exhaust fans. Attached on this fa<;ade is a two-story wing 
deSignated at C-337-A. a Feed Vaporization Facility built in 1960. This wing is composed of two sections; a one-story section of concrete block and a large. two
story section of steel frame. The two-story section has an exterior of transite and fiberglass panels. On the east fayade of this section is a garage bay with a steel 
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overhead track door. The one-story, concrete block wing has two entrances on the main (east) fa\(ade. The south bay entrance has an original, four-light, steel 
and glass door. The north bay entrance has ca. 1980, double doors of single-light. steel and glass design. On the north fa~de of this wing is a ca. 1980. single
light. steel and glass door. Attached to the south fa9Bde of Building C-337-A is a twenty-ton crane and track system for loading and unloading steel cylinders. To 
the south of this crane, the incised section of the main building is enclosed with steel panels. This creates a protected enclosure for the railroad track that 
extends into this area. 
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lNDI\lIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

"- '-.- '-- •• 'I. .. :-=-~'"-,H"'~~:': . .!C"""~~"~'.IC'o..I __ _ 

RESOURCE # MCN-132 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION --:::-_____ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey ManuaL DESTROYED -------

I. N,\ME OF RESOURCE (how determined): 

Paducah Gaseous DitTusion Plant 
Builuing No. C-337-;\ h;cu Vapori"alion Facility 

2. ADDRESSfLOCATION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway nOW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, Kentuckv 
Date: l'J7ii! Zone: __ 16_1 Accuracy:-.i:L.J 
Easting: 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Sitc Otrice 
P.O. Box 1410 
Pauucah, Kentuckv 42001 

< 

5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dcpartment of Encrgy 

8. INITIATION: _~3,--_i Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENT A TJONIRECO(fNlTION: 
Survey IIARSfH\ER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reterence 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,, __ I _O_I_B_! 
IndustriajiEngineering-extractive facility or site 
1 L CURRENI PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~I ___ . __ 0_/_8_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 

I I 9 ! 6 I 0 I 1960 
_____ estimated 

documented 
13. DATE Of MAJOR MU[)!FICA nONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
-""'!!-"!"""'-!U.""""'---_________ original 

/ X I steel frame subscquent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 8556 III 

Height t & 2 storv Width 
16. PLAN: 

Depth 

___ I ________________________ first 

__ I second 

third 
17. ')TYLISTre INfLUENCE: 

__ 1_·· _____ • tirst 
_____ • ___ I _________ second 

__ I tirst __ --'I second ___ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 ! continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 i I:onlinuous R ! puureu wncre!c replal:cmcnl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.£l.l'l:!£!@U?Il1fJL-:-__ -:-_______ original 

...sLI transite and tibcrglass panels replacement 

2 I. ROOF CONFfGURA TION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

22. CONDITION: G 

~/built-up 
6 I built-up 

in a state ur good rcpair 

23. MODIFICATION: _--,,-2_--,1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

original 
replacement 

COMMENTSIIIISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production fadlities' C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are direct!y involved in the gaseobs diffusion process. The feed plant, Building C-410, was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (UOl ) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF 4 or green 
salt. This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UF6 (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines Tie lines connect with all of the rnafn processmg 
buildings. The main processing bufldings, C-331 , C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Product 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-315, 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, the 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems, flat roofs 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block and 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C-
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2130,120 square feet or approximately 49 acres. Buildings C-410. C-340. C-310, and C-315 are 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction and 
circular design. " 

Attached on the east fa<;ade of C-337 is a two-stor; wing designated at C-337-A, a Feed Vaporization Facility built in 1960 This wing is composed of two 
sections; a one-story section of concrete block and a large, two-story section of steel frame. The two-story section has an exterior of transite and fiberglass 
panels. On the east fa<;ade of this section is a garage bay with a steel overhead track door. The one-story, concrete block wing has two entrances on the main 
(east) fa<;ade. The south bay entrance has an original, four-light, steel and glass door The north bay entrance has ca. 1980, double doors of single-light, steel 
and glass design On the north fat;:ade of this wing is a ca 1980. sing!e-hght, steel and glass door. Attached to the south fa<;ade of BUilding C-337 -A is a twenty
ton crane and track system for loading and unloading steel cylinders. To the south of this crane, the incised section of the main building is enclosed with steel 
panels. This creates a protected enclosure for the railroad track that extends into this area. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE /I MCN-133 
RELATED GROUP /I ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survev Manual. DESTROYED 

L NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): 
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-340 Metals Plant Complex/Powder Building D & D 
(C-}.tO-A, H. C, D, E) 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on eounty Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway oOW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. Kentucky 
Date: 1'1715 I Lone: __ 10_' _I Accuracy:~! 
Easting: ---'''--! _--,,--_. 

Northing:: ._4_1_1_/.-Jl._1 J_!_4_!_7_1_4_1 

4. O\\'NERIADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 

P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thoma~()n 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Departmcnt or Encrg\ 

15. IN1TIATION: _~3,--_1 R.:view and Compliance 

q. Ol1lER DOClfMENTATIONIRECOGNITlON: 
Surv.:y f-j;\RSiHAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NUL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _----'-__ I _0_1_!_3 _, 
IndustriallFngineering-extraclive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-1 ____ __ 0_1 _B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I _____ estimated 

I I 9 I 5 I 5 I 1955 documented 
13. DATE or M--\JOR MODlrtCA nON"': 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
~ X / steel and concrete 

X ! X / steel and concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 67428112 

Height 1-3 story Width Depth 
10. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ I __________________ first 

__ I second 
third 

_____ -'---______ tirst 
__ 1 _____ ____________ second 

third 

___ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R! poured concrete original 
2 j \.:onlinuous R! puured concn:tc n;placement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~i tnmsite panels 
~ transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

~ nat _6_/...!b~u!.!.illl:t-:3!u~p,--___ original 
~I flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: --,2,,--_' moderate 

23. MODIFICATION: 0 I not applicable 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ _ 
Write resource /I on back ofal! prints. 

COMMENTS/IIlSTORICAL INFORM/,\ TION: 

The majority of the buifdings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main proceSSing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative worK unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

*(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEr 
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PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2,1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large speoalty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear site~ around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architedural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process The feed plant, Building C-410, was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (U03 ) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to UOz through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF. or green 
salt This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF, into UF6 (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFa gas was sent from Buifding C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processing 
buildings. The main proceSSing buildings, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain eqUipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Product 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-315. 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300 the 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed ill rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems, flat roofs 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331 , C-333, C-335, and C-337 are entranceS"which have surrounds of concrete block and 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C-
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2,130120 square feet or approximately 49 acres. Buildings C-410 C-340 C-310, and C-315 are 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction and 
circular design. . 

Building C-340, The DOE Metals Plant Complex consists of seven interrelated buildings or wings completed in 1955. The building is presently undergoing 
decontamination prior to its demolition. The main section is a five-story, steel and concrete building. The building has a poured concrete foundation, a built-up. 
flat roof and an exterior of transite panels. On the west fa;;:ade on the first floor is an entrance with a sliding track steel door. On the upper fa;;:ade are louvered 
exhaust vents and six-fight fixed windows. On the north fa;;:ade of the building are large louvered vents and fixed, two-light steel windows The north fa<;:ade ha~ 
three wings which extend in a stepped progreSsion from the fa;;:ade. The four-story wing projects from the fa;;:ade of the building and has an exterior of transite 
panels. Above the four-story wing, on the main section are two pedestrian entrances on the fourth and fifth floors. These entrances have original two-light, stee 
and glass doors connected by a steel staircase. 

The three-story wing has a conveyor that connects with Building C-340-D. Extending from the roof of the three-stt3ry wing is a concrete bay with a gable meta 
roof and paired, twelve-light steel and glass windows. In the first floor of this wing on the west fa;;:ade is a garage door with an overhead track steel door. On the 
north fa;;:ade of tl1is wing is a pedestrian entrance with a two-light, steel and glass door. Also on the west fa;;:ade is an attached circular storage tank of holfow 
core tile. This tank rests on a raised concrete pier foundation. Attached on the north facade is a one-story wing with a flat, built-up roof. This wing has two garagE 
bay entrances on the west fa;;:ade with steel overhead track doors. The north fat;ade of this wing lacks fenestration except for rectangular louvered vents. The 
east fa;;:ade of the building has three pedestrian entrances located in the one and two-story wing with original two-light. steel and glass doors. The remainln~ 
fenestration on the one- and two- story wings on this fa;;:ade has rectangular, louvered vents. 

In the upper fayade of the ftfth-story section of this fa<;:ade are rectangular louvered vents. Attached to the south fa<;:ade of the two-story section is a one-stor; 
concrete block wing. This wing has original twelve-light steel windows. These windows have a central four-light hinged panel and severa! windows have adde( 
metal panels. On the south fa;;:ade of this wing are eight window bays and an entrance with an original two-light steel and glass door. The south fayade of thE 
five-story section lacks fenestration on the upper facades. The first floor has two, garage bays with overhead steel track doors. On the east fa;;:ade of the two 
story wing is a garage bay with an overhead steel track door. 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-l33 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S :---__ 
PAGE OF 4 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-9t-4) 

Building C-340-0 is attached to C340 complex via a conveyor system. Building C-340-0 is a one-story, pre-fabricated metal building The building has a poured 
concrete foundation. a gable roof of crimped metal and an exterior of crimped metal panels. On the east and west facades are fixed. nine-light. steel and glass 
windows. The west fa~ade has a pedestrian entrance which has been enclosed with a solid steel door. The west fa~ade also displays large louvered exhaust 
vents. The north fa"ade has a nine-light, steel and glass window and a pedestrian entrance with a sbc-light and single panel steel and glass door. On the east 
fa~de is a large enclosed steel conveyor system which is attached to the west fa~de of Building C-340. On the east faGade is also a garage bay with paired 
sliding track steel doors. On the south faGade of the building is a garage bay entrance with sliding track steel doors. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FOR!Vl 
(KHC 2002-1) 

Kt:'UUKLI:, Ft MLN-U4 

RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ----
SHPO EV ALUA TION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survev Manual. DESTROYED 

\ME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paoucah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Builuing No. C-342 Ammonia Dissol:ialor Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TlON: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
us. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 
Easting: 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0_1_&_ --'-_.' _-'---" 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 14/0 
Paducah. Kentuckv 4200 I , 

5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thoma.~()n 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department or Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-",-3 __ 1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER OOCUMENTA TlON/RECOGNITION: 

A 

Survey HABS/H'\ER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

ler: 
.,eport Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY rUNCTlON: _~ __ ; _0_1 _B_/ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _''--__ I~! _B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive f.1cility or site 
12. CONSTR UCTION DATE: --'2'--_________ estimated 

1 I 9 ! 5 3 1 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF NV\JOR MODlfrCA nON';;: 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

__________________ first 
___________________ second 

third 
17. STYL!5TIC INfLt:ENCE: 

_________________ first 
_____ • ____ . _________ second 

third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
[YPE MATERIAL 

R ! poured concrete original 
2 i cuntinuous R i poured I:oncn:le replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~/ concrete block 
o I concrete block 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA nON/COVERING: 
CONFIGURA nON COVERING 

original 
replacement 

~-"tl""a",-t __ 
~/t1at 

~!built-up 

6 I bu1lt-up 
original 
replacement 

22. CONDlTlON: ~G,--_./ In a state of good rcpair 

23. MODlFICATION: _-=-2_----11 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ ....c/ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

C01\fMENTSrf HSTORICl\L 'NFORMA nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 113 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifi~tions 

*(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPQRT RESOURCES: ~TE PLA~ K.tY 

Building 342-A Ammonia Dissociator Building 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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LUUNI Y MeL rae Ken 

RESOURCE # MCN-134 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S :-:::-_-,:--
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2.1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The firs! process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large speCialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell GryUs. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred 10 as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projecls elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102). the steam plant (Building C·600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C· 7 46-A and S, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

Building C-342 is a one-story. concrete block building. It has a poured concrete foundation. a flat. built-up roof and exterior walls of concrete block. On the main 
(W) fa<;ade is a central bay entrance with original. three-panel steel double doors. Flanking this entrance are thirty-light, fixed steel windows with concrete sills. 
Also at the corners of Ihis building are secondary entrances each with three-panel, original steel doors. At the roofline is a steel railing around the perimeter of 
the building. On the east fa<;ade is an entrance with an original two-light. steel and glass door. This fa<;ade also has steel louvered vents. On the west facade is 
an entrance with paired, six-light. steel and glass doors. This fa<;ade also has two louvered steel vents. The south fagade lacks fenestration. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
lKHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-136 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVAlUATION _____ _ 
SIIPO EVALVA TION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I, NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-342-8 Ammonia Dissol;ialor Tank Shelter 

2. ADDRESSIlOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 197!! I Zone: _1_6_i Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 14\0 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER! AFFfLlA TION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department or Encrg.' 

8. INITIATION: _-,"-3 __ ,1 Review and Compliance 

q OTHER OOCUMENT A TlON/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HABS/HAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10, ORIGINAL PRIlVLARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ I _0_1 _B_ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
I L CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,--I ___ ,I ~ _B_/ 
Industrial/Engineering-cxtractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: _Ic--________ estimated 

I I 9 I 7 f 2 I 1972 documcnted 
D. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_X_/~-,s",-te",e,-,-I ___________ original 

X ; X ! steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: Tank Area 2304 ftl 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

___ / __________________________________ fi~t 

__ I second 
I third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ 1 __________ 1 _____________ tirst 

__ I ; ___ I second 

third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I tirst __ --' second ___ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

R I poured concrete original 
R j poured concrelc replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~I transite £lands 
..JLJ transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERJNG 

original 
replacement 

--.-JLJ Hat _3_' transite panels original 
~I flat 8 I transite panels replacement 

22. CONDITION: -",G,----,! In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _,...,2,,--_,1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ ---' __ 1 ______ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSfHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages, The 
plant has a design capacity of 11,3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work. unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-136 
GROUP # ________ -:c--__ -~ 

IDENTlFICA TION __ INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

tKHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'· century~ The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
bUSiness today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP~ Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

Building C-342-8 is a one-story, steel building construction to shelter cylindrical ammonia tanks. This building is raised above the tanks by steel posts which rest 
on concrete piers. The tanks are set within a rectangular concrete basin. The building has walls and a roof of transite panels~ On the south fa9ade is a steel 
staircase which leads to an entrance containing a steel door. Within this structure are two ammonia tanks. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1 ) 

RESOURCE # MCN-\37 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EVALUA-=T:::--IO-N----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 __ 1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-350 Drying Agent Storage Building 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1 'J7K j Zone: _'_6 _I Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: _3 _'_3_'_8_'_8_1 __ 5 _'_5_1 

Northing: _4_1_1_I_O __ I_8_C4 __ '_7 _'_5_. 
4. OWNERIADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. HELD RECORDERIAFFIUATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

K. INITIATION: _..=.3_--,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DQClfMFNTATIONfRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSfHAER 

K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--'-_---'I _O_I_B_I 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: .........,I'---__ .I_O_I_B_I
Industrial/Engincering-cxtractivc facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 _____ estimated 

I I 9 I 7 i 3 f 1973 documented 
13. DATE Of MAJOR MODlFICATIONS: 

_--1 ___ ----_--------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_P_I_I _I concrete block 

P I 1 I concrete block 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1570 ft1 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ , __________________________________ fi~t 
__ I __________________________________ sccond 

I W~ 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ 1 ______ ; ___ I ________________ first 

__ I ___ I second 

third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 I continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 j eontinuuus R { poured com::rt:lc replaccmenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
12-1 concrete hlock 
o I concrete block 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

_P_I""s",h""ed,,-_ 
P I shed 

__ 6 __ ' built-up 
6 I built-up 

original 
replacement 

22. CONDITION: .....>oG!..-_/ln astatc of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-,2=--~1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ .....: __ 1 _____ _ 

Write resource # on back orall prinlo;;. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL IN FORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCrack.en 
RESOURCE # MCN-137 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _L"iTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O~F--~3-- PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process bUildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C· 
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added. and construction was completec 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large speCialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giftels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area Cn to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C·101 and C·102), the steam plant (Building C-(00), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

C-350 is a one-story building of wncrete block construction built in 1973. It is composed of two separate buildings connected by pipes below the roofline 80th 
buildings have poured concrete foundations, built-up, shed roofs and exterior walls of concrete block. The east building has two entrances; the east bay has an 
original. single-light glass and wood door and the west bay has original double door of single-light steel and glass design. There are two windows on this f~de; 
one is a fixed, two-light steel design and the other is a fixed. four-light steel design. On the east fa~de are two entrances with original, single-light, steel and 
glass doors. There are three windows on the south fa~de of four-light, fixed steel design. On the west fa<;ade are two, single-light. steel and glass doors. The 
west building contains a large chemical tank. On the east fa~de of the building is a three-light, steel and glass door. The south fa<;ade of the building has three, 
four-light. fixed steel windows. There is no fenestration on the north fa<;ade. On the west fat;ade is a three-light, steel and glass door. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-\) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-138 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EVALUA-=T=-=[O::-::-N-' ---

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey ManuaL DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennincd): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-36O & C-360-A Tull Transfer ami Sampling Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCA nON: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Uatc: lY71$ 
Easting: ~"--! _L--f _-",-_, _-"-....' 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0_1_8_1_4_1_7_1_5_1 

4. OW"NERIADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFIUATION: Phil Thoma-;on 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR:Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-",3_-,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTI rER DOCUMENTA lION/RECOGNITION: 
___ Survey HARS!HAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Rethence 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-----,-__ I _O_I_B_/ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _.!...I __ ....:1 _O_I_B_I 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: I I _____ estimated 

I 1 9 I 8 I 2 I 1982 documented 
13. DATE or MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_X_I ~I prefabricated steel 

X I X I prefabricated steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 17800 fi2 

Height 1 & 2 story Width 
16. PLAN: 

Depth 

original 
subsequent 

__ I _________________ first 

__ I second 
/ ili~ 

17. STYLISTIC INrLUENCE: 
__ I ___ I _________ Tlrst 

__ I . ; ___ I second 

__ / first __ --.:/ second __ ---'I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
1YPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R ! poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete replat.:cment 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-=.--"_=~=",,-,,-____________ original 
..!2....! steel panels replacement 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~lsidegabk 

A I side gable 
_6_1 built-up 

6 ! built-up 
original 
replacement 

22. CONDITION: ~G,--..........!/ In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-,2=--~1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: _____ I _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/1 [lSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

-(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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LUUNTY Mc<..:racken 
RESOURCE # MCN-138 
GROUP#_=_---:--

IDENTIFICATION INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction ofthe first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erecti, 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge al 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secol 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completl 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atom 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design an 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at th 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work , 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 an 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office an 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains i 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteri: 
and hospital (Buildings C-l01 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large an. 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

Building C-360 and C-360-A is a pre-fabricated, steel building erected in 1982 and composed of two sections; a large two-story storage area and a one-stor 
administration wing. The building has a built-up, gable roof, exterior walls of steel panels and a poured concrete foundation. The administration wing has a mail 
entrance on the north fayade. This entrance has a single-light, steel and glass door. A secondary entrance on this fayade has double doors of single-light, stee 
and glass design. Windows on thisJayade are fixed, single-light design This wing has two, wall air conditioning units on the west fayade. The riVo-story sectior 
has a large garage bay on the west fayade with an overhead track steel door. Adjacent to this entrance is a large rectangular, louvered, steel vent. On the soutt 
facade is a garage bay with an overhead track door. Also on the east and north facades are overhead track garage bay doors. On the east fayade of thE 
administration wing is a garage bay with an overhead track door and a pedestrian door of single-light, steel and glass design. 
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KEN11JCKY HISTORlC RESOURCES 
INDfVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNfY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-140 
RELATED GROUP # ____ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~T-IO-N------

For instruction, see the Kentuckv Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-400 Cleaning Building & C-400-A Emergency 
Power for Critical Alanns 
2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: _1_6 _, Accuracy: A I 
Easting: _3_'_3 _/_8_'_8_1_5_/~1 

Northing: _4_'_1_1_0 _1_8 _/_4_1_7 _'_5 _I 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
p.o. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

- 1NIT1A TION: _..::.3_-,' Review and Compliance 

HER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
Survey HABSIHAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

lO. ORlGINAL PRlMARY FUNCTION: _---"-1 _-.:'_0_1 ..JL...j 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,,-1 __ .1_0_1 _B_' 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ! ____ estimated 

1 I 9 , 5 I 4 I 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

_2_' concrete block wing addition 

14. CONSTRUCTION !vfETHODIMATERlAL: 
PIX I OIX I concrete and steel 
PIX 10IX/ concrete and steel 

15. DIMENSIONS: 116140 ft2 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_________________________ frrst 
____________________ second 

I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_________ ' __ --;-______ fIrst 
________ ' _________ second 

I ~d 

lTYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
. fIrst second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERlAL 

C , continuous R lpoured concrete original 
C 1 continuous R lpoured concrete replacement 

20. PRlMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~ concrete and transite panels 
.§!QI concrete and transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~ flat _6_/ built-up original 

original 
replacement 

~ flat 6 'built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: F' under maintained 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -:' __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORlCAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1 ,SOO enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PIAN KEY 

Building C-400-A Emergency Power for Critical Alarms 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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RESOURCE # MCN-140 
GROUP#==-:::--=-=

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, 
C-310, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950$. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design anc 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work ai 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940$ and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less' security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950$ the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment, to support building maintenance, and overaD plant operations. 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of proCess eqUipment. Sections of 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the equipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

C-400 is a large, one-story building of steel and concrete construction built in 1952. The building has a concrete foundation and a flat roof of built-up roofing 
material. The exterior walls are of concrete to approximately six to seven feet above grade. The remaining portion of the upper fayade is of transite panels. On 
the east fayade of the building is an original one-story, concrete wing and a ca. 1970, concrete block wing. The concrete block wing has fixed, single-light 
aluminum and glass windows and two entrances with single-llght steel and glass door. The original concrete wing has an original two-light, steel and glass door 
on the south fayade. The concrete wing on this fayade has six, large, steel exhaust stacks. The upper rayade of the east elevation is composed of a large 
window wall. This window wall contains four rows of fifteen-light and ten-light steel windows. These windows are fixed except for six-light hinged panels which 
allow for air circulation in the building. At the roofline is a flat parapet wall with metal coping. 

On the east fa«ade of the one-story wing on the east elevation is an original two-light, steel and glass door. The east rayade of the main section of the building 
has a garage bay near th,~.llOrtheast comer of the building which features a steel, roll-up door. 

The north fa<;:ade of the building has a lower fa<;:ade of concrete and an upper fayade of transite panels. This fayade has four garage bays with original, steel and 
glass overhead track doors. This fa<;:ade also has five pedestrian doors of single-light and two-light steel and glass design. On the upper fayade, the east half of 
the fa<;:ade contains a window wall of two rows of fifteen-light and ten-light, steel and glass design windows. These windows have central hinged, four-light and 
six-light panels. The west section of the upper fa«ade is of transite panels and lacks fenestration. The west fayade of the building is similar to the east fa«8de 
except that it lacks any wings. This fa<;:ade has three errtrances with original, two-light, steel and glass doors. The upper fayade has a large window wall 
composed of three rows of ten-light and fifteen-light windows. Above the windows and below the roofline are transite panels. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-141 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EVALUA-=T-IO~N----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-402 Lime House 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway /lOW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 i Zone: _1_6 _I Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: _3 _1_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_1--.-LJ 

Northing: _4_1_'_1_0_'_8_1_4_1_7_1_5_1 

4. OW'NERI ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFTL!ATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-,,3 __ 1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTA nON/RECOGNITION: 
___ Survey HABS/HAER 

K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY flJ'NCTION: __ ---'-___ / _O_I_B_/ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _.;..1 __ -,/_0_1 _B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: --=2,--_, _______ estimated 

I . I 9 IS! 0 I 1950 documented 
U. DATE Of MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_P_I-1LJ reinforced concrete 

P ! 0 I reinforced concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1742 ft2 

Height I storv Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ I __________________ first 
__ 1 ______________________ second 

I ilii~ 

17. STYLISTIC INfLUENCE: 
__ I ___ I __________ first 
__ I ; ___ I second 

___ ---'I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE ,MATERIAL 
2 1 continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 j continuuus R / poured concrete rcplaccmenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~I smooth poured concrete 

S / smooth poured concrete 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFrGURA TION COVERING 
~i nat _6_1 built-up original 

original 
replacement 

-..SLJ tlat 6 / built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: --",G,-----,/ln a ~latc of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: _____ I _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/I HSTORICAL INFOM-tA TION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's proceSsing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES; SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location ofresourcc) 
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~UU1" 1 I IVlc~raCKen 

RESOURCE # MCN-141 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O~F~~3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectior 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-31O, Purge anc 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C· 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the seconc 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete<: 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the deSign and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGOP Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

Building C-402 is a one-story lime House of reinforced concrete construction built in 1950. The building has a concrete foundation, a flat, built-up roof and 
exterior walls of smooth concrete. On the main (S) fa~de is an entrance with original double doors of two-light, steel and glass design. Above the entrance is a 
steel, louvered vent. This entrance is accessed by a concrete and steel staircase and concrete loading dock platform. On the east, west and north facades are 
Original, nine-light, fIXed steel windows with concrete sills. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTYM~C~~~""-<~~ 

RESOURCE # MCN-142 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EVALUA-T-lO-N----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-403 NeulraliLing Pit 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Dale: 1978 I Zone: _16_1 Accuracy: _A __ I 
fasting: _3_1_3_'_8_1_8_/-L/_5_1 

Northing: _4_1_'_1_0_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFIUA TION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIA TlON: _-,,-3 __ ,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOClfMFNTAIION!RECOGNITlON: 
Survey HABSIHAER 
K Y Land Local Land 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 1 continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 / continuous R! poured concrete replacemenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..sL.-I canvas tent 
..sL.-1 canvas tent 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFfGUR..<\ TION COVERING 
_U_I ___ _ _0_1 ____ original 

original 
replacement 

_0_' replacement 

22. CONDITION: --"G,-' __ ,I In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-,2=--_1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVEFILE#: __ ~ __ , _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

"-" ' .. , NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _----" __ ,1_0_1 __ 8_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _;.-1 ___ ,1_0_1 __ 8_1 
Industrial/Enginecring-extractivc facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I _____ estimated 

1 I 9 1 5' I 3 i 1953 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODlFrCATlONS: 

14. CONSTR UCnON METl IOD/MA TERIAL: 
_JS .. _I._li_J concrete and canvas tent 

X / X I concrete and canyas tent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 900 If 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

__ I 
__ I 

I 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

I ___ I 

I ;---' --' 

/ third 

documented 

original 
subsequent 

first 
second 
third 

first 
second 

COMMENTS/f IISTORICAL INFO Rr-.,-\A nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main procesSing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's prOCessing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE METHODMATERIAL 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-142 
GROUP # ____ _ 

IDENTlFICA TION li'lTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ----
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erecti( 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-41 0/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge ar 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and ( 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secor 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15,1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomi 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design an, 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at th, 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work c 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 an 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office an' 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls The firm remains i 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa 
referred to as "Kentucky Area Cn to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "c" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP Support buildings include the cafeteri 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large an 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732J. 

Building C-403 is a rectangular, at-and-below-grade concrete-lined neutralizing pit. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2oo2~t) 

RESOURCE # MCN- \ 43 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Hi!>loric Resources Survey Manual. 
SfiPO EV ALlJATION 
DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-405 Cuntaminated ikms Indneralur 

2. ADDRESS!l_OCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
OaLe: 1973 ! Zone: ~ Accuracy: A 
Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_1-L/ 

Northing: _7_1.i...J 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dcpartment of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-=-3 __ ,1 Review and Compliance 

9, OTHER DOCUMENTATIONfRECOGNITION: 
___ Survey HARS/HAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ ,1_0_1_8_ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
1 L CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _,,-I __ ....if ..sLJ _B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I _____ estimated 

I / 9 I 5 I 2 I 1952 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIfICA lION,,): 

----_1----_--_------------------
----_1----_--------------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERJAL: 
_X_' -X-I concrete and steel 

X I X I concrete and steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1010 fi2 

Height I stOry Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

I __ I 

__ I 
I 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

___ I 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first / second third 

original 
subsequent 

first 
second 
third 

tirst 
second 
third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R! poured concrete original 
2 I conlinuuu!; R i pouTcd concn.:lc replacemcnl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...Q....! transite panels 
...Q.J transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFlGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
__ P_I shed _8_1 transite original 

original 
replacement 

P ! shed 8 I transite replacement 

22. CONDITION: ,....:,G:...., __ I Tn a statc of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: __ ...,2=-----" Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ ' 1 ______ -

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSlIllSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The planfs processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative worlt unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTlON 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy ofrnap showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE# MCN-143 
GROUP # .:-:-----:--:--___ -

IDENTlFICA TlON __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectior 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge an( 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secon< 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete( 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 anc 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office anc 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains ir 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa~ 
referred to as "Kentucky Area Cn to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP Support buildings include the cafeteric 
and hospital (Buildings C-l01 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large anc 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732J. 

C-405 is a one-story incinerator building completed in 1952 The building has a poured concrete foundation, an exterior of transite panels and a shed roo 
transite. On the main (N) fa~de are two garage bays with overhead track, four-light, steel and glass doors. On the west fa~de is a pedestrian door of single 
light transite and steel design. A window on this fa~de is of six-light, steel and glass, awning design. The east fa~de has similar fenestration. On the soull 
fa~de are two, twelve-light. steel and glass windows with insert four-light awning panels. 

KENTUCKY HERrT AGE 



K..tN 1 UCK. Y til::> 1 UKlC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-I44 
RELATED GROUP # ____ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N-----

F or instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-406 Trichloroethylene Storage Tank 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UIM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: ---1LI Accuracy: A 1 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_1_1_1_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _1_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNlTIA TION: _-",3 __ 1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Oilier: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 ~ -'L-I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 I .JLJ JLJ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 '1953 estimated 

1 I 9 I 5 I 3 , 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
~'-XJ....:st",ee""7-1 __________ original 

X I X 1 steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 6015 gallons 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

--iLl cylindrical fIrst 
__ I ____________________ second 

I third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

____ , ___ , ________ ftrst 
______ -' _________ second 

/ 7 third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

fIrst second _-----11 third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 , continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~~stee~I~ ______________ original 

~ steel replacement 
21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 

CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-..iL/ flat _8_1 steel original 
-..iLl flat 8 / steel replacement 

22. CONDmON: G 1 In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _ ..... 2_--" Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: 1 __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1 ,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

tg 

1 

\ f 

" I ~ 

FUNCTION 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-144 
GROUP # -------

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the foHowing process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Buudlng; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333. 
C-310. and C-315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the firs! product was Withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
With the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added. and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomi. 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a Wide range of design an. 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at th, 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff With security clearances, they were selected to continue their work a 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 an 
was a major design company of the 2(jh century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office an 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains i 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix 'C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGDP to hold various chemicals such as nitric acid (C-407) , trichloroethylene (C-406). and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam plant (Building 600). 

Building C-406 is a storage tank that was erected to contain trichloroethylene. This 6015-gallon tank is located adjacent to Building C-400 and was used 1 
contain chemicals assisting in the cleaning of machinery. The steel tank is cylindrical In form and rests on a concrete foundation and piers. 
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.t<..hN 1 U\. . ..J\ .. I .f'U..:J 1\J1.'\..J."--' 1.:'-1 ... 1J'-"'\.J ... '-_ ............. 

INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1 ) 

RESOURCE II MCN-145 
RELATED GROUP 11 ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N-------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-407 Nitric Acid Storage Tank 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: -.lLI Accuracy: A 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 

Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: DepartmemofEnergy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNITIA TION: _.;<.3_...;' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTA TIONIRECOGNITlON: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-L._--" -.JU JLI 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II'CURRENTPRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 '_0_' JLI 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ,_---estimated 

1 , 9' 5 I 3 , 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

_--1--_--_--_----------------_--1------_--_----------------
14. CONSTRUCTIONMETHODIMATERIAL: 

~-1lJ~stcre~I __________________ ori~ 
X I X I &reI subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 11000 gallons 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
..slJ cylindrical first 
__ I ___________________________ second 

I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
____ , ___ . ____________ fIrst 
_____ , ___ , ____________ second 

I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first second _---', third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R , poured concrete ori~ 
2 , continuous R , poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..fLlsteel 
-9..J steel 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
... ..JLJ flat _8_' steel original 

original 
replacement 

~I flat 8 I steel replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=2,--.....:1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE II: __ , _____ _ 
Write resource II on back of aU prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the bUildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of /Ioor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1 ,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if fl25 was answered) 

FUNCTION 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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LVUl~ I I lVlCLraCken 

RESOURCE # MCN-145 
GROUP#==-:------:-_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S :--__ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production faciftties: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control BuHding. The first process buildings. C-331, C-333. 
C-310. and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buHdings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2O'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGDP to hold various chemicals such as nitric acid (C-407), trichloroethylene (C-406), and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam plant (Building 600). 

Building C-407 is a storage tank for nitric acid and is located to the west of Building C-400. The tank was designed to hold 11 ,000 gallons of nitric acid for use in 
the cleaning of equipment within Building C-400. The steel tank is cylindrical in form and rests on a concrete foundation with concrete piers. 
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INDIVIDUAL SIJRVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVALUATION _______ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-408 50-Tun Trw.:k Sl:aic 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TlON: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 f Zone: _1_6_' Al:curacy: --,A~--, 
Easting: _3_'_3_'_8_1_8_' __ )_-_1_5_' 

Northing: _7_'_5_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. nox 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER! AFFlIjA TlON: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Enl:rgy 

8. INITIATION: _-,,-3 __ ,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONlRECOGNITION: 
Survey HARS/HAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~ __ I_O_/ _B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _.!-I __ --'I _O_I_B_! 
(ndustrialfEnginccring-cxtractivc t;lcility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: I ! ___ ~_ estimated 

I I 9 I 6 I 3 I 1963 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

I 

-----------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 

_P_I_l _, concrete block 
P ! 1 / concrete block 

15. DIMENSIONS: 130 fi2 
Height 1 stoG' Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ I _______________________________ fi~ 
_____________________ second 

third 
\7. STYLISTIC INFLliENCE: 

__ ,_____ tirst 
_____ ,; ___ I __________ second 

third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first f second ___ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 / conlinuous R i pourcd concrcle replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.sLJ copcrete hlock 
o I concrete block 

21. ROOF CONPfGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURA nON COVERING 
.......Q..j nat _6 __ 1 built-up original 

original 
replacement 

~ flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: ---"G'----_.I In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 ! Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ __ 1 _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL IN FORMA nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing faciliti~s were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work. unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SrrE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-146 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410f420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C .. to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number Of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-600). and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

Building C-408 was constructed in 1963 and is of concrete block construction and houses weighing equipment for a 50-ton truck scale. The building has a 
poured concrete foundation, a flat, built-up roof and exterior walls of concrete block. On the main (N) fa<tllde is an entrance with an original, two-light. steel and 
glass door. This fa<tllde also has a twelve-light, fixed steel window. On the west and east facades are twelve-light, steel windows with inset four-light awning 
panels. The south fa«ade lacks fenestration. Below the windows are concrete block sills. In front of the building is a rectangular concrete pan containing a 
concrete and steel truck scale. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

.~~~v""~~" ~"':'-:'_=''-''~''-''-'-' __ _ 

RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ----
SIIPO EVALUATION ___ __ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detcnnincd): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-409 Slabili/.ation Building 

2. ADDRESSlLOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.s. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 197!1 I Zone: _1_6 _I Accuracy: ---,A,-,-_ 
Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_1_5_1 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0_'_8_1_4_1_7_1_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Ot1iee 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. TNITIA TION: _-,,-3 __ l Review and Compliance 

Q. OTHER DOCUMENTATlONiRECOGNlTION: 
__ Survey 

KY Land 
NR 

___ HAI1SillAER 
___ Local Land 
___ NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-__ I_O_I_B_I 
IndustriallEngineering-extraetive facility or site 
Ii. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: ---'I>--__ ,I_O_I_B_I 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or sitc 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: I I _____ cstimated 

I I 9 I 7 I 6 f 1976 documented 
13. DATE Of MAJOR MODIfICATIONS: 

----1--_--_----------------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODtrvI.ATERIAL: 
-==""'-'==.,,="'--__________ original 

subsc uent 

Depth 

.....Q! rectangular first 
__ I ________________________________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INfLUENCE: 

l ________ ; _~~ __ I ____________ first 
__ I ; ___ I second 

____ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 ! continuous R 1 poured concrete original 
2 I cuntinuuus R i pOUTed concrete rcplaccrn<;;nl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..Q..! vertical metal panels 
SLJ vertical metal panels 

2l. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

-.i1...J side gable __ 7_1 standing metal seam original 
A I side gable 7 I standing metal seam replacement 

22. CONDITION: ----",G,------,I In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ 1 _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

*(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26, SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27, MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-147 
GROUP# ________ __ 

lDENTlFICA TlON __ INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction ofthe first phase began January 2,1951, and included erectiol 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant: C-310, Purge am 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secon( 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was complete( 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Gry!ls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area Cn to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "c" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGOP Support buildings include the cafeteric 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102). the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large anc 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

The Stabilization Building (C-409) was erected in 1976 and is a one-story, rectangular plan, pre-fabricated building. It has a poured concrete foundation, a gabl. 
roof of crimped metal panels and an exterior of vertical metal panels. The south fa<;ade has two garage bays with overhead track steel doors Adjacent to th~ 
garage doors are pedestrian of three-light steel and glass design. On the east fa<;ade of the building is a shed roof wing. On the south fa<;ade of this wing is c 
two-light steel and glass door. On the east fa<;ade there is no fenestration except for a single-light steel and glass door. 

The north fa<;ade has two garage bays with large steel overhead track doors. Adjacent to these entrances are pedestrian entrances with three-light steel an( 
glass doors. On this favade is also a shed roof wing with three-light steel and glass doors on the east and west facades. Also this fac;;ade is a transformer arei 
enclosed by a chain link fence and concrete block wall. Windows in the shed roof wing are fixed, single-light steel design Attached on the west fac;;ade is a smal 
concrete block wing. This fa<;ade lacks fenestration. 
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KENTUCK. Y HI:"> I \.JKI'-, ""-'c,"u"~~,, 

INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-148 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUA nON _____ _ 

SHPO EV ALUATION ___ ~ 
For instruction. see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how dctcnnined): 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-41O h:cd Plant Complex lC-4W-I. C-411. C-420) 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: [Ieath. Kentucky 
Date: IY7S! Zone: __ 16_1 Accurac}: -.-!::L.! 
Easting: 

Northing: _4_1_1_'_0_'_8_1_4_1_7_1_4_1 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site OtTice 

P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _...,,3 __ 1 Review and Compliance 

9. ern IFR DOCUMENTA nON/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HABS/HAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NIlL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-__ ,! _0_1 _B_/ 
IndustrialfEnginecring-extractivc facility or sitc 

11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-I _----' _0 I _B_1 
Industrial/Enginccring-cxtractivc facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , _____ estimatcd 

1 i 9 I 5 I 3-7 I 1953-57 documented 
13. DATE OF M.AJOR MODIFICA nONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_X_I -L! rcinforccd concrete and steel 

X 'X I reinforced concrete and steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 128869 ft2 

Height 2 story Width Depth 
t6.PLAN: 

___ I _________________________________ fi~t 

___ I second 
third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
.' ___________ ...: ______________ tirst 
_____ ___ I second 

third 

19. FOlJNTIATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 .I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R i poured conl-Tele replaccmcnl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-ilJ transite panels 
....QJ transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.JJ.......1-=t1,.,at'---__ 
~ flat 

_6_1 built-up 
6 I built-up 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

22. CONDITION: P/R I in process of dec on tam ina lion prior to 
demolition 
23. MODlFlCATION: _ .... 2"--_,/ moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVEFILE#: _____ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back orall prints. 

COMMENTS!I nSTORICAL INFORMA nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

*(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-148 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENT[FICA nON __ UITENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included ereciio 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge an. 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secon, 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design ane 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work a 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 an< 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office anc 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains ir 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa! 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process. The feed plant. Building C-410, was completed in 1953 an( 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (UO,) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the tOI 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers, It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF 4 or greel 
salt. This product was then chemically "cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UFs (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichmen 
system. 

The UFo gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing 'buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processin! 
buildings. The main processing buildings, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 contain eqUipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-23: 
through the gaseous diffusion process. Once sufficiently enriched, the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310, the Purge and Produc 
Building Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-31 ~ 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, th 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations, steel structural and support systems. flat roof 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331 , C-333, C-335, and C-337.a·re entrances which have surrounds of concrete block an 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1,029,120 square feet, or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C 
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2.130,120 square feet or approximately 49 acres Buildings C-410. C-340, C-310, ;;Ino C-315 ar 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building, C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction an 
circular design. 

The C-410 Feed Plant complex was constructed in a series of phases between 1953 and 1957. The main C-410 building and its expansions were designed b 
Singmaster & Breyer, Engineers of New York. The original section of the complex constructed in 1953 consists of the existing central portion of C-41 0, the H 
neutralization building (Building C-410-C), the neutralization (sludge) lagoon (C-410-B), a hydrogen holding tank, a concrete holding basin (C-410-E) and four H 
storage tanks (C-410-F. -G, -H, and -J) After placing the building in operation it was determined that its original size was inadequate and the building W;J 

expanded to the east and west in 1954 and 1955. The east expansion was built to contain two additional cell rooms and related operations while the we! 
expansion was built as a hopper storage area" During these years a second phase east expansion was also constructed which held an additional cell room ar 
transformer room. In 1956, Building C-420 was constructed consisting of a multi-story tower of steel framing and a one-story concrete block wing The Giffels 
Vallet, Inc. of Detroit designed Building C-420. Another addition, Building C-411, was added to the east fa~de of the complex in 1957 to house a CE 
maintenance area. 

The C-410 Complex is located in a central position among the main processing buildings The Complex served as a feed plant for the cascade diffusion sysb¥ 
Within the Complex, workers converted a powder form of uranium into a gas, which the cascade diffusion process requires. In 2002, an environmental stu( 
concluded that the C-410 Complex had a high contamination level of radioactive material and the facility posed a potential health risk to workers and the gene! 
public Practically all parts of the facility were contaminated, and adaptive reuse of the buildings and structures of the C-41 0 Complex was not feasible. tn 200 
Thomason and Associates completed documentation for this complex in accordance with guidelines set forth by the Kentucky Heritage Council (SHPO). Tt 
documentation is contained in the report, 'Cultural Resource Survey and National Register Assessment, C-401 Complex, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Pial 
McCracken County, Kentucky. n The Department of Energy is presently undertaking the decontamination and decommissioning of the complex to diminish hea 
risks to PGDP workers and the surrounding public. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

I:{I:.,::'UUKLtlf MLI'I-14~ 

RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EV ALUA-=T=-IO=-=N-::-----

For instruction. see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

J. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4_1 

Paducah GIlSI.'Ous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-415 Et:ed Planl Storage Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
US Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: IIJ7!S I Zone: _16_1 Aceuracy: --,A:->-_, 
Easting; _3_1_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_'_5_1 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECOROER/AFFIUATION: Phil Thoma.·ion 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Oeparlmcnl of Encrgy 

8, INITIATION: _"",3_-,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCUMENTATlONlRECOGNI1ION: 
' ___ Survey 

KY Land 
NR 

___ HABSIHAER 
___ Local Land 
___ NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMAR Y FUNCTION; _---'-__ 1_0_1 _B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
1 L CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _,,-I __ ~f ...!L-/_B_I 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1 I _____ estimated 

I I 9 I 6 I 0 I 1960 documented 
13. DATE or MAJOR MO[)[FlC A nONS; 

_--1 __ ----_-------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METI IOD/MA TERIAL: 
_X_I-LI prefabrieated steel 

X I X I prefabricated steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 3666 ft2 

Height 1 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ I _________________ first 

__ I second 
third 

17, STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ I ___ 1 _________ first 
__ I _____ ; ___ J _________ second 

__ I first __ ---if second ___ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 1 continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 i continuous R j poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.sL..! vertical metal panels 
..Q.j verticaf metal panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

-i!L.! side gable _7_1 standing metal seam original 
A I side gable I standing metal seam replacement 

22. CONDITION: --"oG,-----,/ln a slate of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-'2=------:' Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: _____ 1 ______ _ 

Write resource # on baek of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMA nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's procesSing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUA n?N PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-149 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY mSTORlC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with securily clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number 6f the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital {Buildings C-101 and C-102}, the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-74o-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

Building C-415 is a one-story, pre-fabricated, steel storage building. It has a poured concrete foundation, a gable roof of corrugated metal and an exterior of 
vertical steel panels. On the main (south) fa~ade is a garage bay with an original, sliding track overhead steel door. The pedestrian door on this fa~ade has an 
original, steel and glass door. In the gables, on the east and west facades are louvered steel vents. The north facade lacks fenestration. At the roofline are two 
circular exhaust vents. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-I50 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~n~O~N~------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual, DESTROYED 

I. NAfvfE OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4_f 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-531-1 Switch House 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road J l54 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 197K I Zone: ~, Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: _3 _1_3 _I J __ L.LJ ....... L.L .. LJ 
Northing: _4_1_1_' __ 0_1_8_'_4_'_7_'_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INlTlA TION: _-,,-3 __ ,/ Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENT ATIONIRECOGNlTION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-_-,I ~ .... !L.I 
IndustrialJEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: __ 1'-----'1_0_1 -1LJ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I _____ estimated 

I I 9 I 5 1 2 / documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

-_/.-----------------
_--1----_------------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 
--L....! ° I poured concrete 

P I 0 I poured concrete 
IS. DIMENSIONS: 31400 ft2 

Height I stOry Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ I ________________ ftrst 
____________________________ second 

I third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

/ ; _____ I ______________ fi~t 
__ I second 

I ~rd 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

first / second third 

19. FOUNDA nON: 
mE MATERIAL 

C I continuous R Inoured concrete original 
C i conlinuous R /poured ('-uIlcreLe n:pl«<:emenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-.B......! poured concrete 
-V p<lUled qlngge 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURA nON COVERING 
...... Qj 11at _6 ........ 1 built-up original 

original 
replacement 

-fJ...J flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: _-,,"-2--,/ in a ~1:ate of good n:pair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 / moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous ~iffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres offloor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOu'RCES: SlTE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE METHODMA TERIAL 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-1SO 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O~F~~3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-914) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and induded erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333 , the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant, C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-3t5, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were COI'I'fpIeted and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed With the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giftels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix 'C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The 'C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Swltchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switch yard and 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-335. and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment Within the 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Constructed in 1952, Building C-531-1 was completed to serve as the electrical switch house for the C-331 processing building. This is a one-story building of 
poured concrete construction. It ha,!! a poured concrete foundation, a flat built-up roof and an exterior of poured concrete. The exterior walls are scored in a 
rectangular pattern design. The entrance on the main (west) fa~ has a ca. 1990. steel and glass door. This door has a slightly projecting concrete surround. 
On the south fa~de is a recessed wing which has a ca. 1990, solid steel door on the west fac;ade. On the north fa~de is a similar wing with a solid steel door. 
On the main section's north fa~de are two rectangular, louvered vents. To the north and south of the building are two sets of oil tank$ that rest within poured 
concrete foundations. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-151 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EVALUA-T-IO-N----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey ManuaL DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-53\-2 Swill:hyunl 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: InN! Zone: _16_1 Accuracy: A 
Easting: _3_1_3_'_8_1_8_1_5_1_5_1 

Northing: _4_I_l_I_O_I_8_1_4_1_7_/~; 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFTLlAllON: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INlTIA TION: _.;:.3_~/ Review and ,Compliance 

fHER DOCUMENT A TION'RECOGNtTlON: 
Survey HABS/HAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _---'-__ /_0 _ __ B_1 
lndustrialiEngineering-e.'i.tractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: __ 1,--_1 _0_/ _8_! 
IndustrialfEnginccring-cxtractivc facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: ~;=:2=:--______ estimated 

I ! 9 I 5 I 2 I 1952 documcntcti 
l3. DA IE OF Nl!\.lOR MODlflCA nONS: 

----'--------------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION MET! [ODlNfATERlAL: 
~ __ X.j--'s"-"te""e"'_I ___________ original 

X I X I steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 135160 fl.2 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

_____________________ first 
________________________ ~cond 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLIJENCE: 

_________ --' __________ first 
________ , _________ second 

__ I first ___ isecond ___ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C I continuous 3 I .... g ... ra,.;v"'e"-' ___ original 
C I l:onlinuou.." 3 / gf'dvel replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...!"-''''--______________ original 

o I via replacement 

21. ROOF CONFfGURA nON/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

_O_i....,n",-I"..a __ originai .......fL/-'n!!!.;ia~_ 
o I nJa o I n/a replacement 

22. CONDITION: _--,,=,2.-..-'1 in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _~2,--_1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ ......c 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS!l11STORlCAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
ahd the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative worK unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications, 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SlJPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY fUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered). 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-1St 
GROUP # ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O~F-~3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectior 
of the following pro<:ess and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge an( 
Product Withdrawal Building: C-315. Surge and Waste Building: and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333. C-310. and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secane 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added. and construction was complete< 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large procassing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Swltchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard and 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-335. and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds Of electrical transformers and other equipment Within the 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

This switchyard contains eledrical eqUipment and transformers to supply power to the C-331 processing building. Completed in 1952, this electrical equipment is 
sited on a gravel foundation east at: BUilding C-331. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNiY McCracken 
RESO(JRCE # MCN-152 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. 
SHPO EVALUATION 
DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how dctennined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-531-3A Fin: Valve House No.1 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 otI 
!J.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
LJate: I Y7~ I Lone: _1_6 _f Accuracy: .........;..A,,--_, 
Easting: _3 _1_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_1_5_1 

Northing: _4_'_I_I_O_!_LJ_4_1_7_1_5_! 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILlA TION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITLA-TION: _-",-3 __ ,1 Review and Compliance 

tIER DOCtl\-fFNTA TIONfRECOGNITION: 
Survey HABSilfAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGfNAL PRIMARY FUNCTlON: _-,-__ ,1_0_' _B_1 
IndustrialfEngineering-extractive facility onite 
11. CURRENT PRJMARY FUNCTION: _--'1:....--_,/ --1LJ _B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: _==-2 _______ estimated 

I f 9 I 5 f 2 / 1952 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERlAL: 
_X_/ --X....I steel and concrete 

X I X I steel and concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 144 ttl 

Height 1 story Width Depth 
16. PLA.N: 

original 
subsequent 

_______________________________ fi~t 
________________________________ sccond 

_________ ......-' ________ tirst 
________ --....! _________ second 

third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

C I continpous R /poured concrete original 
C / continuous R ip!Jurcd cuncrelt: replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL JlvIATERIAL: 
~! tnll1site panels 
....Q..I transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA TION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

__ P_l nat __ 11_1 transite panels original 
P I flat 8 i transite panels replacement 

22. CONDITION: _--",,2---,/ in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFlCATION: 2 / moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FfLE#: 1 __ 1 _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS;HISTORIC{\L INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paduca h Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU st",'; ,', r· _ 

separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enric" 
uranium feed to their specifications, 

-(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEr 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered). 
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27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCrackeB 
RESOURCE # MCN-152 
GROUP #~ .......... =-__ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 OF=---3::--·P AGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the fifst phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333 , the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. AuthoriZation to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giftels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20·h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Switchyard$ and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main swftchyard and 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-335, and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment Within the 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Fire Valve House No.1 and No.2 were built in 1952 and provide fire protection service for the adjacent switchyard and switch house. These are similar plan 
one-story buildings with a poured cpncrete foundation. a shed roof of transite panels and exteriors of transite panels. The buildings have nine-light and six-light 
steel and glass awning windows. Entrances have paired, three-light, steel and glass doors. 

-, ...•. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORi"! 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-153 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ----
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentuckv Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAtvfE OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-531-3B Fire Vahe House No.2 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REfERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 / Zone: _1_6_' Accuracy: A 
Easting: _3_1_3_1-.L-!_8_/-L/_5_1 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0_/_8_/_4_1_7_1_5_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-",-3_-,1 Review and Compliance 

TITER DOC U MENTA nON/RECOGNITION: 
Survey __ ~_ H\BS;lHER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR N~ 

Other; 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ I _0_/ _B_' 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive thcility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: __ 1!--~! _O_I_B_i 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive faeility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: _2,,--_______ estimated 

I I 9 I 5 ! 2 I 1952 documented 
13. DATE OF IvtAJOR MODlFICA nON,): 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/lvtATERlAL: 
...1LJ.-X..J concrete and steel 

X I X I concrete and steel 
15. DlMENSIONS: 144 If 

Height I storY Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

___ I _________________________________ first 
_________________________________ second 

__________ ' _________ tirst 
__ I second 

____ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C / continuous R {poured COtlcrete original 
C i cuntinuuus R Ipoured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY W ALL MATERIAL: 
......Q.-l transite pands 
-iLl transite panels 

2 I. ROOF CONFIGURA TION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

__ P __ I shed _lS_1 transite panels original 
P I shed 8 / transite panels replacement 

22. CONDITION: __ .......=2---" in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _--,,2,---,1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ 1 _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/llISTOR1CAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of fk.c ,.,:-;,,~ 
and the diffusers within the plants halle nearly 1,800 enrichment st " 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stc:': 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEr 
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25. SlIPPORT RESOllRCES; SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27~~ (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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~VV1" .t J. l".U;~~\;~C::U 

RESOURCE # MCN-153 
GROUP #-= __ ~_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began JanualY 2, 1951, and included eredio 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410f420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge an 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secon 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomi< 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design aoc 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at thE 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work a 
various nuclear sites around th~ country during the late 1940s and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 aoc 
was a major design company of the 20·h centulY. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office anc 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains if 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many prOjects underway by the AEe during the early 1950s the Paducah plant W8! 

referred to as "Kentucky Area e" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "e" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Switchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard an( 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-53! 
supports Building C-335. and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment. Within th! 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processin! 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Fire Valve House No. 1 and No.2 were built in 1952 and provide fire protection service' for the adjacent switchyard and switch house. These are similar pial 
one-story buildings with a poured concrete foundation, a shed roof of transite panels and exteriors of transite panels. The buildings have nine-light and six-ligh 
steel and glass awning windows. Entrances have paired, three-light, steel and glass doors. 
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KENTI}CKY HISTOR!C RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002·1 ) 

C<JUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MC'N-15..l 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EV ALUATION _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION __ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NATv{£ OF RESOURCE (how detennined): 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Buikling No. C-532 Relay House 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REfERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
i)ate: 197)5 i Zone: _1_6_1 Accuracy: --".A-,---, 
Easting: ---L,./_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_i_5_1 

Northing: 

4. OWNERJ ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. HELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dt:partment of Energy 

R INITlA TION: _"",3 __ 1 Review and tompliance 

IIFR DOn i"1v{f.NTAT10N/R ECO('NrnON: 
Survey H/\BSJl-1 \F R 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Repurt Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FL'NCTlON: _--,-__ ' _O_/_B_I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or sitt! 
II. CURRENf PRI~HRY FUNCTION: _--'-__ ' _O_I_B_. 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: ---'=--___ _ 

I I 9 I 5 i 2 I 1 '152 
U. DATE Of t'vL;\jOR MODIfICATIONS: 

estimated 
documented 

-----,------------------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODfI>.1ATERIAL: 

~/-..XJ reinforced concrete 
X I X I reinforced concrete 

15. DIMENSIONS: 7784 tY 
Height 1 story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_________________________________ fi~t 
_________________________________ ~ond 

_________ ~ ______________ first 
__________________________ second 

third 

third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

C I continuous R /poured concrete original 
C I continuous R Ipoured conl"Telc replacement 

20. PRIMARY WAU t-.1ATERIAL: 
~l poured conl"Tete-smooth 

S I poured concrete-smooth 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

~i--""na",t,--_ 
...JL) flat 

~I built-up 
6 I built-up 

original 
replacement 

22. CONDITION: __ --'=-2 _____ 1 in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ . __ 1 _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

" 

~"'_ I"' ... ·". • 

~ :"~~ '<:"1"'1jJ1 • 
'.., at+ 1 '~ , • ~ 

~~':o} J'f ~~, , : ~ '" t r: . ': 
, - -"'. ~ " 

COMMENTSIIIlSTORlCAL INfORt'vIATlON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25, SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-l54 
GROUP # ___ -----:--

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

POOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included erecti( 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-31 0, Purge ar 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The filSt process buildings. C-331. C-333. C-310. and ( 
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the filSt product was withdrawn in November. AuthoriZation to proceed with the secor 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added. and construction was completE 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large proceSSing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomi 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design an 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at th 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Glffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work < 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 an 
was a major design company of the 20lh century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office an 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains i 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "e" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Switchy,lrI:i$ and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings There are four main switchyard an 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-53 
supports Building C-335. and; C-537 supports Buikling C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformelS and other equipment. Wrlhin Ih 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processin 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Building C-532 is an electrical relay house built between the C-531 and C-533 switchyards. The building was constructed in 1952 and is a one-story. reinforce 
concrete building. The building nas a poured concrete foundation, a flat built-up roof and an exterior of smooth concrete. On the main (west) fa<;ade is 
projecting entry bay with ca. 1990, three-light, steel and glass doors. Above the doors is a steel panel which encloses the transom area. Above the entrance is 
steel canopy. The walls of the building are scored to resemble belt courses and shallower scoring creates a design of rectangular panels. On the south fay8de , 
an entrance with a ca. 1990, solid steel door. This fa<;ade also has two louvered steel vents. On the north fa<;:ade is an entrance with a ca. 1990. solid steel doo 
There is no fenestration on the east fac;:ade. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FOlUvi 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-155 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EV ALUATION _____ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentuckv Historic Resources Survey Manual. 
SHPO EVALUATION 
DESTROYED 

a 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-533-1 Swill:h House 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Oate: 1')7~ I Zone: _1_6_/ Accuracy: --=..A-,--_, 
Easting: _3_'_3_'_8_'_8_1_5_1_5_1 
Northing: __ 4 __ I_l_I_O_JJ_I_4_1_7_1_5_! 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _.:<.3_-,1 Review and Compliance 

'ITIlER DOCUMENT ATION,1(FCO(jNlTION: 
Survey H<\RS;H;\ER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRlivLA.RY fUNCTiON; _-.!-. __ ' _O_/_B_I 
IndustrialiEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMJ\RY FlJNCTION: __ 1,,-----_ _ 0_1 _B_/ 
Industrial/Engincering-cxtractivc tacility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ! ______ estimatcd 

I I 9 I 5 / 3 / 1953 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODlM"-TERIAL: 
-L-f -.X.....J reinforced concrete 

X I X I reinforced concrete 
15. DIl'vlENSIONS; 37360 u2 

Height I storY Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

documented 

original 
,ubscquem 

_________________________________ fi~t 
_________________________________ second 

________ , __________ lirst 
________ ---' _____________ second 

third 

___ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

C ! continuous R /poured concrete original 
C f conlinuous R Ipyured concrde replacCmt:nL 

20. PRIMARY W ALL MATERIAL: 
~I poured concrete-smooth 

S 'poured concrete-smooth 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA TION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
.-J.L..! flat _~_I concrete original 

original 
replacement 

.....sL.J flat 8 I concrete replacement 

22. CONDITION: _-=.2_1 in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _......!=2,--_f moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' 
Write resource # on back of all print'>. 

COMMENTS,HlSTOR!CAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants havecnearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11,3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative wo~ unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services, Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrir::h ''''';~ 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOllRCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete iffl25 was answered) 

FUNCTION 

.! ., 

1-e~~~:: 
-~- ~- -ii- ,il- -

/i""--

• i , 
i 

" 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY Mc{;raCKen 
RESOURCE # MCN·ISS 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTlFICA nON _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O~F:--3°-- PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURC~S 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

POOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted In two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and inclUded erectic 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge ar 
Product Wrthdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and ( 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secor 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was completE 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet loc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atom! 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design an, 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at tho 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work" 
\larious nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and GryUs Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 an 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial bUildings for the automoti\le industry in Detroit as well as office an 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell GryUs. The firm remains i 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Swltchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard an 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333: C-53 
supports Building C-335, and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment. Within th 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electriCity from the switchyards is transferred into the processir 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Built in 1953, this switch house (C-533-1) was built to relay and regulate electrical power to the C-333 processing building. This is a one-story. reinforCE 
concrete building with a concrete foundation, a flat roof of concrete and exterior walls of smooth conC1ete~ The main (west) faCfBde has two entrances set with 
projecting concrete bays. Each entrance has a ca. 1990. single-light, steel and glass door. Above each door is a steel awning. The exterior walls of the buildir 
are scored into rectangular panels. The building has a louvered \lent on the south facrade. The north faCfBde lacks fenestration and the east facrade is n· 
accessible. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY fORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-t56 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUA nON ____ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey ManuaL DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how dctermined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous DIffusion Plant 
Building No. C-533-2 Swilchyard 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Oatc: 1 'i7~ i Zone: ~; Accuracj: ~,,-,"'-~_, 
Easting: _3_1_3_'_8_1_8_1_'_-_1_5_/ 

Northing: 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associatcs-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energv 

8. fNlTIATlON: _-",-3 __ ! Review and,Cumpliance 

TlfER DOCUMFNTATION~.FCOGNrTlON: 
Survey 
KY Land 
NR 

___ H\BS,!L\FR 
___ Loca! Land 
___ NHL 

Other: 
Report Referencc 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ I _~ _B_ 
IndustrialiEngincering-extractive tacility or site 
I L CURRENT PRIl\<1ARY FUNCTION: _---'-1 __ ,/ _0_/ _13_ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive tacility Of site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: _=2 _______ cstimakJ 

I / 9 ,I 5 ! 3 I 1 gc)l dncumcnH:d 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METIIODMATERIAL: 
..... .lLJ ~!_s"-,t",,,ec,,:,'I _____________ original 

X ! X I steel subsequent 
15. DlMENSIONS: 31400 ftl 

Height I storv Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

________________________ fi~t 
_____________________ second 

_________ ' ____________ first 

--------,--- _____________ se!.:ond 

third 

third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C I continuous R /poured concrete original 
C ! cuntinuous R fpuureu eUTlI..Tde replacemenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-'!C!"--____________________ original 

o I n/a replacement 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

_O_i_lli=.=a'--__ original 
o I nla replacemcnt 

22. CONDITION: _-=2 __ 1 in a state of gO()U repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _---=2'---" moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE fILE #: __ -' __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS;HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich 
uranium feed to their specifICations 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25, SlJPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

fUNCTION 

i 
j , 

'" 'I , 
., 

" 

\ , 
t 

J 
27, MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY MCLraClum 

RESOURCE# MCN-l56 
GROUP # _____ ---

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O~F:----:-3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTURlL K.l<.::SUUKLr.,~ 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

POOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectic 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333 , the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410f420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-31 0, Purge ar 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and ( 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secor 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomi 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design an' 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at th, 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work " 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were deSigned by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 an 
was a major design company of the 20'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office an 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains j 

business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C,' Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Swltchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard an 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the proceSSing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-53 
supports Building C-335. and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment Within th 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processin 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Building C-533-2 is a switchyard erected in 1953 which supplies electrical power to the C-333 processing plant The switch yard is composed of a rectangul. 
concrete and gravel pad containing electrical transformers, These transformers are of steel and supply power via the elevated platforms to Building C-333. 
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COUNTY McLraCKen 
RESOURCE # MCN-lS7 
GROVP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _I.J.~TENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O=F~~3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTOKl{; KE~UUKL""':' 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 lind was conducted in two phases. Construction ofthe finJt phase began January 2.1951. and Induded erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-3tS, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310. and C· 
315, were completed and started operation In September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn In November. Authorization to proceed With the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completec 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Glffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War Ii, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were seleded to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company deSigned many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Switchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electriCal power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard and 
switch house complexes which provide electrtcal power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-335, and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment Within the 
sWitchyards afe a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Switchyard C-533-2 contains four identical plan Fire Valve Houses to provide fire protection for the switchyard's electrical equipment. Built in 1953, these 
buildings, C-533-3A, B, C and D, have a poured concrete foundation, a shed roof of transite and exterior walls of transite. The building's entrances have origina 
double doors of three-light, steel al)d glass design. Windows are original, four-light and nine-light, steel and glass fixed design. 
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KENTIJCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
TNDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 
RESOURCE # MCN-157-160 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALtJATION _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-533-3A-D Fire Valve House No. I 4 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 19715 i Zone: ......lLf Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: _3_'_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_1_5_/ 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0_1_8_1_4_/_7_1_5_1 

4. OWNERI ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERIAFFIUA nON: Phil Thoma~on 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. TNITIA nON: _..=.3_.....:1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCUMENTATION/RECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABS/HAER 

KY Land Loca! Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRIl\-HRY FUNCTION: _----'-__ 1_0_1 ---..£L.i 
IndusuialiEngineering-extractive fucility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _.....:1<---_,1_0_1 _B_1 
IndustnalfEngineering-extractivc fucility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 / _____ estimated 

I I 9 IS! 3 I 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14, CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
...x.J...x.J concrete and steel 

X ! X I concrete and steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 144 R 

Height I storY Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

___ , ________________________________ first 

, ______________________ second 

! th~ 

17. STYLISTIC INFLIJENCE: 
__ I ; ___ I ________ first 

__ I second 
f third 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first __ -,second ___ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C I continuous R lpoured concrete original 
C I I,;unlinuous R Ipoun:d I,;onl,;n:lc replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
....J2...1 transite panels 
....sL1 transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA nON/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERTNG 

original 
replacement 

_P_i shed _8_1 transite panels original 
P ! shed 8 I transite panels replacement 

22. CONDrTION: _--",2 __ 1 in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: ____ 2=--_1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ , _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

C-533-3A, C-533-3B, C-533-3C and C-533-3D are 
identical 

in architectural plan. The photo below is a representative 
example of all four buildings. 

CO~\1ENTSI1 nSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of S'NU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAl'l KEY fUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach,c.opy of map showing exact location of resource) 

ENERGY RESEARCH ANoI , 
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I 
I 

IP f-Dl!CAII 
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I 
., 

CONSTRUCTION DATE 

·~·-f-...--~-

.,.. 

I 

METHODMA TERIAL 
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KENTUCKY mSTORIC RE:SUUKCc:s 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 
RESOURCE # MCN-161 
RELATED GROuP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N~------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE {how determined}: _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-535-\ Switch House 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 i Zone: ---1LI Accuracy: ~ 
Easting: J..J_3 _/_8_'_8_I-LI-L1 
Northing: _4_1_1_'_0 _1_8 _' __ 4_'_7 _' __ 5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: 3 1 Review and Compliance 

9. OntER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNtTION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 
__ KY Land Local Land 

NR ~ 
Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-!..._---C1 ... 1L-'_B_' 
IndustriaVEngineering-extractive facility or sit~ 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-L...1 __ '_0_1 -ILl 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , _____ estimated 

I I 9 / .. 5 , 4 , 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----,--------------------------------,--------------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 

..A....J X I reinforced concrete 
X 1 XI' 

15. DIMENSIONS: 28000 
Height I story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subs ent 

___________________________ first 
_________________________ sccorid 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

-1 _____ , ___ 1 ________ first 
____ , ___ , ________ second 

I ~~ 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
fIrst second ___ ' third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
~ MATERIAL 
C / continuous R 'poured concrete original 
C I coolinuou~ R lnoured concrnlC replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~I smooth poured congete 

S / smooth poured !Concrete 
21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 

CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~I nat JL..! built-up 
-SJ...J flat 6 I byilt-up 

22. CONDITION: _--=2---,' in a state of good repair 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

23. MODIFICATION: _-",-2 --,I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ , _____ _ 

Write resource # on back ofall prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's. processing buildings contain 74 acres of /loor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customels pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-161 
GROUP#==-::--,,=-::-: 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O=F~~3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; c..315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-3OO, Central Control Building. The first process buildings. c..331, C-333. C-310. and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrk:hment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffel$ and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security ciearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix 'C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Swltchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical pqwer to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard and 
switch house complexes Which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; c..535 
supports Building C-335. and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transfonners and other equipment Within the 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Constructed in 1954. Building C-535-1 is a one-story, reinforced concrete electrical switch house which regulates power for Building C-335. It has a concrete 
foundation. a built-up flat roof and an exterior of smooth concrete. On the main (west) fa9Qde is an entrance with a ca. 1990, single-light. steel and glass door. 
Over the entrance is a wood and metal canopy. There is no fenestration on the south fa9Qde. On the north fa9Qde are two, louvered. steel vents. The east 
fa~de is not accessible. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC K.t.~VUKLC~ 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 
RESOURCE-II MCN-162 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI-O-N--------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-535-2 Swil<.:hyard 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 1 Zone: ~I Accuracy: _A __ i 
Easting: _3_'-... LJJ..-.!_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_I_l_f_O _1_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _I 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
lbotnason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dt."Partment of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _ ..... 3 __ 1 Review and Compliance 

9. OnIER DOCUMENT A TIONIRECOGNITTON: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 
__ KY Land Local Land 

NR NHL 
Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORJGINAL PRJMARY FUNCTION: ---:--,-_-!I _ .. LJ _B_1 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRJMARY FUNCTION: ----:-'1'---__ ,1_0_1 JLJ 
IndustriailEngineering-cxtractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I _____ estimated 

1 1 9 I 5 I 41 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----1----_----_--------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERJAL: 

-X-/....x.J .... st..,ee"""-I ___________ origina\ 
X / X 1 steel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 165680 ft2 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
_____________________________ first 

________________________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

_______________ first 

__ 1 ____ , ___ ' ________ second 

/ ~~ 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first I second __ -:1 third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
~ MATERIAL 
C I continuous R lpoured concrete original 
C I wnlinuous R /poured 1.:OI1crele fI..-piacemenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERJAL: 
...JL/..!.!n!.!l/a~ _________________ original 

.-J)...J nla replacement 
21. ROOF CONFIGURATlON/COVERING: 

CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~ nla _O_I._nl=a ____ original 
-fLJ nla 0 I m'a replacement 

22. CONDtTION: 2' in a state of good n.,"Pair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ , ______ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIlUSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich !heir 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE 1# MCN-161 
GROUPI# ____ ~ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951. and Included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and c-3OO. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333. C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, IlVere added. and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The finn responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Switchyards and Switch Houses supply' and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switch yard and 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-335. and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment Within the 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Building C-535-2 is a switchyard erected in 1954 that supplieS electrical power to the C-535 process building. The switchyard is composed of a rectangular 
concrete and gravel pad containin~ electrical transformers. These transformers are of steel and supply power via the elevated platforms to Building C-535. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURU:::S 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY: FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 
RESOURCE #MCN-163 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EV ALUA-==T-:-IO-N----

For instruction. see the Kentucky Historic Resources S~y Manual, DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-535-3A & B - Fire Valve Hou!ie No. 1 and 2 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: -1LI Accuracy: ~ 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_1-.L!_S_I_5_J 

Northing: _4_'_1_1_0 __ '_8_'_4_1_7_1_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
S. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associatcs-Nashville, Tcnnessce 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Em:rgy 

8. INITIATION: _"",3_-1' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECQGNITION: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-!... __ ' ~ _B_1 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: --:~I,-----,I ~ _B_1 
IndustriallEnginecring-extractlve facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ' _____ estimated 

I I 9 I 5 I 4 I 1954" documented 
13. DATE OF M-\JOR MODrFICA nONS: ___ 1 _____________________________ _ 

_ --1--------------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METIIOD/MATERIAL: 

_P_I.JLj poured concrete 
P / 0 I poured concrete 

IS. DIMENSIONS: 144 tp 
Height I stolY Width Depth 

t6.PLAN: 

original 
SUbsequent 

__ I _______________________________ fi~t 

__ I second 
I th~ 

17. STYLISTIC INrLUENCE: 
____ , _"--"': ________ first 
___ ->: ___ I seoond 

f third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first second __ -' third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C I cOIltinu(JUs R /poured mncrete original 
C I contipuous R IPQUT¢ wm.:rele n:placemenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.....Q.j concrete 
....Q..I concrete 

, 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~ flat _6_' built-up 
-.SLI flat 6 I witt-up 

22. CONDITION: _-=2,---,' in a state of good repair 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ ~J __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # OIl back of all prints. 

C-535-3A & C-535-3B are 
identical 

in architectural plan. 
The photo below is a representative example of all four 

buildings. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMA nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings 'contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages, The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative wort<: unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services, Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications, 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)-
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SrTE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
REsouRcE # MCN-l63 

GROUP # -==-~=-::-: 
IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 OF--3""- PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
~ONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGOP COI1$lrUction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two pha5e$. Construction 01 the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production faCIlities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product WNrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-3OO, Central Control Buikfmg. The first process buildings. C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C·335 and C-337. were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The finn responsible for the design 01 the large processing auildings was GiffeIs and Vallet Inc. 01 Detroit. This finn was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 195Os. The finn had a large specialty group of architects and engineers perfomning a wide range of design and 
engineering services. DUring World War II. the fimn was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service faCIlities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural finn of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This finn was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20111 century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The finn remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Switchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard and 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-33!S, and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each swltchyard contains hundreds of electrica1 transtonners and other equipment Within the 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

C·535-3A and C-535-3B .. also referred to as Fire Valve House No.1 and No.2, were built in 1954 and provide fire protection service for the adjacent switchyard 
and switch house. These are identical in plan. one-story buildings of concrete construction, a poured concrete foundation. and a flat roof and exterior walls of 
concrete. The buildings have ca. 1990 two-light steel and glass doors. 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL • FRANKFORT, K Y 4060 I" (502) 564-1005 



KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDNIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

_'-' _.a. ......... ::::-:":-':-"'.~_ "",_:=--__ ~ __ 
RESOURCE II MCN-I64 
RELATED GROUP II ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI-O-N------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-535-4 Test Shop 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: -12-1 Accuracy: A I 
Basting: _3_'_3 _'_S_'_8_'_5_'-L' 
Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'-L..J_4_'_7 _'_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

S. INITIATION: 3 1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~~-,I_O_I -.ILl 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive tacility or site 

'11'.-CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _,.-1'------'1 -1LI JLI 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I ____ estimated 

1 I 9 I 5 1 4 I 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----1_--___ ------------------

----,------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 

...xJ-X-/....:stee=l"--_________ original 
X I X I steel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 480 fe 
. Height 1 story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
_1 _______________ fIrst 
_, second 

, ~d 

17, STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
___ --'; ___ 1 ________ fIrst 

_, ; __ I second 
, I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
___ I first ___ I second __ /~d 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C , continuous R 'poured congete original 
C I continuous R lpoured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.J.:LI transite panels 
.-Sl.J transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-ILl flat _6_' built-up 
-ILl flat 6 1 built-up 

22. CONDmON: _-,2~1 in a state of good repair 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 , moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE II: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource II on back of all prints. 

PHOTO RESTRICTED 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of Hoor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or. attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-l64 
GROUP # ____ ~ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGOP coostruction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was cooducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333. C-310. and C-
315. were completed and started operetion in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed With the second 
phase of Plant coostruction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337. were added. and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The finn responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This finn was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers perfonning a wide range of design and 
engineering services. DUring World War II. the finn was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural finn of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2011> century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as offICe and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Switchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electncal power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main sWitchyard and 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-335, and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment Within the 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overtlead metal conduits 

Building C-535-4 is a steel, one-story buildings used as a test shop in the switchyard area. Built in 1954. this building has a poured concrete foundation, a built
uP. flat roof and an exterior of transite siding. The building has original. steel and glass doors and six· and nine-light, steel and glass windows. The building is 
located in a restricted area and a more detailed description Is not possible. Photographs of this property are also restricted. 
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KENTUCKY Hl:S 1 UK!\" J:U:,;:")VU1\.\..·nc, 

INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MqH65 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EV ALUA--=T=-='O:-:c"N=-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Syryey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how d~tennined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffitsion Plant 
Builuing No. C-536 R.:lay Housc 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: ~, Accuracy: --'oA-,,----, 
Easting: -.-:L.!--L.J~_8_1_5_1_5_/ 

Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _1_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INlTlA TION: _~3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTAnONIRECOGNlTION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-__ .'_O_'_B_I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: __ 1'-----" .-JL! -ILl 
IndustriallEnginecring-cxtractivc facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ___ ~_ estimated 

I '9 , 5 I 4 / 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

---,----------------------------------,-------------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 

.-XJ -1LJ reinforced concrete 
X /...Ji..j reinforced concrete 

15. DIMENSIONS: 144 ft2 
Height 1 story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

___ I ______________________ first 

___________________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

____ , ___ I ____ ~---first 
_______ , ________ sccond 

I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

first __ -' second __ -' third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C , continuous R Ipoured concrete original 
C i continuous R /poured coocret.: n:placem""Ill 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-1i..J smooth poured concrete 
-S..J smooth RQured wncrete 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

-.-Jl...J nat _6_1 built-up original . 
-.-SLJ nat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: 2 / in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24.NEGATlVEFILE#: __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL lNFORMA TION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing fac~ities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative walk unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
selVices. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

*(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-165 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O::-"F""'---:-3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORlC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

?GOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffuSion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process bUildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additionaf enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was compfeted 
in 1956. 

The finn responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Switchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard and 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-335, and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment Within the 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Built in 1954, this is a one-story, reinforced concrete, electrical relay house. The building has a poured concrete foundation, a built-up, flat roof and exterior walts 
of smooth concrete. On the main (south) far;ade is an entrance with ca. 1990. three-light. steel and glass double doors. Over the entrance is a wood and metal 
canopy. On the west fa~e is an entrance with a ca. 1980. solid steel door. On the east fa~de is a similar door. The only other fenestration on the west. east 
and north facades are rectangular, louvered, steel vents. 
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KEN11JCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

~.~ ~ ... • ;::;-:;-7'-":"'-==-=' -=-.=.-=.-'----
RESOURCE# MCN-I66 
RELATED GROUP II ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~T~IO~N~------

For instruction. see the Kentucky Historic Resourcg Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-537-1 Switch House 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: [978 i Zone: JLI Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: -L..!_3 _'_8_'_8_1-Ll-LJ 
Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _1-.:LJ_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _..:<3_.....i1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNlTlON: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _.....-'-. __ ,' ..JL/_B_' 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive fucility or site 
1). CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCnON: _~1,------:' -1LJ ~I 
IndustriallEng!neering-cxtractive fucifity or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1---....,.- estimated 

1 1 9 f 5 I 4 1 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

_--1------------------------------------,----------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 

-X..J....1LJ. reinforce!! concrete 
X 1 X I reinforced conS-Tete 

15. DIMENSIONS: 42140 ft2 
Height 1 story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

___ I ______________________________ first 

__ I second 
I third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
___ I ; _____ , _____________ first 

, ___ I ; ____ I second 
, I iliird 

IS. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first second I iliird 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYP!; MATERIAL 
C I continuous R /poured ~ original 
C I continuous R /poured com,,'rete replacemenl 

20. PRMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
....B-1 smooth poured concrete 

S I smooth POUred concrete 
21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 

CONFIGURATION CQVERING 
~I tIat .JL...J built-up 
-..SL! flat -.L...J built-up 

22. CONDITION: _-,2!:--' in a state of good repair 

original 
fq)lacernent 

original 
replacement 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #; __ , _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous DIffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separatiVe work unit, the industry standard for measuting uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete iff/2S was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map sho~ing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-166 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O:":::F:---::3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGOP construc:tlon spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducl8d in two phases. Construction of the rot phase began January 2, 1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-33S, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-3l0, Purge and 
Produc:t Withdrawal Building; C-3i5, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Controf Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310. and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. AuthorIzation to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construCtion was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of des.ign and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giftels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as offICe and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucl<y Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify bunding locations. 

The Swltchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard and 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings; C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-335, and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment Within the 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Building C-537-1 is a one-story,reinforced concrete electrical switch house built in 1954 which regulates power for processing building C-337. It has a concrete 
foundation. a built-up, flat roof and an exterior of smooth concrete. On the main (west) ~e is an entrance with a ca. 1990. single-light, steel and glass door. 
Over the entrance is a wood and metal canopy. There is no fenestration on the south fa~de. On the north fa~de are two, louvered, steel vents. The east 
fa~de is not accessible. 
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KENTUCKY HiSTORIC RESOUKL:t~ 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

-- -" - - ;;:;-;:-:----;:-:::-7'-7'--:-:--=-'---
RESOURCE # MCN-167 

. RELATED GROUP # ____ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EV ALUA-TI-O:-N----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survtn' Manual. DESTROYED 

L NAME OF RESOURCE (bow determined): ~ 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-531-2 SwiLchyard 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION; Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.s. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone; ~ Accuracy: _A __ I 
Basting: _3_'_3 _'-L-J-.-LJ....J.J_5 __ ' 
Northing: _4_1_1_'_0 _'_S _'_4_'_7 _'_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducahl Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

S. INITlA TION: _"",3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9.0ll1ER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNfnON: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

KYLand Loc~Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-__ '_0 __ ' --1L-I 
IndustriaJ/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: __ 1'-----"_0_' .-!LJ 
IndustriaJ/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ____ estimated 

1 , 9 , 5 , 4 , 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----1--_--__ ---------------------
--,------------------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODtMA TERIAL: 
-X-J-1l-/~$e~e~I ____________________ ori~nID 

X I X / steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 284200 ft2 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

___________________________ first 

__ I second 
I thW 

11. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
____ • ___ ' ___________ first 
____ , ___ I second 

I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

first __ --'I second ___ ,I thW 

19. FOUNDATION: 
mg MATERIAL 
C / £OI1tinuous R /potll'\ld concrew originru 
C I conLinuous R /ooqn;d COOl .. Tt:lc: repilUXmt:nl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.JLJ~n1""a'__ _______________ original 

o ! nla replacement 
21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 

CONFIGURATION COVERlNQ 
-1LJ n1a _O ___ /~n1~a ______ ori~nID 

o I rita ....9.......J nla replacement 

22. CONDITION: 2' in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: k I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATlVEFlLE#: __ , ______ _ 
Write resource # on back of~l prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have neany 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or anacn copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE# MCN-I67 
GROUP#==-~=~ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

. KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O~F-~3- PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product WIthdrawal BuDding; C315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buUdings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was Withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed With the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-331,. were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The finn responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This finn was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20tll century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Switchyards and Switch Houses supply and contrOl the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard and 
switch house complexes which provide electri<:al power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-335, and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switcbyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment Within the 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in Ihe event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Building C-537-2 is a switchyard erected in 1954 that supplies electrical power 10 the C-531 process building. The switchyard is composed of a rectangular 
concrete and gravel pad containing electrical transformers. These transformers are of steel and supply power via the elevated platfonns to Building C-531. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORlC RESOURCES 
lNDlVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE# MCN-l68 
RELATED GROuP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHra EV ALUA-TI-O-N----

For instruction, see the Kentycky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

l. NAME OF RESOURCE (bow dcrennincd): _4_' 
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-537-3A-D - Fire Valve House No. I - 4 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.s. Higbway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 J Zone: ---1Li Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: -1-1--.:LJ_S_'_S_'_S_'_S_' 
Northing: _4_1_1_1_0 _'_S _'_4_'_7_'_S _, 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
S. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED; June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

S. INITIATION: _",3_....:' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KYLand LocruLand 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORlGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-__ 1_0_1 ..JL..I 
IndustriallEngineering.-extractive faeility or site 
1 t. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION:'_"-:-I,--~'_O_1 .JLj 
IndustriaI/Enginecrina-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I _____ estimatcd 

I I 9 I S I 4 I 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----,-------------------------------1----_----_-------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 

..L-1_0 _, poured concrete 
P, I 0 1 poured concrete 

15. DIMENSIONS: 144 ft2' 
Height 1 story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

originru 
subsequent 

--------------------------~ __ I second 
, th~ 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
___ 1 __ -::-_ __ -' _________ first 
__ , ___ I second 

I I third 
IS. STYLE DEVELOPTvlENT: 

first ___ ' second _~-,I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERlAL 

C / continuous R /pourW concrete original 
C I COfllinuuUlS R /l!QtJn;d concrete rt:plm;ement 

20. PRIMARYWALLMATERlAL: 
.,.Ll poured concrete 

S I poured concrete 
21. ROOF CONFIGURA TIONICOVERING: 

CONFIGURATION COVERlNQ 
.-JL! 11at _6_1 built-up 
-.SLJ flat -.LJ built-up 

22. CONDITION: _~2~1 in a l>'tatc of good repair 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVEFILE#: __ -, __ 1 _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

C-537-3A, C-537-3B, C-537-3C and C-537-3D are 
identical 

in architectural plan. 
The photo below is a representative example of all four 

buildings. 

COMMENTSIHlSTORICAL IN FORMA TlON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1 ,BOO enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed 10 their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEt 
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25. SllPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE ## MCN-l68 
GROUP ## ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY II'S 
PAGE 3 O=F~~3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the fil'St phase began JanualY 2,1951, and included eredion 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building: C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The Iilst process buildings. C-331. C-333, C-310, and C-
315. were completed and stBIted operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952: Two additional enrichment facilities; C-33S and C-337, were added,and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Delroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 195Os. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giftels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industlY in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the eariy 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as 'Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The 'C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Switchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard and 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-33S, and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment. Within the 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Switchyard C-537-2 contains four identical plan Fire Valve Houses (1-4) to provide fire protection for the switchyard's electrical equipment. Built in 1954, these 
buildings, C-537-3A, B. C and D, ~re similar plan one-story buildings of concrete construction, a poured concrete foundation, and a flat roof and exterior walls of 

. concrete. The buildings have ca. 1990 steel and glass doors. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-169 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EV ALUA~T-IO-N----

For iru,1ruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resourees Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-537-4 Test Shop 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
J)ate: 19711 I Zone: _1_6 _, Accuracy: _A __ f 
Easting: ~_3_/J_LJ.J-D_5_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITlA TION: _"",3 __ ,/ Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,,-_-:I...Jl.j-IL1 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: --:_1,--_,1 ...Jl.J ..JL! 
IndustriallEnginecring-cxtractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 _____ estimated 

1 / 9 1 5 I 4 I 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

--_1------------------------------------,-------------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 

_LL.x_j .... stee~-'-1 _________ original 
X I X 1 steel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 480 ft2 
Height 1 story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
___ , ______________________________ first 

___ I second 
, th~ 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_____ , _____ . __________ first 
______ -' ___________ second 

I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first second ___ -' third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C I cQntinuous R /ppured ~q¢l original 
C / wntimwus R /poured com:rele rcplacemcnl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-.SLJ transite panels 
-fL.1 transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATIQN COVERING 
-.iLJ tlat _6_' built-up 
....v flat 6 'built-up 

22. CONDITION: _-=2,---,' in a state of good repair 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

23. MODIFICATION: _ ........ 2 _, moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVEFILE#: ___ __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

PHOTO RESTRICTED 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMA TlON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

·(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan Qr attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-169 
GROUP # """':""":'=-:::--=--: 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY mSTORlC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE· 3 O"'-F--3- PAGES 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectiOn 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant: C-31 0, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The fltst proces$ buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310. and C· 
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product wes withdrewn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15,1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337; were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their wort< at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Switchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard and 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-335, and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment. Within the 
swftchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Building C-537-4 is a steel, one-story buildings used as test shops in the switchyard areas. Built in 1954. the building has a poured concrete foundation, a built
uP. flat roof and an exterior of trailsite siding. The building has original. steel and glass doors and six- and nine-light. steel and glass windows. The building is 
located in a restricted area and a more detailed description is not possible. Photographs of this property was also restricted. 
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KENTIJCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-J ) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-170 
RELATED GROUP # _.....,..-__ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 __ 1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-540-A Oil Pump House 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATlON: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 J Zone: ~I Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: -.J..-.I--l-J_S_I-LJ -LJ_5_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_1_7 _'_5_' 

4. OWNERI ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERIAFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

S. INlTlATION: 3 I Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENT A TlONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~_-,f_O_'_B_f 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: __ ,>--_, _0_' ..JLj 
Industrial/Enginccring-cxtractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ' _____ estimated 

1 '9 , 5 I 2 , 1952 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS; 

----1------------------------------------,---------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 

~/~/_st~e~e~I ____________________ original 
X I X , Steel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS; 312 ft2 
Height 1 stOry Width Depth 

16. PLAN: ___ , _________________________ first 
___________________________ secood 

I third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

__ , ; ___ I ________ tirst 
__ I ; ___ I second 

f I ~rd 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first ___ I second __ .....! third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C I continUQUS R Ipyured concn:te original 
C I continuous R Ipyurt:d COO'-Tt:tc replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.....fL.! transite panels 
.JLI transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA nON/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION CQVERING 
-L.J shed _8_' tra.n§ite panels 
...JL.! shed ....L....' transite panels 

22. CONDITION: _--"2----'1 in a state of good repair 

23. MODlFICA TION: _--",-2 --,I moderate alteration 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

24. NEGATIVEFILE#: __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)· 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete ifll25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-170 
GROUP # =~~~"'"": 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE J O:::""F--J- PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, SUrge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Switchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical Power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard and 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-335, and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment. Within the 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Built in 1952, this is a support facility for the adjacent electrical equipment. The building is one-story, of steel construction, and has a poured concrete foundation, 
a shed roof of transite panels anq exterior walls of transite. On the main (El fa<tade is an entrance with original, paired, single-light glass and steel doors. The 
window on this fayade is nine-light, steel and glass awning design. A similar window is located on the south fayade. On the west fa<tade is a nine-light awning 
window and an entrance with a single-light, steel and glass door. On the north fa<tade are two windows-the west bay window is an original, six-light, steel and 
glass awning design while the east bay window has been removed and a window air-conditioning unit added. 
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KEN11JCK Y tillS 1 Vlti\; KJ;;.;)Vu~,",r:..:3 

INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1 ) 

RESOURCEI# MCN-I71 
RELATED GROUP 1# 
EVALUATION -------
SHPOEVALUATION ___ _ 
DESTROYED For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-540-B Oil Storage Tank (northwest) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: ~, Accuracy: ~, 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah., Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INfI1A TION: 3 I Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOONITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~l,------,I_O_I ..JLI 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: ~1,--_~1 ~I ..JLI 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 estimated 

1 , 9 1 5 I 3 I 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----1----------------------------------,-----------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODlMATERlAL: 

-.:xJ _~.-'-,st<>!ee=>-l ____________ original 
X I X I steel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 15000 gallons 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
Jl...1 cylindrical first 
_, ________________________ second 

, ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
____ -', ___________ first 

_I ; __ I second 
I , ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ , first second __ ...:~d 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE . MATERIAL 
2 , continuous R' poured concrete original 
2 , continuous R' poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..sL!steel 
..sL!steel 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION'COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
...JLJ flat _8_' steel original 

original 
replacement 

-.....SL' flat 8 , steel replacement 
22. CONDmON: G ,In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=2',---,' Modezate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE 1#: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource 1# on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,600 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

-(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEt 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if 1#25 was answered). 

FUNCTION 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 

"."... .. 
Di"'''iJ~~< : 

"" 

E:"IERG'\' RF.SEARCH 

t 

/rJ;j1..stfi;:.'Nasa: 
i'Jtldoi 

CONSTRUCTION DATE 

...... 1, 
',,,,=,",., 

.~~::, ....... ' 

I ,. 

METIIODMATERIAL 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES. 
lNDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002·1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-179 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N~---

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-541-E Oil Storage Tank (southeast) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 ,Zone: -..J§....J Accuracy: -1L-! 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_1_'_0 _'~/_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERlAFFll..IATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: ---,3,,---,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-1 __ I_O_'-1L-' 
IndustriallEngineel'ing-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _1"--__ -"_0_' -1L-' 
Industria1lEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ____ estimated 

1 , 9 , 5 , 3 , 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----,------------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 

~-1lJ~&~re~I ________________ origmru 

X I X '&rel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 7500 gallons 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

..sLJ cylindrical first 
_, _______________ second 

I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
___ -' __ -' ________ first 
____ , ___ -' ________ second 

f I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

ftrst ___ , second ___ ' ~d 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 I contmuous R' poured concrete origIDill 
2 I contmnous R' poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...QJsteel 
-.f,L1 steel 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURA TIO!,! COVERING 
.-SL! tJat _8_' steel originill 

origIDill 
replacement 

.-SL! flat 8 , steel replacement 

22. CONDmON: G ,In a &ate of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=2,---,'Moderate ruteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE R: ' __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of rui prillts. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enriChment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPUCABlE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete iffl.25 was answered) 

FUNCTION 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exactlocation ofr~urce) 

El\ERGY RESEARCH AYfY 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-171 
GROUP#===-~_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-914) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the flf'St phase began January 2. 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, 
C-310, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

, The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Va8et Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services .. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buHdings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by riUmber with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to Identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGDP to hold various chemicals such as nitric acid (C-407), trichloroethylene (C-406), and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam plant (Building 600). 

C-540-B, C, D & E are oil storage tanks. D & E are east of the pump house while Band C are west of the pump house. These storage tanks are of steel and rest 
on concrete foundations. BoIh tanks are set within below grade concrete basins. 
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KEN11JCKY HllSIUKJ.\... KCi':>Vu1'.vr:,..:> 

INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1 ) 

RESOURCE II MeN-In 
RELATED GROUP II ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA=TI~O~N~-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-54O-C Oil Storage Tank (southwest) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: .....lL1 Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_1 
Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'-2-' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: 3 , Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNlTION: 
____ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--'--_____ /....JL' JLJ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 I.JL! JLJ 
IndustrialiEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ' ____ estimated 

1 , 9 , 5 , 3' 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

---,----------------------------------,-------------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 

-1LJ-1lJ~stee==I~ _________________ ori~ 
X , X , steel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 15000 gallons 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
..Qj cylindrical flfSt 
_, __________________ second 

I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_____ ; __ , __________ flfSt 

_, second 

'; ~ 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

flfSt second __ -' third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 , cootinuous R I poursd concrew original 
2 / continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERlAL: 
..Qjsteel 
..Q.../steel 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-Sl.J flat _8_' steel original 

original 
replacement 

~, flat 8 , steel replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=2'----" Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE II: , __ , ____ _ 
Write resource II on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
irr operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPUCABlE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if fl25 was answered) 
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27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-In 
GROUP # =-==~=-::~ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

·KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP constructiOn spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conduCted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, 
C-310, and C-315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vanet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the ftrm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2fih century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as offICe and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and MaxweH Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C" Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The 'C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGDP to hold various chemicals such as nitric acid (C-407), trichloroethylene (C-406). and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam plant (Building 600). 

C-540-B, C. D & E are oil storage tanks. D & E are east of the pump house while Band C are west of the pump house. These storage tanks are of steel and rest 
on concrete foundations. Both tanks are set within below grade concrete basins. 
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KENTIJCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1 ) 

\..VU1'11 I lVlI,.'\..IW.;II.t:Il 

RESOURCE II MCN-173 
RmATEDGROUPII _________ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EVALUA-TI-O-N----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-540-D Oil Storage Tank (northeast) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. tTfM REFERENCE: 
Quad Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: -lLI Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Basting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_1_5_1 
Northing: _4 _1_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNl11A TION: 3 , Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNlTION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-_I -.iLl .JLj 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive fucility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 1.JLj .JLj 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ____ estimated 

1 I 9 , 5 I 3 , 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----,-------------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION ME1HODIMATERIAL: 

-1LJ-XJ~stee~l~ ________________ original 
X , X I steel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 7500 gallons 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
...SlJ cylindrical fIrst 

_____________________ sccond 
, ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_, ___ -' __ ~ ________ fIrst 

_I second 
I third 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
fIrst , second ___ ' ~d 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous 
2 I continuous 

R I poured concrete original 
R I poured conqete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~~steeI~~ _______________________ origmm 

~ steel replacement 
21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 

CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-iLl flat _8_' steel original 
-1LI f.lat 8 I steel replacement 

22. CONDmON: G 1 In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 , Moderate 'alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE II: , __ , ____ _ 
Write resource II on back of ml prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 milnon SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

-(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if 1125 was answered) 

FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-173 
GROUP # ~~-::--:="::-: 

IDENTIFlCA TION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP c:onstruction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, 
C-310, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant constnJction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities,. C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giftels and Vanet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the D'etroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2dh century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGDP to hold various chemica~ such as nitric acid (C-407), trichloroethylene (C-406), and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam plant (Building 600). 

C-540-B, C, D & E are oil storage tanks. D & E are east of the pump house while Band C are west of the pump house, These storage tanks are of steel and rest 
on concrete foundations, Both tanks are set within below grade concrete basins. 
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KEN11JCKY HISTORIC RESOUKCt,::i 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(1rnC 2002-1) 

--~,&." ... ,&. ..,.,-=" ~-,.---
RESOURCE # MCN-174 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION~ ________ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Surv!<)' Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-540-E Oil Storage Tank (southeast) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UIM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: ~ Accuracy: _A_' 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'_8 _'_4_1_7 _'_5_' 

4.0WNERlADDRESS:~entofErurrgy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department ofErurrgy 

8. lNITIA TION: _-,,3_.....;' Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNlTION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: --:--,,1_--,' ~I .JLJ 
IndustriaJ/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _1'--__ ./_0_1 -IL' 
IndustriaJ/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ' ____ estimated 

1 , 9 t· 5 , 3 I 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 
~/-X-/~~~I~ _______________ original 

X 1 X , steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 15000 gaUons 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

.su cylindrical first 
__ , _______________ second 

, third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_, ___ --' __ -' ________ first 
_, second 

I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

first second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R' ooured concret!: replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~~steel~ ________________________ ori~ 

~ steel replacement 
21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 

CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.SLJ flat _8_' steel original 
-.-iLl flat 8 I steel replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: __ ~2,----!1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , ____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the bUildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of /Ioor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1 ,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU reqUired to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPUCABlE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

FUNCTION 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-174 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE_3_0F 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951. and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product WIthdrawaJ Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333, 
C-310, and C-315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed In 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and VaRel Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facHities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGDP to hold various chemicals such as nitric acid (C-407), trichloroethylene (C-406), and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam plant (BUilding 600). 

C-540-B, C, D & E are oil storage tanks. D & E are east of the pump house while Band C are west of the pump house. These storage tanks are of steel and rest 
on concrete foundations. Both tanks are set within below grade concrete basins. 

KEN1UCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL· FRANKFORT, KY 40601 • (502) 564-7005 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
.INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

\.-VUN 1 I MeL-racKen 

RESOURCE # MCN-175 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N~------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

,. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennincd): _4_' 
Paducah Gaseous Ditfusion Plant 
Building No. C-54I-A Oil Pump House 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 1 Zone: JLI Accuracy: ~ 
Easting: _LL.L....1..J....-/_8_'.J...J---LJ 
Northing: _4 _'_'_1_0 _'_8 _1_4_'_7 _/~ 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER! AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INlTIA TION: _-,,3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTIJER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-'------'I -1L' JLJ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: ---,,.-1,-----,1 -1L1 JLJ 
lndustriaIlEngineering-e}.:tractive facility or sitc 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , __ -,-__ estimated 

1 '9 , 5 1 4 I 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

--_1----_----_------------------
----,-------------------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 
JJJJ""st...,e"loe ..... I ______________ original 

X I X , steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 312 ft2 

Height 1 stOry Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

__ I _________________ first 

__ I second 
I third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
____ , ___ I ________ first 

__ I second 
I third 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ , first I second ___ -' third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
~ MATERIAL 
C I continuous R /poore<! concrete original 
C I continuous R Ipqurcd concrete repla~ .. emenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-.SL! transite panels 
..Jli. transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION CQVERING _P_' shed -L.J trn.l!Site panels 

P I shed ...L.J transite panels 

22. CONDmON: _-",-2-...." in a ~tate of good rep'dir 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ 1 ______ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facHities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete ifllS was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or I;Itlach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE# MCN-175 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted In two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951, and Included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315. were completed and started aperation In September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn In November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichmentfaci\ities, C-33§ and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
In 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a farge specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and GryUs Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

The Swltchyards and Switch Houses supply and control the electrical power to each of the four processing buildings. There are four main switchyard and 
switch house complexes which provide electrical power to the processing buildings: C-531 supports Building C-331; C-533 supports Building C-333; C-535 
supports Building C-335, and; C-537 supports Building C-337. Each switchyard contains hundreds of electrical transformers and other equipment WIthin the 
switchyards are a number of fire valve houses to provide fire control in the event of fires. The electricity from the switchyards is transferred into the processing 
buildings via overhead metal conduits 

Building C-541-A is a one-story oil pump house constructed in 1954. It has a poured concrete foundation, a shed roof and exterior walls of transite panels. On 
the main (north) fa~ is an entrance with original double doors of three-light, steel and glass design. The window on this fayade is an original, nine-light, steel 
and glass awning design. On the ~st fa~ are two, six-light. steel and glass, awning windows. On the south ~de is an entrance with an Original, three-light, 
steel and glass door. This fayade also has a nine-light, steel and glass, awning window. The east fayade has a nine-light, steel and glass awning window. To the 
south of the building is a two-tank farm with steel tanks (C-541-E & C) resting on concrete platforms. To the north of the building are two tanks (C-541-B & D) 
which also rest on concrete platforms. Both tank farms are surrounded by shallow, concrete holding basins. 
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INDNIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-176 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EV ALUA-=TI==O::-:N:-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. N~ OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-541-B Oil Storage Tank (northwest) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. lITM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: ~ Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 14to 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-",3_.....:' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-1 _-,I -IL' -1L./ 
IndustriaVEngineering-extracti ve facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _1'--__ .' .JL./ JL! 
IndustriaVEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ___ -:- estimated 

1 , 9 , 5 , 3 I 1953 docwnented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

---,--------------------------,-----------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 

-1lJ-1lJ~st~re~I _______________ original 
X I X , strel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 15000 gallons 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
...su cylindrical first 

second ,-----------------third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__________ first 

____ , ___ -' ___________ second 
, I third 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first second __ -' third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 I continuous R , poured concrete original 
2 , continuous R , poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...Q.jstrel 
SLip 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
_0_1 _0_1 original 

original 
replacement 

o I 0 , replacement 

22. CONDmON: G ,In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _..::.2_-,' Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority ot the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres ot floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 miltion SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard tor measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered). 

FUNCTION 

~\'-"'''-~ ... -

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-176 
GROUP # ==-~=-::'-:-_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the fll'st phase began January 2. 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buRdings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333. 
C-310. and C-315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952 Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337. were added. and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design or the large processing buUdings was Glffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The fll'm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facmties at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the zrJh century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere_ The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGDP to hold various chemica~ such as nitric acid (C-407). trichloroethylene (C-406), and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam plant (Building 600). 

Buildings C-541-B, -C. -D. and -E are oil storage tanks and are associated with Oil Pump House C-541-A. These storage tanks are made of steel and rest on 
concrete foundations. Both tanks are set within below-grade concrete basins. Tanks C-541-B and -0 were designed to hold 15,000 gallons of oil, while tanks C-
541-C and -E contain 7500 gallons. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1 ) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-I77 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EV ALUA-=TI:="":O:7"N-::-----

For instruction., see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-54I-C Oil Storage Tank (southwest) 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: ~ Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_1_8_1_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'-LI_O _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: DepartrnentofEnergy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. 1N1TIA TION: 3 , Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER IXX:UMENTATIONIRECOGNlTION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: --:-~1 ____ ' -1L' -IL-' 
, IndustriallEngirieering-extractive facility or site 

'11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 '.iLJ-IL-' 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ' ____ estimated 

1 , 9 , 5 , 3 , 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

--,-----------------------------,--------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 

~-1LJ~m~~~I _______________ ori~ru 
X , X , m~l subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 7500 gallons 
.. Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
-.SlJ cylindrical flISt 
_, ___________________ second 

I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLrn;NCE: 
___ ---' ___ . _________ --,-firn 
____ , ___ , __________ second 

I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVEWPMENT: 
first __ I second ~d 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 , continuous R , poured concrete origmru 
2 , continuous R , poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..QJ~1 
..QJsteel 

2 L ROOF CONFIGURATION'COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
__ I __ , origmru 

original 
replacement 

__ I replacement 

22. CONDmON: G ,In a mate of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _ .... 2_-,' Moderate ruteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of rul prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)· 
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25, SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26, SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 
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RESOURCE # MCN-177 
GROUP#=::---..,....-----".~ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S~. __ 
PAGE OF PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, 
C-310, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffe/s & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGDP to hold various chemicals such as nitric acid (C-407), trichloroethylene (C-406), and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam plant (Building 600). 

Buildings C-541-B, -C, -0, and -E are oil storage tanks and are associated with Oil Pump House C-541-A. These storage tanks are made of steel and rest on 
concrete foundations. Both tanks are set within below-grade concrete basins. Tanks C-541-B and -0 were designed to hold 15,000 gallons of oil, while tanks C-
541-C and -E contain 7500 gaUons. 
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KENTUCKY lllSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCmcken 
RESOURCE 1# MCN-178 
RELATED GROUP 1# ____ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EVALUA-=TI=-=O=-N:------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE·(how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-541-D Oil Storage Tank (northeast) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 otT 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: -..J&.....I Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8.lNITIATION: 3 'Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~ __ I ...Jl.J JLI 
[ndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 I .JL! ~, 
[ndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ,_---'-" __ estimated 

1 , 9 , 5 I 3 , 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

--,----------------------------,-------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METIIODIMATERIAL: 

-1LJ-2lJ~stee==l~ ________________ ori~ 
X , X , steel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 15000 gallons 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
..sLJ cylindrical fIrst 

________________ second 
, ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
____ , __ -' ________ fIrst 
_____ , ___ -' ________ second 

I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
fIrst second __ -,I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous 
2 , continuous 

R , poured concrete original 
R , poured concrge replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.sLJsteel 
.sLJsteel 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION'COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.SLJ flat _8_' steel original 

original 
replacement 

-.SLJ flat 8 , steel replacement 
22. CONOmON: --",G_-,' In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=2_-,' Moderate altemtion 

24.NEGATIVEFlLEI#: , __ , ____ _ 
Write resource 1# on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

.The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facjlities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPUCABlE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if 1125 was answered) 

FUNCTION 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE# MCN-178 
GROUP#-:-:==-:-~~-: 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the fll'St phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-3tO, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-3OO, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, 
C-310, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335and C-337, were added, and 
construetion was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project sHe in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2Cih century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGDP to hold various chemicals such as nitric acid (C-407), trichloroethylene (C-406), and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam plant (Building 600). 

Buildings C-541-B, -C, -0, and -E are on storage tanks and are associated with Oil Pump House C-541-A. These storage tanks are made of steel and rest on 
concrete foundations. Both tanks are set within below-grade concrete basins. Tanks C-541-B and -0 were designed to hold 15,000 gallons of oil, while tanks C-
541-C and -E contain 7500 gaOons. 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE# MCN-179 
GROUP#~ __ ----,,_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O:-F--3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2,1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal BuDding; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, 
C-310, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additionalenrichmentfacifities; C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The film responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and VaNet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffets & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural film of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2ff' century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as offICe and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ".C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The 'C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGOP to hold various chemicals such as nitric acid (C-407), trichloroethylene (C-406), and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam plant (Building 600). 

Buildings C-541-B, -C, -0, and -E are oil storage tanks and are associated with Oil Pump House C-541-A. These storage tanks are made of steel and rest on 
concrete foundations. Both tanks are set within below-grade concrete baSins. Tanks C-541-B and -0 were designed to hold 15,000 gallons of oil, while tanks C-
541-C and -E contain 7500 gaOons. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-\) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-180 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATrON ----
SIIPO EVALUATION ____ . 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detcnnined): _4_' 
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-600 SLcam Plant 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERh'NCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
lJate: InK I Zone: -.J.Li Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: _3_'_3_1_8_'_8_'_5_1_5_' 

Northing: _4_1_1_'_0_1_8_1_4_1_7_1_5_' 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O.Dox 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Em."Tgy 

8. INITIATION: _-,,3_-,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OHIER DOCUMENTATION/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HABS/HAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reterence 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-__ .I_O_I-.lL..! 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _1~_-,1 ..JLJ _B_' 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I _____ estimated 

1 1 9 1 5 / 2 1 1952 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

__ 1--_____ ------------
__ 1 __ --___ -------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
~..Ji..j concrete and steel 

X I X / concrete and steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 47424 fil 

Height 2 story/1sto!Y Width 
16. PLAN: 

Depth 

original 
subsequent 

__ I __________________________ first 
__________________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

____ : ___ 1 _________ first 
__ I ___ I second 

third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first __ ---'I second __ --'I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 / continuous R 1 poured concrete original 
2 ; continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..JJ1Q! poured concrete and transite panels 
.:J!S)J poured concrete and transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA nON/COVERING: 
CONFlGURA TlON COVERING 
_!l .. ..! tlat _6_1 built-up original 

original 
replacement 

--.5l....! flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: G i In a srdte of good repair 

23. MODIFfCA nON: _-,2:... ___ I Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

1 ______ -

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were plaCed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have near1y 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative worK unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

·(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES; SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-180 
GROUP# ___ ----:--:-: 

lDENTlFICA TION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2.1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings: C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-3OO, Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333. C-310. and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. AuthoriZation to proceed With the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and 0-337. were added. and construction was completed 
in 1956. < 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1·950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and GrylJs Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'· century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings inclUde the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102). the steam plant (Building C-600). and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B. and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

C-600 is a two-story steam plant built in 1952 with severa! one-story wings. The building nas a concrete foundation, a flat roof built-up roof and an exterior of 
concrete and transite panels. On the south fac;ade is a pedestrian door of original. two-light steel and glass design. Attached to the south fac;ade is a one-story 
wing. This wing has paired. two-light steel and glass doors on the west fa<;ade. Flanking the entrance are original. eight-light steel and glass windows. This wing 
lacks fenestration on the south fa<;3de. The east fac;ade of this wing has paired. two-light glass and wood doors flanked by eight-light steel and glass windows. 
The south fac;ade also has a large garage bay with a steel overhead track door. The south fa!(ade has two rows of horizontal bands of windows. The windows on 
the first story are in a continuous row except for the garage bay. These windows are eight-light. steel and glass design with central, four-light hinged panels. The 
second story has a row of similar windows which extend across much of the width of the fa<;ade. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-18I 
RELATED GROUP # 
EV ALUA TION ----
SHPOEVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Hi~10ric Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED -------

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how dctcnnined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-601 Nilrogen Generator Building Addiliun 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 otI 
U.s. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Dale: 197K 1 Zone: _1_6 _I Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: _3_'_3_1_8_1_8_'_5_1_5_1 

Northing: 4 I I 1 0 I 8 I 4 1 7 I 5 I . - --------------------

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-",3 __ ,1 Review and Complian..:e 

9. OTHER OOCUMENTA TlON/RECOGNrTlON: 
___ Survcy HABSfHAER 

K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-__ ,' -.JLI_B_I 
Industrial/Engincering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _1,--_.....:1 .JL! _B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-cxtractive tacility or site 
12. CONSTRUC'fION DATE: 2 I _____ estimated 

I I 9 I 5 1 2 I 1952 documented 
13. DATE Of MAJOR MODIfICATIONS: 

----1 __ ------_--------------
----,--------------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_X_I.....Ji...j concrete and steel 

X I X 1 concrete and steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 18326 fi2 

Height t story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

___ I ________________________________ fi~t 

__ I second 
I third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLlfENCE: 
__ I ; ___ , ______________ tirst 

_______ • ___ , second 

third 
t8. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first ___ ---" second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 loonlinu()us R I poured cuncrelC replacemenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..:iiJSl.1 smooth poured concrete and transite panels 
.J2lQ/smooth poured concrete. and tra,n§ite panels 

21. ROOF CONfIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~ nat _.6_' built-up original 

original 
~eplacement 

~I flat 6 Ihuilt-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: ~G,-----,'In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _--,2,,--_.1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ .....! __ , _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of an prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1'956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'{SEE CONTINUATION PAGEl" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE METHOD MATERIAL 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-1S1 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O~F~, -73 - PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

POOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction ofthe first phase began January 2,1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facllities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310. and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Ptant construction was received on July 15.1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'· century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroilas well as office and 
reSidential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s tbe Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C .. prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-600). and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

On the west fa9ade of Building C-600 is a one-story wing from 1952 designated as C-601, the Nitrogen Generator BUilding. This building lacks fenestration on 
the south fac;ade. On the west fac;ade are two garage bays with steel overhead track doors. On the west fac;ade of the main building (C-600) is a garage bay 
entrance with an overhead track steel door. Windows on this fac;ade are eight-light steel and glass design grouped together in three rows with each row 
containing twelve windows. A small concrete block wing on this fa9ade has a single-light steel and glass door and louvered vent. On the east fa9ade of the 
building is a pedestrian entrance with paired, single-light steel and glass doors. In the upper level of this fac;ade is a row of four-light steel and glass awning 
windows. Adjacent to this fac;ade are two. large, two-story filters or bag houses which are of steel construction and rest on concrete pads. 

The north fa93de of this building has a garage bay with an overhead track steel door. Windows are eight-light steel and glass design. On the north fa93de are 
two conveyors which supply coal to the buil!iing. This fa93'de also has a detached hollow core tile holding tank and chute which is sited over a spur of the railroad 
line. - .,;-, 
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KENTUCKY ffiSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDNIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE 1# MGN-182 
RELATED GROUP 1# 
EVALUATION ----
SHPO EVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED ----

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-60I-A Steam Plant Fuel-Storage Tank (center) 

2. ADDRESSlLOCATlON: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. lITM REFERENCE: 
Quad Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: _12--' Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIA TION: _~3_....!' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTA TIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-_.....:' -.SU -IL' 
IndustriaVEngineering-extractive facility or site 
I I. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 , ..JL! -ILl 
IndustriaVEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ' ____ estimated 

I I 9 I 5 I 3 I 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
~~'~st~~~l _______________ original 

X , X I steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 420000 gallons 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 
~I cylindrical first 
_, _______________ second 

/ third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

______ -' ________ frrst 
_______ ....! ________ second 

I , third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

first second __ ...: third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R' poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~~~~i ______________________ original 

~ ~ replacement 
21. ROOF CONFIGURATIONICOVERING: 

CONFIGURATION COVERING 
....Q.J flat _8_' ~ original 
....Q.J flat 8 , ~l replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: ---c-",2_....!' Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE 1#; , __ , ____ _ 

Write resource 1# on back of aU prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION; 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facUities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPUCABlE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

FUNCTION 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-182 
GROUP #~ __ ~=-::-_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2,1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, 
C-310, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November_ Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and VaDet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & VaHet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. . 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2d" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area c· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGDP to hold various chemicals such as nitric acid (C-407), trichloroethylene (C-406), and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam plant (Building 600). 

To the east of Building C-6OO are two steam plant fuel storage tanks (C601- A & B). These tanks are circular in design with flat roof and exterior wall steel stairs. 
To the northeast of the building is C601·D. a fuel oil storage tank. The tank is round with a flat roof and exterior wall steel stair. 
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KEN11JCKY IDSTORlC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1 ) 

COUNTY McCmcken 
RESOURCE # MeN-I83 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION -'----
SHPO EVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESlROYED ----

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C..QOt-B Steam Plant Fuel-Storage Tank (south) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. lITM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zoue: ~f Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 

Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: 3 'Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: --:-~_I-.SLI -ILl 
IndustriallEngineering-extmctive facility or site 
II. CURRENTPRlMARYFUNCTION: 1 'JLj~' 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ____ estimated 

_1_1_9_'_5_'_3_' 1953 doclllllented 

13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

--,----------------------------------,------------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 

-1LJ-2LJ~stee~~I _________________ original 
X , X , steel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 420000 gallons 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
-.S2J cylindrical fust 
_, _________________ sccond 

I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
___ -' __ -' _________ fust 
____ , __ -' _________ sccond 

I I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
fi~t second 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL· 

2 1 continuous R , poured concrete original 
2 / continuqus R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~~~~ _______________________ original 

JLI steel replacement 
21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 

CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.SL! flat _8_' steel original 
-ILl flat 8 1 steel replacement 

22. CONDmON: G , In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _..:2_-,' Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separ.ative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEt 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

FUNCTION 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 

CONSTRUCTION DATE 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-I83 
GROUP#~=~=7 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGOP construction spaMed 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, 
C-310, and C-315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, wer-e added. and 
construction was comp/eted in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and VaNet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specially group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuciear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2O'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix 'C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGDP to hold various chemicals such as nitric acid (C-407), trichloroethylene (C-406), and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam p/ant (Building 600). 

To the east of Building C-600 are two steam plant fuel storage tanks (C601- A & B). These tanks are circular in design with nat roof and exterior wall steel stairs. 
To the northeast of the building is C60i-D. a fuel oil storage tank. The tank is round with a nat roof and exterior waH steel stair. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-184 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 
SIU'O EVALUA HON ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-601-C Sleam Plant Fuel Oil Pump House 

2. ADDRESSILOCA nON: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.s. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Dale: 197~ I Zone: _'_6 _, Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: _3 _1_3_1_8_1_8_'-.L!_5_1 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0_'_8_1_4_1_7_1_5_1 

4.o\VNERI ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 

P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dcpartment or Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-,,3,--_1 Review and Compliance 

9. onlER DOCUMENTATION/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HABS/I·IAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Rererence 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ ,/ _0_'_1_3 _/ 
-Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: ~I!....-__ ,/ .JLI_B_I 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I _____ estimated 

1 I 9 , 5 I 2 I 1952 .documented 

13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

1 ______ ------------
__ 1 ______ ------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
~I ~I steel and transite 

X I X 1 steel and transite 

15. DIMENSIONS: 148 If 
. Height 'story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ 1 _________________ first 
__ I second 

I third 

17. STYLISTIC fNFWENCE: 
__ 1 ____ __ -..-' _________ first 
__ I second 

third 

__ I first ___ I second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R I poured wn~Tele replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..Q.j transite 
..Q.j transite 

21. ROOFCONflGURATlON/COVERING: 
CONFIGURA HON COVERING 

original 
replacement 

_P_' shed _IS_I transite panels original 
P 1 shed 8 I transite panels replacement 

22. CONDITION; G I In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATlON: 2 ! Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ ' __ 1 _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/I IlSTORICAL INFORMA TlON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

*(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-l84 
GROUP ## ______ -:---=-=-. 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'8 _----:-_ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The finn responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This finn was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The finn had a large specialty group of architects and engineers perfonning a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the finn was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural finn of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This finn was founded il) 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20·h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The finn remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102). the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Buiiding C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B. and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

Building 601-C is a small pump house of steel and transite construction built in 1952. This building has a concrete foundation, a shed roof of transite panels and 
exterior walls of transite. On the east faltade is an original four-light door of steel and transite panels. This building has no other fenestration. 
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KENl1JCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDMDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1 ) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-I85 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ----
SHPO EVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED ------

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how' detennined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-60I-D Fuel Oil Storage Tank (north) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: ~ Accuracy: A I 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 

Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I . 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITlA TION: _.:=.3_.....,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNlTION: 
____ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: __ -'--_....." -1L.1 JLj 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _1>--__ '_0_1 -ILl 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: I ' ____ ,---estimated 

I , 9 , 7' 4 , 1974 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTIONMETHODIMATERIAL: 
~-2LJ~st~re~I ______________ originw 

X / X '&reI subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1000000 gallons 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

-.iLl cylindrical first 
__ , _______________ second 

/ ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ , ___ ---' __ ....: ________ first 

___ -' __ -' __________ second 
I / ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I frrst second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 , continuous 
2 I continuous 

R , poured concrete originru 
R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~/~stee~l ________________________ originru 

...Q.j steel replacement 
21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 

CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~ flat _8_' steel originru 
-1LJ flat 8 I steel replacement 

22. CONDmON: G 'In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=:2_.....;' Moderate wteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , ____ _ 
Write resource # on back of wi prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPUCABlE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if 1#25 was answered) 

FUNCTION 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-ISS 
GROUP # -'-__ ---.,._ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA TION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333. 
C-310, and C-315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15,.1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vanel Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During Wood War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and serllice facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giftels & Vanet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2Cf' century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGDP to hold various chemicals such as nitric acid (C-407). trichloroethylene (C-406), and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam plant (Building 600). 

To the east of Building C-600 are two steam plant fuel storage tanks (C601- A & B). These tanks are circular in design with flat roof and exterior wall steel stairs. 
To the northeast of the building is C601-D. a fuel oil storage tank. The tank is round with a flat roof and exterior wall steel stair. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE II MCN-186-188 
RELATED GROUP 11 ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EV ALUA-::TI=-O~N-:-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survc:y Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-603-E Nitrogen Storage Tank (east) 
Building No. C-603-F Nitrogen Storage Tank (center) 
Building No. C-603-G Nitrogen Storage Tank (west) 
2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: ~I Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: _3_'_3 _,_8_,_0_8_,_5_'_5_' 

Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _1_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: ---,3,,---,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNlTION: 
__ Survey HABS/HAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,,-1 __ I ~ -.ILl 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _I~_-,I -.JLj -.lLI 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1 I ____ estirnated 

1 , 9 , 7 , 4-5' 1974-75 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----1----_--_------------------------1--_----_-------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 

.....xJ.JJ...:st"",ee"",,-1 ________________ original 
X I X I steel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 11000 gallons 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
-.SLJ cylindrical ftrst 
_, ___________________ second 

I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_____ " ___________ ftrst 

_, ; __ I second 
I I third 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I ftrst second ___ ' ~d 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERW 
2 I continuous R , poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R 1 poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..Q.Jsteel 
..s;L/steel 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
.JLj flat _8_' steel original 

original 
replacement 

.JLj flat 8 I steel replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=.2_-,j/ Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE II: , __ , ____ _ 
Write resource II on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 1103 mHlion SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete iU25 was answered) 

FUNCTION 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-186-188 
GROUP # ~ ____ .."..--:=-:-" 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333, 
C-310. and C-315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The ftrm respOnsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels"and Vanet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2dh century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Storage Tanks are scattered throughout the PGDP to hold various chemicals such as nitric acid (C-407), trichloroethylene (C-4Cl6), and nitrogen (C-603). Two 
large tanks containing fuel oil are also located next to the facility's steam plant (Building 600). 

Located adjacent to Building C-600, the plant's steam plant, these three storage tanks were designed to hold 11,000 gallons of nitrogen. All three tanks are of 
steel construction and are identical in plan. 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL • FRANKFORT, KY 40601 
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KENTUCKY msTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(IrnC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE #I MCN-189 
RELATED GROUP #I 
EVALUATION ----
SHPO EVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED ----

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-604 Utilities Maintenance Building & 

C-604-A Utilities Storage Building. 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: -.lLI Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 

Northing: _4 _'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. !NITIA TION: _-"'3_---" Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: --:--.!.l __ ' J.j .JLI 
IndustriaJiEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: __ 1,--_'_0_1 ---ILl 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: I ' ____ estimated 

1 I 9 I 7 I 9 , 1979 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: _2_' concrete block wing addition 

_--1_------__ -------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
~'-X!.-,st"",ee"",,-l __________ original 

X , X 1 steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 2400 ft2 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

___________________ f~t 

__ I second 
I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
____ , ___ -' ________ f~ 
___ ~ __ _' ________ second 

I I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C I continuous R 'poured concrete original 
C I continuous R !poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-1LJ metal panels 
-.SL.! metal panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-PJ side _7_' metal original 

original 
replacement 

A , side 7 'metal replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: __ 2 ----,I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #I: , __ , ____ _ 

Write resource #I on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings· at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1 ,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to therr specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEt 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPllCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if 1#25 was answered) 

FUNCTION 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE ## MCN-189 
GROUP##==~== 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY II'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2,1951, and included 
erection of the followlng process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, 
W10, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn In November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15,1952. Two additional enrichment Jacifltles. C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The fnm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Glffels and Vanet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2dh century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The 'C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment, to support building maintenance, and overaH plant operations. 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process eqUipment. Sections of 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the eqUipment Is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

Building C-604 is a one-story, prefabricated metal building erected in .1979. The building is located to the south of the steam plant and is used as a maintenance 
building. It has a concrete foundation a gable roof, and walls of metal panels. On the north faltade is a large garage bay with an overhead-track door. Pedestrian 
entrances have steel and glass d09rs. Windows are of fixed aluminum design. 
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KENtUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE# MCN-I90 
RELATED GROUP # ____ _ 
EVAUJATION 
SHPO EV ALUA-=T~IO:-:N-::-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_/ 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-605 Substation Building 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 19711 i Zone: -.!Li Accuracy: _A __ i 
Easting: -.lJ_3_/_8_'_8_1---L}_5_1 

Northing: _4_1_1_'_0_1 __ 8_1_4_1_7_'_5_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomru;on 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and july, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dcpartment or Encrgy 

8. INITIA nON: _-",-3 __ .1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTI lER. DOCUMENTA TlONfRECOGNTTlON: 
Survcy HABS/HAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR N~~ 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _---'-__ I _0_1 _B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site. 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _1,-' __ I ...!l-I_B_' 
IndustriaI/Enginc('''fing-cxtractive facility or sitc 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 _____ estimated 

I I 9 1 7 f 9 , 1979 documented 
13. DATE or MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

---,---------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 

_X_I...JL.! prefabrieated steel 
X I X 1 prefabricated steel 

15. DIMENSIONS: 1200 ft2 
Height 1 story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ I ________________________________ first 
_________________________________ sccond 

/ third 
17. STYLISTIC INfLUENCE: 

__ 1 ___________ 1 ____________ tirst 
__ I ; ___ I second 

third 
JR. STYT£ DEVE1.OPMENT: 
__ I first ____ .1 second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MA TERlAL 

2 I continuous R' poured concrete original 
2 ; conlinuous . R i poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..sL-1 crimped steel nanels 
SLJ crimped steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA'fION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

--1L!' shed _7_' :>1anding metal seam original 
A / shed 7 1 standing metal seam replacement 

22. CONDITION: --"G,--~I Tn a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _...:2=-----" Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATlVE FILE #: __ --' __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSiIllSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing fadlities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 mil60n SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete ifl#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-190 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction ofthe first phase began January 2,1951, and induded erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-41 0/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-31 0, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; .C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-3l0, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Ptant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added~ and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Glffels & Vallet already had staff with security dearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20111 century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-SOO), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-74S-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

Building C-605 is a one-story, pre-fabricated metal building erected in 1979 The building has a concrete foundation, a gable roof of crimped metal panels and an 
exterior of crimped steel panels. On the west far;;ade is a pedestrian entrance with a single-light, steel and glass door. A garage bay on this fattade has an 
overhead track steel door. On the south facade is a single-light, glass and wood door. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-191 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EV ALlJATION 
SHPO EV ALUA-=T-IO-N----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how dctennined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-606 COld Cruslu:r Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. lITM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: _1_6 _I Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: _3 _1_3_1_8_'_8_/~'_5_1 

Northing: _4_1_1_'_0_1_8_1_4_'_7_'_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Departmcnt of Energy 

8. INrnATION: _..:.3 __ ' Review and Compliance 

9. O'mER DOCLIMENTATIONiRI~COGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSiHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10, ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-__ ,1 -.iU_B_' 
Industrial/Engineering-cxtractivc facility or site 
11. CURR~'NT PRIMARY FUNCTION: --:1'--_--'1 .JLj _B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: I , _____ estimated 

I I 9 1 8 I 0 1 1980 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

--_1--_------_-----------------___ I __________________ _ 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERJAL: 
_X_I.JJ_st"'e"'e<!,I __________ origina\ 

X 1 X 'steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1470 fi2 

Height 2 stOry Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

__________________ fi~t 
______________________ sccond 

I ~~ 

17, STYLISTIC INFLlfENCE: 
__ 1 ____ ___ , __________ first 
__ I ; ___ I second 

third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first ___ I second __ --0' third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 . I continuuus R I poured con"Tctc n:pla(.;cmcnl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...sL-/ paneled wood walls 
.J2.j paneled wood walls 

21. ROOf CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION' COVERING, 
~ nat _6_1 built-up original 

original 
replacement 

~ flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I Tn a statc of good rcpair 

23. MODIFICATION: _...:2=--..........,/ Moderdte alteration 

24, NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ ' __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints, 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INfORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation, The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffuse~ within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-191 
GROUP# _____ -

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and.Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuciear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations.were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area cn to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102). the steam plant (Building C-600). and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

C-606 is a two-story metal coal crusher erected in 1980. This building has a poured concrete foundation and paneled wood walls. On the north fayade on the 
first floor are paired, steel and glass doors which lead to a steel platform and conveyor. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN~ 192 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION -----
SHPO EVALUATION ____ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detcnnincd): _4_' 
Paducah Ga.~eous Diffusion Plant 
Builoing Nu. C-607 Emergency air Comprcs!;or Generator Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.s. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 197K I Zone: --.!LI Accuracy: _A ___ ' 
Easting: _3_1_3 __ 1_8 __ 1_8 __ 1_5_1_5_1 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0_'_8_1_4_1_7_1_5 __ 1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site omce 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNJTIA nON: _-",3 __ .1 Review and Compliance 

9. OnrER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITTON: 
____ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _---'-__ .1 ... ..1Ll....JL...1 
Industrial/Eogineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: ----,1'--_-" .JL! _B_1 
Industrial/Enginecring-extractive f.'lcility or sitc 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: I I _____ estimated 

I 1 9 1 8 1 4 I 1984 documented 
13. DATE OF M.J\.JOR MODIfICATIONS: 

-----1----------------------------------
_---1------------------------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_X_I ~ prefabricated steel 

X I X I prefabricated steel 
15. DIME'NSIONS: 2000 nz 

Height 1 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequcnt 

__ I _________________________________ r.~t 

__ I second 
third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE; 
__ 1 ____ ___ I ____________ lirst 

__ I ; ___ I second 

__ I fi~t ____ I second ___ ,I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 / continuous R i poured con\.Tt:le replacemenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..il.-I steel panels 
...sL! steel panels 

2 L ROOF CONFIGURA TION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.-!l....J side gable. __ K_' steel panels original 

original 
replacement 

A I side gable 8 / steel panels replacement 

22. CONDITION: --",0,----,'1n a state of goO<.! repair 

23. MODlFlC AnON: _...!2'-----" Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIIIISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEr 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-192 
GROUP#----, __ ---::-__ 

IDENTIFICA TlON __ INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in Sep1ember 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added,. and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the deSign and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit asweU as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led bya partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-l02). the steam plant (Building C-600). and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B. and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

C-607 is a one-story, pre-fabricated metal building. The building has a poured concrete foundation. a gable roof of steel panels and exterior w;;lI!s of steel panels 
On the main (E) fa<;ade is a garage bay entrance with an overhead steel track door. A pedestrian entrance on this fa<;ade has a single-light. steel and glass door. 
The west fa<;ade of the building has a pedestrian entrance with a steel and glass door. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN.193 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION -----
SHPO EVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual, DESTROYED --------

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-611 WIltt.T Tn.:alml:n! Plant 

2. ADDRESSlLOCATlON: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Vate: 197K I Zone: ......lL1 Accul'll4."}': _A __ I 
Basting: _3_I--1-LL..1_8_1_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_1_1_'_0 _1_8 _1_4_1_7 _1_5_' 

4. OWNERIADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
S. FIELD RECORDERI AFFIUA TTON: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates·Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8.INITIATTON: _->!.3~-,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATTONIRECOGNITlON: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ I ~I JL.J 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site-water treatment plant 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCnON: I 1 ..JL! JL.J 
IndustriallEnginccring-extractive fucility or site-water treatment plant 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 3 I estimated 

I / 9 I.!J 2 I 1942 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: _1_' aluminum doors and windows replace original wood 

---,--------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METIIODIMATERIAL: 

-Y:L.J --LJ frame original 
W I 3 / frame subseguent 

IS. DIMENSIONS: 15 acres 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
______________________ firn 

__ I second 
1 thiro 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
___ -' ___ ! ________ firn 

__ I ___ I second 
I thl~ 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first I second thiro 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R I POUred concrete original 
2 I continullus R I puun:d concrete replcu:ement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-X.J vinyl siding 
Y I vinyl ~jding 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

-A...J side gable _5_' asphalt shingle original 
A I side gable --LJ AAPhait shingle replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _...:2"'----" moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVEFILE#; , __ , _____ _ 

Write reSource # on back orall prints. 

COMMENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered). 

21. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-193 
GROUP # ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O~F~-:-3-. PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began JanualY 2. 1951. and Included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333. C-310. and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn In November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added,and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This finn was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The finn had a large specialty group of architects and engineers perfonning a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the finn was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the Iqte 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This finn was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Waterworks and Water Treatment Facilities include the main water treatment plant on Water Works Road (Building 611) and the sewage treatment plant 
(Building C-615). These complexes include sewage lagoons, settling tanks, pump houses. and storage and support buildings. The PGOP has its own water 
system including elevated water tanks to supply fresh water to all of the buildings in the plant. 

Building C-611 refers to the facility's water treatment plant. This plant was originally built in 1942 to serve as the water treatment facility for the KOW. When 
PGDP was constructed in the early 1950s. the water treatment plant was retained and upgraded. The treatment plant consists of 15 acres and the main building 
(C-611-A), four reinforced concrete settling basins, two steel tanks for water softening, various small filter buildings, and pump stations. To the north of the main 
plant are sludge lagoons. The main building is of frame construction with a concrete foundation. gable roof of asphalt shingles, and exterior of vinyl siding. The 
building's original doors and windows were replaced ca. 1990 with fixed aluminum windows and metal doors. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORlC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM . 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCmcken 
RESOURCE # MCN-194 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA-T-IO-N-------

For instruction. see the Kentucky Historic Resoyrces Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Ditfusion Plant 
Building No. C-6II-M North Concrete Sanitary Water Tower 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 11S4 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Dale: 1978 I Zone: -1fL.! Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Basting: ......1.J_3 _1...:LJ_8_I-LJ---L/ 
Northing: _4 __ '_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7_1_5 _, 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FTELD RECORDERJAFFILJATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: 3 , Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
Survey HABSIHAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORlGINAL PRlMARY FUNCTION: _-,-_-,:/ ...JL! _B_' 
IndustriallEngineering-exlractive facility or site-water stomge tank 
11. CURRENT PRlMARY FUNCTION: 1 I ...JL! ~ 
IndlLmiallEngineering-extractive faeility or site-water storage tank 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 3 1 _____ estimated 

1 , 9 '.,!J 2 '1942 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----1------_--_----------------
_--1---------------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
_JL_LX.!....:st~ee~1 ___________ original 

X 1 X / steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 250000 gallons 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

.....Q.J cylindrical first 
___ , ________________ second 

I tbiro 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

_____ , ___ I ________ first 
--.! ; __ I second 

! 1 ~ro 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first second ___ -,I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
~ MATERIAL 
3 I oostsIpads D I steel and concrete· original 
3 I pgst:ilpads D I sleel and concrete replacem\-'fI1 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...Q.Jsteel 
JLJ st!:f(1 

2 t. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
.-&J nla .-&J nla original 

original 
replacement 

-V. nla -V. nla replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODWICATION: _..&2_-!1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #; ' __ 1 _______ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majorny of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built be~ 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of HOOf space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
sepamtive work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

"(SEE, CONTINUATION PAGE)· 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY CONSTRlJCTION DATE METHODMATERIAI, 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#2S was answered) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-l94 
GROUP # ___ ~~ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGOP construction spanned 19S1 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectioll 
of the following process and production facilities: C.-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildingS; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333. C-310. and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. AuthoriUtion to Proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 1S, 19S2. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335and C-331, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the Iatge proc:e$$ing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had slaff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
reSidential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Waterworks and Water Treatment Facilities include the main water treatment plant on Water Works Road (Building 611) and the sewage treatment plant 
(Building C-615). These complexes include sewage lagoons. settling tanks. pump houses, and storage and support buildings. The PGOP has its own water 
system including elevated water tanks to supply fresh water to all of the buildings in the plant 

Built in 1942. the North Concrete Sanitary Tank was originally built as a water tank for the KOW. Following the closing of the plant in 1945, new water lines were 
built to connect the tank with PGDP. Since 1952, the tank has been used to hold and supply water to PGDP. The structure is circular in design. constructed of 
reinforced concrete. and has a capacity of 250.000 gallons. No ancillary buildings or structures are associated with this water tank. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-195 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA-TI-O-N------

For instruction. see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Builuing No. C-611-N South COO<'Teh: SlIIlilary Wltler Tower 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: -.!2...J Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: -L1_3 _1_8_1-L.J-LJ_5_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 __ '_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _~3_-,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-_-,f....JL! ...JLJ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive faCility or site-water storage tank 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: I I....JL! -LI 
Industrial/Enginecring-extractive facility or site-water storage tank 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 3 ., estimated 

1 I 9 / 4 I 2 I 1942 documented == 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

_--1_--___ ----------------
_--1_--____ ----------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 
-X..i.J....j-,st"",ee",:-,-1 __________ original 

X I X I steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 250000 gallons 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

--IlJ cylindrical first 
second -------------------thim 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ , ; ___ I ________ first 
__ I I ________ second 

/ I thim 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first second ___ -' thim 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
3 I pgsts/oads D I steel and concrete original 
3 I posts/pH.ds D I sleel !i!ld concrelc n:pla~nu.,.ril. 

20. pRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~~~~~~I~ ___________________ origiool 
~ steel replacement 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

o I nla --.JLj nla original 
o I nla .-.SL.J nla replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODWICATION: _ .... 2_-'1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSfHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative WQr\( unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

*(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)· 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCflON 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was ~ncUl .. rpl1 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY Mc:Craeken 
RESOURCE 1# MCN-l95 
GROUP 1# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY I#'S 
PAGE 3 O ...... F~-:::-3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, SUfge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331 , C-333. C-310, and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. AuthOri2:ation to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335,and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of deSign and 
engineering services. During Wortd War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and earty 1.950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Waterworks and Water Treatment Facilities include the main water treatment plant on Water WorKs Road (Building 611) and the sewage treatment plant 
(Building C-615). These complexes include sewage lagoons, settling tanks, pump houses, and storage and support buildings. The PGDP has its own water 
system including elevated water tanks to supply fresh water to aU of the buildings in the plant 

Built in 1942. the South Concrete Sanitary Tank was originally built as a water tank for the KOW. Following the closing of the plant in 1945. new water lines were 
built to connect the tank with PGOP. Since 1952. the tank has been used to hold and supply water to PGOP. The structure is eire.ular in design. constructed of 
reinforced concrete. and has a capaeity of 250.000 gallons. No ancillary buildings or structures are associated with this water tank. , 
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KENTIJCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE# MCN-l96 
RELATED GROUP # _. __ _ 
EVALUATION =:::-::-__ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources SUI"V£Y Manual. DESTROYED --------

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-611-0 Sanitary Wilier Treatment Storage Tank 

2. ADDRESSILOCATlON: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: -.lQ....J Accuracy: _A __ I 
Basting: _3_1_3 _1-LJ_8_1-.LJ..-LJ 

Northing: _4_'_'_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7_1_5_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _ ... 3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OnlER DOCUMENTATlONIRECOGNlTION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land LocaJ Land 
__ NR NHL 
Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: '_O_I_B_' 
IndustriaJIEngineering-extractive facility or site-water storage tank 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY 'FUNCTION: t 1 ..JLJ -1LJ 
IndustriaJIEngineering-extractive facility or site-water storage tank 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I estimated 

I I 9 I ).,,,1.3 I 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----1_--_--_---------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 

-LJ..:LI.....,s",tee=-' __________ origina\ 
X I X 1 ~1ee\ subsequent 

t 5. DIMENSIONS: 250000 gallons 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
__ , _______________ first 

_______________ sccond 

I thW 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

I _________ .. ftrst 
___ ---'; ___ I second 

I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

first second __ ....;1 third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
3 I postsIoads D 1 steel and concrete original 
3 I postslm D I steel and com"Tele replacemenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..Q.jsteel 
..Q.jsteel 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-1LJ nla .-SL! nla original 

original 
replacement 

.-.SLJ nla 0 I nla replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a stille of good n:pair. 

23. MODIFICATION: _~2_-,1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVEFILE#: __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the cflffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich !heir 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FlJNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete ifi#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY MeCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-l96 
GROUP # ___ ~-: 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

POOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2.1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333, C-310, and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffets and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During Wor1d War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locatioris. 

Waterworks and Water Treatment Facilities include the main water tre~tment plant on Water Works Road (Building 611) and the sewage treatment plant 
(Building C-615). These ~plexe$ Include sewage lagoons, seWing tanks. pump houses. and storage and support buildings. The PGDP has ItS own water 
system including elevated water tanks to supply fresh water to a/l of the buildings in the plant. 

Building C-611-O is a 250,000-gallon. sanitary water storage tank erected in 1953. It is of steel construction and is round with four steel support posts. The steel 
support posts rest on concrete pads. The water tank has a circular metal railing extending its circumference. This has a central water pipe from the tank to below 
grade. 
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KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002 .. 1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-I97 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N~-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-6Il-R Willer Tank 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: ~I Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: _3 _1_3 _1_8_1_8_1-LJ_5_1 

Northing: _4_1_1_'_0 _1_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 
4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department ofEncf!,'Y 

8. INITIATION: _-,,3_-,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATlONIRECOGNTTION: 
Survey HABSIHAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _---'-_.....:I.JLI --.!LJ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site-water storage tank 
t 1. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 1_0_' --.!LJ 
IndustriallEnginecring-extractive facility or site-water storage tank 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2! estimated 

t I 9 1 U 3 I 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

---,-------------------------------1--------_-------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 

_X_I-XJ....,st."ee=-' ____________ original 
X I X I steel sub~uent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 300000 gallons 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
__ I __________________________ first 

__ I second 
I third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ I ___ 1 ________ first 

________ second 

I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first second __ ....: third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
mg MATERl8lt 
3 I POsts/pads D I steel and concrete original 
3 I pgsts!pads D I slet:1 and concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..JL/steel 
..JL/steel 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

o I nla ~I nla original 

original 
replacement 

......QJ nla 0 I nla replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _..=.2_....:1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: 1 __ ' _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 miHion SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered). 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-!97 
GROUP # __ -----:=-:-: 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORlC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and Included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. AuthOrization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field superviSion of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential bu~dings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C.· Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "cn prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Waterworks and Water Treatment Facilities include the main water treatment plant on Water Works Road (Building 611) and the sewage treatment plant 
(Building C-615). These complexes include sewage lagoons, settling tanks, pump houses, and storage and support buildings. The PGOP has its own water 
system including elevated water tanks to supply fresh water to all of the buildings In the plant. 

Building C-61'-R is a 300,OOO-gallon steel water tank erected in 1953. It has a central water pipe that extends from the tank to below grade. The water tank rests 
on six. steel support posts which are anchored into concrete pads. The water tank is circular in design and has a metal railing which extends around the tank. 
The function of C-61'-R is to supply capacity and head pressure to the plant process building fire sprinkler system. 
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KENTIJCKY lUSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE# MCN.198 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EV ALUA-=TI=-=O:-::-N----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-615 Sewage Disposal Planl 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.s. Highway 60W. 

3. lJTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1'J18 I Zone: ~ Accuracy: ~I 
Easting: _3_1.....l-J_8_1_8_1_5_1_5_1 

Northing: __ 4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_1_7 _1_5 _I 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 14tO 
Paducah, Kentuc9 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

1. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNITIA TION: _",,3 __ .1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENT A TION/RECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSfHAER 

K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~_.....:/_O_I ~/ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIl'vfARY FUNCTION: --'1'--_-:1 .JL! ~ 
IndustrialfEnginecring-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I~ ____ estimated 

I , 9 f 5 / 2 I 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----1-----------------------------------,-----------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 

----X-I-LI reinforced concrete 
X I X I reinforced concrete 

15. DIMENSIONS: 806 t? 
Height 2 story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_______________________________ first 

__ I second , ~~ 

11. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ , ______ ....! ________ first 

_______ _' ________ second 

I thW 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first second __ -,I thi~ 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MA TER.lA.L 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 f cunlinuous R I POUred concrete n.-piacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..1LJ poured concrete 

.. ..Lj poured concrete 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION CQVERING 
~I nat _6_' built-up original 

original 
replacement 

-fl...J flat 6 I built-up replacement 
22. CONDITION: G , In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=1 __ 1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ , _____ _ 

Write resource # on back: of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processiog facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

C-615-H A Sewage Disposal Plant lift Station 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-198 
GROUP # ___ -~~_: 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ ....,.-
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Consbuction of the IIr$t phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the foHowIng process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-3l0, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September ·1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and consbuction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Waterworks and Water Treatment Facilities include the main water treatment plant on Water Works Road (Building 611) and the sewage treatment plant 
(Building C-&15). These complexes include sewage lagoons, settling tanks, pump houses, and storage and support buildings. The PGDP has its own water 
system including elevated water tanks to supply fresh water to all of the buildings in the plant 

This complex was built in 1952 and consists of a two-story reinforced concrete building and associated settling tanks and lift stations. Building C-615 has a 
concrete foundation, a flat roof of gravel and tar, an exterior wall concrete flue and an exterior of smooth concrete. On the east fac;ade are two pedestrian 
entrances with original two-light steel and glass doors. Windows are original twelve-light and six-light steel hopper design. On the south fac;ade are two windows, 
one twelve-light and the other an eight-light steel design. The north facade has an exterior wall, a concrete flue and an Original twelve-light steel window. On the 
west fac;ade are two pedestrian enttances with original two-light steel and glass doors. This facade also has two original twelve-light sleel and glass windows. 

To the east of the main building is a settling tank which is a below-grade rectangular concrete tank with a pipe railing along its perimeter. Other structur{lS include 
a digester which is circular in design. Also on the property is Building C-&15-H • a Sewage Disposal Plant-Lift Station which is a one-story, concrete block 
building which houses mechanical equipment. It has a poured concrete foundation, a built-up, flat roof and exterior waHs of concrete block. On the main (west) 
fac;ade is a solid steel door. There is a louvered vent on the east facade. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE# MCN-I99 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N-------

For instruction. see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 __ ' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-616-A Chemical Feed Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 i Zone: -1.LI Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: -LJ-l-J_8_'-LJ_5_'_5_1 
Northing: _4_1_1_'_0_1 __ 8 __ '_4_' __ 7_'_5_1 

4. OWNERIADDRESS; Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERlAFFfLlA TION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION; 3 I Review and Compliance 

9. OHIER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCfION: _-'-_....J1_O_1_B_' 
IndustrjallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCnON: _1'--_-" .JLJ _B_' 
IndustriailEnginecring-cxtractivc facility or sitc 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1 ' _____ estimated 

1 f 9 1 1 I 8 I 1978 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODWICATIONS: 

----,-----------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 

-X-I -X..J prefabricated metal 
X I X 1 prefabricated metal 

15. DIMENSIONS: 2000 fti 
Heignt 1 stm Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

____________________ first 
_______________ second 

I thiro 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

____ , --'-'__-' _________ first 
__ I second 

! thiro 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

first second ___ ,I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
~ MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R I pouted concre!4t original 
2 I cuntinuuus R I poured wnc..Tete replau:mml 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL; 
..sLJ steel panels 
..sLJ stsel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

-A.J side gable _7_1 standing metal seam original 
J...J side gable 7 / standing meta1 seam replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I Tn a ~1ate of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=2,---,1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FlLE #: __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COM.\1ENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications, 

-(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#2S was answered) 

27. MAP'.(Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-l99 
GROUP#~=~=-:-~ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 0=F""---""3- PAGES 

PGOP COllltruction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2,1951, and Included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
ProdudWlthdrawai Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15,1952. Two additional enrichment fadIities,C-335 and C-337,.were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Gilfels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. DUring World War It. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Waterworks and Water Treatment Facilities include the main weter treatment plant on Water Works Road (Building 611) and the sewage treatment plant 
(Building C-615). These complexes include sewage lagoons. settling tanks, pump houses. and storage and support buildings. The PGDP has its own water 
system including elevated water tanks to supply fresh water to all of the buildings in the plant. 

Building C-616-A is a one-story, pre-fabricated metal building built in 1978. This building has a poured concreta foundation, a roof of crimped steel panels and 
exterior walls of steel panels. On the main (E) facade is a garage bay with an overhead steel track door. This fa~de also has a pedestrian door of single-light. 
glass and steel design. On the north fa~de is an entrance with a single-light, steel and glass door. On the west fayade is a single-light, steel and glass door and 
a solid steel door. ' 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-200 
RELATED GROUP # ____ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~T~IO~N~------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic RcsgUfces Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-616-B Clarifier-East; C-616-M Clarifier-West 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: ~ Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: -L.J~_8_1_8_1_5_1_5_1 
Northing: _4_' __ 1_1_0 _1_8 _1_4_1_7 _1_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: __ -,,3_...;' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENT A TIONIRECOGNInON: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
m Nm 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-_...:I...JL/_B_' 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _I!.-__ I -1LJ _B_1 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: t 1 _____ estimated 

I I 9 , 7 I 8 I 1978 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

--_1_--------_--------------
---,------------------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
-LJ...x.J...,st=c=e"-.1 ____________ original 

X I X 1 steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1350000 gallons 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

_______________ first 
______________________ second 

/ ~~ 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ 1 ____ __ -' _________ first 

__ I ; ___ I second 
I I ilii~ 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first __ -' second __ -' thW 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
o / nla 0 I .... nt,..a'--___ originat 
o I nla 0 I nla replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..JL! steel 
..JL! steel 

2 t. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
....JL! nla ~ nla original 

original 
replacement 

~I nla 0 I nla replacement 

22. CONDITION: G t In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _ .... 2_....:1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ , ______ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMr-.1ENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPUCABLE 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-1OO 
GROUP # ___ ---:--: 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and Inck.tded erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and c-3OO. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333, C-310, and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant COI\$UUdion was receMJd on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The finn responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This finn was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The linn had a large specialty group of architects and engineers perfonning a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the finn was responsible for the design and lield supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security dearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural finn of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This finn was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 201h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as offICe and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer.Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The linn remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number With the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Waterworks and Water Treatment FaCilities Indude the main water treatment plant on Water Works Road (Building 611) and the sewage 'treatment plant 
(Building C-615). These complexes indude sewage lagoons, settling tanks, pump houses, and storage and support buildings. The PGOP has its own water 
system including elevated water tanks to supply fresh water to all of the buildings in the plant 

To the west of C-616-A are two large identical plan darifier tanks, C-616M and C-616-B. These are round. steel tanks With large water pipes connecting to 
nearby pumps. These tanks hold 1,350,000 gallons and were erected in 1978. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-201 
RELATED GROUP 1# ___ _ 

EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O=N~-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-616-K SeTvil.:c Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1971$ I Zone: --.lLI Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: -1-1_3 _f_8_1_8_1_5_1_5_1 

Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _1_8 _'_4_'_7 _1_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducae, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITlA TION: _.>!3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUfvfENT ATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

lO. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: ~--,-_-,I .-iLl ~I 
IndustriaIlEngineering-extqlctlye facility or sIte 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: ~I,--_---,' JLj -1L.J 
IndustriallEngineering-cxtractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1 I ___ estimated 

I , 9 f 7 I 9 I 1979 dOl.:umented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

---,---------------------------!-----------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
~..:x.J prefabricated metal 

X , X I prefabricated metal 
15. DIMENSIONS: 420 ft2 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_________________________ fi~t 

__ I second 
I ti~ 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ I ; ___ , ________ first 

I second 
I thi~ 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 / continuous R I ooured concrete original 
2 I continuous R 1 poured con\.Tele n:plat:emenl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
JJ...j steel panels 
JJ...j steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
_P_I shed _1$_1 steel panels 

P {shed 8 I steel pant-Is 

22. CONDITION: _G=-----'/ln a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _..:2_-:1 Moderate alteration 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 miffion SWU per year. SNU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SNU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY F!JNCfION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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RESOURCE 1# MeN-20t 

GROUP 1# ==~=-::: 
IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

CATEGORYI#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951, and Included erection 
of the folloWing process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings: C-410f420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-3i5, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildingS. G-331. C-333. C-310. and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering se/Vices. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supe/Vision of numerous buildings and se/Vice facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firn;t was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix .. C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Waterworks and Water Treatment Facilities include the main water treatment plant on Water Works Road (Building 611) and the sewage treatment plant 
(Building C-615). These complexes include sewage lagoons. seWing tanks. pump houses, and storage and support buildings. The PGDP has. its own water 
systam including elevated water tanks to supply fresh water to all of the buildings in the plant. 

C-616-K is a one-slory, pre-fabricated metal building erected in 1979. This building has a concrete foundation. a shed roof of steel panels and exterior walls of 
steel panels. On the main (S) ~de is a garage bay with an overhead track steel door. On the west fa~de is an entrance with a single-light, glass and steel 
door. There is no fenestration on the east fa~de and a wall air-conditioning unit on the north ~e. At. the roofline is a circular vent. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-202 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVAUJA TION ----
SHrO EVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED -------

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how dctcnnined): _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-620 Air Compressor Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U$. Highway 6OW. . 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. Kentllcky 
Date: 19711 I Zone: __ 16_1 Accuracy: ~ 
Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_1_8 __ 1_5 __ 1_3 __ 1 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0_'_8_1_4_'_7_1_4_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Otlice 
P.O. Dox 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department orE:ncrgy 

8. INITIATION: _...!3~_1 Review and Compliance 

9: OTHER DOCUMENT A TION/RECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABS/HAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ ,I_O_I_B_I 
IndustriaIlEngineering-extractive facility or site 
t I. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-I _---' _0 I -ILl 
Industrial/Enginecring-cxtractivc fucility or sitc 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , _____ estimated 

I' 9 , 5 ! 3 I 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF Mt\JOR MODIFICATIONS: 

--,------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METI [ODIMA TERIAL: 

~.....lS-1 reinforced concrete 
X f X / reinforced concrete 

15. DIMENSIONS: 10000 If 
Height I story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ , _________________ first 

__ I second 
I iliiro 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ 1 ____ ___ , ___________ tirst 

__ I ___ I second 
, third 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ , first __ ---1 second ___ I third 

19. FOUNDATrON: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

, I continuolls R / poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R I poured com. Tete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~I tran~ite panel~ 
.....Q! transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATIONICOVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

~ flat _6_/...!bQ;u!!.!ilc!.:t-!!Jup~ ___ original 
~ flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. COl'<'DITION: G , in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-'2=-----'1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ 1 _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRucnON DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete ifl#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-202 
GROUP # ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _Il"HENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S::---__ 
PAGE 3 OF_..::.3_PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310. and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architeclural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "Cn prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Processing Buildings are those which are directly involved in the gaseous diffusion process. The feed plant. Building C-410. was completed in 1953 and 
enlarged with the addition of Building C-420 in 1956. This complex received uranium powder (U03) in five-ton containers which was then transferred to the top 
floor of the building and placed into feed hoppers. It was then reduced to U02 through a reaction with hydrogen gas and then further processed into UF 4 or green 
salt. This product was then chemically ·cooked" with fluorine to convert the UF. into UFs (uranium hexaflouride) prior to being sent into the cascade enrichment 
system. 

The UFs gas was sent from Building C-410 to the processing buildings via overhead piping called tie lines. Tie lines connect with all of the main processing 
buildings. The main processing buildings. C-331. C-333. C-335. and C:337 contain equipment and machinery to complete the extraction of U-235 from U-238 
through the gaseous diffusion proc;ess. Once suffICiently enriched. the U-235 then was transferred via the tie lines into Building C-310. the Purge and Product 
Building. Here the enriched uranium was placed into steel cylinders for shipment to clients. The depleted uranium was transferred via tie lines to Building C-315. 
the Surge and Tails Buildings, and placed within steel cylinders. The entire diffusion process is operated by the instrument control panels in Building C-300, the 
Central Control Building. 

The majority of the Processing Buildings were constructed in rectangular plans and with concrete foundations. steel structural and support systems. flat roofs 
and exterior walls of transite panels. On the first floor levels of C-331. C-333, C-335. and C-337 are entrances which have surrounds of concrete block and 
sliding track steel doors. Buildings C-331 and C-335 were built in identical plans and contain 1.029,120-sqt'f~lfe feet. or approximately 23.6 acres. Buildings C-
333 and C-337 were also built in identical plans and contain 2,130.120 square feet or approximately 49 acres. Buildings C-410, C-340, C-310, and C-315 are 
smaller but also were built with similar construction details. The Central Control Building. C-300, differs from the others through its concrete construction and 
circular design. 

Attached at the south fa~de of C-315 is a one-story, rectangular plan building built in 1953 which contains air compressing equipment. DeSignated Building C-
620. it has a poured concrete foundation. a flat built-up roof and an exterior of transite panels. On the east fa~de is a pedestrian entrance with a two-light steel 
and glass door. On the south (main) fac;ade is a similar entrance at the southwest corner of the building. This fal1ade also has a garage bay at the southeast 
corner with a steel overhead track door. This fac;ade also displays two. louvered vents. Attached to the west facade of the building is a wing which has a garage 
bay on the south fal1ade with an overhead steel track door. The west fal1ade of the building has an attached, concrete block wall containing electrical 
transformers. 
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KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-i) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE II MCN-203 
RELATED GROUP 11 ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EVALUA-::TI."...O-N:-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-631-1 Pump House 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UfM REFERENCE: 
Quad Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: ~ Accuracy: A , 
Hasting: _3 _'_3 _1_8_'_8_'_5_1_5_1 

Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 14lO 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-,,3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNlTION: 
__ SUrvey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~----,I -.JL! .JLI 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: -"I '_O_IJL) 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ____ estimated 

1 1 9 1 51 2 1 1952 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

_--1------------------------------
--,-----------------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
J.....J -1L! steel and concrete 

X , X I steel and concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 9700 ftl 

Height 2 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_____________ ~ _____________ f~ 

second ,---------------------------third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
___ , _____ -' __ -' _________ fIrst 

, _________ second 

I , third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

fIrst second __ ....!/ third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 , continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 , continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..Q..J trnnsite panels 
..Q..J trnnsite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
...sL! flat _6 _, built-up original 

original 
replacement 

~I flat 6 1 built-up replacement 
22. CONDITION: G ,in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _..::2_-!1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE II: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource II on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE METIIODMATERIAL 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-103 
GROUP # ___ =-~,..-. 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP coostruction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-31 0, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333. C-310. and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added. and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet loc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19408 and 19508. The firm had a large specially group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19408 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as offICe and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morlmer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwen Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19508 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used toJdentify building locations. 

C-631-1 is a two-story, steel and concrete pump house built in 1952. ThiS' facility is the main water pumping station for processing building C-331. It has a 
poured concrete foundation, a flat. built-up roof and an exterior of transite panels. On the main (E) fac;:ade is a garage bay with an original steel overhead track 
door. This fac;:ade also has a pedestrian entrance with an original. two-light steel and glass door. On the first floor of this fac;:ade are paired, three-light windows. 
The lower window panels are fixed while the upper two panels are of awning design. On the second story of the east fac;:ade is a row of seven, three-light, steel 
awning windows. On the south fac;:ade of this building is an original one-story concrete wing. This wing has a garage bay with an overhead track door. On the 
south fac;:ade of this wing is attached electrical eqUipment. The west fac;:ade lacks fenestration. 

The south and norlh facades of the, main section have rows of three-fight, steel awning windows on both floors. The west fac;:ade of the main section has an 
entrance with an original. two-light steel and glass door. On the second floor is a row of seven. three-light steel awning windows. Attached 10 the north fac;:ade is 
an original one-story concrete wing. This wing has original. double steel doors on the east fac;:ade. The north fac;:ade of this wing has two pedestrian doors of 
glass and steel design. This fac;:ade also has two loading dock bays; one with an original, two-light, steel and glass door and the other with an overhead steel 
track door. On the west fac;:ade of the wing are ca. 1990 double steel and glass doors. 
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KENTIJCKY IDSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1 ) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE II MCN-204 
RELATED GROUP II 
EVALUATION ----
SHPOEVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED --------

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-631-2 Pump House 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: ~, Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 14lO 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-=-3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER IX>CUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

lO. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _---'-_-'I -.JU --.ILl 
lndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 I-.JU--.ILI 
lndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I _____ estimated 

1 I 9 , 5' 3 I 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

__ 1_--------_-------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 

J...J~' steel and wood 
X 1 X , steel and wood 

15. DIMENSIONS: 15248 fil 
Height 2 stOry Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_______________________ fust 
____________________ second 

I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ , ___ ---' ___ ' __________ first 
__ , ; ___ I second 

/ / ~ 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
fust second ~d 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous 
2 I continuous 

R , poured concrete original 
R , poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.J:L! fiberglass panels 
.J:L! wood panels 

21. RooF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.SL.J flat _6 _, built-up original 

original 
replacement 

~I flat 6 'built-up replacement 
22. CONDITION: G , in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _ ..... 2_--'/ moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE II: , __ , ____ _ 
Write resource II on back of all prints. 

... :~f~~··-- . ':- ~ ,-
11 ~ t ":!:' ~ ~ 

~-::.~~ 
~~ 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facUities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete ifll25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-204 
GROUP# ___ ----,._ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ____ ---:--
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases~ Construction of the fll'St phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and prQduction facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Bui/ding; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buUdings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This frrm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural frrm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2.dh century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by riumber with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

C-631-2 is a Cooling Tower of steel and wood construction built in 1953. Ithas a poured concrete foundation, a nat. built-up roof and an exterior of fiberglass 
panels. On the south f~ade is an open waD of rectangular wood panels. The structure contains twelve steel coaling towers at the roof and six steel water pipes 
that extend from the south and north facades into the water system below grade. Extending the circumference of the struclure at the roofline is a wood railing. 
Adjacent to the south fa~ade is a poured concrete pump house with a metal railing at the roonine. The north wall of the building is open and has rectangUlar 
wood panels. Attached to this fa~ade is an exterior waH wood staircase. To the north of the building is a rectangular plan. concrete block. mechanical building 
with a built-up, flat roof and a ca. 1980. vertical board door. 
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KENTIlCKY IDSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(IrnC 2002-1 ) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-20S 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION __________ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION _____ __ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-631-3 Firewater Pump House 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UfM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: --.lLI Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: _3 _'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 

Northing: _4 __ '_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNlTIA TION: _.;t.3_......!' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOONITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: __ -'-__ ...." -.SLJ JLI 
IndustriaVEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 , -.SLJ ...JL:' 
IndustriaVEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ____ estimated 

I I 9 'jJ 9 '1959 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTIONMETHODIMATERlAL: 
_P_' __ 1 _, concrete block 

P I I I concrete block 
15. DIMENSIONS: 11 % ft2 . 3 ft above grade 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

___ I ___________________________ fust 

second ,-----------------thrrd 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ 1 _______ __ ...! ________ fust 

_______ ...: ________ sccond 
I , thrrd 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
fust __ -' second thrrd 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 , continuous C , concrete block original 
2 I continuous C , concrete block replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~~w~a~ __________________________ original 
o , wa replacement 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
....QJ flat _8_' concrete original 
....QJ flat 8 I concrete replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _...;2"-----" moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , ____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)· 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if 1125 \WS answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-2OS 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-3OO, Central Control Building. The ftrSl process buildings, C-33l, C-333, C-3l0, and e-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facUities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and earty 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls loc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2ff' century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive indUstry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "e." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C"to distingUish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Building C-631-3 is an associated pump house. This pump house was built in 1959, is of concrete block construction and is approximately three feet above 
grade. This structure has a flat roof and houses mechanical equipment for the adjacent tower. 
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KENrUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1 ) 

COUNfY McCracken 
RESOURCE ## MCN-206 
RELATED GROUP ## 
EVALUATION -------
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 
DESTROYED For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-631-4 Blending Pump House 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: -1LI Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: _3_1_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-,,3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: --:---,,-----,' ~ JLj 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 '_0_' JLj 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: I ' ____ estimated 

I , 9 '81 2 '1982 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

__ 1_----_--------------------
--,------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 
~-X-/~st~re~l ________________ originru 

X I X , strel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1540 ftz 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

___ ~---------------first 
___ I second 

I third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

__ , ________ , __________ first 
_____ , ____ ' ___________ second 

I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

____ , first second ___ ,I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R , poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R , poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...QJ fiberglass panels 
...QJ fiberglass panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
_P_' shed _6 _, built-up original 

original 
replacement 

P , shed 6 'built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G , in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _..=.2_-," moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE ##: 1 __ , _____ _ 
Write resource ## on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEr 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete iff#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-206 
GROUP#-= ___ ~_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S . ----. PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facUities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal BuUding; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control BuUding. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn In November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of P1ant construction was received on July 15,1952. Two additional enrichmenUacilltles, C-335and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buUdings was Giffels and Vanet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area CUto distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

C-631-4 is a one-story, steel building built in 1982. It has a poured concrete fpundation, a built-up, shed roof and an exterior of fiberglass panels. On the main (S) 
fayade is an entrance with a ca. 1980, vertical board wood door. On the west f~ade are two, steel louvered vent panels. On the north facade is an entrance with 
a ca. 1980, vertical board wood door. There is no fenestration on the east f~ade. This f~ade has two large water pipes which connect with Building C-631-5. 
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KENTUCKY rnSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-207 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA=TI~07N~"-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-631-5 Blending Cooling Tower (West) 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Nante: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: -1fLJ Accuracy: _A __ ' 
Easting: _3_'_3 _1_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: JlUle and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNITIA TION: _.::.3_....:' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: --,-_1"-----" -.fl..J ....ILl 
IndustriallEngineering-extractivefacility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: I I -1L/....IL1 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I ____ estimated 

.. 1 I 9 I 5' 3 1 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METIIODIMATERIAL: 
~ -XJ steel and wood 

X I X , steel and wood 
15. DIMENSIONS: 3024 ftZ 

Height 2 stOry Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_______________ fIrst 
__ I second 

I third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

____ , ___ . ________ fust 
____ , __ ....! ________ second 

I I third 
18. STYLE DEVEWPMENT: 
__ I fust second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 , continuous R , poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...QJ transite panels 
...QJ transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.-SL! flat _6 _, built-up original 

original 
replacement 

-.-SL! flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _ .... 2"'-----" moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , ____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. "The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres or Hoor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 
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26. SITE PLAN (Complete if fl25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan orattach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-207 
GROUP # ==:::-:-:=-:::-=-. 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951. and included erection 
of the fonowing process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and c-3OO, Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333, C-310, and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was Withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added; and construction' was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Gryll!:; Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2fih century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Building C-631-5 is a two-story, steel and wood, cooling tower. The structure has a poured concrete foundation, a flat, built-up roof and exterior walls of transite 
panels. On the south fayade is an open waH of rectangular panels. The structure supports two steel towers which are round and have recessed rectangular 
panels. On the south fayade is an exterior wall wood staircase and at the circumference of the roof is a wood railing. On the south fayade are two large water 
pipes which connect below grade to the water system. On the north fayade is an exterior wall wood stair. To the north of the building is a small, rectangular plan, 
mechanical building of concrete block construction. This building has a flat roof and an entrance with a ca. 1980, vertical board wood door. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN·208 
RELATED GROUP # ~ __ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N~------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-631-6 Blending Cooling Tower (East) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Rood 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: ~ Accuracy: A 1 
Easting: _3_1_3 _1_8_'_8_'_5_1_5_1 

Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FlEW RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: 3 I Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-1 __ ~I ~ -.ILl 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: I , ~ JL.I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ___ --.:.·· .. estimated 

1 1 9 I 51 3 I 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

_--1--_____ -----------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
-X-/~'-'stee=I'--_________ original 

X I X 1 steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 3024 fit 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

__ , __________________________ first 
____________________________ second 

I third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: .. 

_, ___ -' ___ ...! ________ first 
_____ , ___ ' ________ second 

, third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first second __ I third 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL * 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous. R , poured concrete original 
2 1 continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...Q.J transite panels 
...Q.J transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-ILl flat 6 I built-up original' 

original 
replacement 

-ILl flat 6 f built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G f in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _~2=-----,' moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , ____ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete iffl25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951, and included erection 
of the foUowing process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-3OO, Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333. C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. AuthorizatiOn to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor 10 the Atomic 
Energy CommiSsion during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the fll1'T1 was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. . 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm' was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive indUstry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buHdings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Building C-631-6 is a one-story structure built in 1953 with a poured concrete foundation and exterior walls of transite panels. The building is of steel 
construction with an exterior wall on the south fayade of open paneled wood construction. On the south fa~ade is an exterior wall wood staircase which connects 
with the roof the building. At the roofline is a wood railing. At the top the building is a round cooUng tower of steel which has a surface of rectangular, recessed 
panels. The cooling tower contains a conCrete-lined basin for water collection of the water that has !lowed over the tower for cooling. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE 1# MCN-209 
RELATED GROUP 1# ___ _ 

EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N~------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

L NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-633-1 Pump House 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 f Zone: ~ Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_1_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFlLIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _..:t;3_....:'ReviewandCompliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONfRECOGNmON: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY ruNCTION: _-!-__ ..... ' .-!L! --"ILl 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facilitY or site 
11. CURRENT PR.IMAR:Y ruNCTION: 1 '_0_1 --"IL1 
IndustriaVEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 _____ estimated 

·1 , 9 '51 3 '1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 
~I JJ steel and reinforced concrete 

X I X 1 steel and reinforced concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 10245 ftl 

Height 2 story ·Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ , __________________ frest 

__ I second 
, ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ , ___ ---> ___ ' ________ flrst 

___ --' ___ , second 
I I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
fIrst ___ I second __ ..... ' third 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL * 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 , continuous R , poured concrete original 
2 1 continuous R , poured concrete replacement 

20, PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..JjfJ)j smooth poured concrete and transite panels 
..JjfJ)j smoothWured concrete and transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATIONICOVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.SLI flat _6 _, built-up original 

original 
replacement 

..-SL! flat 6 'built-up replacement 
22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-",2_....:' moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVEFlLE II: , __ , ____ _ 
Write resource II on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORlCAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 miNion SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-209 
GROUP#==~=-:::-. 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the finlt phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the foRowing process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-3OO, Central Control Building. The finlt process buildings. C-331, C-333. C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15.1952. Two additional enrlchmentfaciflties, C-335and C-337. were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facUities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and earty 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the '}fj" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as offICe and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The 'C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Building C-633-1 is a two-story pump house built in 1953 of reinforced concrete and steel. The building has a poured concrete foundation, a Hat, built-up roof and 
exterior walls of smooth cOflCfete and transite panels. On the main (west) fayade is a one-story concrete wing containing a garage bay entrance with an 
overhead steel track door. This fayade also contains two entrances with solid steel double doors and a central loading dock door of two-panel, steel design. On 
the north fayade of this wing is a solid steel door. On the south fayade of this wing is a three-Ught steel window. The two-story section has a wall of concrete 
approximately six-to seven feet in height with transite panels above. On the west fayade in the second story is a row of eleven, three-light steel windows. The 
lower window panels are fixed while the upper two panels are awning design. On the north f'ayade, the building has a row of fourteen windows on the first Hoor 
and sixteen windows on the second Hoor. At the northeast comer of the building on the first Hoor is a garage bay with an overhead steel door. On the east fayade 
is a one-story concrete wing. This wing has two, single-light, steel and glass doors on its west fayade. The south fayade of the building has sixteen windows on 
both floors. ' 
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KENTIJCKY IDSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE 1# MCN-210 
RELATED GROUP 1# ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N~----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-633-2A Cooling Tower (South) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 otT 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 1 Zone: --12-1 Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. IN1TIA TION: _..=:3 ___ ' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNlTION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-__ .1 ~ J:LI 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 '-.JL' J:LI IndustriallEngineering-extracti ve facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ' ____ estimated 

I , 9 'jJ 3 '1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTIONMETHODIMATERIAL: 
~..JL' steel and concrete 

X , X 'steel and concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 16085 ft2 

Height 1 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

~ rectangular fIrst 
__ , ________________________ second 

, ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
___ -' __ ....: _________ fust 
___ -' ____ ' ________ second 

I I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVEWPMENT: 
flISt second ___ ,'~d 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 , continuous R , poured concrete original 
2 , continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.su fiberglass and open wood panels 
.su fiberglass and open wood panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.fLJ flat _6_' built-up original 

original 
replacement 

-.fLJ flat 6 'built-up replacement 
22. CONDmON: G , in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _"",,2 __ ,1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE 1#: , __ , ____ _ 

Write resource 1# on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buHdings contain 74 acres of Hoor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUA-TION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if fl25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-210 
GROUP #.:-==~=~ 

IDENTIFICA nON _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2,1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product WIthdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; andC-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310. and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C .. 335 and C·337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large. processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facUities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuc::1ear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2fih century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

C-633-2A is the CooUng Tower South built in 1953. The structure has a rectangular concrete foundation and basin and exterior walls of fiberglass and open 
wood panels. The steel structural system supports sixteen cooling towers which are round and of steel construction. Around the perimeter of the roofJine is a 
wood railing. Attached on the west fa~e are eight, large water pipes. On the west fa~ade are two, concrete block pump houses with vertical board wood doors. 
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KENTUCKY IDSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDNIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1 ) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE * MCN-2Il 
RELATED GROUP * ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA-TI-O-N----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-633-2B Cooling Tower (North) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: ~ Accuracy; _A __ ' 
Easting; _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'-... Ll_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _I 

4. OvnfJERlADDRESS; DepruUnentofEnergy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDERIAFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: DepruUnent of Energy 

8. INITlA TION: _-,,-3_~1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNlTION: 
__ ' Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-_-,' -.!LI ...J.LI 
IndustriallEngineering-extracti ve facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: ". 1 
IndustriallEngineering-extracti ve facility or si te 

, -.!LI ...J.LI 

12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ____ estimated 
1 , 9 '5' 3 '1953 documented 

13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 
----X-' -X.J steel and concrete 

X , X , steel and concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 16085 ft2 

Height 1 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

...Qj rectangular first 
__ , _______________ second 

, ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
____ , __ -' ________ fIrst 
______ -' ________ second 

, I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first second __ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL; 
.sLJ fiberglass and open wood panels 
.sLJ fiberglass and open wood panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
--.SL! flat _6 _, built-up original 

original 
repJacement 

--.SL! flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G 1 in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION; _.=.2_-,' moderate alteration 

24.NEGATIVEFILE#; ' __ 1 ____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

,~";: -
! 1~ ~;1~1~: -, , 

~ 
,·i~;~~~~~~;&fi£./,jt~~i;;;£;;:.,-

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main prOCessing fac~ities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was imswered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-211 
GROUP#=== __ 

IDENTIFICA nON _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings: C-410l42O. UF6 Feed Plant: C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333. C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15,1952; Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added,.andconstructionwas completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large speciaHy group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During Wood War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company deSigned many industrial. buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

This structure (C-633-2B) is the Cooling Tower North built in 1953. The structure has a rectangular concrete foundation and basin and exterior walls of fiberglass 
and open wood panels. The steel structural system supports sixteen cooling towers which are round and of steel construction. Around the perimeter of the 
roofline is a wood railing. Attached on the west fa~ade are eight. large water pipes. On the west fa<;ade are two concrete-block fire sprinker system valve houses 
with vertical board wood doors. The cooling tower contains a concrete-lined basin for water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-212 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ----
SHPO EVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED ------

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-633-3 Blending Ptunp House 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: ~, Accuracy: A 1 
Easting: _3_1_3 _'_8_1_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-:Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _.;<.3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ SlIIVey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-_-,I ...JL! ..JL! 
IndustriallEngineering-extracti ve facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 I...JL!JLJ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1 ' _____ estimated 

I , 9 '81 2 I 1982 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

---,--------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 

~/JJ-'st=ee""l"--_________ original 
X , X I steel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 1984 ft1 
Height I story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
__ 1 _______________ fIrst 
__ I second 

I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
___ -' __ -' __________ fIrst 

__ I second 
I I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first __ ..... second third 

. 19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous 
2 I continuous 

R , poured concrete original 
R , poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..Q.j fiberglass panels 
..Q.j fiberglass panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
_P_I shed _6_1 built-up original 

original 
replacement 

P 1 shed 6 'built-up replacement 
22. CONDmON; G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 1 moderate alteration --"'---' 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ , _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facUities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 minion SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SuPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if 1125 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-212 
GROUP# ____ _ 
_. _ IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S~ __ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Wtlhdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-3OO, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952 Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2Cf' century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Building C-633-3 is a one-story building was built in 1982 and has a concrete foundation, a built-up shed roof and an exterior of fiberglass panels. On the main 
(west) fayade is an entrance with a vertical board door. There is no fenestration on the north fayade. On this faCfade are three, large water pipes which connect 
the building with the adjacent blending tower. On the south faCfade are three, rectangular openings with louvered steel vents. On the east fayade is a vertical 
board door. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
llIDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1 ) 

CUUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE tI MCN-213 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EVALUA=T:-:IO:7N::-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-633-4 Blending Cooling Tower (North) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: ~ Accuracy: A I 
Easting: _3_'_7 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _I....J...J_O _'_8 _'_4_'_7_/ __ 5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERIAFFILIA TION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: 3 , Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOONITION: 
__ Survey . HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-__ I..JLI .JLj 
IndustriallErigineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 I..JLI ~B" I 
IndustriallEngineering-extracti ve fucility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 ____ estimated 

1 , 9 , 51 3 I 1953 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
-X-J.-.X-' steel and wood frame 

X , X , steel and wood frame 
15. DIMENSIONS: 4536 ft2 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_______________________________ frrst 

__ I sccooo 
I third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
____ , __ ....! ________ first 
___ -> ___ ' ________ sccond 

I , third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

frrst r second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 , continuous R , poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
SL! transite panels and open wood panels 
SLJ transite panels and open wood panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATIONICOVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-iL! flat _6 _, built-up original 

original 
replacement 

-iL! flat 6 'built-up replacement 
22. CONDmON: G , in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=2 __ .{ moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , ____ _ 
Write resource t# on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facflities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE» 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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LUUNTY MCLraCKen 
RESOURCE # MCN-213 
GROUP #I --=~.".-~_~ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
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PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facUities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal BuDding; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The fIrSt process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-31O, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952 Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and VaDe! Inc. of Detroil. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroil architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2Cf' century. The company deSigned many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

This structure (C-633-4) is the Blending Cooling Tower North built in 1953. -This cooling tower is composed of a support system of wood frame and steel. The 
steel support system is beneath the three cooling towers and the exterior walls are of open wood panels and transite panels. The cooling towers are circular in 
design and of steel construction. On the west fayade is a small concrete block pump house with a wood and steel door. This tower rests with a rectangular 
poured concrete basin to contain water run-off. The COOling tower contains a concrete-lined basin for water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower 
for cooling. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE II MCN-214 
RELATED GROUP 11 ___ _ 
EVALUATION· 
SHPOEVALUA~TI=O~N~-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-633-5 Blending Cooling Tower (South) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: -1LI Accuracy: A I 
&sting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-=.3 __ .1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNfTION: 
__ Survey HABS/HAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: ---:--,,-__ .I_O_I_B_I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 '_O_'...JL' 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 ____ estimated 

1 , 9 '2/ 3 I 1953 docmnented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODlFICA TIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 

_~_LX.J;-:st~ee~l~and;iw~oodi1fram~~e=====~on~· g~inal~~ -.JLJ -~-J",j. sub uent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 453 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: _____________________________ fi~t 

___ I second 
I third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
___ -' ___ ' _________ first 
___ -' __ -1 ________ second 

, I ~ 

18, STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first second __ ....: third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
~ MATERIAL 
2 , continuous R , poured concrete original 
2 , continuous R , poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.sLI transite, fiberglass and wood panels 
JL! transite, ~ and wood panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERlNG: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-....SL/ flat _6 _, built-up <?riginal 

original 
replacement 

-....SL/ flat 6 I QyjJt-Up replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=2,--~' moderate alteration 

24.NEGATIVEFlLEII: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource II on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications, 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-214 
GROUP# ___ ----,._ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S::-------:'_ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phaseS. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; ~10, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-3OO, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, ~33, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buBdings was Giffe/s and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project sUe in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as offICe and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

This struCture is the Blending Cooling Tower South which was buDt in 1953, This cooling tower is composed of a support system of wood frame and steel. The 
steel support system is beneath the three cooling towers and the exterior walls are of open wood panels, transite panels and fiberglass. The cooling towers are 
circular in design and of steel construction. On the west fac;:ade is a small concrete block pump house with a wood and steel door. This tower rests on a 
rectangular poured concrete basin to contain water run-off. 
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l.NI?MDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE 1# MCN-2I5 
RELATED GROUP 1# 
EVALUATION ----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 
DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-633-6 Sand Filter Building 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UfM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: -.J!Lj Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: _3_1_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_I '_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _I 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FlEW RECORDER! AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _..::.3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey . HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: --::-,-_-,' -1U JL! 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--'-__ ., _1L/ JL! 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1 , ____ estimated 

I , 9 '81 3 1 1983 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

---,-----------------------,---------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
~/-A-' steel and concrete 

X I X 1 steel and concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 260 ftl 

Height 1 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

____________________________ frrst 

second ,----------------------------third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ , ________ .-! ___________ fIrst 
__ I ; ___ I second 

, I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

frrst second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 , continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 , continuous R 1 poured concrete replacement 

20. PRlMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..QJ steel panels 
..QJ steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

....-V flat _8 _, steel panels original 
~, flat 8 I steel panels replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _..:2_.....;' moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE 1#: ' __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource 1# on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built ~~een 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 minion SWUper year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-215 
GROUP# ___ ~_ 

IDENTIFICA nON _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333 , the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15,1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "c" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

C-633-6 is a one-story, pre-fabricated metal building built in 1983 and used as a sand filter building. It has a poured concrete foundation and roof and walls of 
steel panels. On the main (N) fa<;:ade is a garage bay with an overhead track door. On the east fa<;:ade is a pedestrian door of single-light, steel and glass design. 
The building has no other fenestration. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-216 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~T~IO~N~-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-635-1 Pump House and Piping 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: ---1LI Accuracy: A I 
Easting: __ 3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 

Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-,"3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTA TIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: -"",~ __ " ...JL! JLI 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: I /...JL! -1L-1 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I ____ estimated 

1 , 9 I 5' 4 I 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----,-----------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METIIODIMA TERIAL: 
~, X /.-'!>st""ee ... l ... fr...,am""'e:<.-________ original 

X I X , steel frame subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 8505 ff 

Height 2 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

_________________ first 
____________________________ second 

I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_____ ; ____ , ____________ first 
_________ , _________ second 

I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first second __ -' ~d 

KENTUCKY 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERJAL 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 / continuous R , poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.sL! transite panels 
.J;LI transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
.--S;LI flat _6_' built-up original 

original 
replacement 

--.SLJ flat 6 'built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: __ ...,2:..-_' moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEt 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-216 
GROUP#-=:----:---__ -

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ____ --
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the fIrSt phase began January 2. 1951. and included erectior 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge an( 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste BuDding; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were comp/eted and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secone 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete( 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and e~rly 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company deSigned many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

C-635-1 is a two-story, steel frame building constructed in 1954 with a poured concrete foundation, a built-up, flat roof and exterior walls of transite. On the main 
(north favade is a garage bay with a steel overhead track door. This favade also has a ca. 1990, single-light steel and glass pedestrian door. On the first floor 01 
this fayade are paired, three-light, steel awning windows. On the second floor is a row of seven, three-light steel awning windows. Attached to the east facade is 
a one-story, concrete wing which has a garage bay entrance on the north fayade. This entrance has an overhead track steel door. Attached to the east fa\(ade 01 
this wing is a concrete block waR containing attached electrical transformers. On the east and west facades of the main section of the building are original, nine
light, steel windows with two-light, hinged panels. On the west favade of the building is a one-story, concrete block wing which has paired, solid, steel doors on 
the north favade. On the west fayade of this wing are two pedestrian entrances with single-light. glass and steel doors. Another entrance on this fayade has a 
solid, steel door. On the south fBYflde is an entrance with an Original, two-light, steel and glass door. The second story has a row of seven, three-light, stee: 
windows. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-217 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~T~IO~N~------

For instruction. see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-635-2 Cooling Tower 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: .....J.LI Accuracy: A I 
Easting: _3_'_3 _1_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 __ '_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _1_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-",3_.....:' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNmON: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _.......!-__ '_O_'_B_' 
lndustrialfEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 1--1LJ~1 
lndustrialfEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 ____ estimated 

1 , 9 f 5 1 4 ! 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
--X-1-.:x.J-,st"",ee~I,--_________ original 

X ! X I steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 15248 ft! 

Height 2 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

_________________________ f~t 
___ I second 

I third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
___ -' __ -' _________ f~t 
___ ~ ___ . ___________ second 

I third 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
f~t second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 / continuous R / poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.sLJ fiberglass panels 
.sLJ fiberglass panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-f1..J flat _6_' built-up original 

original 
replacement 

--fL.' flat 6 'built-up replacement 
22. CONDmON: G f in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _...;2=-----'1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource #I on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or ,attach copy of map sho\\iug exact location of resource) 
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RESOURCE # MCN-217 
GROUP # ==-:::-:-=-::-:-. 

IDENTIFICA nON _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and e-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed wilh the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vanet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s, The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services, During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff wilh security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2O'h century. The company deSigned many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group, 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations, 

C-635-2 is a two-story structure of steel construction which supports sixteen steel cooling towers. Buitt in 1954, the building has a poured concrete foundation, a 
built-up, flat roof and exterior walls of fiberglass panels. On the lower sections of the east and west facades are open, rectangular wood panels. ON the east 
fayade are eight, large water pipes which connect into the below grade pumping systems. To the east of the structure are two concrete block buildings wilh built
up, flat roofs and solid steel doors, The cooling towers are round and of steel construction, Attached to the west fayade are two exterior wood staircases. 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL '" FRANKFORT, KY 40601 '" (502) 564-7005 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-2IS 
RELA1ED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION __________ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-635-3 Blending Pump House 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. U1M REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: ---12-1 Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 

Northing: _4 __ '_1_'_0 _1_8 _1_4_'_7 _'_5 _I 

4. OWNERJADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNITIA TION: _-",-3_-1' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: --c-!-_-.J1_0_' ~I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
1 L CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 '_O_I_B_' 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: I / ____ estimated 

1 , 9 , 8 I 2 '1982 documented 
= 

13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

---,--------------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 

_:XJJJ-,stee=",-1 fram~""e,,--_________ original 
X , X , steel frame subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 1984 ft2 
Height 1 story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: __________________________ ttrnt 
__ , second 

I third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_, ; __ 1 ________ fIrst 

_______ ; ____ , second 

I I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

fIrst second ___ . third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MA1ERIAL 
2 I continuous R 1 poured concrete original 
2 / continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.JL.f fiberglass panels 
.JL.f fiberglass pmets 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
_P_I shed _6 _, built-up original 

original 
replacement 

P I shed 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G / in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _....:2:.-__ .1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative wor!< unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEr 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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LUUl" I ): lVIC\..T3Cllen 

RESOURCE # MCN-2lS 
GROUP#-:-= __ ~_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectior 
of the following process and production facHities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-41OJ420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge an< 
Product Withdrawal BuDding; C-315, Surge and Waste Building: and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secon< 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment faCilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was completel 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering serviCes. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office anc 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains ir 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Building C-635-3 is a one-story, steel frame pump house built in 1982. The building has a built-up shed roof, an exterior of fiberglass panels and a pouree 
concrete foundation. On the main (E) fayade is a ca. 1980, vertical board door. There is no fenestration on the south fayade except for two large water pipe! 
which connect with the adjacent cooling tower. On the north fayade are three, louvered vents. On the west fayade is an entrance with a ca. 1980. vertical boare 
door. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE 1# MCN-219 
RELATED GROUP 1# _____ _ 
EVALUATION __________ _ 
SHPOEVALUATION ______ _ 
DESTROYED For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources sUrvey Manual. 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-635-4 Blending Cooling Tower (North) 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTMREFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: ~ Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3_'_3 _1_8_' __ 8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_' __ 1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: DepartinentofEnergy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-",-3 __ .1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--'--___ '_0_1 ~I 
IndustriallEngineering-ex1ractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: I /_O_/~ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 / ____ estimated 

1 I 9 I 5/ 4 I 1954 documented = 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 
_~_LXJ.-'st~ee~I ___________ original 

X I X / steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 2520 ft2 

Height 2 stOIV Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

_____________________ frrst 

__ I second 
I third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
___ --' __ _' _________ first 
____ --' _____ ' ___________ second 

I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

fIrst second ___ . third 

KENTUCKY 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 / continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 , continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...Q.J transite panels and fiberglass 
..iL,transite panels and fiberglass 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.-SL! flat _6 _, built-up original 

original 
replacement 

-.-SL! flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: G 1 in a state of good repair 

23 . MODIFICATION: _-'2"-----'/ moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE 1#: / __ 1 ________ _ 
Write resource 1# on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SVIIU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 \VaS answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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RESOURCE # MCN-219 
GROUP # ==~::::-:-::::-::-. 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the ftrSt phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-31 0, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333. C-310. and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During Wood War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2O'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "CO prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

C-635-4 is a two-story structure of steel construction which supports two steel cooling towers. Built in 1954. the structure has a poured concrete foundation, a 
built-up. flat roof and exterior walls of fiberglass and transite panels. Both the east and west facades have open walls below the transite panels of rectangular 
wood panels. On both the east and west facades are exterior wall, wood staircases. On the east fa~ade are two. large pipes which connect the towers with the 
pumping station. The towers are steel and have recessed rectangular panels. At the roofline is a wood railing which extends the circumference of the building. 
To the east the building is a one-story. concrete block, mechanical building with a built-up flat roof and an entrance with a ca. 1980, vertical board door. 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL ,. FRANKFORT, KY 40601 ,. 



!NUl V lUUJ-\..L., CJVI'\. v L J. r'-.JJ.'-lV.l 

(KHC 2002-1 ) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N~-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-635-5 Blending Cooling Tower (South) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: .....JLI Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3_'_3 _1_8_1_8_1_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_1_1_'_0 _'_8 _1_4_1_7 _1_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. IN1TlA TION: _.:<.3 ___ ,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGN1TION: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: ---:_1"-------" -.SLI -I.LJ 
lndustriaVEngineering-extractive facility or site 
1l.,CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 I-.SLI JL.J 
lndustriaVEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I ____ estimated 

I , 9 1 51 4 I 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION MErnODIMATERIAL: 
-1LJ-1lJ~stee~~I __________________ originru 

X 1 X / steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 3024 fil 

Height 2 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: _______________________ frrst 

________________________ sccond 

I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
______ , ___ ' _____________ ftrst 

__ I second 
I f ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
ftrst ___ ' second ~d 

KENTIJCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL .. 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous 
2 I continuous 

R / poured concrete originru 
R INured concrete replacement 

20. PRlMARYWALL MATERIAL: 
....QJ transite panels and fiberglass 
...fLI transite panels and fiberglass 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~ flat _6 _, built-up originru 

originru 
replacement 

....JL..I flat .6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-=2_.....,' moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete iffl25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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RESOURCE # MCN-220 
GROUP # 

l\a...l!,l~ I U\..,...ft. I .I. • ..I.~.I. ""I'-&."", .~"""'-J"'-"' __ 

-------
IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

CONTINUATION SHEET 
(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410142O, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential bUildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The"C prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Building C-635-5 is a two-story structure of steel construction which supports two steel cooling towers. Built in 1954, the structure has a poured concrete 
foundation, a built-up, flat roof and exterior walls of fiberglass and transite panels. Both the east and west facades have open walls below the transite panels of 
rectangular wood panels. On both the east and west facades are exterior wall, wood staircases. On the east fayade are two, large pipes which connect the 
towers with the pumping station. The towers are steel and have recessed rectangUlar panels. At the roofline is a wood railing which extends the circumference of 
the building. To the east the building is a one-story, concrete block, mechanical building with a built-up flat roof and an entrance with a ca. 1980, vertical board 
door. 

KThWCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL .. FRANKFORT, KY 564-7005 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

l'\..l':.LlVUK\....1:. It IV1~1"C-.k. 1 

RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~T~IO-N-------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Surv~ Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how d~ennined): _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-635-6 Process Waste Heat Pump House 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UfM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: JL' Accuracy: --<.A-,---, 
Easting: ----L-'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _,_& _1_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILlATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

&. INITlA TION: _-=.3_-,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRThIfARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ .1_0_' JLI 
IndustriaVEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 '_O_/JLI 
IndustriaVEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: I I ___ -:--estimated 

1 I 9 1 81 3 I 1983 documented 
= 

13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
~I ~I prefabricated steel 

X I X 1 prefabricated steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 2556 ttl 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_________ '---_________ first 
_______________________ second 

I third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

____ . __ -' __________ first 
____ -' ___ ' ________ second 

1 third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

fIrst second third 

KEN11JCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL * 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 1 continuous R , poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
....Q.J fiberglass panels 
....Q.J fiberglass panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.SL! flat _6_' built-up original 

original 
replacement 

~I flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G 'in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-'2"----:1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ I ______ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map sho-wmg exact location of resource) 
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RESOURCE # MCN-221 
GROUP#==-:-----:~ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S :----__ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KJ!,!'i 1 Ut..-J\. I ttl;' 1 UKlL l'U.,",uun.,-c,..;) 

CONTINUATION SHEET 
(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333, C-310, and C· 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secone 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was complelec 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

C-635-6 is a one-story, pre-fabricated steel building built in 1983 and used as a process waste heat pump house. It has a poured concrete foundation. a built-up, 
flat roof and an exterior of fiberglass panels. On the north and south facades are ca. 1990. steel double doors. The building lacks any additional fenestration. At 
the roofline are two circular. metal vents. 
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lNUl V llJUJ-\..1.., ...:JUl'- If..a..;. 1. 1. '-'L"-lYJ. 

(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ----
SHPO EVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual DESTROYED -------

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-637-1 Pump House 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UfM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: ~I Accuracy: A I 
Easting: _3_1_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_1_5_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILlATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITlA TION: _-",,3_~' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITlON: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRlMARY FUNCTION: ----,--'-_.-.:'_0_1 ...ll-I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY-FUNCTION: I I_O_/~ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , _____ estimated 

1 I 9 / 51 4 I 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 
-....X....J-LI steel and concrete 

X I X / steel and concrete 
15. DIMENSIONS: 9700 ft.t 

Height 2 stOry Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ , _______________________________ frrst 
_______________________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

______ , ___ ' _________ ftrst 
____ " ___ . ____________ second 

,. third 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 ! continuous 
2 I continuous 

R / poured concrete original 
R , poured concrete replacement 

20. PRlMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~I transite panels and concrete 
~ transite panels and concrete 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
..JLI flat _6 _, built-up original 

original 
replacement 

-iLl flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _....:2=-----" moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing bUildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

·(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE METHODMATERlAL 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map sho\\'1ng exact location of resource) 
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RESOURCE # MCN-222 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ----
PAGE 3 OF_3_PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the fIrSt phase began January 2. 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333. C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing bUildings was Giffels and Vanet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During Wood War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work al 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the ?Sf" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as offICe and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projecls underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distingUish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

C-637-1 is a two-story steel and concrete pump house built in 1954. The bUilding has a poured concrete foundation, a built-up, flat roof and exterior walls of both 
concrete and transite panels. On the main (west) fayade is a one-story concrete block wing. This wing has a garage bay with paired solid steel doors. A raised 
loading dock has original, paired, two-light. steel and glass doors. The pedestrian entrance on this f~ade has ca. 1990, solid steel door. This fayade also has a 
recessed loading dock bay with a single-light, steel and glass door. The main f~ade of the two-story section has a continuous row of eleven three-light, steel 
and glass awning windows. On the south f~ade of the two-story section are rows of seventeen, three-light, steel and glass windows on both floors. Attached at 
the rear is a one-story concrete wing with two, steel and glass door son the west fayade. On the north fayade of the two-story section is a garage bay entrance 
with an overhead steel track door. This fayade has fifteen, three-light windows on the first floor and seventeen on the second floor. The east f~ade has a 
concrete wall containing eleclrical transformers. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1 ) 

RESOURCE # MCN-223 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~T~IO=N~------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _~ 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-637-2A Cooling Tower (South) 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: _1_6 _, Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNITIA TION: _..:.3_--,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONfRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~l,---_,f _0_1 ~ 
IndustrialfEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 I_O_f~/ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I ____ estimated 

1 , 9 I 5' 4 I 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODJFICATIONS: 
__ 1 __ ----_-------------

--,---------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 

~-1lJ~&z~~lfrrun===e~ ________ originw 
X / X , &~1 frrune subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 22100 fi2 
Height Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
__ , ________________ fIrst 

second ,-----------------thrrd 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_____ , ___ I ________ fIrst 
_____ , ___ , ________ second 

I thrrd 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

fIrst second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 , continuous R I poured concrete origmru 
2 I continuous R / poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.sLJ fIberglass panels and open wood panels 
~I fiberglass panels and open wood panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.SL' flat _6_' built-up origmru 

origmru 
replacement 

--.QJ flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G ,in a &ate of good repair 

23. MODJFICATION: _ ..... 2"-----'/ moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of wi prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete iffl25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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'""''-'VI' .... .... ......... ""'sc __ ... _ .... 

RESOURCE # MCN-223 
GROUP# ___ --,-_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331, C-333, C-310. and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added. and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 'xl' century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C" Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

This structure (C-637-2A) was built in 1954 and is of steel frame construction and supports twelve steel cooling towers. It has a poured concrete foundation, a 
built-up, flat roof and exterior siding of fiberglass panels. The east and west facades have lower sections of rectangular open wood panels. On the east fayade 
are two attached exterior wall wood staircases. On the west fayade are six, large pipes which connect the towers with the pumping system. To the west of the 
structure are two concrete block mechanical buildings with built-up, flat roofs and ca. 1980, vertical board wood doors. The cooling tower contains a concrete
lined basin for water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCil., * FRANKFORT, KY 40601 * (502) 564-7005 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

-~~ .... --:"-="'""-=-,,,,--:=':--=--=-----
RESOURCE # MCN-224 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N~------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-637-2B Cooling Tower (North) 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 1 Zone: ~I Accuracy: A 1 
Easting: _3_1_3 _1_8_1_8_1_5_1_5_' 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0 _'_8 _'_4_1_7 _'_5 _, 
4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _.z.3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ . Survey HABS/HAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ .1_0_' --LI 
IndustriallEngineering-extracti ve facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION:·' I '_0_' --LI 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 ____ estimated 

1 1 9 I 51 4 I 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

---,----------------------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 

~/-"X-/._st""ee>=.l_"':fr""'am~e-----------_ original 
X 1 X 1 steel frame subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 22011 ftl 
Height Width ·Depth 

16. PLAN: 
_________________________ fIrst 
______________________________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

_______ -' _____________ fIrst 
_____ ---' __ -' ___________ second 

/ I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

first ____ ' second third 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL * 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 1 continuous 
2 I continuous 

R I poured concrete original 
R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...Q.J fiberglass panels and open wood panels 
...Q.J fiberg!ass panels and open wood panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COvruuNG 
~ flat _6 _, built-up original 

original 
replacement 

~ flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G ,in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-'2"----" moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ' __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL lNFORMA TION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing faciHties were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of noor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1 ,BOO enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map sho'Wing exact location of resource) 
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LUUNI l' MCl.,raCKen 
RESOURCE # MCN-224 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S~ __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the foRowing process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-41OJ420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings~ In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

This structure (C-tl37-2B) was built in 1954 and is of steel frame construction and supports twelve steel cooling towers. It has a poured concrete foundation, a 
built-up, flat roof and exterior siding of fiberglass panels. The east and west facades have lower sections of rectangular open wood panels. On the east fayade 
are two attached exterior wall wood staircases. On the west fayade are six, large pipes which connect the towers with the pumping system. To the west of the 
structure are two concrete block mechanical buildings with built-up, flat roofs and ca. 1980, vertical board wood doors. The cooling tower contains a concrete
lined basin for water collection of the water that has flowed over the tower for cooling. 

KENTUCKY 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

t<..t.:SUUKLr. 11 MLN-UJ 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION __________ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ __ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-637-3 Blending Pump House 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. lITM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: -.lLI Accuracy: ---'''''--_' 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 

Northing: _4_'_1_1_0 _'_8 _1_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 
4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNITIA TION: _"",3 __ ' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABS/HAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-"--_-.J1_0_,---1L-, 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: I '_O_'_B_' 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1 ' ____ estimated 

I , 9 '81 2 '1982 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
~'J'J._st""ee=l ... fr""am""""e _________ original 

X I X , steel frame subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 2048 fe 

Height 1 stoty Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

______________________ frrst 

__ I second 
/ third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE 
_____ . __ -' __________ first 

__ I second 
I I third 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first ___ .second third 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL * 

.19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 , continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.5L! transite panels 
.sL.' transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
_P_' shed _6 _, built-up original 

original 
replacement 

P 'shed 6 I built-up replacement 
22. CONDmON: G , in a state of good repair 

23 . MODIFICATION: _""'2!::..----!' moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL lNFORMA TION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

·(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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RESOURCE # MCN-22S 
GROUP#==::--:=-=-_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2,1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities al the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and ea rly 1950s. 

Buildings with less security conSiderations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as wen as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Building C-637-3 is a one-story. steel pump house built in 1982 with a built-up, shed roof, exterior walls of transite panels and a poured concrete foundation. On 
the main (west) fayade is a vertical board wood door. On the north fayade are three, louvered. steel vents. On the east fayade is a vertical board wood door. 
There is no fenestration on the south fayade except for two large pipes. 

KEN'TUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL * FRANKFORT, KY 40601 564-7005 
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INDMDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-226 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Reso!.J,£fes Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-637-4 Blending Cooling Tower (North) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: _1_6 _I Accuracy: A I 
Easting: _3_1_3_'_8_'_8_1_5_'_5_1 

Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_1_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNITIA TION: _..;!.3_.-J1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSlHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ .I_O_I_B_I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 I~~ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 ____ estimated 

I 1 9 I 51 4 1 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODlMATERIAL: 
~'..LI._st""ee=...I ___________ original 

X , X , steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 3528 ft2 

Height 2 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

_____________________ finn 

__ , second 
I third 

17. STYLISTIC IN"FLUENCE: 
______ --' ___________ first 
______ -' ______ ~ __ second 

I third 
18. STYLE DEV'ELOPMENT: 

first second __ --' third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 1 continuous R , poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..Q.J transite panels and fiberglass 
J:LI transite panels and fiberglass 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.iLl flat _6 _, built-up original 

original 
replacement 

-.SLI flat 6 'built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G , in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-'2"-----" moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main prOCessing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 1 1 .3 miHion SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25, SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map shov.-ing exact location of resource) 
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RESOURCE # MCN-226 
GROUP#-::::::-==-~_. 

IDENTIFICA nON _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-914) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-31 0, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control BuDding. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in Seplember 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Ptant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet a/ready had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "c" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Built in 1954, C-637-4 is a two-story structure of steel frame which supports two steel cooling towers. It has a poured concrete foundation, a built-up, flat roof and 
exterior panels of transite and fiberglass. On the east and west facades are lower sections of open rectangular panels. Attached to both the east and west 
facades are exterior wall wood staircases. On the west fayade are two, large pipes which connect the towers with the pumping system. The towers are of steel 
construction and have recessed rectangular panels. To the west of the structure is a rectangular plan, concrete block mechanical building with a built-up flat roof 
and an entrance with a ca. 1980, vertical board wood door. 

KENTUCKY 
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lNDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1 ) 

~:SUUKCh 11 M\..-N-U I 

RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ----
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survev Manual DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-637-5 Blending Cooling Tower (South) 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. lITM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: --.ILl Accuracy: _A __ ' 
&sting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 

Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _I 

4. OWNERI ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERIAFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. 1NITIA TION: _"",3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ 1_0_' ~, 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 '_0_' ~I 
Industrial/Engineermg-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I ____ estimated 

1 I 9 I 51 4 '1954 documented = 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
-X-! ..JJ....!stee=;:...l fram==e'--________ original 

X I X 'steel frame subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 3528 ft2 

Hei&l!t 2 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

__________________________ f~t 
_________________________ ~d 

I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_______ --' __________ f~t 

__ I ___ I second 
I I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
f~ second __ -.: ~d 

KnnUCKY 

19. FOUNDATIQN: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous 
2 I continuous 

R , poured concrete original 
R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...ILl transite and fiberglass panels 
...ILl transite and fiberglasS panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-ILl Oat _6_' built-up original 

original 
replacement 

-ILl flat 6 'built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23 . MODIFICATION: _-,2",---,' moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SlJPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PIA1\j KEY FIJNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1 ) 

.!U:.,:)VUK'-C It !Vl'-l"-'('.(.O 

RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ----
SHPO EVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED --------

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detemrined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-637-6 Sand Filter Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 / Zone: ~ Accuracy: A 
Easting: _3_1_3 _1_8_'_8_1_5_'_5_1 

Northing; _4 _1_1 '_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _1_5 _/ 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8.1NITIA TION: _..:;3 ___ .1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-__ .1_0_' ... JLl 
IndustriaVEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1_0_' JL..I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: I 1 ____ estimated 

I 1 9 1 8/ 2 1 1982 documented = 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----1_-------------------------------
----1---------------------------------

14. CONSTRUCTION ME1HODIMATER1AL: 
-X-/-.X...I prefabricated steel 

X 1 X 1 prefabricated steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 260 ft2 

Height 1 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_____________________________ flrst 
__ I second 

, ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_____ , _____________ fmt 
____ .; _____ I second 

, I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
f!rst second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 , continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 / continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.J;LI steel panels 
.J;LI steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

--...A-' side gable _7 _, stan<ligg metal seam original 
A I side gable 7 I standing metal seam replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-,2",--__ ,/ moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's prOCessing buildings contain 74 acres of Hoor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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2S. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete jf#2S was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-228 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge an<J 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C· 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secone 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15.1952. Two additiOnal enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completec 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings fOf the automotive industry in Detroit as well as offICe and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix 'C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations, 

C-637-6 is a one-story, pre-fabricated, steel building built in 1982. It has a gable roof of crimped steel panels, exterior walls of steel paneis and a poure( 
concrete foundation. On the south fa~ade is a garage bay entrance with an overhead steel track door. On the west fayade is a pedestrian entrance with a solid 
steel door. There is no other fenestration. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

Kt:-'UUKLt;; MLN-L.L.'.I 

RELATED GROUP # 
EV ALUATION ----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. 
SIIPO EV ALUA TION 
DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-709 Plant Laburatury Annex 

2. ADDRESSlLOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 ! Zone: _1_6 _I Accuracy: --''-''-_' 
Easting: -Lf_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_1_5_' 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thoma'ion 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dcpartment of Encrgy 

8. IN ITl A TlON: _-,,-3 __ 1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCUMENTA TlON/RECOGNITION: 
___ Survey HABS/HAER 

K Y Land Local Land 
NR NlIL 

Other: 
Report Retercnce 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _O_~i 
IndustrialiEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: I I_O_I_B_I 

12. CONSTRUCTION OATE: _I~ ____________ estimated 
1 I 9 I 9 I 8 I 1998 documented 

13. DATE OF MAJOR MODI FICA nONS: 
__ I ___________________ _ 

14. CONSTRUCTION METI!ODIMATERIAL: 
~ ~ concrete and steel 

X / X I concrete and steel 
15. DlMENSIONS: 13500 ft2 

Height Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

___ I ______________________ fi~t 
_______________________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

__ 1 _____ ___ ' _________ ti~t 
______ ........: _________ second 

__ / fi~t ___ ,I second ___ .1 third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 / continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 / cllnlinuuus R I puured concrete rcplaecmcnl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...'J......./ smooth concrete 

S ! smooth .concrete 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERJNG 
.......Q.J flat _6_1 built~up original 

orig.inal 
replacement 

.......Q.J flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _....,2=--_,1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ I ~~ ___ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative worK unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLA,"! KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY Mel: rae k.en 
RESOURCE # MCN-229 
GROUP#-:-:-:..-:-::-----:--: 

IDENTlFlCA TlON __ INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310. and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956 

The filTTl responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This filTTl was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The filTTl had a large specialty group of architects and engineers perfonning a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the filTTl was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural filTTl of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This filTTl was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The finn remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "c." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

A.dministrative Buildings are those which contain offices and the administrative functions of the facility. When the PGDP was built in the 1950s the mair 
administrative building was Building C-100 and this still houses many of the significant offices of the plant. Other administrative buildings include the Training anc 
Cascade Office (Building C-304) and Building C-212. 

On the north fa<;ade of the rear ell Of Building C-710 is a ca. 1998, one-story wing which has five windows of fixed, single-light, aluminum design This win~ 
connects with an enclosed hall that in turn connects with Building C-709-Plant Laboratory Annex. On the north fa<;ade is an entrance at the northeast corne 
of the building with a ca. 1990, steel and glass door. Adjacent to the door is a single-light, steel and glass sidelight. Above the door is a four-light, steel and glas: 
window. There are ten Window bays on the first floor of the building which are the same design as the rest of the building. On the east fac;ade of the rear wing i: 
a recessed, four bay, loading dock. leading to this loading dock are four entrances with steel and glass and solid steel doors. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 

EVALUATION _____ _ 
SIIPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

L NAL\4E Of RESOuRCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-710 Technical Service Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: J 978 ! Zone: ......JL! AccurdCY: ---''-'-.......! 

Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_1 __ 8_1_5_1_5_' 

Northing: _4_1_1_'_0_1_8_1 __ 4_1_7 __ 1_5_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: Junc and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIA nON: _~3 __ 1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENT ATION/RECOGN!TfON: 
Survey 
KYLand 
NR 

___ HAHS/HAER 
Local Land 

___ NIR 
Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~ __ I_O_! _B_1 
IndustrialJEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 !_O_I_B_I 
IndustriaIJ'Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1 _____ estimated 

I I 9 I 5 I 3 ! 1953 documented 
13. DATE Of< MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: _1_' ca. 19% wing addition 
__ 1 __ --___ -------------

14. CONSTRUCtION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_P_I_O_I""c"'on""c"'re"'t""-e __________ original 

P / 0 f conciete subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 84333 ft2 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 
-1lJ~~~~ _______________________ fi~t 

_____________________ second 

I third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLlJENCE: 

__ I ______ ; ___ I ___________ tlrst 
1 _____ ; ___ I second 

third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

first ___ ,second __ ---...:1 third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R I poul'!::d concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL; 
...B...J smooth conc."I'ete 

S I smooth concrete 
21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 

CONFIGURATION COVERING 
--fLj flat -LI built-up original 

original 
replacement 

--fLj flat _6_' built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODWICATION: _....:2=--~1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: i __ I _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISIORICAL IN FORMA nON 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous DiffUSion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required 10 enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)· 
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25. SUI)PORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTiON 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLk'J (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 

<''.-'- -.,J 
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... -~--- ~-:r-. 

;/ 

; 

ENERGY RF..sEARCH ANoI 

McCracken 

I 

I 

J 
I 

I 
IPt-DUCAH 

I 
/ 

., 

CONSTRUCTION DATE METllom ... 1A TERIAL 

-----___ ~~ ___ -:---___ _:_ ______ -------------------f.f;!~' 
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RESOUKU:''; 11' Nl\';~-""'U 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

CONTINUATION SHEET 
(KHC-91-4) 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333 , the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control BUilding. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on JUly 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Administrative Buildings are those which contain offices and the administrative functions of the facility. When the PGOP was built in the 1950s the main 
administrative building was Building C-1oo and this still houses many of the significant offices of the plant. Other administrative buildings inciude the Training and 
Cascade Office (Building C-304) and Building C-212. 

The Technical Service Building (C-710) is a one-story, reinforced concrete building built in 1953 and constructed in an "L" plan. The building's main fac;;ade 
facades Ohio Avenue and the rear ell wing faces 101h Street. The building has a full basement, a concrete foundation, a built-up roof and an exterior of smooth 
concrete. The main (south) fa~de has an entrance bay with a single-light. steel and glass door. Flanking the door is a single-light, steel sidelight. There are 
sixteen window bays on the main fac;;ade. Each bay contains a single-light, fixed steel and glass window on both the basement and first floor levels. The exterior 
walls are undecorated except for rectangular scoring of the concrete above, below and between the windows. At the roofline is a flat parapet wall with meta 
coping. 

Above the main entrance is a large, fixed, six-light. steel and glass window panel. Adjacent to the main entrance is a projecting wing. On the east fayade of this 
wing is an original, single-light, steel and glass door. On the west fac;;ade of this bay is an entrance with original dOUble doors of single-light. stele and glas, 
design. Above these doors is a four-light, steel and glass, fixed window. On the west fac;;ade are twenty window bays on the first story and sixteen window bay, 
in the basement level. Each window is of single-light, fixed, steel and glass design. At the northwest comer of the building on the west fac;;ade is an entrance witt 
a ca. 1990, single-light, steel and glass doar.Adjacent to the door is a single-light sidelight. Above the entrance is a steel awning and a six-light, fixed steel an< 
glass window. ,,' 

On the north fac;;ade of the rear ell is a ca. 1996, one-story wing which has five windows of fixed, single-light, aluminum design. This wing connects with ar 
enclosed hall that in turn connects with Building C-709-Plant Laboratory Annex. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCe;') 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-\) 

"'--'-_'\...It"l 1 =-~'V::'''""'-""~j,-""",,v,,-~,",,,,~l!...l __ _ 

RESOURCE # MCN-231 
RELATED GROUP # 
EV ALUATION ----

SHPO EV ALUATION 
For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED ------

I ~ NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-710-A Gas Cylinder Storage Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway flOW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1'i7K i Zone: _1_6 _I Accuracy: _A __ f 
Easting: 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIA TlON: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. IN ITIA nON: _-,,-3 __ .1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATION/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HABSflIAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NIIL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIl'vlARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ ,1 ..JL./_B_! 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _I"--__ I_O_I_B_I 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive faei lit)' or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: --=2'---_ 

1 I 9 I 5 ! 3 I 1953 
_ ____ estimated 

documented 
13. DATE Of MAJOR MODIfICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_X_1...Ji.....I_s""t""ee""I ___________ original 

X I X I steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 400 If 

Height I story WidtlI DeptlI 
16. PLAN: 

__ I _________________ first 

__ I second 
/ third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE 
__ I _____ , ___ . _________ tirst 

__ I second 

___ I third 

19. FOUNDATrON: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 Iconlinuous R I poured conerele repla(.;t:m<;;nt 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..JL..! smooth poured conerete-open bav 

S I smooth poured concrete-open bay 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURA TrON COVERING 

original 
replacement 

-..i:LJ gable 
A / gable 

_7_1 metal 
7 / metal 

original 
replacement 

22. CONDITION: ~G,--_./ Tn a stale of good repair 

23. MODIFlCATION: _-'2"-------" Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ __ 1 _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSffllSTORICAL INFORMATrON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation~ The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

*(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-231 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTlFICA nON __ INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectio, 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge an. 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C 
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secon, 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment fadlities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large procesSing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design anc 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at thE 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work a 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 an( 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office an( 
reSidential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains II 
business today as theSmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant wa 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a farge number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteri 
and hospital (Buildings C-l01 and C-l02), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large an 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732) 

Building C-710-A is a one-story open-air structure used as a gas cylinder storage facility, adjacent to Building C-710. Built in 1953, the structure has a poure< 
concrete raised foundation and a gable roof of transite supported by steel posts. The structure has two storage platforms divided by a central concrete wall. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-232 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION _____ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

L NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-711 Gl!!S i'vIanil(lld 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: IY7~ I Zone: _1_6_1 Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_/_8_!~_)_-_I 

Northing: _4_1_1_'_0_1_8_1_4_1_7_1_5_1 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thoma,on 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-,3,,--~! Review and Compliance 

q. OTHER DOCtl1'vlENTATION!RECOGNITlON: 
Survey HABS/HAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ I _O_I_B_I 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _.!.I __ ~! _(_) _I _B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-cxtractive £1cility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: ---"2,---:c-~ ______ cstimakd 

1 I 9 I 5 ! 3 I 1953 documented 
[3. DATE OF MAJOR MOmFlCATlON'i: 

___ I __________________ _ 

___ 1 ______ -------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MA TERIAL: 
_P_I_O _I concrete and steel original 

subsequent P I 0 I concrete and steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 962 fi2 

Height I storv Width Depth 
16.PLA.~: 

__________________________________ first 

__ I second 
I ~~ 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_________ I ___________ first 

___ I second 

Hi. 
third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 ! continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 i continuous R / !lOured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
S ! poured concrete 
S J .poured concrete 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFlGURA TION COVERJNG 

original 
replacement 

-A-! side gable 
A I side gable 

_~_I transite 
8 I transite 

original 
replacement 

22. CONDITION: ~GL-_/ln a slate of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _~2",--~i Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ _ /_------
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSlHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings 'cOntain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their speCifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOIJRCE # MCN-232 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTlFICA TlON __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S :-::--__ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erect! 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge a 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the seco 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complet 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the farge processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atom 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design ar 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at til 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work; 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 a~ 
was a major design company of the 20lh century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office an 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell GryUs The firm remains I 

business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP Support buildings include the cafeteri 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-l02), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (BUilding C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large an 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732) 

C-711 is a one-story, open-air structure used a gas manifold facility. Built in 1953, the structure has a poured concrete raised foundation and a gable roof ( 
transite supported by steel posts. The structure has two storage platforms divided by a central concrete wall. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FOR.M: 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-234 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. 
SI IPO EV ALUA-=T=-IO:-:N-=--_-_-_-_-_-_ 
DESTROYED 

L NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennincd): 
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant- Building No. C-720- Maintenance 
and Stores Building & C-720-E Changc House Addition & C -720-K 
Instrumcnt Shup Addition 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
u.s. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1 ':178 I Zone: _1_6 _I Al:curacy: _A __ I 
Easting: ---''--' _,:<-_. _~_' ._"--_' _-"-_' 

Northing: 

4. OWNERIADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _-",3 __ 1 Review and Compliance 

l), OTlIER DOCUME NTA nONfRFCOGNIT(ON: 
Survey HARS/HAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORJGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ /_O_/_B_ 
TndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _c'--I __ ---'I _0_1 _B_1 
IndustrialfEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ! _____ cstimatcd 

I I 9 I 5 I 2 / 1952 dOl:umented 
13. DATE Of MAJOR MODffICATlONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
_X_I....x..J concrete and steel 

X ! X I concrete and steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 299944 fi2 

HeiWt t stOry Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_________________ first 

__ I second 

third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 I continuous R / ooured concrete original 
2 J ellnlinu{)u~ R I puurt:U cunen:[t: replacement 

20, PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
SiO/ smooth poured concrete and steel original 

:sJSl! smooth poured concrete and steel and transite panels replacement 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~I nat _6_1 built-up original 
... 3l...J flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I Tn a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _....,2"---_,1 Moderate altemtion 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ ' __ I _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. ,.----..,...-,.. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL IN FOR.M'A nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative worK unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

E CONTINUATION PAGEr 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

Building C-720-E 
Building C-720-K 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

CONSTRUCTION DATE 

Change House Addition 
Instrument Shop Addition 

1952 
1979 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 

D=~. r 
'" flD't-

ENERGY RESEARCH ANoI 
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I 

iP;Dl:CAH 

t 
J 

~r::::.-~-....... 
", ...... 

3=~,"""" , 

$ubstat!OO 

Substat!Gfl 

fvIETHODMA TERIAL 

concrete block 
concrete block 
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LUlJl'11 I 

RESOURCE # MCN-234 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA TION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410f420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large proceSSing buildings was Giftels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide .range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities al the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giftels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the lale 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20·h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGOP Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-BJ. The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

C-720 is a one-story, steel and concrete building constructed in 1952. The buileting has a flat roof of gravel and tar anet exterior walls of concrete and steel. The 
building'S south wing is lower than the main section of the building which contains a mezzanine level. The wesl fa9ade of the south wing has an exterior of 
transite panels and multi-light steel and glass windows. Across the width of the fayade is a concrete loading dock and a metal, flat roof canopy. The west fa;;:ade 
of the main section has a pedestrian entrance and two garage bays The pedestrian entrance has an original two-light steel and glass door. The garage bays are 
set within concrete surrounds and bave steel roll-up doors. This fa;;:ade has concrete walls extending approximately seven feet in height wilh window walls and 
transite panels above. The windows are ten-light and fifteen-light steel and glass design. The ten-light window panels are fixed while the fifteen-light windows 
have hinged six-light panels Four banks of windows extend across the width of the building separated by steel belt courses. On the west fat;.ade is a one-st(lry 
concrete block wing (C-720-E) which has a flat roof of gravel and tar and a pedestrian entrance on the north fa9ade. Just west of the west fac;ade is Building 
720-0, a pre-fabricated metal transformer building erected ca. 1975. This building has a concrete foundation and exterior walls and roof of steel panels. On the 
south fa9ade is an entrance with a solid steel door. 

The north fa9ade of the building has a garage bay wilh a roll-up steel door at the northwest corner. The upper fa9ade windows are similar to the west fa9ade. 
This fa9ade has large paint shop wing (C-720-C-1) added in 1976. This wing has a garage bay on the west facade with a roll-up steel door. The walls of this 
wing are of corrugaled steel panels. The north fac;ade of Building C-720 consists of three. overhead roll-up steel doors and four pedestrian doors of steel and 
glass design. 

The east fat;;ade has an original projecting wing that has an exterior solid wall of transite panels. This wing has a garage bay with an overhead steel door and I'lvo 
pedestrian entrances with two-light steel and glass doors. Attached to the south fac;ade is a garage bay with a garage entrance with a roll-up door and a steel 
and glass pedestrian entrance. This bay has a flat roof and walls of steel panels. 

The south fac;ade of the building has a full-with concrete loading dock Above this loading doc!< is a steel flat roof canopy This far;:ade has a partial-height 
concrete wall above which is a window wall with ten-light and fifteen-light steel and glass windows. The windows are divided by steel mullions This fayade has 
five garage bays with overhead steel doors and five pedestrian entrances with steel and glass doors. Above the canopy are transite panels. 

Building C-720's east facade consists of a concrete first story and window walls above and transite panels similar to other facades. On the east fac;ade are two 
garage bays with overhead steel doors. Pedestrian entrances on these facades are single-light sleel and glass design Attached to the east faf,(ade is Building 
C-720-K, an Instrument Shop Addition. This wing is of concrete block construction and built in 1979. On Ihe north fa9ade of this wing is an entrance with paired, 
three-tight steel and glass doors There is no fenestration on the east and south facades of this wing 

On the west fa;;:ade of Building C-720 is a one-story concrete block wing (C-720-E) which has a flat roof of gravel and tar and a pedestrian entrance on the north 
fa;;:ade. 

Attached to the east fa9ade of Building C-720 is Building C-720-K, an Instrument Shop Addition. This wing is of concrete block construction and built in 1979. On 
the north fa;;:ade of this wing is an entrance with paired, three-light steel and glass doors. There is no fenestration on the east and south facades of this wing. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FOR.\tI 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-235 
RELATED GROUP # 
EV ALUATION ----

StlPO EV ALU AnON 
For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED --------

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how deter,mined): 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-720-0 90 Day Mixed \Va,le A(;wmulalion Bldg. 

2. ADDRESSILOCATlON: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1971S I Zone: _1_6_1 Accuracy: ---<A ........ .....-! 
Easting: 

4. OWNERi ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIA nON: Phil Thumason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITlATlON: _-,,-3 __ -,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENT A nON/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HABSfHAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMA.RY FUNCTION: _--,-__ ,/_O_/_R_, 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _..:..1 __ -,/ .JL! _B_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION OA TE: ---'1'--_______ estimated 

1 I 9 I 7 I 6 I 1976 documented 
U. DATE OF MAJOR MOD(F[CA nON'S: 

__ 1 ______ ------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERJAL: 
_X_I...1iJ concrete and steel 

X I X I concrete and steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 10800 fil 

Height 1 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ 1 _________________ first 
____________________ sccond 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INfLlIENCE: 

__ I _____ ' ___ 1 _________ first 
__________ second 

third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 i continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 ! continuous R I puurcd c{lflcrcie replacement 

20. PRlMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~, corrugated metal panels 
U I corrugated metal panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA TIONlCOVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

.....A..J side gable 
A I side gable 

_7_1 metal 
7 I metal 

original 
replacement 

22. CONDITION: ~G,---_/ln a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-,2,,--_1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: _____ , ________ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSllllSTORICAL INFORMA nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of fIoor·space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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RESOURCE # MCN-235 
GROUP # -=:::::--:-:-----:-::_ 

IDENTlFICA nON __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities' C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-41 0/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333. C-310. and C-
315. were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337. were added. and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and GryUs Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20m century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-l01 and C-l02). the steam plant (Building C-600). and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B) The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buifdings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

C-720-G is a one-story steel. rectangular-pian building erected in 1976. The building has a poured-concrete foundation and a gable roof and exterior wails of 
steel panels. On the north fa;;:ade are two garage bays with steel roll-up doors and two pedestrian entrances with single-light steel and glass doors. On the east 
fa~de is a pedestrian entrance with a solid-steel door. On the south fa~de are two garage and pedestrian entrances similar to those on the north facade. On 
the west fa~de is a steel and glass. single-light door. 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL * FRA>..JKFORT. KY ..l0601 * (502156-+-7005 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-236 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ----

SflPO EV ALUA TION 
For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED ---~~--

I ~ NAME OF RESOURCE (how dctennincd): 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-720-H Warehou!>c 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 19715 I Zone: _1_6_1 Accuracy: _I_"-__ I 
Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_'_8_'_)_-_!_)_-_! 

Northing: 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 14\0 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIEl.D RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _~3,--_/ Review and Compliance 

9. OnTER DOCUMENTA nON/RECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABS/H/\ER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NllL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ ,/_0_, _8_. 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facili(y or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMAR¥~FUNCT[ON: _.!...I ___ .'_0_1_13_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive tacility or site 

12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: _I~ _______ estimated 
1 I 9 / 7 / 8 I 1978 documented 

U. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRllCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
....... X .... J_X.-!_s""t"'ee""I __________ original 

X / X I steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 2400 If 

Height I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

__ 1 __________________ first 
__ I _____________________ second 

I third 
J 7. STYLI'STiC INFLUENCE: 

__ 1 _____ . ____________ first 
_________ seeond 

/ first __ --'i second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 R l...QQ!lred concrete original 
R i puurcd concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..sl.-I metal panels 
....!2....J metal panels 

21. ROOF CONFlGURA TION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

.........Jl.... side gable _7_1 standing metal seam original 
A I side gable 7 I standing metal seam replacement 

22. CONDITION: ---",G,-----,I In a slale of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _"""2"---_1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS!JIlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOIJRCES: SITE PLAN KEY . FUNCTION CQ1'-JSTRUCTION Dj\. TE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-236 
GROUP# ________ __ 

IDENTIFICATION __ iNTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ___ -:--
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2,1951, and included erectio 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C--410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge an 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secon' 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design anc 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work a' 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 ane 
was a major design company of the 20111 century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office anc 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains ir 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa! 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP, Support buildings include the cafeteric 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-Bl· The plant contains a number of large anc 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

C-720-H is a one-story prefabricated steel building that was erected in 1978, The building has a poured-concrete foundation and roof and exterior walls of stee 
panels. On the main (north) favade is a garage-bay entrance with an overhead steel door. Flanking this bay is a pedestrian entrance with a single-light steel ane 
glass door. On the east favade is also a similar garage bay and pedestrian door. There is no fenestration on the west and south fa<;:ades. 
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"-tN lULl'. Y HI~ I UKI\... Kt~UtlKl. L;:'> 

INDlVlDl1AL StiR VEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

'-- 'J '-.I f'" I l =--::-,i.!.!".":"'-"'.-'-''''''''''''':;c('~I,,-1 __ _ 
RESOURCE # MCN-237 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EVALUA-T-rO-N-' ----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how dctcnnined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-721 Gas Manilold Storage 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
US Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: _1_6_1 Accuracy: A 
Easting: 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 

P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 

6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department ofEn.:rgy 

8. IN IT [A TION: _-,3,,--_1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCllMENTATIONiRECO(rNlTlON: 

Other: 

Survey 
KY Land 
NR 

Report Reference 

___ HABS/fIAER 
___ Local Land 
___ NIIL 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ I _0_/ _B_; 
Industrial/Engineering-cxtractive fucility or site 
I L CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _1'---___ / _0_1 _B_1 
Industrial!Engineering-extractivc f.'lcility or sitc 

12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: --'2'--________ estimated 
I I 9 ( 5 I 2 / 1952 documented 

13. DATE OF Mt\JOR MODIFICATIONS: 

,. --------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION MET! {ODiMA TERIAL: 

_X_/~f__"st"-'e"'e_'_1 ___________ original 
X ! X I steel subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 962 ft1 
Height I story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
__ I ________________________ first 

________________________________ seeond 

__ 1______ _ ______________ tirst 
___________ . _____________ second 

third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 ! continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 i continuous R I pourcd concrete replacemcnt 

20. PRIMARY. WALL MATERIAL: 
..sLJ transite panels 
..sLJ transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

_fLJ side gable _8_1 transite panels original 
A 1 side gable 8 I transite panels replacement 

22. CONDITION: ---",G,-----,' In a state of good repair 

23. MODlFICA TION: _~2,,--_,1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ ' __ , ______ _ 

Write resource # on hack of all prints. 

COMMENTS/IIISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design eapacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25, SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27, MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-237 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTlFlCA TION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc, of DetrOit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings, In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "c" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-l02), the steam plant (BUilding C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B) The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

C-721 is a one-story, steel building with a concrete foundation and a gable roof of transite panels. Built in 1952, the building has exterior wails of tr,lnsite On the 
main (South) fa<;ade is a concrete porch with a shed roof. This fa<;;ade has two entrances: the west entrance has solid steel double doors and the east entrance 
has a two-light glass and steel door. This fa<;ade also has eight-light steE!l and glass windows. On the east fa<;;ade is a ca. 1980 entrance with double steel doors 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDMDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-238 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA-T-IO-N-------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-724-A Carpenter Shop Annex 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath,. KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: _1_6 _, Accuracy: ~A,,---..: 
Easting: _3_'_3_1_8_1_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_'_0_'_8_'_4_1_7_'_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.o. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITV\ TION: _-=.3_---" Reviewand,Compliance 

THER OOCUMENT ATIONIRECOGNlTION: 
Surve) HABS,lIAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,,-__ I -.fL1_B_1 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _~1 __ 1_0 '_B_1 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 / ____ estimated 

1 I 9 I 5 I 2 I 1952 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS 

concrete block wing addition 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
_P __ '_l _, concrete block 
P I 1 / concrete block 

15. DIMENSIONS: 3900 ftl 
Height I stOry Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

fIrst 
________________ second 

______ -' _________ ftrst 
_____ second 

third 

KE}[l1JCKY 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

C I continuous R /poured concrete original 
C I continuous R /poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~I concrete block 
o / concrete block 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~I flat _6_' built-up original 

original 
replacement 

--.!2..J flat 6 I built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _---=2=------" moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: _-:------' __ I _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

CO~fMENTSIHISTORICAL lNFORMA TION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's proceSSing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plan! has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-238 
GROUP#~=-::-----,,:_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S :::--__ 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333. 
C-310, and C-315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337. were added. and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and VaRel Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During Wood War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell GryUs. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix 'C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation. refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment. to suppori building maintenance, and overall plant operations. 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment. Sections of 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the eqUipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

Building C-724-A is a one-story, concrete block building built in 1956. The building has a poured concrete foundation, a flat roof of gravel and tar and an exterior 
of concrete block. On the south fa(fade is a pedestrian entrance and garage bay. The pedestrian entrance has a single-light steel and glass door. The garage 
bay has a roll-up steel door and a pedestrian door of single-light steel and glass design and a fixed-single light window. The north fa(fade has five bays of fifteen
light steel and glass windows grouped in sections of three. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORlC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1 ) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-239 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION c::-__ ----
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-724-B Carpenter Shop 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 1 Zone: _1_6 _I Accuracy: A I 
Easting: _3_'_3 _1_8_1_8_1-.L!_5_' 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5_' 

4. OWNERIADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERIAFFILIA TION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July; 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

o INITIATION: _-,,-3_.....,' Review and Compliance 

mER DOCUMENT A TIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORlGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _---'-__ '_O_I_B_I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRiMARY FUNCTION: _-,-1 __ , _0 I ~I 
IndustriallEngineering-extracti ve facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ____ estimated 

1 I 9 ! 5 I 4 / 1954- documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
-="""-'-___________ original 

X I X , steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 10215 ft.l 

Height 1 storY Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

______________ . ___________ fi~t 
_____________________ second 

________ ' _________ first 
______ -' _____________ second 

___ ' third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

C 1 continuous R lpoured concrete original 
C I continuous R lpoured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~I crimped metal panels 

U I crimped metal panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA TION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERlNG 

original 
replacement 

...-..lLJ side gable _7_' standing metal seam original 
A I side gable 7! standing metal seam replacement 

22, CONDITION: _---"G'---', in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 / moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/lllSTORICAL INFORMATION 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed 10 their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 



25_ SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27_ MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-239 
GROUP # -===---:-:::_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA TlON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production faciflties: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331 , C-333, 
C-310. and C-315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning. and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment. to support building maintenance. and overall plant operations. 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment. Sections of 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the equipment is cleaned in BUilding C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

Attached on the east facade of Building C-724-A is Building C-724-B. a one-story steel building built in 1954. This building has a concrete foundation and gable 
roof and walls of crimped steel panels. Windows are original six-light hinged design. At the northeast corner of the north bay are paired solid steel doors. On the 
east favade is a garage bay entrance with a roll-up steel door. The south facade of the building also has original six-light steel windows. 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL· FRANKFORT, KY 40601 • (502) 564-7005 
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KENTUCKY illSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-240 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual 
SHPOEVALUATION ____ __ 
DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-724-C Paint Shop 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: .-IL' Accuracy: A I 
Easting: _3_'_3 _1_8_'_8_'~_5_1 

Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5_' 
4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.o. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNITIA TION: _..;!.3 __ ~' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTA TIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: __ 1"-----"_0_' .JLJ 
Industrial/Engineerin~.,extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: ~,....,l_--,I_O / ... JLJ 
Industrial/Engineering..extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ____ estimated 

1 , 9 , 5 f 4 I 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION MElliODIMA TERIAL: 
~/-XJ steel frame original 

X , X I steel frame subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1600 if 

Height 1 storv '. Width Depth 
16 PLAN: 

__________________________ frrst 

__ I second 
I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
______ --' _________ frrst 

_I second 
I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT 
ftrst second third 

HERITAGE COUNCIL * 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C , continuous R lpoured concrete original 
C I continuous R 'poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~I concrete block 
o I concrete block 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/CO\1ERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
~I flat _6_' built-up original 

original 
replacement 

~ flat 6 I built-up rep1acement 

22. CONDmON: _--,G",---,' in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 , moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 



25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FtJNCTION 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-240 
GROUP#==~::::-:-::= 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phaSes. Construction of the first phase began January 2.1951. and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buHdings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, 
C-310, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment faCilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 2(jh century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "CO prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing bulldings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment, to support building maintenance, and overall plant operations. 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment Sections of 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the eqUipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

Building C-724-C is a one-story steel building that was constructed in 1954. It has a gable roof of steel panels, an exterior of steel panels, and a concrete 
foundation. The west fayade has a bank of three eight-light steel and glass windows. At the roofline is a circular vent On the main (north) fayade is a garage bay 
with an overhead steel roll-up door.,This fayade also has a single-light glass and steel pedestrian door. On the east fac;:ade is a bank of three eight-light steel and 
glass windows. At the rear (south) fayade is an open-air steel wing with a metal shed roof. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-241 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA=TI~O~N~---

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-724-D Lumber Storage Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on COImty Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: _1_6 _I Accuracy: -..!-A",--_. 
Easting: _3_1_3_1_8_1_8_1_5_/~1 

Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _1_8 _'_4_1_7 _1_5_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

" INITIATION: _",,3 __ 1 Review and Compliance 

mER DOCUMENTATIONfRECOGNmON: 
__ Survey HABS/HAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FU'NCTION: ----:---'--_1_0_1 JLI 
lndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
I!. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION _-,,1_...-1_0_1_13_1 
lndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I ____ estimated 

1 I 9 ! 5 I 6 I 19% documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 
-">.~~~ ________ original 

X I X f steel oosts subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 2880 ft2 

Height 1 storv Width Depth 
16. PLAt"! 

_________________ first 
____ . ____________ second 

______ -' _________ first 
______ . ________ second 

third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

C I continuous R /poured concrete original 
C / continuous R /poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..fL.1 steel panels 
..Q.J steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

_P_' shed _8_' steel panels original 
P I shed 8 I steel panels replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

CO'M.MENTSIHISTORICAL ~'FORlv1A TION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1 952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1 ,BOO enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their speCifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEl' 
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25. S{JPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPliCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if fl25 was answered) 

t/l ,. 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE 1# MCN-241 
GROUP 1# -==-=:--~_. 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY I#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 througl'l1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection ofthe following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/42O. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333, 
C-310. and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Oetroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design anc 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at thE 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work a 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 an< 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as offICe an< 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains if 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix 'C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant wa: 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The 'C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning. and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in thl 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other eqUipment, to support building maintenance. and overall plant operations 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process eqUipment Sections ( 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the eqUipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

C-724-D is a one-story steel building constructed in 1956. This building has a concrete foundation, shed roof of steel panels and an exterior of steel panels. 0 
the west fa~ade is a garage bay with a roll-up steel door. Attached on the east f~ade is a four-bay open-air shed for lumber storage. This wing is supported b 
steel posts and has a concrete foundation. Some bays are enclosed by chain link fencing. 
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KENTIJCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-242 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION ____ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentuckv Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED .. 
1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-726 Sandblast Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
US. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath., KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: _16_' Accuracy: A 
Easting: _3_'_3 _1_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_1 
Northing: _4_1_1_1_0 _1_8 _'_4_'_7 _1_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.o. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: 3 / Reviewand,Compliance 

'TIIER DOCUMENTA TIONIRECOGNITION: 
Survey HABSIHAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRiMARY FUNCTION: --: .......... _-"_0_' -1L-1 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
1 L CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 '_0 1 JLJ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I _____ estimated 

I / 9 , 7 I 3' 1973 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
~-1lJ~st~~~I~fr~am~e~ _____________ origmru 
X 'X I steel frame subsequent 

15. DIMENSIONS: 2019 ftl 
Height I story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
_________________________ f~ 
_____________________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

________ ' ___________ fIrst 
_______ ' __________ second 

I third 
STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

first second third 

KENTIJCKY HERITAGE COlJNCIL * 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C , continuous R lpoured concrete original 
C I continuous R /poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
.sL! transite panels 
~I transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

--A-I side gable _8_' transite panels original 
A I side gable 8' transite panels replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: 1 __ ' _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-242 
GROUP# ___ -.,._ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/42O. UF6 Feed Plant; C-31 0, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process bUildings, C-331, C-333, 
C-310, and C-315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, WaShington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work al 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls inc. This firm was founded in 1853 anc 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office anc 
residential buildings. in the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains ir 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa~ 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation. refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in thE 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment, to support building maintenance, and overall plant operations 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment. Sections 0 

the cascade equipment are often replaced and the eqUipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

Building C-726 is a one-story building built in 1973 and used to conduct sandblasting operations. The building has a poured concrete foundation, a gable roof 0 

transite panels and exterior walls of transite. On the main (south) fat;ade is a shed roof drive-thru bay supported by steel posts. This fat;ade has a large open ba' 
enclosed with hanging felt strips. There is no fenestration on the west fat;ade. On the north fat;ade are large exhaust fans and filters. On the north fat;ade is alsl 
a partially enclosed storage wing with transite panels. On the east facade is a projecting storage wing with transite panels. 

KBrrUCKYHERITAGECOUNC~ 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

lKHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-243 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Dtfn!sion Plant 
Building No. C-727 90-Day Mi>.ed \\; asle Al.:cumulaLion 

2. ADDR£SSlLOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: _1_6_1 Accuracy: _A __ I 
Easting: .... ~'---_. _"--__ . 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Oftice 
P.O. Box. 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FlELD RECORDER! AFFIL! ATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dcpartment of Encrgv 

8. INlTIA TlON: _~3_~J Review and Compliance 

Q. OHlER nOC/.iMENT AT!ON/RECOGNITION: 
Survey 
KY Land 
NR 

___ HABSiHAER 
____ Local Land 
___ NHL 

Othcr: 
Report Reterence 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ ,/ _0_1_8_1 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-I ___ ,1_0_1 _13_ 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive tacility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: ---'2"--_-1 ______ estimated 

I I 9 f 5 I 4 I 1954 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIfICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METIlODIMATERIAL: 
_X_/~! prefabricated steel 

X I X ! prefabricated steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 4428 fe 

Height 1 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_________________________________ fi~ 

__ I second 

__ 1 ________ 1 ____________ first 
________ ___ I second 

tlrst __ ----'I second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 / continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 i conlinuHu.." R i poured cHnerelc replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-.SL.! vertical metal panels 
.sL! vertical metal panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA TtON/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

---.i'L..i side gable _7_1 standing metal seam original 
A I side gable 7 / standing metal seam replacement 

22. CONDITION: --"G,---~/ln a state of good rcpair 

23. MODIFICATION: _~2=--_,! Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ --' __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSll lfSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich !heir 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOllRCES: FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-243 
GROUP#_---:--:-----:-_ 

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and WS$ conducted in two phases. Construction ofthe first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectior 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge anc 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-31S, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310. and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secone 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete( 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in DetrOIt as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell GryUs. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGOP Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C·101 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B) The plant contains a number of large anc 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and S, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732) 

Building C-727 is a one-story, steel, pre-fabricated building erected in 1954. This building has a poured concrete foundation, exterior w5lfS of vertical met? 
panels and a gable roof of crimped steel panels. The west section of the building has raised gable roof section which lacks fenestration. On the main (east 
fa<;ade is an entrance with hinged steel double doors. Windows are original, eight-light, steel and glass design with hinged four-light panels. On the north fat;:adE 
are five, eight·light windows. On th; south fac;:ade is a garage bay with paired steel doors. On the west fac;:ade are two, eight-light, steel windows 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-244 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SlIro EV ALU A-=T=-IO-N-c-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how dctcnnincd): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building f',;o. C-728 Motor Cleaning Fadlil} 

2. ADDRESSILOCATlON: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Dale: 1978 
Easting: 

Northing: _4_1_1_1_0_1_8_'_4_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FTELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INlTlA TION: _~3,--_! Review and Compliance 

9. OlllER DOCUMENTA TlONtRFCOGNITION: 
Survey HAI1SiHAER 
K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reterence 

,10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ I_O_I_B_! 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY fUNCTION: _-,-I ___ I_O_I_B_I 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: ~2,,--________ cstimated 

1 ! 9 ! 5 ! 8 / 1958 documented 
13. DATE or IvtA.JOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
.....JLJ -X-!_s"-,te",,e:.:I~ ___________ original 

X I X I steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1597 tf 

Height I storY Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

__ 1 __________________ first 
___ / _____________________ ~cond 

__ 1 ____ -

--,-----
_________ tirst 
__________ second 

__ I first ___ ./~cond third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 I continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 I cuntinuous R I poun:d concrcte n:placcmclll 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
-"'-!==.~="--___________ original 

.sLI transite panels replacement 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURAllON COVERING 
--A..J side gable 

A I side gable 
_8_1 transite 

8 I transite 
original 
replacement 

22. CONDITION: ~G,--_,! In a stat.: of good rcpair 

23. MODIFICATION: _....,2=--_1 Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: _____ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/IIISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

*(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COliNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-244 
GROUP# ____________ __ 

IDENTlFICA TlON __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectiol 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant: C-310, Purge ani 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Centra! Control Building, The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the seconl 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952, Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete, 
in 1956, 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc, of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s, The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design anc 
engineering services, During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington, Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work a' 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 19505, 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc, This firm was founded in 1853 anc 
was a major design company of the 20'" century, The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office anc 
residential buildings, In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls, The firm remains ir 
business today as the Smith Group, 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C," Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa~ 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere, The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations, 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteri: 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B), The plant contains a number of large an( 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

C-728 is a one-slory, steel building constructed in 1958, with a concrete foundation, a gable roof tranSite panels and exterior walls of transite. On the mai 
(North) favade is a garage bay with a roll-up steel door. This fa vade also has a pedestrian entrance with a solid steel door. There is no fenestration on the we~ 
fa"ade. On the east favade is a so\id steel door and on the south favade is a two-light steel and glass door. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-245 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. 
SIIPO EVALUATION _____ _ 
DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building Nu. C-729 Acelyk:nc Building 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Datc: 1978 i Zone: __ 16_1 Accuracy: A 
Easting: --''--' _-"'---: _~_' 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Sox 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Na,hvillc. Tennessee 
6, DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Dcpartmcnt of Encrgy 

8. INITIATION: _~3,-----,1 Review and Compliance 

9, OTIiER DOClJMFNTt\TIONIRECOGNITION: 
Survey 
KY Land 
NR 

___ HARSlHAER 
____ Local Land 
___ NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ .I_O_I_B_I 
IndustrialiEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: ~I,---__ ,i _0_1_13_1 
IndustriallEm!incerin2-exlractivc facilitv or site 

'w 1t- r 

...-.:.2'--________ estimated 
_1_'_9_/ --'-='-______ documented 

13. DATE OF MAJOR MODInCATlONS: 

___ 1 ______ -------------

14. CONSTRUCTION METIIOD/MATERIAL: 

Height 1 story Width Depth 
16. PLA.."I: 

.JLI first 
__ I second 

___ I first 

--I __ I second 

! third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 i continuous R / poured cuncrete rcplal:cmcnt 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
_,..;.""""""~"""'''''''-____________ ()rig:inal 

~I transite panels replacement 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA TlON/COVERJNG: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
_P_i""s",h""ed,,--_ 

P I shed 

22. CONDITION: G 

_8_1 transite panels original 
8 I transite panels replacement 

f In a stale of good repair 

23. MOOlFlCATION: _,....,2=--_' Moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ____ I __ ~ ______ . __ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIlIISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main proceSSing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SIII: PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-245 
GROUP# ____ _ 

lDENTIFICA TlON __ INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 O~ 3 PAGES 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erectiol 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge an' 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, C-310, and C 
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the secon, 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was complete 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design anc 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at thE 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work a 
various nuclear sites around the country d!-lring the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 an( 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office anc 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smrth, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains ir 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa: 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteri, 
and hospital (Buildings C-l01 and C-l02J, the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B) The plant contains a number of large an< 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

Building C-729 is a one-story, rectangular plan building erected in 1956 The building has a po(!red concrete foundation, an exterior of transite panels 3nd 2. shei 
roof of transite. On the main (west) facade are original, paired, six-light steel and glass doors. On the south fa<;ade, below the roofline, are two metal louvere, 
vents. On the east fa<;ade is an original twenty-light steel and glass window. On the north fa<;ade are original double doors of six-light steel and glass design. Th, 
window bay on this fa<;ade has pai~ed. twenty-light, steel and glass windows with inset four-light hinged panels. 
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KENTUCKY IDSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1 ) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-246 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N~-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-730 Maintenance Service Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: ~ Accuracy: A I 
Easting: _3_1_3 _'_8_1_8_'_5_1_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITlA TION: _.:.3_-,' Review and Compliance 

ITHER DOCUMENTA TIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRlMAR Y FUNCTION: --:--'--__ , _O_/.JLj 
IndustrialiEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 1_0 I ~I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I ____ estimated 

1 I 9 I 5 1 5' 1 955 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 
_P __ '_l_' concrete block 
P '1 f concrete block 

15. DIMENSIONS: 1057 ft2 
Height I stOry Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

______________________ frrst 
____________________ second 

________ . _________ frrst 
________ .....! _________ second 

third 

KENiUCKY HERITAGE COlJNCIL * 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C / continuous R /poured concrete original 
C , continuous R /poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...QJ concrete block 
o 'concrete block 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-.SLI flat _6_1 built-up original 

original 
replacement 

-.SLI flat 6 'built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: _~-' __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSrrnSTORICAL lNFORMA nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,BOO enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard fOf measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE ## MCN-246 
GROUP ## ==--:::----,.-,:_~ 

IDENTIFICA nON _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY II'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buHdings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, 
C-310, and C-315, were completed and started operation In September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment, to support building maintenance, and overaH plant operations. 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment. Sections of 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the equipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

Building C-730 is a one-story, concrete block building constructed in 1955. The building has a poured concrete foundation, a built-up, flat roof and exterior walls 
of concrete block. On the main (west) fac;ade is a central bay entrance with ca. 1990, single-light steel and glass doors. Windows on this fayade are twelve-light, 
steel and glass design with hinged six-light central panels. On the north fac;ade are two, paired, nine-light, steel and glass windows which have been altered for 
the addition of air-conditioning units. ON the east fac;ade are similar windows with added air conditioning units. The east fac;ade has an original entrance with a 
four-light, steel and glass door and flanking, paired, eight-light, steel and glass windows. All of the windows have concrete sills. Over the entrance on the east 
fayade is a wood and metal canopy. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
. INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

LUUN I Y McCrae.Ken 
RESOURCE # MCN-247 
RELATED GROUP # 
EV ALllATION -----

SHPO EVALUATION 
For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED ----

L NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-73\ Railroad Repair Equipment Slorage Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
11.5. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, Kentucky 
Date: 19715 I Zone: ___ 16 __ 1 Accuracy: 
Easting: _,"--_' _~---'_-"'-_' _--"'--' 

Northing: 

4. OWNER! ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentud:y 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department ()fEn.:rg~ 

IS. INITIA TION: _~3,,---_,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OHlER nOCUMENTATIONiRECOGNIHON: 
Survey 
KY Land 
NR 

___ HABSJHAER 
_____ Local Land 
___ NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-__ I _0_1 --IL.I 
IndustriallEngineering-extraetive facility or site 
I \. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,,1 ___ , _O_I_B_I 
Industrial/Engineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1 

I 1 9 / 15 I I I 1981 
_____ estimated 

documented 
13. DA IE or MAJOR MODlflCA nON';: 

----,--------------------------------
14. CONSTRUC'TION METIIODIMATERIAL: 

_X_I.L! prefabricated metal 
X I X r prefabricated metal 

IS. DIMENSIONS: 1280 ft2 
Height t story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 
__ I 

_I 

i --__ I ___ I 

__ I first r second I third 

original 
subsequent 

tirst 
second 

first 
second 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 / continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 / continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..JLI crimped metal panels 
...f1j crimf!Kd metal panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

___ I _7_1 crimped metal panels original 
_7_1 crimped metal panels replacement 

22. CONDITION: G / in a slale of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-'2=-.....---.-e1 moderate al~eration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSlliiSTORICAL IN FORlvtA TlON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEr 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PL\1\l KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-247 
GROUP # ___ ---:-_~ 

IDENTlFICA nON __ Il~TENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction ofthe first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C.· Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings incfude the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-l01 and C-l02), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

Built in 1981, C-731 is a one-story, metal, pre-fabricated building composed of two-garage bays used as Railroad Repair Equipment Storage Bui!cting~ ThE 
building has a concrete foundation and walls and a roof of crimped steel. The garage bays have roll-up steel garage doors. On the north fa9ade is a pedestriar 
entrance with a single-light steel and glass door. 
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KENTUCK. Y till;; 1 UKlL K.t:.:SUUKLC;:') 
lNDlVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

""'--'V.1.-" L .l. ~::--:-,":=:4~=~7&-""-"=""u ____ _ 
RESOURCE # MCN-248 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA=TI~O~N~------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-732 Maintenance Materials Storage Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 otT 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UfMREFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: ~ Accuracy: A I 
Easting: _3_'_3 _1_8_'_8_'_5_1 ___ 5_' 
Northing: __ 4 __ '_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_1_7 _'_5 _, 

. 4. OWNERIADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
p.o. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERlAFFILlA TION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, T exmessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _"",3 __ .1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNlTION 
Survey HABSIHAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-'--_-"_0_' ~I 
IndustrlaVEngineering-extractive facjlity or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _I!...-_-,I_O_' _B_1 
IndustriaVEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: I I ____ estimated 

_1_' _9_/ __ 8_'_1_' 1981 documented 

13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 
-X-/-X....! prefabricated metal 

X I X 1 prefabricated metal 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1680 ft2 

Height 1 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

...slJ ~;;!!y]!g!!!1!L __________ fIrst 
________________________ second 

I third 
17. STYL[STIC INFLUENCE: 

___ ~ __ --' ________ flrst 
_______ ' ________ second 

I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

fIrst second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
n:r.t; MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~ poured concrete 

2 'vertical board 
21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 

CONFIGURATION COVERING 
_P_' shed _7_' metal panels 

P I shed 7 f metal panels 
22. CONDmON: G I In a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I Moderate alteration 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ' __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between ~ 952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1 ,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 ITlIllion SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-248 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the foRowing process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-31 0, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-3OO. Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333, C-310, and C· 
315, were completed and started operation In September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C .. to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C .. prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses. Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102), the steam plant (BUilding C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

C-732 is a one-story. open air storage building built in 1981 with a concrete foundation, shed roof of metal and exterior walls composed of poured concrete and 
vertical board panels. The building has an open-bay on the east fac;ade and is presently used to store salt for winter road de-icing. 
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KENTUCKY HIS 1 UKlC KI::.:SUUKLr.~ 

INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

- - -." . ~-:'~"=--=-'-7-':':"-="--
RESOURCE # MCN-249 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ------

SHPO EV ALUA TION 
For instruction, see the Kentuckv Historic Resources Survey ManuaL DESTROYED ----

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-733 Waste Oil and Chemical Storage Facility 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, Kentucky 
Date: 1978! Zone: __ 16_' Accuracy: ~ 
Easting: _3_1 __ 3_1 __ 8_1_8_'_5_'_3_1 

Northing: 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _.::3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATION/RECOGNITION: 
Survey ~lABS/HAER 

K Y Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FlJNCTION: _--,-__ 1_0_/ _8_, 
IndllstrialfEngineering-extractive facility or site 
I L CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION:_-,-I __ I_O !_B_! 
IndustrialfEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1 _____ estimated 

I I 9 I 8 f 5 f 1985 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODlMATERIAL: 
~~ metal and steel 

X I X ! metal and steel 
15. DIMENSIONS: 1680 If 

Height I storv Width Depth 
16. PLAr'\l: 

original 
subsequent 

__ I _________________ first 
_________________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

__ I .: ___ I _________ first 
__ I ; ___ I second 

! I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
__ I first ___ I second ___ ,I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERL!\L 

2 ! continuous R f poured concrete original 
2 / continuous R I poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..J2J transite panels 
-1L! transite panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

..sLJ flat _7_1 corrugated metal panels original 

..sLJ flat 7 I corrugated metal panels replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23, MODIFICATION: _,...,2"-----'1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COM1V1ENTSlHISTORJCAL INFORJvlATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative wor1< unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications, 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)· 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-249 
GROUP # ___ =_---

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giftels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20·h century. The company deSigned many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-600), and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B, and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

C-733 is a one-story steel and metal storage building built in 1985 with a flat roof of corrugated metal. exterior walls of transite and a concrete foundation. On 
the rear and west bays are drive-thru wings which are open-air and supported by steel posts. These open-air sections are enclosed by chain link fencing. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCe::; 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

'--'-...IV.!"! 1 1 :::::--::--,i~n",:,-,-~,,,,,=,,,,,,,,",,,-l ___ _ 
RESOURCE # MCN-250 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N---------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey ManuaL DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-740-B Oil Drum Storage Shelter 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTh1 REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, Kentucky 
Date: 1978 I Zone: __ 16_1 Accuracy: ~ 
Easting: _3_'_3_1_8_'_8_1_5_1_3_' 

Northing:~~~_-L_'_~ __ '~~_'_~ __ '~~_'_~-J 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville. Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: __ -,,3_~1 Reyiew and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATION/RECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PR[MARY FUNCTION:_--,,-_~!_O_I_B_/ 
IndustriaIlEngineering-extractive facility or site 
I). CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,-1 __ -, __ 0_1 _B_1 
IndustriaIlEngineering-extractive facitity or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: I l _______ estimakd 

I i 9 ! 7 ! 5" ! 1975 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

----,-----------------------
14. CONSTRUCTION lvIETHODlMA TERJAL: 
~I J.....I prefabricated metal 

X I X 'prefabricated metal 
15. DIMENSIONS: 2880 ft2 

Height I stOry Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

________________________________ firnt 
_________________________ second 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

__ I ; ___ 1 __________ firnt 
__________ ~ __________ second 

I ~~ 

18. STYLE DEVELOP~1ENT: 
__ I first ___ ' second ___ I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 I continuous R f poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R / poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MA TERJAL: 
..J)J crimped metal panels 
.Jlj crimped metal panels 

2L ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

~I flat _7_' crimped metal panels original 
~f flat 7 / crimped metal panels replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _....,2=--_' moderate alteration 

24. NEGATNE FILE #: __ ~ __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 whel) the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industl)' standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customern pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLA.N KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. 1\1AP (Scan or attach copy of map sho\\ing exact location of resource) 
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RESOURCE # MCN-250 
GROUP# ________ __ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ __ 
PAGE 3 OF_.;:;;..3_PAGES 

PGpP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331, C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "Cn Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "c" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102), the steam plant (Building C-600). and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B. and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732) 

C-740-B is a one-story, prefabricated metal building constructed for an oil drum storage shelter. The building has a flat roof of crimped metal panels. a 
continuous foundation of poured concrete and an exterior of crimped metal panels. 
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KENTUCKY H1:-ilUKlL Kh::iUUKLl:,;:) 

INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

~~ ~ ~,. • _---""""'.-""-"" .• "'--X! .. ""-~ •• __ _ 
RESOURCE # MCN-251 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION _____ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual· DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
BuiklingNo. C-74 I Mobild~quipml .. nl Building 

2. ADDRESSfLOCA TION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UfM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. Kentucky 
Date: 1978 I Zone: __ 16 __ 1 Accuracy: -A.J 
Basting: J-.l_3_1_8_1_8_1_5 _'_3_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_/_0_/_8_1_4_'_7_'_4_1 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah. Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Teonessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: lX'Partment of Energy 

8. INinA TION: _-=.3_ ..... 1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENT A TIONIRECOONITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Rep?rt Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,,-__ 1_0_1 ... lL) 
IndustriallEngineering-extra(.1ive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _ ..... '_---' _0 / -LI 
IndustriallEngincering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I _____ estimated 

I f 9 ! 5 1 2 I 1952 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

-_/_-------------------------------__ f ______________________ _ 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MATERIAL: 
~-X-/~S~e~el~ ___________________ origmru 

X f X f steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 5360 ft2 

Height I story Width 6 bays Depth 
16. PLAN: 

_______________________________ first 
_________________________________ sccond 

third 

17, STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_____ , __ .....i ___________ first 
________ ' ___________ second 

third 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first second third 

19. FOUNDA nON: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 ! continuous R I poured concn:le replacement 

20. PR..IMAAYW ALL MATERIAL: 
-1J.J steel panels 
-1J.J steeillanels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
....1-1 shed 7 I mytal panels 

P I shed 7 ! metal panels 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _-,1!r.-._' moderate ruteration 

original 
replacement 

originru 
replacement 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ 1 ______ _ 
Write resource # on back of rul prints. 

COMMENTSlHISTORICAL INFORMA TlON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FllNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Completeif#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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LUtJ~ 1. I lU""I1l~IUm 

RESOURCE # MCN-1S1 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2,1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-31 0, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333. C-310, and C-
31S. \'\I8re completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn In November. Authortzation to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities •. C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Valtet loc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security conSiderations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls loc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20'" century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102). the steam plant (Building C-600). and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B. and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

C-741 is a one-story. steel building constructed in 1952 and composed of six vehicular storage bays. The building has a concrete foundation, a shed metal roo! 
and exterior walls of steel panels. The east fa~de of the building is open and has a shed roof canopy across the width of the f~de. The building is supportec 
by steel posts. . 
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KENTUCK Y Hl:-i I UK1\... Kt:.~VU KL1:.::> 

INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

_, ...... '-"l-~ .... 

RESOURC=E:-:#:-M~"~CN""'=~2""S2=-'''-' --
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N-------

For instruction, see the Kentuc~ Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4_' 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-742 Cylinder Storagl: Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on county Road 1154 off 
u.s. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath.. Kentucky 
Date: 1971S I Zone: __ 16_' Accuracy: -..A.J 
Basting: _3_1---LJ_8_'_8_1_5 _1_3_1 

Northing: _4_'_1_1_0_'_8_1_4_1_7_'_4 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Officc 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 I 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _..:<.3 __ ,/ Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENT A TIONIRECOGNlTION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Loea! Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY fUNCTION: _-!.-_-,I_O_! -.JL.I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _ .... 1_--,1 ....JU .....JL! 
IndustrialfEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 I _____ estimated 

1 I 9 I 5 1 2 / 1952 documented 
13. DATE Of MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHOD/MA TERlAL: 
-X-I.-XJ steel and concrete 

X I X I steel and concrete 
IS. DIMENSIONS: 5360 ft2 

Height 1 story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

original 
sub~uent 

___ I ________________________________ fi~~ 

__ I second 
I ili~ 

17. STYLISTIC ThIFLlJENCE: 
____ , __ -' ____________ first 
_______ ' ___________ second 

iliird 
18, STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

ftrst second __ -,I third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAl, 
2 I continuous R / poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R I poured conl.:rele replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
....Jlj concrete block 

o ICON." block 
21. ROOF CONFIGURATIONfCOVERIN(}: 

CONFIGURATION COVERINQ 
-.SLJ flat _7_' metal panels 
...LJ sbed ..:....LJ transite panels 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 ! moderate alteration 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ! __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMA nON: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings conGiin 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearty 1.800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative worll. unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enridl their 
uranium feed to their specifICations 

-(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)" 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-252 
GROUP # ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included erection 
Of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-4101420, UF6 Feed Ptant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331 , C-333, C-310. and C-
315, were completed and started operation In September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. AuthOrization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and construction was completed 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large prooes&ing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering selVices. During World War 11. the firm was responsible for the design and field supelVision of numerous buildings and selVice facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company deSigned many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grytls. The firm remains in 
business today as the Smith Group. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Warehouses, Storage and Support Buildings constitute a large number of the buildings and structures at the PGDP. Support buildings include the cafeteria 
and hospital (Buildings C-101 and C-102). the steam plant (Building C-600). and carpenter shop (Building C-724-B). The plant contains a number of large and 
small warehouse buildings such as the C-746-A and B. and storage facilities such as the Maintenance Materials Storage Building (C-732). 

Building C-742 is a one-story, steel and concrete block building built in 1952. This building is composed of a one-;tory office and an attac.hed open-air stor<tge 
wing. The office has walls of concrete block and a flat metal roof. On the east fa<;ade is an original entrance with a two-light steel and glass door. Windows are 
fixed, single-light glass and wood design on the west, north and east facades. The building rests on a poured concrete foundation. The west fac;ade is an 
attached open-air storage shed with a shed roof of transite panels. The shed is supported by steel posts and enclosed with wire mesh fenCing. On both the east 
and west facades are three sets of paired metal. hinged door which access this storage area. 
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lNUlVJl)UAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

'--''''--JV1''ll1. 1 tVU."'\.,At\\,.,J\CH 

RESOURCE # MCN-253 
RELATED GROUP # 
EVALUATION ----
SHPO EV ALUAUON 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED ------

I. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4_1 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-743 Onicc Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath. KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: ---ILl Accuracy: A 
Easting: _3_'_3_1_8_i_s_I_5_f_5_1 

Northing: _4_'_'_1_0_1_8_'_4_1_7_1_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDERfAFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Naslwille. Tenness.::e 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July. 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. [NITrATION: _-",-3 __ ,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENT A TION/RECOGNITION: 
Survey HABSIHAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NtIL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRI~1ARY FUNCTION: _~ __ ,I_O_! _B_1 
IndustriallEngineering-cxtraclivc facility or site 
I L CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 1_0_1_8_1 

12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: -.l'llL_.__ __ . ___ . estimated 
1 f 9 I 7 I 1 I 1971 documented 

13, DATE OF MAJOR MODlFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METIlODIMATERIAL: 
_X_/-X...f-'st"'c""e':-I ___________ original 

X I X f steel subsequent 
15. DIMENSIONS: 9973 fi2 

Height . I story Width Depth 
16. PLAN: 

__ I ________________________________ first 

__ / second 
third 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
__ I _________ ; ___ I __________ first 

______ ; ___ I second 

third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
2 I continuous R I poured concrete original 
2 I continuous R I puurcu com"TcLc n.:placcmcnl 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~/ vinyl siding 

Y I vinyl siding 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATIONJCOVERlNG: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

-AJ""s",id""e,--_ 
-AJ-"s:!'id.."e,--_ 

_8_1 rolled asphalt material original 
_8_1 rolled asphalt material replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODlFlCATlON: _-'2"'----11 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to theif specifications. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEt 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAt'll (Complete if#2.5 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exacllocation of resource) 
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RESOURCE # MCN-253 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951, and included erection 
of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, Purge and 
Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, C-310, and C-
315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed with the second 
phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and construction was cbmpleted 
in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of DetrOit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford. Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell GryUs. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C:' Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The"C prefix continues to be used to identify building locations 

Administrative Buildings are defined as those containing offices and the administrative functions of the facility When the PGOP was built in the 19505, the 
main administrative building was Building C-100 and this still houses many of the Significant offices of the plant. Other administrative buildings include the 
Training and Cascade Office (Building C-304) and Building C-212. 

Building C-743 is a one-story, steel building erected in 1971 The building has a gable roof of rolled asphalt roofing material. a concrete foundation and an 
exterior of vinyl siding. The main (east) fa.;;ade has an entrance with ca. 1990. paired style-light glass and steel doors. At the entrance is a metal shed roof 
canopy supported by steel posts. Windows are ca. 1990, fixed, single-light design. On the south fa~de are nine window bays. On the west fayade is a window 
bay and entrance in a projecting gabled bay. This entrance has a ca. 1990. single-light steel and glass door. On the north facade are three entrances with ca. 
1990, single-light glass and steel doors. This fa.;;ade has ten window bays. Two of entrances have metal canopies supported by metal posts. Extending the 
length of this fa~de is a concrete loading dock with a steel pipe railing. 
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KENTIJCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-254 
RELATED GROUP # ____ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N~----

For instruction., see the Kentuckv Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-744 Material Handling Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: _1_6 _, Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4 _'_1_1_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _,~ 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _...:3 __ 1 Review an~ Compliance 

·)THER DOCUMENTA TIONJRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,,---...!'_O_'_B_' 
IndustriallEngineering-extracti ve facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 '_0 I.JL..' 
IndustriallEngineering-extracti ve facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ____ e;,1imated _9_' .L1_2_1 1952 documented 

13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
~ ~I concrete and steel 
X I X I concrete and steel 

15. DIMENSIONS: 6400 ft2 
Height I storY Width Depth 

16. PLAN 

original 
subsequent 

____________________ flrst 
____________________ second 

third 

____ , __ -' ____ ~ ____ fust 
________ . __________ :~nd 

STYLE DEVELOPMEl'-l'T: 
fust second third 

KE:N'TUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL * 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C I continuous R lpoured concrete original 
C I continuous R lpoured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERlAL: 
..JJ!S)j concrete and steel panels 
..'J!S)f concrete and steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
.-SLI fiat _8_' steel panels original 

original 
replacement 

.-SLI fiat 8 I steel panels replacement 

22. CONDITION: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVEFILE#: __ --, __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN*254 
GROUP#-------:-__ -____,-

IDENTIFICA nON _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S-:--__ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction ofthe first phase began January 2. 1951. and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/42O, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Buading; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The fJTSt process buildings, C-331 , C-333, 
C-310, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor 10 the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giftels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their wor!< at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 19505. 

BUildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "Cn prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment. to support building maintenance, and overall plant operations. 
BUilding C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment. Sections 01 
the cascade eqUipment are often replaced and the eqUipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

BUilding C-744 is a one-story, steel and concrete building constructed in 1952. It has a concrete foundation, metal roof and an exterior of concrete and stee 
panels. The west favade is of poured concrete and lacks fenestration. On the north facade the walls are of steel panels and this favade has a pedestriar 
entrance and two garage bays. The pedestrian entrance has an original two-light steel and glass door. The garage bays have overhead, roll-up steel doors. ThE 
east favade is of concrete with three small windows containing air conditioning units. The south favade is of concrete and this faf;;ade has a pedestrian entranCE 
and two garage bays similar to the north fayade. This favade also has a concrete loading dock which is accessed by a concrete ramp at the southeast corner 0 

the building. Over the loading dock is a flat roof steel canopy. 
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INDNIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-255 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N~------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-746-A North Warehouse 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6QW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: ~, Accuracy: A 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: __ 4 __ '_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5_1 

4. OWNERIADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 4200 1 
5. FIELD RECORDERlAFFILlA TION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITlA TION: _-",3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
___ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--"-__ -"_O_'_B_' 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRlMARYrUNCTION: _-=1 ___ ' -1LJ JLI 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ____ estimated 

1 , 9 , 5 I 4 , documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERlAL: 
X-J -X-I prefabricated metal 
X I X I prefabricated metal 

15. DIMENSIONS: 72000 ft2 
Height I story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

______________________ frr& 

__ I second 
I ~d 

17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
______ -' ___________ frr& 
_____ ; ___ , ~nd 

/ , ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first second ~d 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

C j continuous R 'poured concrete original 
C 1 continuous R lpoured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..SLI steel panels 
.sL.J steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

-AJ side gable _8_/ steel panels original 
A 1 side gable 8 I steel panels .replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 , moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _______ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 minion SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifications. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE» 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPliCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE II MCN-2SS 
GROUPII===~=~ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY II'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the foliowing process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buUdings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. 
Purge and Product Withdrawal BuDding; C-315, Surge and Waste BuDding; and C·3QO, Central Control BuDding. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, 
C-310, and C-315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buHdlngs was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff wHh security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The 'C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment, to support building maintenance, and overall plant operatiOns. 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment. Sections of 
the cascade eqUipment are often replaced and the equipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

C-746-A is a one-story, pre-fabricated metal building erected in 1954. The building has a concrete foundation, a gable roof of steel panels and exterior walls of 
steel panels. The building has three attached sections with gable roofs. On the east fayade, the central section has an overhead steel track garage bay door. 
Adjacent to this entrance is a three-1ight, steel and glass pedestrian door. The flanking two sections of this building have three-light, steel and glass doors on the 
east fayade. The south two sections also have a roof addition of steel panels and this addition has a gable roof. The south fayade has several bays with sliding 
track doors. there is no fenestration on the west fayade. The north fayade has six garage bays with overhead steel track doors and six pedestrian doors of solid 
steel. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-256 
RELATED GROl),P # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~T~IO~N~------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey ManuaL DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-746-B South Warehouse 

2. ADDRESSILOCA TION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Nan1e: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: _1_6 _, Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3 _'_3_'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 

Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and Ju1y, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNlTIA TION: _=3_-,' Reviewand.compliance 

TIIER DOCUMENTA TIONIRECOGNITION: 
Survey HABS/HAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,,-__ .I_O_I_B_' 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: ---:--,1 __ , _0 I ~I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12, CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1~1",,"9=S9,---__ estimated 

I , 9 , 5 I 9 I 1959 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
~'..-X..J prefabricated metal 
X 'X I prefabricated metal 

15. DIMENSIONS: 72000 fe 
Height 1 stOry Width Depth 

16, PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

________________________________ frrst 
____________________ second 

_______ -' __________ first 
___ ' _________ second 

__ ' third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

C I continuous R 'poured concrete original 
C , continuous R /poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..52.-' steel panels 
..sL! steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

-.AJ side gable _8_' standing metal seam original 
A 'side gable 8 I standing metal seam replacement 

22. CONDITION: G' in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ -' __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

C01lA:MENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation, The plant's processing buUdings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1 ,BOO enrichment stages, The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 ,3 million SWU per year, SWU stands for . 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services, Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich theif 
uranium feed to theif specifICations. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPliCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if il25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-256 
GROUP# _____ -..".-

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
~AGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951. and included 
erection of the foHowing process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, 
C-310, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear !?ltes around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

BUildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C' to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment, to support building maintenance, and overall plant operations. 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment Sections of 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the equipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

C-746-B is a pre-fabricated metal building erected in 1954 with a concrete foundation, a gable roof of crimped steel and exterior walls of steel panels. Except for 
louvered vents there is no fenestration on the east f~ade. On the south fayade are six garage bays with overhead track steel doors. Adjacent to these doors are 
solid steel pedestrian doors. The w~t fayade lacks fenestration except for exhaust fans in the gable fields. There is no fenestration on the north fayade. 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL * FRANKFORT, KY 40601 * (502) 564-7005 
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KENTIJCKY mSTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-257 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~T-IO~N--------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 
~~----~~~~====~~~==~----~~~~~~ 
1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-746-G Electrical Equipment Storage Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: _16_' Accuracy: A , 
Easting: _3_'_3 __ '_8_'_8_f_S_f-L/ 

Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_1_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8, INITIATION: _-,",3 __ ,1 Review and Compliance 

lTIlliR [x)cUMENT A TIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,--_'_O_I_B_I 
IndustriallEngineering-extracti ve facility or site 
II. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,1 __ _ 0_1 _11_'/ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12, CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1 ____ estimated 

1 , 9 / 7 / 4 I ] 974 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14, CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
~I ~I prefabricated steel 
X I X I prefabricated steel 

15, DIMENSIONS: 2400 ft.l 
Height 1 storv Width Depth 

16, PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

______________ '--_ first 
__________________ sccond 

third 

_____ , ___ ' ________ first 
________ ' _________ second 

third 

KE:NllJCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL * 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

C I continuous R lpoured concrete original 
C I continuous R !poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~, steel panels 
.sL,1 steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA TION/COVERlNG: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

~/ side gable _7_' standing metal seam original 
A 'side gable 7 I standing metal seam replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23, MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ___ ,1 __ ' _____ _ 

Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation, The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the, diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11,3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations, 

*(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEr 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY 

NOT APPliCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

FUNCTION 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy ofrnap showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-257 
GROUP# ____ _ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ----
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951, and included 
erection of the foHowing process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/42O, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, 
C-310. and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952. and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of P1ant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment faCilities, C-335 and C-337. were added, and 
construction was completed In 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and VaDet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment, to support building maintenance, and overall plant operations. 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment. Sections of 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the eqUipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

Building C-746-G is a one-story, pre-fabricated, steel building erected in 1974. It has a poured concrete foundation, a gable roof of crimped steel and exterior 
walls of steel panels. On the east fayade is a garage bay with an overhead track steel door. On the west fac;;ade is a similar garage bay entrance and a 
pedestrian entrance with a single-light, steel and glass door. There is no fenestration on the north and south facades. 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL .. FRANKFORT, KY 40601 * (502) 564-7005 
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KENTUCKY illSTORlC RESOUKCJ:::-i 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 
RESOURCE # MCN-258 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPoEVALUA-T-IO-N--------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-746-L Tractor Storage Building 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: ~ Accuracy: A 
Easting: _3_'_3 _1_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_1 

Northing: __ 4_1_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _I 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. lNITIA TION: _~3 __ .1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABS/HAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-L __ I_O_I ~! 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,1 ___ 0 I ~I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1 ' ____ estimated 

1 , 9 I 8 I 5 I 1985 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
_X __ '....xJ prefabricated steel 
X 'X I prefabricated steel 

15. DIMENSIONS: 364 ft2 
Height 1 story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

______________________________ first 
_________________ second 

I ~d 

\7. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 
_______ . ___________ first 

__ I second 
I ~d 

18. STYLE DEVELOP!vIENT: 
flISt __ ---' second ~d 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C I continuous R /poured concrete original 
C / continuous R looured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...Q..J steel panels 
.J2J steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

-ILJ front gable _7_/ standing metal seam original 
B l.front gable 7 1 standing metal seam replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ , ____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMEl'l'TS/HISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services, Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGEr 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-258 
GROUP# ______________ ____ 

IDENTIFICATION __ INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ::---__ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

tKHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings: C-4101420, UF6 Feed Plant: C-310. 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333, 
C-310. and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giftels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War 11, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giftels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith. Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman. and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation. refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment. to support building maintenance. and overall plant operations. 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment Sections of 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the equipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

Building C-746-L is a prefabricated steel building constructed in 1985 for use as a Tractor Storage facility. The building has an exterior of steel panels, a 
continuous poured concrete foundation and a front gable roof of standing metal seam. The building is open-ended for easy access. 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL * FRANKFORT. KY 40601 * (502) 564-7005 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE # MCN-259 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPO EV ALUA"::T=-IO:c:N-:-----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DES1ROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-746-M Waste Uraniwn Chip Storage Facility 
2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: H~ KY 
Date: 1978 'Zone: _1_6 _, Accuracy: A I 
Easting: _3_1_3 _'_8_1_8_'_5_/..-L1 

Northing: _4_1_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_1_7 _'_5_' 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _..,;.3 __ ,1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: ---:--,,-__ I_O_I_B_I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 / ~}3. I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONS1RUCTION DATE: l' estimated 

_1_/_9_/ ~f_6_f 1976 documented 

13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONS1RUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
X __ LX.J prefabricated steel 
X f X I prefabricated steel 

15. DIMENSIONS: 432 ft2 
Height 1 stOry Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__ , ________________ fIrst 
________________ sccond 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

__ 1 ____ -' __ ---' ________ fIrst 
____ -' ___ , second 

I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT 

fIrst second third 

KEhWCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL '" 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C I continuous R 'poured concrete original 
C I continuous R 'poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
...Q...J steel panels 
..iLl steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

~ flat _6_I_b""uil~'",-t--=u"",p ____ originaI 
-...SL.! flat 6 1 built-up replacement 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2' moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 When the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

"(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)* 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPliCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if#25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY Mct.:racken 
RESOURCE # MCN-259 
GROUP# __ ..,...-__ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY#'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-3l0. 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-31S. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331. C-333, 
C-3l0. and C-31S. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 1950s the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "cn prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment. cleaning. and daily operations' of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment. to support building maintenance, and overall plant operations. 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment. Sections of 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the equipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

Building C-746-M is a prefabricated steel building constructed in 1976 for use as a Waste Uranium Chip Storage Facility. The building has a continuous poured 
concrete foundation, a flat built-up roof and an exterior of steel panels. 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1 ) 

CUUN lY MccraCKen 
RESOURCE #I MCN-260 
RELATED GROUP #1 ___ _ 

EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA~TI~O~N~------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-746-Q Hazardous and LL W Storage Building 

2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. lITM REFERENCE: 
Quad Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 ! Zone: __ 1_6 _, Accuracy: --=--'--_' 

Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
S. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _.;:3 __ 1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGlNAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: ---:--'-_-'{ _0_1 -1L-f 
lndustrialfEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _-,,1_--, _0 '_B_1 
lndustrialfEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 ' ____ estimated 

1 / 9 I 6 I 5 {1965 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODfMATER1AL: 
.~ ___ L)Lj prefabricated steel 
X {X / prefabricated steel 

15. DIMENSIONS: 33165 fe 
Height 1 storY Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_______________________ fi~t 
________________ second 

I third 

17. STYLISTIC lNFLUENCE: 
_____ , __ ---' __________ first 

__ I , ___ I second 
I ! third 

18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 
first second third 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL * 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C I continuous R lpoured concrete original 
C I continuous R /poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
JLJ vertical steel panels 
..sLJ vertical steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
....1L! side gable _8_' steel panels 

A I side gable 8 / steel panels 

22. CONDmON: G I in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _---"2'--_,/ moderate alteration 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #I: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource #I on back of all prints. 

COM!vfENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION. 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative wor!< unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPliCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered). 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map shm.ving exact location of resource) 
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LUUNI Y MCLracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-260 
GROUP#=-==-:::-:-=~ 

IDENTIFICA nON _INTENSIVE 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/42O. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. 
Purge and Product WithdraWal BuDding; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333. 
C-310. and C-315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. DUring Wortd War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work at 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 1940s and earty 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 and 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office and 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains in 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant was 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elseWhere. The "C· prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in the 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other eqUipment. to support building maintenance, and overall plant operations. 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process eqUipment. Sections of 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the eqUipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

Building C-746-Q is a one-story, pre-fabricated, metal buildings erected in 1965. It has a concrete foundation. a gable roof of steel panels and exterior walls of 
vertical steel panels. On the west falfade is a garage bay entrance with an overhead track steel door. Also on this favade is a pedestrian entrance with a steel 
and glass door. On the north favade is a garage bay with an overhead track door and two pedestrian entrances with single-light, steel and glass doors. This 
fa«ade also has a series of louvered vent openings. On the east fayade are two garage bays with overhead track doors and two, single-light, steel and glass 
pedestrian doors. On the south falfade is a garage bay with an overhead track door. This favade also has a series of louvered vents. 

KE:Nl1JCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL" FRANKFORT, KY 40601 ,. (502) 564-7005 
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KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1) 

COUNTY MCCracKen 
RESOURCE # MCN-261 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION __________ _ 
SHPO EVALUATION ___ _ 

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-746-Ql High Assay Waste Storage Facility 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway60W. 

3. UTMREFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: _1_6 _, Accuracy: A 
Easting: _3_1_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_1_0 _'_8 _'_4_1_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. !NITlA TION: _-=.3 __ .1 Review and Compliance 

9. OTIIER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOGNlTlON: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

to. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,,-__ 1_0_1 JL.I 
IndustriallEngineering-eXtractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: 1 _0 I JL.I 
IndustriallEngineering-extracti ve facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ____ estimated 

1 1 9 I 6 I 5 I 1965 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
X-J -X....I prefabricated steel 
X 'X 1 prefabricated steel 

15. DIMENSIONS: 16335 ftt 
Height 1 story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_______________________________ fi~t 
_______________________________ ~cond 

I third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

________ . ______________ first 
_______ -J __ --' ___________ ~nd 

I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

fi~t second ___ ' third 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL ;I 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 
C I continuous R lpoured concrete original 
C 1 continuous R lpoured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
~I steel panels 
..sLJ steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATION/COVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
-A.J side gable _8_1 steel panels 

A I side gable 8 I steel panels 

22. CONDmON: G linastateofgoodrepair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 I moderate alteration 

original 
replacement 

original 
replacement 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: ' __ 1 _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHlSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
bljili. between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE)' 



25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION DATE 

NOT APPLICABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered). 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-261 
GROUP # ==-::::-:-:=-::-:-. 

IDENTIFICA nON _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S __ _ 
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUA nON SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGOP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951. and included 
erection of the foRowing process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300, Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331 , C-333, 
C-310, and C-315. were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities, C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956, 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomi( 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 1950s, The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design an< 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at thE 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giftels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work a 
various nuclear Sites around the country during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 an, 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroi! as well as office ani 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains il 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix "C: Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C" prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in th 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other eqUipment. to support building maintenance, and overall plant operatiOn! 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment. Sections ( 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the equipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

Building C-746-Q1 is a one-story, pre-fabricated, metal building erected in 1965. It has a concrete foundation, a gable roof of steel panels and exterior walls ( 
vertical steel panels. On the west favade is a garage bay entrance with an overhead track steel door. Also on this favade is a pedestrian entrance with a stel 
and glass door. On the north favade is a garage bay with an overhead track door and two pedestrian entrances with single-light, steel and glass doors. Th 
fayade also has a series of louvered vent openings. On the east fayade are two garage bays with overhead track doors and two, single-light, steel and gl~ 
pedestrian doors. On the south fayade is a garage bay with an overhead track door. This favade also has a series of louvered vents. 
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INDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 
(KHC 2002-1) 

RESOURCE tI MCN-262 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA=TI~O~N~----

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how detennined): _4 _, 

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Building No. C-7SO Garage 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 6OW. 

3. UIM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 I Zone: ~ Accuracy: _A __ 
Easting; _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_'_5_' 
Northing: _4_'_1_1_0 _1_8 _1_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR: Department of Energy 

8. INITIATION: _",,3 __ ' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOONITION: 
__ Survey HABSIHAER 

KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: _--,-__ .1_0_' -..lLJ 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: ---:-,,1 __ ,/ -.SU -LI 
IndustriallEngineering-extracti ve facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 , ____ estimated 

1 I 9 / 5 I 2 J 1952 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMA TERIAL: 
~/ -XJ steel and concrete 
X 'X 1 steel and concrete 

15. DIMENSIONS: 11866 ft2 
Height 1 story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

_________________________ frrst 
__________________________ ~ond 

, third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

______ -' _____________ first 
______ -' ___________ ~ond 

, third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

first second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

C I continuous R lpoured concrete original 
C / continuous R /poured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..JLI steel nanels 
..SJ...J steel panels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURATIONICOVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 

original 
replacement 

-..A.-I side gable .HlJ built-up/standing metal seam original 
A / side gable 617 I built-uplstanding metal seam replacement 

22. cONDmoN: G' in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: _--=-2 ---,' moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: 1 __ ' _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIHISTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11 .3 million SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative worK unit. the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

'(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25. SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPliCABLE 

26. SITE PLAN (Complete if #25 was answered) 

27. MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE ## MCN-262 
GROUP##~=-:-----:-o_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S 
PAGE 3 O~F-3- PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2. 1951. and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333. the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420. UF6 Feed Plant; C-310. 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315, Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings. C-331. C-333, 
C-31 0, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15, 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 1940s and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design and 
engineering services. During World War II, the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at the 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances. they were selected to continue their work al 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and early 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 anc 
was a major design company of the 2O'h century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office anc 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith, Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell GryUs. The firm remains ir 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 19505 the Paducah plant wa! 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C" to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The ·C .. prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment, cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in thE 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other equipment, to support building maintenance. and overall plant operations 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process eqUipment. Sections 0 

the cascade equipment are often replaced and the equipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

Building C-750 is a one-story garage built in 1952. The building has a poured concrete foundation, exterior walls of concrete and transite panels and a built ul 
roof and crimped metal. The building is composed of a large garage facility with a three-bay concrete wing on the west fa<;ade. The concrete wing has thre' 
drive-thru bays with each bay having an overhead steel door. This concrete wing lacks fenestration on the west fayade and is attached to the main garage on it 
east fayade. The main garage has a large garage bay on the north fa<;ade. This bay has a sliding track metal door. Windows are original, fixed. twenty-four ligt 
steel and glass design. 

The upper fayade of this building is composed of transite panels and there is no fenestration on the upper area of the north fayade. The west fac;ade of th 
building is composed of a large window wall on the lower level divided by the concrete wing. This window wall has eight rows of continuous rectangular steel an 
glass windows, some fixed while others open in hopper fashion. The upper fayade has a continuous window wall of five rows and these windows are fixed wit 
nine, twO-light panels which open in an awning design. On the east fa<;ade of the building is a continuous window wall with eight rows of windows. Thes 
windows are fixed with some hopper design windows on the lower row. On the north fac;ade of this wing is an original two-light steel and pedestrian door. On tn 
east fayade of the building is also a fifteen-light steel and glass window with a metal awning. A pedestrian entrance on this fac;ade has a two-light steel and glas 
door flanked by paired, two-light steel and glass windows. 

On the south fac;ade of the building is a large garage bay in the central section of the building. This entrance has sliding track, steel and glass doors. The eal 
concrete wing has a pedestrian door of single-light. steel and glass design and a nine-light steel and glass window. Flanking the garage bay, on this fac;ade, ar 
twenty-four light steel and glass doors. The west concrete wing has three garage bays with overhead track steel doors. 

KENTUCKY HERITAGE COUNCIL '" FRANKFORT, 



KENTUCKY rnSTORIC RESOURCES 
iNDIVIDUAL SURVEY FORM 

(KHC 2002-1 ) 

COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE 1# MCN-263 
RELATED GROUP # ___ _ 
EVALUATION 
SHPOEVALUA-T-IO-N-------

For instruction, see the Kentucky Historic Resources Survey Manual. DESTROYED 

1. NAME OF RESOURCE (how determined): _4 _I 

Paducah Gaseous Ditfusion Plant 
Building No. C-751 Fuel Dispensing Facility 

2. ADDRESSILOCATION: Located north on County Road 1154 off 
U.S. Highway 60W. 

3. UTM REFERENCE: 
Quad. Name: Heath, KY 
Date: 1978 , Zone: .-IL' Accuracy: A 
Easting: _3_'_3 _'_8_'_8_'_5_1_5_' 
Northing: _4_' __ 1_'_0 _'_8 _'_4_'_7 _'_5 _, 

4. OWNER/ADDRESS: Department of Energy 
Paducah Site Office 
P.O. Box 1410 
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 
5. FIELD RECORDER/AFFILIATION: Phil Thomason 
Thomason and Associates-Nashville, Tennessee 
6. DATE RECORDED: June and July, 2004 

7. SPONSOR Department of Energy 

8.lNITIATION: _-",3_-,' Review and Compliance 

9. OTHER DOCUMENTATIONIRECOONITION: 
Survey HABSIHAER 
KY Land Local Land 
NR NHL 

Other: 
Report Reference 

10. ORIGINAL PRIMARY FUNCTION: -:-:-",-_-,1_0_' JL! 
IndustriallEngineering-extracti ve facility or site 
11. CURRENT PRIMARY FUNCTION: _ ...... 1 __ .1 ... 31) JL....I 
IndustriallEngineering-extractive facility or site 
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE: 2 1-,1",,9~91,--__ estimated 

1 I 9 1 9 I 1 I 1991 documented 
13. DATE OF MAJOR MODIFICATIONS: 

14. CONSTRUCTION METHODIMATERIAL: 
X-J......xJ prefabricated steel 
X I X I prefabricated steel 

15. DIMENSIONS: 50 fi2 
Height 1 story Width Depth 

16. PLAN: 

original 
subsequent 

__________________________ frrst 
___________________________ ~nd 

third 
17. STYLISTIC INFLUENCE: 

________ -' __________ frrst 
____ , ____ I ~nd 

I I third 
18. STYLE DEVELOPMENT: 

frrst second third 

19. FOUNDATION: 
TYPE MATERIAL 

C I continuous R /poured concrete original 
C I continuous R lpoured concrete replacement 

20. PRIMARY WALL MATERIAL: 
..sL...1 steel mnels 
..QJ steel mnels 

21. ROOF CONFIGURA TIONICOVERING: 
CONFIGURATION COVERING 
..-SLJ Oat _6_' built-up original 

original 
replacement 

~I flat 6 'built-up replacement 

22. CONDITION: _....:0",--,1 in a state of good repair 

23. MODIFICATION: 2 1 moderate alteration 

24. NEGATIVE FILE #: , __ , _____ _ 
Write resource # on back of all prints. 

COMMENTSIillSTORICAL INFORMATION: 

The majority of the buildings at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant were 
built between 1952 and 1956 when the main processing facilities were placed 
in operation. The plant's processing buildings contain 74 acres of floor space 
and the diffusers within the plants have nearly 1,800 enrichment stages. The 
plant has a design capacity of 11.3 minion SWU per year. SWU stands for 
separative work unit, the industry standard for measuring uranium enrichment 
services. Customers pay for the number of SWU required to enrich their 
uranium feed to their specifICations. 

*(SEE CONTINUATION PAGE), 
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25, SUPPORT RESOURCES: SITE PLAN KEY FUNCTION 

NOT APPUCABLE 

26, SITE PLAN (Complete ifil25 was answered) 

27, MAP (Scan or attach copy of map showing exact location of resource) 
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COUNTY McCracken 
RESOURCE # MCN-263 
GROUP#-:==-,-----::_ 

IDENTIFICATION _INTENSIVE 
CATEGORY #'S ___ --
PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES 

KENTUCKY HISTORIC RESOURCES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

(KHC-91-4) 

PGDP construction spanned 1951 through 1956 and was conducted in two phases. Construction of the first phase began January 2, 1951, and included 
erection of the following process and production facilities: C-331 and C-333, the gaseous diffusion process buildings; C-410/420, UF6 Feed Plant; C-310, 
Purge and Product Withdrawal Building; C-315. Surge and Waste Building; and C-300. Central Control Building. The first process buildings, C-331, C-333, 
C-310, and C-315, were completed and started operation in September 1952, and the first product was withdrawn in November. Authorization to proceed 
with the second phase of Plant construction was received on July 15. 1952. Two additional enrichment facilities. C-335 and C-337, were added, and 
construction was completed in 1956. 

The firm responsible for the design of the large processing buildings was Giffels and Vallet Inc. of Detroit. This firm was a major subcontractor to the Atomic 
Energy Commission during the 19405 and 19505. The firm had a large specialty group of architects and engineers performing a wide range of design anc 
engineering services. During World War II. the firm was responsible for the design and field supervision of numerous buildings and service facilities at thE 
Manhattan Project site in Hanford, Washington. Because Giffels & Vallet already had staff with security clearances, they were selected to continue their work a 
various nuclear sites around the country during the late 19405 and ea rly 19505. 

Buildings with less security considerations were designed by the Detroit architectural firm of Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Inc. This firm was founded in 1853 am 
was a major design company of the 20th century. The company designed many industrial buildings for the automotive industry in Detroit as well as office an( 
residential buildings. In the early 19505 the company was led by a partnership of Morimer Smith. Ted Hinchman, and Maxwell Grylls. The firm remains if 
business today as the SmithGroup. 

The buildings are identified by number with the prefix ·C." Because of the many projects underway by the AEC during the early 1950s the Paducah plant wa: 
referred to as "Kentucky Area C· to distinguish it from projects elsewhere. The "C' prefix continues to be used to identify building locations. 

Maintenance and Repair Buildings are those which support the installation, refurbishment. cleaning, and daily operations of the uranium diffusers in th, 
processing buildings. They are also those which provide services to maintain other eqUipment. to support building maintenance. and overall plant operatioru 
Building C-400 is one of the most important maintenance building and operations in this facility include the decontamination of process equipment Sections c 
the cascade equipment are often replaced and the equipment is cleaned in Building C-400 and then either reused or placed on standby 

C-751 is a one-story. pre-fabricated steel building erected in 1991. The building has a poured concrete foundation and a flat roof and exterior of steel panels. 0 
th,e main (south) filltade is a steel and glass. single-light door. On the west filltade is a two-light, steel fixed window. 
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